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Sixth NY-Ålesund International Scientific Seminar 
"Th e C h a n g i n g Phys i ca l  E n v iron m e nt" 
Polar Environmental Centre, Tromsø, Norway, 
8-10 October 2002 
Scientific Progra m m e  Co m m ittee 
Jon Børre 0rbæk (chairman), Kim Holmen, Roland Neuber, Hans Peter Plag, 
Bernard Lefauconnier, Guido de Prisco, Hajime Ito 
Local Orga n izi ng Com m ittee 
Anne Kibsgaard, Trond Svenøe, Gunn Sissel Jaklin, Marit Raak-Pettersen, Jan 
Erling Haugland, Jon Børre 0rbæk 
Se m i n ar Spon s ors 
This Sixth NY-Ålesund International Scientific Seminar is sponsored by 
the Norwegian Polar Institute, the Norwegian Research Council (project 
155661/700) and the European Commission IHP-programme (contract 
HPRI-CT-1999-00057). 
Orga n izers 
The seminar is hosted by the Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI) and organized in 
collaboration with the NY-Ålesund Science Managers Committee (NySMAC) and 
the NY-Ålesund Large Scale Facility programme. 
Introduction 
Initiated by the NY-Ålesund Science 
Managers Committee (NySMAC), the 
NY-Ålesund International Scientific 
Seminars aim at facilitating more ex­
change and collaboration between the 
scientists involved in research activi­
ties in the NY-Ålesund area. 
During the pa st decade or so, Ny­
Ålesund has developed into a well 
recognized international research and 
monitoring facility in the European 
Arctic. More than 10 different nations 
have now established permanent re­
search and monitoring activities at the 
site, and scientists from more than 20 
nations perform field research cam­
paigns at the research stations or in 
the nearby pristine environment 
during all times of the year. 
NY-Ålesund has since 1996 been 
recognized by the European Com­
mission (EC) as a " Large Scale Facili­
ty"j"Major Research Infrastructure", 
and the EC 5th Framework Programme 
(Improving Human Potential) still con­
tributes significantly to the trans­
national research mobility and ex­
change under the programmes for the 
"NY-Ålesund Large Scale Facility for 
Arctic Environmental Research". As 
owner and operator of the general 
infrastructure on behalf of the Nor­
wegian state, and host of all the 
permanent research stations on long 
term contracts, Kings Bay Company 
has a specific responsibility in de­
veloping a sustainable research site 
which maintains the pristine environ­
ment and the conditions for inter­
national top quality Arctic environ­
mental research. 
Photo: Jørgen Hinkler 
The NY-Ålesund research community 
is large, multidisciplinary and inter­
national. The large amount of new 
data that is gathered by the individual 
scientists and monitoring programmes 
in NY-Ålesund represent an impres­
sive bank of state-of-the-art know­
ledge about the Arctic environment 
and environmental change. The 
opportunities for multidisciplinary ex­
change within contemporary fields 
including climate change, ozonejUV­
radiation and long range transport of 
pollutants are unique at the site, 
involving marine and terrestrial bi 0-
logists, atmospheric physicists and 
chemists, scientists within geodesy 
and glaciology, geomorphology and 
others. The NY-Ålesund Seminars sig­
nificantly contribute to the increased 
communication and collaboration 
across both disciplinary and national 
borders. 
The first NY-Ålesund Scientific Semi­
nar was hosted by Alfred Wegener 
Institute (AWI) in Potsdam, Germany, 
in May 1995, involving all fields of 
sciences. The second seminar gave 
emphasis to the biological sciences 
and was hosted by the Natural 
Environment Research Council (NERC) 
in Cambridge, UK, in February 1996. 
The third seminar in April 1997 was 
devoted to the atmospheric research 
in NY-Ålesund and was hosted by the 
Norwegian Institute of Air Research 
(NILU) at Kjeller, Norway. The fourth 
seminar was hosted by the Italian 
National Research Council (CNR) in 
Ravello, Italy, in March 1998, 
focussing on the broad field of "Arctic 
and Global Change". The fifth seminar 
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was organized by the National Insti­
tute of Polar Research (NIPR) in 
Tokyo, Japan, in February 2000 as 
part of the 2nd International Sym­
posium on Environmental Research in 
the Arctic, inviting also a broader 
international community on Arctic 
research. 
This Sixth NY-Ålesund International 
Scientific Seminar is hosted by the 
Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI) in 
Tromsø, Norway, during the period 8-
10 in October 200 2, and organized in 
collaboration with NySMAC and the 
NY-Ålesund Large Scale Facility pro­
gramme. It is devoted to "Physical 
Environment Research" in NY-Åle­
sund, involving contributions from the 
cryospheric, atmospheric, solarterres­
trial, solid earth and marine environ­
ments. A few ecosystem effect studies 
on environmental change are also 
presented at the seminar. The semi­
nar is co-sponsored by the Norwegian 
Polar Institute, the Norwegian Re­
search Council (project 15566 1/700) 
and the European Com-mission IHP­
programme (contract HPRI-CT- 1999-
00057). 
The seminar programme represents a 
cross-section of the activities at the 
site, but it does not include the com­
plete set of contemporary physical 
environment research in NY-Ålesund. 
Most of the contributions belong to 
the atmospheric and cryospheric 
environment, more specifically from 
the fields of Arctic aerosols, long 
range transport of pollutants, air 
quality, glacier monitoring and mass 
balance measurement, hydrological 
processes and energy balance studies. 
There are relatively few contributions 
from the fields of Solar-Terrestrial, 
Solid Earth and Marine environments, 
and an important goal for future 
seminars is to attract also these 
important fields for multidisciplinary 
scientific dialogue. Noteworthy is that 
a comprehensive set of contemporary 
marine multi-disciplinary research 
projects in NY-Ålesund will be pre­
sented at the "Kongsfjorden Eco­
system Workshop Il" in Poland 7-10 
November 200 2. The set of 4-page 
extended abstracts of each paperj 
poster presented at the seminar is 
published in these conference pro­
ceedings. The 10-15 highest quality 
papers will subse-quently be selected 
and invited by the scientific pro­
gramme committee to publish coher­
ently in a special issue of the peer­
reviewed journal "Physics and Chemi­
stry of the Earth". 
A major objective of the seminar is to 
create new ideas and identify new 
research needs at the site through the 
discussions at the meeting. This is 
also the first step in new research 
proposals for the national and Euro­
pean research counciIs. The third day 
of the seminar is dedicated to work­
shops on instrumental techniques and 
observational needs concerning re­
search into the Atmospheric, Cryos­
pheric, Solar-Terrestrial, Solid Earth 
and Marine environments. All partici­
pants at the seminar are invited to 
contribute to these important activi­
ties. At the time this introduction is 
written, participants are invited to 
specific workshops concerning the 
"Corbel Clean Base Project", the 
"Tethered Balloon Initiative", the 
"CALIPSO/Climate Ground Validation 
Initiative" and the "NY-Ålesund Large 
Scale Facility Workshop". 
On behalf of the Scientific 
Programme Committee, 
Jon Børre 0rbæk, 
25 September 2002 
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Sixth Ny-Alesund International Scientific Seminar 
"The Cha n g i n g  Ph ys i ca l En v i ron m e nt" 
Polar Environmental Centre, Tromsø, Norway, 
8- 10 October 2002 
PROGRAMME 
Monday 7 October 2002 
1 9. 00 - 22.00 We lcome a n d  reg istratio n : Rece ptio n  a t  t he  Po l a r  
Env iro n m e nta l Centre . 
Tuesday 8 October 2002 
09.00 - 10.05 Welcome and Introductory Review Talks 
Chair: Jon Børre 0rbæk 
09. 00 - 09. 25 Welcome and presentation of seminar programme 
Prof. O l av  Orhe im,  D i rector, N o rweg i a n  Po l a r  I nstitute 
Prof. G u i d o  d i  P risco,  C h a irm a n  of NySMAC 
09.25 - 09. 45 
09. 45 - 1 0 . 05 
Dr. J o n  Børre 0rbæk, Confe re n ce Coord i n ator  
Perspectives from Kings Bay on the international 
collaboration and future deve/opment of Ny-Ji./esund. 
M o n ica  Kristensen  So l  ås , D i recto r, K i n gs B a y  AS,  Ny­
Å lesu n d .  I n v ited i n t ro d u ctory rev iew ta l k  
Coordination and integration of biological research in 
NY-Ålesund in the framelNork of the new Marine 
Laboratory. G u i d o  d i  Pr isco,  C h a i rma n of  NySMAC,  
I nstitute of Prote i n  Biochemistry ,  C N R ,  Na p les ,  Ita ly .  
I nv ited introductory rev iew ta lk  
10.05 - 15.25 Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Environment 
1 0. 0 5  - 1 0. 2 5 
1 0. 2 5 - 1 0. 40 
10. 40 - 11.00 
C1imate trends in the European Arctic during the last 
100 years. I n g e r  Ha nsse n - Baue r, Norweg ia n Meteoro­
log ica l  I nst itute, Os lo ,  Norway.  I n v ited speake r  
An atmospheric transport c!imatology for Ny-Ji.lesund 
using c!ustered trajectories. Eva Kr ist i n a  E n e roth et a l . ,  
Stockholm U n ivers ity ( M I S U ) ,  Stockho l m, Sweden . 
Ora l p resentatio n  
Coffee break 
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C h a ir :  K i m  Ho l m e n  
11. 0 0  - 11. 15 Variation of atmospheric constituents and their climatic 
impact in the Arctic - Preliminary report of "Arctic 
Airbarne Measurement Program 2002 (AAMP02)". 
Ta kas h i  Ya m a n o u c h i  et a L, N atio n a l  I n stit ute of Po l a r  
Research ,  Ja pa n .  O ra l  p rese ntat ion 
11. 15 - 11. 30 
11. 30 - 11. 45 
11. 45 - 12 . 00 
12 . 0 0  - 12 . 15 
12 . 15 - 12 . 30 
12.30 - 13.30 
One year of particle size distribution and aerosol 
chemical composition measurements at the Zeppelin 
station, Svalbard, March 2000-March 2001. J. 
U m eg ård et a l .  ( presented by J o h a n  Stram) , I nstitute 
fo r App l ied Env ironme nta l Resea rc h ,  Air- Po l l ut ion  
La borato ry ,  Stockh o l m  U n iversity , Swed e n . Ora l 
p rese ntat i o n  
Size distribution of aerosols and snow particles in 
different type airmasses. M a koto Wada  et a L, Nationa l 
I n st i tute of Po l a r  Rese a rc h ,  J a p a n . Ora l p resentation 
A polar cloud analysis using ground-based Micro­
pulse Lidar data. M a sata ka S h ioba ra et  a L, Nat ion a l  
I nstitute o f  Po l a r  Rese a rc h ,  J a pa n .  Ora l  p resentatio n  
The Zeppelin Station - an overview of NILU's research 
activities and same results. Ch ris Lu n d e r  et  aL, N I LU ,  
Kje l l e r, N o rwa y .  Ora l  presentati o n  
Lead-210 concentration in the air at Mt. Zeppelin, Ny ­
Ålesund, Svalbard. J ussi Paatero et a L, Fin n ish  
M eteoro log ica l I n stitute ,  Ai r Qua l ity Researc h ,  H e l sinki , 
Fin l a nd .  O ra l  p resentation 
Lunch 
Chair: Takashi Yamanouchi 
13.30 - 13.45 Study of the exchange of reactive gases between the 
snowpack and the atmosphere at NY-Ålesund. Florent 
Domine et a L, CNRS, Gla c io logy  Labo ratory ,  Fra n ce. 
Ora l p resentation  
13.45 - 13.50 
13.50 - 13.55 
Lang range transport of pollutants - evidences from 
rainfal/ chemistry Hornsund, Svalbard. Piotr Glowacki 
a n d  Wies lawa E. Krawczyk, I nstitute of Geophysics, 
Po l i s h  Academy of Scie nces .  Wa rszawa , Po l a n d .  Poster 
presentatio n  
Trace element distribution in size separated aerosols 
from Ny-Alesund during the ASTAR 2000 campaign. M. 
Kriews et a L, Al fred Wegener  I nstitute for Pol ar and 
Ma ri n e  Resea rch . Poster presentati on  
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13. 55  - 14. 00  
14. 00  - 14. 0 5  
14. 0 5  - 14. 10 
14. 10 - 14. 15 
14. 15 - 14. 2 0  
14. 20  - 14. 2 5  
14.25 - 14. 45 
Comparing methane data from NY-Ålesund with results 
from a regional transport model (MATCH). I n e -Therese 
Ped e rsen et a L, N orweg ia n  Institute for Air Researc h ,  
Tro m sø, N o rway . Poster presentatio n  
Tropospheric water vapour observations by ground­
based lidar. M ic h a e l  Ge rding et a l .  ( prese nted by R .  
N e u ber ) ,  A l fred Weg e n er I n stitute ,  Resea rc h  U n i t 
Potsda m ,  Germ a n y .  Poste r presentation 
The enrichment of particular bromated (BrO}) in the 
boundary layer of the winter and spring Arctic. 
Keiich iro Ha ra et aL, N a g oya University , So l a r  
Terrestria l Enviro n m ent  La boratory ,  J a pa n .  Poste r 
p rese ntati o n  
Occurrence and optical properties of tropospheric 
aerosols. C h risto ph  Ritte r et a l .  ( p rese nted by R .  
N e u be r) ,  Alfred Weg ene r  I nstitute fo r Po l a r  and M a ri n e  
Rese a rch ,  Potsd a m, Germa n y .  Poste r presentat i on  
Characteristics of different solid PSC particles observed 
by /idar in NY-Ålesund. M a rion Mul l e r  et a l .  ( prese nted 
by R.  Neu ber) ,  A l fred Weg n e r  I n st itute for Po l a r  a nd 
M a rin e Research ,  Potsd a m, Germ a n y .  Poster presen­
tatio n  
European Network for Arctic-Alpine Multidisciplinary 
Environmental Research - ENVINET: Coordination and 
harmonisation of research, facilities and services 
among environmental research infrastructures in 
Europe. J o n  Børre 0rbæk, N o rweg i a n  Po l a r  I n st itute,  
Tromsø, N o rw a y .  Poste r p resentat i o n  
Coffee Break 
Cha i r :  Ro l and  N eube r 
14.45 - 15.05 Trends in surface UV radiation in Polar regions. Arn e 
Dahl ba ck, Depa rt m ent of Phys ics, U n iversity of  Os lo ,  
N orwa y .  I n v ited speake r  
15.05 - 15.25 The Arctic Ozone Layer. M a rkus Rex ( p resented by 
Ra l ph Lehm a n ) ,  Al fred Wegener  I nst i tute for Po l a r  a n d  
M a ri n e  Rese a rch ,  Germa n y .  I n v ited speake r  
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15.25 - 16-. 15 Changing Environment & Ecosystem Effects I 
15.25 - 15 . 45 Effects of persistent organic pollutants (POPs) on Arctic 
seabirds and marine mamma/s. G e i r  Wi ng G a brie l sen, 
N o rwe g i a n  Po l a r  I nst i tute,  Tro msø, Norway .  I nv i ted 
speake r  
1 5 . 45 - 16.00 Modelling spatia/ co-variation of p/ant species and 
temperature using GIS and remote sensed data. T. 
Bross a rd et  a l .  ( presented by Le n n a rt N i l se n ) ,  
La bo ra to i re Th e MA,  CN RS ,  U n ive rsite d e  Fra nche­
Comte, Besa nc;o n ,  Fra n ce .  Ora l prese ntat i o n  
16.00 - 16.15 Enhanced UV radiation ands its imp/ications for 
seaweeds from Spitsbergen. Ch ristian W i e n cke et al., 
Alfred Weg ener  I n st itute,  Bre m e rhaven , Germany. 
O ra l  p rese ntat ion 
16.15- 18.00 Poster Session 
18.30 Visit to POLAR/A, Visitors centre on polar regions 
Wednesday 9 October 2002 
09.00-09.40 Introductory Review Talks 
Chair: Richard Hodgkins 
09.00 - 09.20 The Ny-A/esund LSF programme 1996-2002: 
Experiences from 7 years of European Mobility and 
Research Exchange in Ny-A/esund. New opportunities 
and p/ans for the FP6. Jon Børre 0rbæk , Norwegian 
Polar Institute, Tromsø, Norway. 
09. 20 - 09.40 Integrating the physica/ environment research in Ny­
Jf./esund. Hans Peter Plag, N o rweg ian Mapping Autho­
rity, H ønefoss, N o rway.  
09.40 - 14.40 Cryospheric Environment 
09.40 - 10.00 
10.00 - 10.15 
The next large surge in Kongsfjorden. 
Lefauconnier, IPEVjIFRTP, Brest, France. 
speaker 
Bernard 
Inv ited 
Ca/ving intensity of Spitsbergen g/aciers. Jacek Jania, 
University of Silesia, Department of Geomorphology, 
Poland . Oral presentat ion 
1 0  
1 0 . 1 5  - 1 0 . 30 
1 0 . 30 - 1 0 . 45 
1 0 . 45 - 1 1 . 05 
lce cores from Svalbard - useful archives of past 
climate and pollution history. E l i sa beth Isa ksson  et 
a l . ,  Norweg ia n Po l a r  I n st i tute,  Tro msø ,  N orway .  O ra l  
prese ntat ion 
Re-calculation of the mass balance record for Midre 
Lovenbreen and Austre Brøggerbreen� Svalbard. Jack  
K o h ler  et a L, Norweg i a n  Po l a r  I n st i tute ,  Tro msø, 
N orway .  Ora l presen tati on  
Coffee break 
C h a i r :  E l i sa beth Isa ksson 
1 1 . 05 - 11. 2 5  Progla cia I surface sediment characteristics: Spatial 
variation at Midre Lovenbreen� Svalbard. R ichard 
H o d g k i n s  et a L, Depart m e nt of Geog ra phy ,  U n ivers ity 
of  Lon d o n ,  U K .  I n vited spea ker 
1 1 . 2 5  - 11 . 40 
1 1 . 40 - 1 1 . 55  
1 1 . 55 - 12 . 1 0 
1 2 . 10 - 12 . 15 
1 2 . 15 - 13. 15 
Accuracy of GPS for glacier monitoring under special 
conditions in high arctic. M a nfred Stober  et a l . ,  Hoch­
sch u l e  fur Tech n ik, Stu ttga rt ,  G e rm a n y .  Ora l prese n ­
tat ion  
Changes of geometry and dynamics of NW 
Spitsbergen glaciers based on the ground GPS survey 
and remote sensing. Jacek  J a n i a  et  a L, U nivers ity of 
S i l es i a ,  Department of Geomorp h o l og y ,  P o l a n d . Ora l 
p resentat ion 
Glacier monitoring and detection o f  superimposed ice 
on Kongsvegen� Svalbard� using SAR satellite imagery. 
M a x  K6n ig et a L, Norwe g i a n  P o l a r  I n st itu te ,  Tro m sø, 
Norway .  Ora l p resen tati on  
Regional patterns o f  meteorological variables in the 
Kongsfjorden area� Svalbard. Fri ed rich  Ob l e itner  a n d  
J a ck Koh l er ( p resented b y  J .  Kohl e r) ,  I n n s b ruck 
U n ivers i ty ,  Austria . Poster presentatio n  
Lunch 
Chai r: Be rna rd Lefa uc on n ie r  
1 3. 15 - 13. 30 Runoff in Svalbard. La rs- Eva n Pettersso n ,  Norweg ian  
Water Resou rces a n d  E n ergy D i rectorate . Os lo ,  
Norway .  Ora l presentation  
13. 30 - 13.45 Chemical denudation rates in the Bayelva catchment 
(Svalbard) in September - October of 2000. Wieslawa 
Ewa Krawczyk et aL, University of  Silesia, Poland. Oral 
p resentation 
1 1  
13.45 - 14.00 Sea ice surface reflectance and under- ice irradiance in 
Kongsfjorden, Svalbard. Ja n-G u n n a r  Wi nth e r  et a l . ,  
N o rwegia n  Po l a r  I n stitu te,  Tro m sø, N o rw a y .  O ra l  p re­
se ntat i o n  
14.00 - 14. 15 Observations of superimposed ice formation at melt­
onset on fast ice on Kongsfjorden, Svalbard. M. 
N i ko l a u s  et a l . ,  Alfred Weg e n e r  I nstitute for Po l a r  a n d  
Ma ri n e  Resea rc h ,  Bre me rh a ve n ,  Germ a n y .  O ra l  p re ­
se ntat io n 
14. 15 - 14.30 Detection of spatial, tempora I, and spectral surface 
changes in the Ny-J1./esund area 79 N, Svalbard, using 
a low cost multispectral camera in combination with 
spectroradiometer measurements. Jørgen H i n kle r et 
a l . ,  U n ive rs ity of Cope n h a g e n ,  De n m a rk. O ra l  p rese n ­
tat i o n  
14.30 - 14.35 Radiation and physical characteristics of tundra and 
landfast ice snow cower, by the example of 
Barentsburg region and Greenfjord. Bor is  V. I va nov et 
a l . ,  Arct i c  a n d  Anta rctic Rese a rch I n st i tute ,  Sa i nt­
Petersbu rg , Russi a . Poster  p resentation 
14.35 - 14.40 Study of the river and glader hydrology of the western 
Spitsbergen. E .  Chev n i n a ,  Arct i c  a n d  Anta rct ic  Re­
sea rch I n st itute , Sa i nt- Pete rsbu rg , Russ ia . Poste r p re­
se ntat io n 
14.40 - 15.00 Coffee break 
15.00 - 16.35 Solid Earth &. Marine Environment 
Chair: Hans Peter Plag 
15.00 - 15.20 Kongsfjord geochemistry : Initial Results. Tracy 
Marine 
Oban, 
15.20 - 15.35 
15.35 - 15.50 
Shimmield et a l ., Scottish Association for 
Science, Dunstaffnage Ma ri n e  Labo ratory, 
Scotland. Invited speaker 
Oceanographic processes in the inner Kongsfjord 
(Svalbard): multidisciplinary results from 2000-2001 
campaigns. R. Delfanti et al. (presented by S. Aliani), 
Marine Environment Research Centre, La Spezia, Italy. 
Oral presentation 
Stability of VLBI and GPS reference points at Ny­
Ålesund. Christoph Steinforth et al., University of 
Bonn, Geodetic Institute, Germany. Oral presentation 
1 2 
15 . 5 0  - 16. 0 5  
16. 05 - 16. 2 0  
Micro-movements on permafrost ground with regard to 
stability of geodetic reference points. H-J. Kum pel  a nd 
Ma rcus Fa bia n , Le i b n iz - I n st i tute fo r A p p l i e d  Geo­
sc ien ces,  Ha n n ove r, Germa n y .  Ora l p rese ntat io n  
Results from the 2000 GPS campaign for the 
measurement of the reference point for the VLBI 
antenna in NY-Ålesund. M. Neg us i n i  et a L, Ist ituto d i  
Rad ioastro n o m i a  de l CN R, Sez io n e  d i  M atera , Italy. 
Ora l  p rese ntat i o n  
16. 20  - 16. 35 Validation and use of a new diffusive sampler for ozone 
monitoring in polar troposphere. Fra nco  De Sa nt is  et 
aL, C N R, I n st i tute on Atmospher i c  Po l lut io n ,  Ro m e ,  
Ita l y .  Ora l p resentat ion  
16.35 - 17.25 Changing Environment & Ecosystem 
Effects Il 
Cha i r :  Jon Børre 0rbæk 
16. 35 - 16. 5 0  Extremophilic fungi in coastal Arctic environment. 
N i n a  Gun de-C i m e r m a n  et aL, U n i ve rs i ty  of Lj u b lj a n a ,  
B iotech n i a l Fa cul ty, S l oven i a ,  I nv i ted speake r  
16. 5 0  - 16. 0 5  Diversity of cyanobacteria and eukaryotic micro-algae 
in subglacial soil (NY-Ålesund, Svalbard). Josef E l ster 
et a L, I n st itute of Bota ny ,  Aca d e m y  of the Czech 
Re p u bl i c, Czech Republ i c .  Ora l  presentati o n  
17. 10 - 17. 2 5  Nitrogen in terrestrial arctic systems; Soil paals, plant 
growth, and environmental change. Davey Jones et a l . 
( presented by John  Farrar) , Institute of Environmental 
Science,  U nivers ity of Wa les ,  Bangor , UK. Ora l pre­
sentation 
17.25 - 19.00 Poster Session 
19.30 Conferenee dinner 
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Thursday 10 October 2002 
09.00 - 09.20 Introductory Review Talk 
0 9 . 0 0  - 09. 2 0  Public participation in c1imate change knowledge 
production. An assessment of communication modeIs. 
Joana Diaz Pont, Catalan Institute of Technology, 
Granada, Spain. 
0920 - 12.30 Workshops, Thematic Sessions 
09.20 - 09. 30 Introduction to workshop sessions; Plans and 
deliverables. Jon B. 0rbæk, Norwegian Polar Institute, 
Tromsø, Norway. 
09.30 - 12.30 Working groups 
12. 30 - 13. 30 Lunch 
13.30 - 14.30 Plenary sessioni Reports from working 
groups 
14.30 - 15.00 Final remarks, end of conferenee 
Workshops and sessions open to participants 
(registrations will be done at the seminar) 
Workshops on instrumental techniques and observational needs 
concerning the 
1. Atmospherie environment, troposphere and stratosphere 
2. Cryospheric environment, snow and ice 
3. Solar-terrestrial environment, solar radiation and surface properties 
4. Solid earth and marine environment, soil processes, land form, 
ocean circulation 
5. Changing environment and ecosystem effects, key parameters 
Specific workshop initiatives 
Corbel Clean Base Initiative: 
Chaired by Franck Delbart j Florent Domine 
Tethered BaUoon Initiative: 
Chaired by Franck DelbartjFran<;ois Dulac 
CALIPSO/Climate Ground Validation Initative: 
Chaired by Kim Holmen 
Ny-Alesund Large Scale Facility Workshop: 
Chaired by Jon Børre 0rbæk 
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Sixth Ny-Alesund International Scientific Seminar 
"The Ch a n g i n g  Phys i cal Env iron m e nt" 
Polar Environmental Centre, Tromsø, Norway, 
8- 10 October 2002 
Introductory Review Talks 
G u id o  di P ri sca ( C h a irm a n  of N ySMAC ) : Coord inat ion  a n d  i n tegrat i on  of 
b io log ica l rese a rch  in N Y -Å les u n d  in the  fra mework of the  new m a ri n e  
l a boratory . 
Jo n Børre Ørbæk: Th e N Y-Å les u n d  Large  Sca le  Fa c i l i ty Progra m 1 996-
2 0 0 2 : Ex peri ences fro m 7 years of E u ropean  Resea rch  a nd Mo b i lity 
Exch a n g e  in N Y -Åles u n d  
Joa n a  Diaz Pan t: P u b l i c p a rt i c i pat ion  i n  c l i m ate c h a n g e  kn ow l e d g e  
prod u ct i o n . An assess ment  o f  co m m u n icat ion mod e is .  
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Coordination and integration of biological research in Ny-Alesund, in the 
framework of the new Marine Laboratory 
Guido di Prisco 
Institute of Protein Biochemistry , CNR, Naples, Italy 
A few years ago, the Ny-Ålesund Science Managers Committe (NySMAC) appointed an international Marine 
Systems Working Group, consisting of representat ives of Norway, I taly,  Japan and Germany .  The tasks of the 
Group, open to other NySMAC representatives with i nterest in mari ne en vironmental research, are centered on 
discussing, i n it iating and coordinating  marine research ini t iat i ves in waters su rrounding Svalbard , including 
Kongsfjorden .  
Severai in itiatives have been taken in th i s  framework . In one of  these, plans have been developed in 
col laboration with Kings Bay AS for establishing a new Arctic Marine B iology Laboratory i n  Ny-Ålesund, 
S valbard . Al l  partic ipants of the WG have taken part in  the development process .  Each inst itution (A WI, CNR, 
NIPR, NP) has invested funds in a mult inational rental consortium for th is  international project .  Addit ional l y  
committed partners are UNlS (Longyearbyen , Norway) and NSF (USA). 
The bui lding of the new Marine B iology Laboratory (a un ique structure in the Arct ic) is of paramount  
i mportance for scientific development. It wi l l  become a focal point of research in  Ny-Ålesund, ensuring  a boost 
effect due to al lowing a wide range of studies in situ on vertebrates and invertebrates, and entai l ing a strong 
development of marine science i n  severai discipl ines al l  year long.  
During  a recent workshop i n  Poland, Kongsfjorden was se lected as one of the "B i odiversity Flagsh i p  S i tes 
in  Europe". Ample coordination of research in  this scenario has been in i t iated during a Kongsfjord Ecosystem 
Workshops, which took place in Longyearbyen in 2000. Two comprehensive papers on the physical and biological 
Kongsfjord system have been recently publ i shed in  Polar Research ,  with except ional ly large authorship,  
assembl ing the contribution of many countries (the article on the biological aspects has 28 authors) . A second 
Kongsfjord Ecosystem Workshop wi l l  be held at the Hel B iological Station (Sopot, Poland) in November 2002. 
Papers result ing from this workshop are expected to be publ i shed in Oceanology . These papers wi l l  be focussed on 
specific topics ,  which can be pursued in  more detai l than i n  the two overview papers . 
The preparation of proposal s ,  involving Kongsfj orden,  to be submitted to the 6th EU Framework Programrne, 
i s  under way . The proposals will include a strong laboratory research component with emphasis on ecological 
physiology and adaptations . Much of the research,  which i s  also (at least i n  part) an outcome of the European 
Network for Arctic-Alpine Multidisciplinary Environmental Research (ENVINET), is  expected to be performed in 
the new Marine Laboratory in Ny-Ålesund. 
Thus ,  the role  of the Marine Laboratory in  the coordination and integration of multinational and 
multidiscipl inary research col laborative efforts appears c learly .  
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The Ny-Alesund Large Scale Facility Program 1996-2002: 
Experiences from 7 years of European Research and Mobility 
o 
Exchange in Ny-Alesund 
Jon Børre 0rbæk 
Norwegian Polar Institute, Polar Environmental Centre, N-9296 Tromsø, Norway.  E-mai l :  
jonbo@ npolar.no, Phone/fax :  +47 79 02 26 2 1 / 26 04 
Introduction 
Located at the high lat itude of  7805 5 ' N, 1 1 056 'E, NY-Ålesund is one of the world' s 
northernmost human settlements. The research site represents a unique European platform for 
international Arctic environmental research with its mild c 1 imate, easy accessibi l i ty and wel l­
developed infrastrueture with highly specia l ised research faci l i t ies. The multitude of research 
projects and observat ion programs, advanced laboratories and instruments from a large number 
of discipl ines,  represent a un ique opportuni ty for mul tidisciplin ary dialogue  and collaboration 
withi n environmental research such as c 1 imate change, ozone/uv-radiat ion,  long-range 
transportation of pollutants, ecology and ocean-atmosphere interact ions .  The human impacts on 
the surrounding environment are kept at a low level ,  and the ecosystems are largely intact .  
Ny-Ålesund i s  owned and run by the Norwegian state-owned company Kings Bay (KB), which 
provides the local general infrastrueture .  Norwegian authorities have desi gnated Ny-Ålesund as 
centre for environmental research at Svalbard,  and other act iv ities must  pay due c onsideration to 
the needs and demands of the research. The aim i s  to maintain and elaborate Ny-Ålesund as an 
in ternationally recognised environmental research and monitoring facility in the European 
Arctic. Ny-Ålesund n ow hosts research stations for Norway, Germany ,  UK,  Japan, Italy ,  France, 
South Korea,  and Sweden and the Netherlands have permanent act ivi t ies and ins tallations there 
too. Most of the bui ldings are ren ted by the various research inst itutes on long-term contracts 
00-20 years) from Kings Bay. 
The NY-Ålesund Large Scale Facility 
S ince 1 996 Ny-Ålesund has status as a European Major Research Infrastructure (previously 
called Large Scale Facil ity - LSF) . It has been supported by the European Commission under 
the "Access to Research Infrastructures" activity of the 4th Framework Training and Mobility of 
Researchers (TMR) and the 5th Framework lmproving Human Potential ( IHP) programmes . The 
Ny-Ålesund LSF is run as a consortium between Norwegian Polar Institute (NP), Norwegian 
Institute of Air Research (NIL U), Norwegian Mapping Authority (NMA), Alfred Wegener 
Institute (A WI), Natural Environment Research Counci l  (NERC) and Kings Bay (KB),  the 
Norwegian Polar Institute being the co-ordinator of the programme. The main aim is  to increase 
the i nternat ional col l aboration at and among the stations in Ny-Ålesund and improve the ability 
of young European scientists to perform Arctic environmental research at the site, thus 
benefiting from the in ternational Arctic research community there. 
The support schernes for Research Infrastructures (RI' s) of the European Commission 
framework programmes emphasises the importance of state-of-the-art research infrastructures to 
enable European scientists to operate at the forefront of their research.  A "Maj or RI" is  rear in 
Europe, provides world c1ass  essential services for conducting top quality research, has high 
investment costs and is able  to provide adequate scientific, technical and logistic support to 
external, particularly first t ime users. 
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Transnational access and mobility of European young scientists 
The main object ive of the act ivi ty i s  to sponsor new opportunities for European research teams 
to obtain access to the major research infrastructures and services they require to conduct their 
research ,  irrespective of the i r  national it y or the location ( in  the Member States or Associated 
S tates) of the infrastmctures. European researchers can apply for grants from the NY-Ålesund 
LSF to  cover travel and subsistence costs for up to 2 months of field campaigns or 
in stmment/laboratory work at the relevant LSF research instal lat ions . The opportunit ies are 
announced twice a year in Nature as wel l  as on the programs web-pages at: 
http://www.npoJar.no/nyaa- l sf. If supported , the new European scient is ts wi l l  access a l l  the 
scient ific ,  technical , l ogist ical  and engineering support that is normally provided to external 
u sers at the fac ilities . 
The evaluation and seJect ion of projects and research teams under the Ny-Ålesund LSF are 
based on scient ific qual i ty and a nu mber of e l igibi l i ty cri teria set down by the European 
Commission . A select ion panel with internal and independent external members perform an 
i ndependent peer review of the proposals based on scientific merit and the interest of the 
Community. Main priority is always gi ven to high qual i ty proposals from transnational 
researchers that are new to the faci l ities .  However, the complementary value, c ross-discipl inary 
and cross-infrastructure col laborat ion and the European bas is  have also been emphasi sed, giving 
s ignificant added value to the themati c  acti vi t ies present at the stat ions. 
Broad European interest in Arctic research 
Kings Bay provides accommodation for at present approximately 1 0 .000 research days per year 
at the in ternational research station of Ny-Ålesund .  The Ny-Ålesund LSF research consortium 
contributes to more than 50 % of the total research, whereas the fraction of research that are 
granted access through the Ny-Ålesund LSF programme represents between 5 - 1 0 %  of the total 
research at the sites. Keeping in  mind that each research station primari ly gi ves priority to  their 
own in ternal/national users, the Ny-Ålesund LSF programme represents a s ignificant fraction 
and stimulation of the transnational exchange at and among each research faci l i ty .  
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Figure l :  The nationality of the 1 22 European research projects granted access to the Ny­
Ålesund Large Scale Facility during the period 1 996 - 2002. 
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S ince 1 996, more than 250 indi vidual scientists i n  more than 1 20 research projects have 
benefi ted from the travel grants given under the Ny-Ål esund LSF, representing  almost 4000 
research days at the site . The v i sit ing scient ists have originated from more than 20 Member 
States or Associ ated States of the European Un ion .  Figure l presents the user statist i cs  for the  
whole  period 1996-2002 under 3 different EC-contrac ts .  I t  shows the European di stri bution of 
the total se t  of projects, scienti sts and research days,  l i mited to the country of project leader 
home inst i tu t ion . Research teams from the UK, Italy ,  Germany are the most numerous under 
th i s acti v i ty ,  but the figure i l lustrate that the Ny-Ålesund LSF has been able  to  attract in terest 
from a broad European scien t i fic  u ser communi ty .  
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Figure 2 :  The host di stribut ion of the 1 22 European projects granted access to the Ny-Ålesund 
Large Scale Fac i l ity during the period 1 996 - 2002 
The research projects as distributed over the various host stations in the consort ium, reflect the 
in i tial di stribution of access in the contract ,  the scientific fie ld of i nterest of the research 
proposals, the scientific priori t ies given at each station and the fact that the access i s  l imi ted to 
transnational research col laboration.  Norwegian scient is ts have not benefited (not been el igible) 
from the program except for one smal l  project . Figure 2 shows how the total number of projects 
is shared by the different host fac i l i t ies .  
Scientific highlights and priorities 
The projects gi ven access to the fac i l ities under the Ny-Ålesund LSF program during the whole 
period 1 996-2002 were distributed as i s  shown in  table 1 .  SeveraI of these projects benefited 
from the coordinated support by two or three of the instal l ations at the faci l i ty .  Some of the 
projects were single season field campaigns while others involved the install ation of advanced 
research equipment at the faci l ities that were operated over severai months by the station 
personne I .  
The Ny-Ålesund LSF significant ly  benefits from the  new European Network for Arctic Alpine 
Multidiscipl inary Environmental Research - ENVJNET (HPRI-CT- 1 999-40009) , funded as a 
Research Infrastructure Network under the IHP-program and coordinated also by the Norwegian 
Polar Institute. The network has created severaI new research initiatives, management and 
l ogistical contacts for the Ny-Ålesund LSF to other high quality environmental research 
faci l ities in  Europe . An important aim of ENVINET is to create new connections and give 
access to research groups that can introduce new methods and research activities at our 
faci l it ies. 
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43 Research Projects Sverdrup Stat ion (NP) 
1 3  B io1ogy Marine B iod iversi ty ,  mari ne birds, benthic ecology, seaIs ,  microbial 
processes, primary product ion ,  ecotoxicolotylrad ionuc le ides, 
costal lOne ecology, c l imate change e ffects, 
1 1  B iology Terrestr.lFreshw. B arnacle geese, Arct ic plants, Bentic freshwater ecology. 
camouflage strategies ,  Arctic fox, Long Range Transport of 
Pol lu tants, c l i mate variabi l i ty effects, genetic d i versity , 
8 Geophysics GlaciologylHydr .  Mass balance,  Radar, Snow hydrol ogy, Glac ial sedi ments and 
nutrient transport calv ing i ntensity. 3d-radar surveys, 
6 Geophysics Rad iation .lHeat Act ive layer, radiat ion balance/energy budget spectral reflectance. 
5 Geoph ./B io  UVB -effects 
snow cover albedo 
Mari ne phyto-plankton ,  freshwater lOo-plankton ,  terrestrial plan ts, 
freshwater microbial communi t ies 
28 Research Projects Zeppelin Station (NILUINP) 
1 3  Atm. Chem.  Pol lutants 
8 Atm.Chemist .  Trace Gases 
5 Atm.Chemist .  Surface Fluxes 
5 Atm.Chemist .  Ozone 
7 Atm.Physics Cloudsl Aerosols 
Terrestrial 
1 3  Geodesy VLBI/GPS 
5 Geodesy PRARE, grav i t  y 
9 Geophysics Geod .Techn.  
1 Social Science Communication 
Aerosols, VOCs, organic halogens, sulphate sources, heavy metals ,  
ac id and ni trogen deposi t ion,  POPs. PBT-compounds, mercury, 
Carbon cyc le ,  Carbon monoxide isotops, aerosol formation, 
methane, DOAS-tech niques,  
Surface 03, Tropospheric 03 ,  C02 flux, i norganic C, organ ic  C, 
chemical denudation rates, 
At studies 
Tropospheric 03, Total 03 
Cirrus, PSCs, B oundary l ayer meteorology, Tropospheric profil i ng,  
Arct ic  Aerosol s 
Soil  
Improvement of geodetic reference frames, ground movements. 
act ive faul t  monitoring 
Geodynamics,  Tracking and ca l ibration of ERS ,  
absolute grav ity measurements 
GPSI Atmospherie water vapour, GPSlionosphere effects,  
Sea level, Tidesitide gauge, ice-cap changes 
Communication for environmental awareness (a l l  s tations) 
10 Research Projects Harland Station (NERe) 
9 Biology 
l Biology 
Terrestrial 
Marine 
Soi l  biomass, arctic plants, m icrohabi tats, inorganic carbon cycle ,  
Barnacle gees ,  UV -effects on plants, genetie d i  versi ty of 
collembolans, physiology of pants and algae, Soi l  n i trogen 
dynamics, soi l  biod iversi ty, 
Extremophi l ic  fung i  i n  coastal environments, 
Table l: Research projects caITied out under the Ny-Ålesund LSF during the period 1996-2002. 
Future opportunities and acknowledgements 
The CUITent 5th framework ffiP-access contract terminates in February 2003 . However, the 
mobility of European young researchers and the support for RI' s are significantly strengthened 
and subject to high priority at the European leve! in the 6th framework program, identified as 
one of the cornerstones in structuring the European Research Area. On the basis of our bro ad 
European user community and documented quality of research and infrastructure,  Ny-Ålesund 
should have good opportunities to sti l l  benefit from the European support for severai years . This 
will contribute to the further development of this unique site as an intemationally recognised 
high quality environmental research station in the European Arctic .  
The Ny-Ålesund Large Scale Facility has be en funded under the European Community TMR 
and IHP-programs, Contracts: ERB FMGE CT95 0065 & HPRI-CT- 1 999-00057. 
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Public participati on in climate change knowledge production. 
An assessment of communication modeIs. 
Joana Di az Pan t  
Environmental communication researcher, Catalan Institute of  Technology, Ciu tat de Granada, 
1 3 1 , 080 1 8  Barcelona, email: joana @ ictonline.es. phone : +34 93 485 8585  
Public understanding of and public  participation in science 
Research has shown that publ ic  environmental  behaviour is influenced by many factors (both 
internal and extemal to the indi vidual) and especial ly by cul tural infrastructures .  The defin i t ion 
of environmen tal problems is cul turally based and man y actors are invol ved i n  this  process .  The 
media,  the educators, policy-makers or scient ists and experts are enrol led in setting the agenda 
of the environmental de bate and they all play a decisi ve rol e  in determining soc ia l  behaviour 
towards sustai nabi l i ty. 
Sustainable behaviour i s  a chain of processes of percept ion ,  attitude, conduct and action .  There 
is no s imple mechanism for previewing (or modifying) social behaviour from perception . In 
other words,  we can perceive c 1 imate change (a quite "invisible" i s sue for the publ ic) as an 
environmental problem thank to the information transmitted through the medi a  or fac i l i tated by 
credible scient ifi c  sources .  This percept ion might make us aware of facts such as ri s ing sea leve I 
in pac ific is lands or rapid glacier retreat . But this awareness wi l l  not necessarily drive a different 
behaviour conceming for example the reduct ion of C02 emissions through the use of publ ic 
transport instead of the private vehic le .  Information received by the audience rai ses awareness 
but i t  does not necessari ly invol ve the publ ic in  the identification and implementation of a j oint 
solution . 
Public involvement i n  environmental problem solving goes beyond percept ion and awareness 
and it  is  a matter of many actors . On their s ide the media  contribute to making  environmental 
problems vi si  ble to the public . They contribute to set t ing the environmental agenda but they 
cannot be made accountable for socia l  behaviour. Sustainable behaviour is the resul t  of the 
interaction between the media ,  the audience, sources of information and the d ifferent actors of 
the problem. 
S tructured and systemat ic interact ion of the audience with the information they receive and with 
the sources can influence the contents of this informat ion . Such i nteraction generates a different 
knowledge that holds n ot on ly the v is ion of policy makers and scientists (primary producers of 
knowledge) but also that of the publ ic  in their capaci ty as ci t izens and consumers . The 
phenomenon of in teract ion of the publ ic in information contents, and thus their participati on in  
knowledge construction,  has been studied i n  the field of public understanding of science and 
technology and espec ia l ly  i n  the environmental fie ld .  This phenomenon, known as publ ic 
participation,  is in  a broad sense the compromise and involvement in decision and policy 
making proeesses of actors who are not onl y  professional experts and scienti s t  but also a wider 
range of social actors ( such as NGO representat ives ,  l ocal communit ies ,  interest groups, soc ial 
movements or cit izens) 
Partic ipation has promoted or fac i l itated publ ic debate on questions of science and technology 
that could not be detached from the soc ial and cultural values of ci t izens .  Thi s  is the case of the 
debate on genetic engineering and genetical ly modified organisms (GMOs) or, goin g  back to 
the first appl ications of publ ic participation in environmental debate, the NIMBY effect (Not In 
My BackYard) .  Recently,  there h ave been experiences of public partic ipation in the debate on 
c l  i mate change , a complex problem due to its invisibi l i ty for the cit izen and to the scientific 
burden it carries. 
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The growing importance given to public understanding of science and technology starts in the 
60s with the questioning of technocracy that sees social development as being dependent only  
on scientific and technologic knowledge, underestimating social conflict and democratie debate . 
At that moment more importance began to be given to the fact that more and better-informed 
public would understand the benefits and results of research and development.  Thi s  view is 
known as the deficit madel of public understanding. According to this model  scientists are 
knowledgeable experts and the public are (to varying degrees) ignorant lay people . There needs 
to be improved communication from expert knowledge to the public .  
But the really democratic chal lenge i s  the involvement of the publ ic in the deliberative process .  
Thi s  i s  the base of the demacratic madel of public participation in science. It considers the 
active role of the public in the process of scientific and technologic development and even in the 
scientific process of knowledge construction although this might be questioned by scientists 
who fear a loss of rigor in their data and results. 
As Durant (99) puts it "where the deficit model privileges scientists and emphasises one-way 
communication from experts to lay people, the democratic model seeks to establish a 
relationship of equality between scientists and non-scientists and emphasises dialogue between 
experts and lay people as a precondition for the satisfactory resolution of disagreements .  Where 
the deficit model privi leges scientific over other forms of expertise, the democratic model 
recognises the existence of multiple (and occasional ly confl icting) forms of expertise, and seeks 
to accommodate them all through open, constructive public debate . Where the deficit model 
sees formal knowledge as the key to the relationship between science and the publ ic, the 
democratic model sees a wider range of factors , including knowledge, values, and relationships 
of power and trust, as having an important part to play." 
Public participation in climate change knowledge production 
The understanding of cl imate change knowledge production on which the present paper builds 
i s  based on the data collected through interviews to c l imate change scientists and participant 
observation during their fieldwork at the Ny-Ålesund International Arctic Environmental 
Research Station (July-August 200 1 ,  16 cl imate change research projects studied. 27 interviews) 
Con tent analysis of communication materials published by these researchers has also been used 
as well as further research and documentation on their subjects of study and the link to 
communication and public participation . 
During interviews and participant observation at the arctic research station scientists' methods 
and motivations were studied as a way to seek a link with public understanding and 
participation . Although researchers are mainly motivated by science, i t  is a relevant  fact that 
they have increasing interests beyond research itself: one third of scientists interviewed stated 
that elements such as communication or implementation of results were taken in to account 
when designing their research.  
Their personal preferences are also relevant since they give an idea of how scientists can 
balance the requirements of their work with their personal skil Is or preferences . More than 60% 
of researchers would like to perforrn science beyond knowledge production, either through 
communication (37%), implementation ( 1 3%), or a combination of all ( 1 3%).  The scenario 
showed that there is a changing pattem in the stereotype that sees science and technology 
restricted by its own characteristics to a c losed world forrned by experts -experts that are seen 
as very specialised in their field of work and that maintain little or no contact with other 
disciplines. Although this might still be true for a good number of experts, we saw that 
implementation of research results is increasingly beyond science. Our scenario showed some 
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potential areas of work for publ ic partlc lpation Scient is ts view publ ic  part lc lpation coming  
mainly from society and publ ic  inst i tu t ions . They are very concemed about t he  real possibi l i ties 
and use of thi s partic ipat ion i n  the ir  research .  In science, the process of knowledge construction 
is regulated by the scient ific method .  Sc ient i s ts  are suspicious  about invo lv ing others in their 
method, fearing a loss of rigor in  the i r  data, analys i s ,  or resul t s ,  wh ich are subject to peer review 
and other types of assessment .  Thi s  di strust  became apparent dur ing in terv iews with half of the 
scienti sts accepting  publ ic  invol vement on ly in  the design phase, and 25% of them not accepting 
i t  at al l .  
Despite o f  th is ,  examples  o f  direct contribut ions o f  the public t o  t h e  proces s  o f  knowledge 
production could be identified where publ ic i nvolvement resul ted in better design and better 
understanding .  On the one hand, research design was i mproved in the sen se of being  c loser to 
publ ic needs whi le  at the same t ime being re levant for scientific purposes . On the other hand, 
there was an improvement i n  understanding of the research final uses and poss i ble appl ications 
for society . Both scientists and the publ ic  obtained a benefit from their co-operation . 
In most cases, mechan isms of participat ion i n  knowledge construct ion on c l imate change are 
promoted by soc i al networks or publ ic  i nst i tut ions .  We have been unable  to  identify i n itiatives 
coming from the private sector. Scientists in terviewed view compan ies as c l ients  ins tead of 
partners . The mechanisms are mainly bottom-up in i t iat i ves where the social network has found 
ways to get to science and work together. The co-operation takes various forms and different 
levels of maturity depending on the final i mplementation leve! of research resul ts: more publ ic 
involvement at local leve! ; on the subsystem of study : more i nvol vement in  bi ospheric ,  
h idrospheric and criospheric studies ,  and less in atmospheric studies ; and on the experience and 
accumulated knowledge of the network as well as their capabi l i ty to bui ld  effic i ent mechan i sms 
of information and knowledge exchange . It is of special in terest the co-operat ion between 
entomologist societies or omithologi s ts  and c l imate change scient is ts ,  between fi shing 
communities and marine biologi sts or even between mountain  hikers and glaciologists .  
The science-society mechan isms identified and studied fol low a re gu lar pattem conceming i ts  
effectiveness i n  terms of communicat ion :  
Social networks share a common understanding of  c l imate change as an environmental 
problem. Thi s  understanding  has been fac i l itated by a common identity and shared 
knowledge . 
The l inkage to science has been bu i l t  upon the idea of joint construction of c l imate change 
knowledge . 
In more mature mechanisms there i s  a formalisation of the means of co-operation .  
When these mechanisms are functioning they are proved to become powerful 
communication tools .  They can also become govemance systems used for pol icy  making .  
These mechanisms define a new kind of communication professional that  p lays a triple role 
in communication, education and partic ipation . 
Changing communication modeis : the role of new communication actors 
Environmental communication cannot be a l i neal process of information tran smission from the 
sources to the audience. Lineal communication l imits the real capaci ty of the public to change 
their behaviour towards sustainable action . Effective environmental communication for 
sustainable decision making is  an informat ion-action cyele .  Information i s  used not just as a tool 
to improve quali ty of what i s  known, but to serve to the specific obj ectives of an actor that can 
take mul tiple forms (a j oumalist ,  an NGO, a company ,  a scientist, etc) . The actor modifies the 
contents of information to make it useful  for his/her final purposes.  Information i s  not merely 
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representing extemal data . Instead , it i s  enriching the knowledge of the actor, thus guiding and 
faci l i tating action . 
I N FORMATION I PERCEPTION 
KNOWLEDGE I BEHAVIOU R 
I NVOLVEMENT ' I ACTION 
DECISION-MAKI NG TOWAR DS S U STAI NABI LITY 
Thi s  systemic model of environmental communication defines what we caU New 
Communication Actors (NCA). NCAs emerge when communication involves . action­
information .  When deal ing with another type of information the main actors are, in  general, 
mass media.  There, information is modified and enriched by the actor through interaction with 
extemal data. The final user i s  not involved in the definition of the contents, or at least not to 
the extent of being able to dec ide what contents have to be released . On the contrary, action­
information i s  based on interactivity between supply and demand of information . 
NCAs i nclude the mass media  (when they work in  high interaction with the final users) and 
other professionals from ·the various sectors of society that hold a stake in environmental 
problems and produce and/or demand information for decis ion-making:  publ ic  institutions, 
companies, non-govemmental organisations, scientists and experts, and, of course, the public .  
NCAs co-operate actively in  the process of environmental communication .  They can be 
producers, transmitters and receptors . There is a tacit co-responsibi l i ty between NCAs to build 
together the means by which decis ion-making i s  made compatible with sustainable 
development :  the media can be both del ivering and retrieving information ; society can be both 
leaming from and educating the experts; scientists are prov iding knowledge that is built upon 
the experience of the public . There is an i ntricate interdependency between NCAs that results in 
a joint construction of knowledge . 
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1 .  Introduction 
Global surface temperatures have increased by 0 .6 °C during the 2 0th century (IPCC, 200 1 ). 
While  the temperature increase during the earl ier decades of the century mainly seem to be 
explainable by natural variabil ity (e .g .  variation in solar radiation and vo1cano activity), 
antropogenic increase of the atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse-gases is at least partly 
responsible for the warming during the later decades. Most simulations by global cl imate 
model s  indicate that the Arctic areas are especial ly exposed to c l imate change caused by 
increased greenhouse effect (e.g. Kattenberg et al . 1 996). It i s  therefore crucial to monitor long­
tenn variations of various c l imate e lements in the Arctic .  The present paper, wi l l  focus on 
results from recent analyses of c l imate data from the European sector of the Arctic .  Both trends 
through the whole century and trends during specific sub-periods wil l  be addressed . Most of the 
results refer to previously publ i shed analyses .  Some of these are based upon the NARP (Nordic 
Arctic Research Program) dataset, which i s  avai lable at http://projects. dnmi. no/-narp. This 
dataset inc Iudes stations in Greenland, Iceland, Faroe Is lands Svalbard and Jan Mayen . 
2 .  Temperature 
The mean annual temperature in the European Arctic has thus undergone large variations during 
the 2 0th century .  Analyses of the temperature series in the NARP dataset show for most stat ions 
a posit ive trend up to the late 1 93 Os,  a negative trend from the 1 93 Os to the 1 960s, and from the 
late 1 960s the temperature has increased at al l stations except for Nuuk at Western Greenland 
(Førland et al, 2 002) .  At all stations, the warmest two decades on an annual basis were the 
1 930s and the 1 95 0s .  
The increase in the global mean temperature during the 20th century (-0.6°C) i s  h igh ly 
significant (IPCC 200 1 ) . At average, the warming has been even larger at high latitudes. 
However, at the stations in the NARP data set, the trend in annual  mean temperature ( 1 9 1 0-
1 999) i s  not stat istical ly s ignificant at any station . Not even for the station with the h ighest trend 
rate ( Svalbard A irport, trend - l A °C/century) is the rate stat i stical ly s ign ificant .  This is partly 
due to the large year-to-year variations in temperatures in the Arctic, and the resulting low 
"signal-to-noise" rat io .  Even though climate models indicate substantial greenhouse induced 
warming in the Arctic, the low "s ignal-to-noise" ratio impl ies that it  is not evident that the first 
significant "greenhouse signal" wil l  be found in this  region. But the non-significant trends 
during 1 9 1 0- 1 999 are also due to that the temperature in  the European Arctic has experienced 
another pattern than the global and Northern Hemisphere temperatures.  Accord ing to the latest 
IPCC-report (Fol l  and & Karl 2 00 1 ), the global mean temperatures increased rather steadi ly 
from the end of the 1 9th century up to around 1 945,  fol lowed by a period with rather constant 
temperature level up to 1 975 . After 1 975 the global temperature has increased, and this  increase 
is more than twice the rate experienced during 1 9 1 0- 1 94 5 .  For the globe as a whole, and even 
for Northern Europe, the present temperature leveI is  significantJy h igher than the leveI from the 
1 93 0s (Parker and Horton 1 999).  Also in the European Arctic there has been two periods with 
strong warming, but the warming rate was higher and more sign ificant in the first than in the 
latter warming period . At most stations in the region, the present temperature leveI is stil l lower 
than during the 1 930s and 1 95 0s .  
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It may be concluded that there are d ifferent geographical s ignatures on the two periods with 
positive temperature trends :  Whi le  the warming during the recent decades  has been of a more 
"global character", the warming up to the 1 940s was espec ia l ly strong at h igh northern latitudes, 
and especia l ly in the Atlantic sec tor. I t  is sti l l  not fu l ly understood what triggered thi s  warming 
(Fu et  a l .  1 999), which often i s  referred to as the "early 20th century warming". 
3. Precipitation 
Annual precipitation has increased in both the Svalbard region and at the Faeroe Islands during 
the l ast 7-8 decades. Because of the harsh weather condit ions, sparse station n etwork, missing 
data and severaI relocations i t  is compl icated to estab l i sh long-term homogen ized precipitation 
series from Svalbard and Greenland . Førland et al . (2002) present l inear trends for a selection of 
the most rel iable long-term series from the European Arctic .  A l l  stat ions have experienced an 
increase in  annua I precipitation, and at most of the stati ons the increase is stat istical s ignificant 
at the 5% leve l .  At Svalbard A irport and Bjørnøya the increase is equivalent to more than 25% 
per century. Also for Jan Mayen and stations in Iceland,  Faeroe Is lands and Greenland an 
increase in annual precipitation exceed ing 1 0- 1 5'% i s  ind icated.  At Jan Mayen and Torshavn, 
most of the increase in annual  precipitation happened before 1 960, whi l e  the increase at the 
other stations is more even ly d istributed throughout the 20th century. The relat ive precipitation 
increase at Svalbard and the Faeroe Islands is considerably higher than the simi lar increases on 
the F ennoscandian mainland (Tuomenvirta et a l .  200 I ), and also higher than the "average high 
latitude increase" estimated by Hulme ( 1 995) .  
It should be stressed that rel i ab le  measurements of precipitation are d ifficult to obtain at  Arcti c  
stat ions .  The combination of dry snow and open tundra results in cons iderab le  drifting snow, 
even at moderate wind-speeds .  Driftinglblowing snow often occurs in combinat ion with 
snowfall ,  and compl icates precipitation measurements . On the other hand, the harsh weather 
conditions in the Arctic dramatical ly increase the catch deficiency of prec ipitation gauges. 
Based on field measurements at Spitsbergen, Førland and Hanssen-Bauer (2000) deduced 
correction factors for the aerodynamic catch deficiency in the Norwegian precipitat ion gauge. 
As a rough estimate it was suggested that for a «normal» year, the "true" precipitat ion would  be 
about 50% higher than the measured precipitation . The gauge undercatch is especia l ly large for 
sol id  precipitation. A positive trend in the annual temperature might l ead to a reduced gauge 
undercatch, and thus a fal se positive trend for precipitation (Førland and Hanssen-Bauer 2000). 
The potential for such artificial  trends is at maximum in areas with strong winds and where a 
l arge percentage of the annual precipitation is solid,  as e.g.  in the Euopean Arct ic .  
4. Sea ice 
According to the estimate of Vinje (200 1 a), the sea ice extent in the Nordic Seas in Apri l has 
been reduced by 33% from 1 864 to 1 998.  The reduction has, however not been l inear. 
Observations from areas located at the very margin of Arctic sea ice revealed a s ignificant 
multiyear changes in its spreading. During the 20th century one may define four stages in the 
development of sea ice. These are two stages of ice expansion ( 1 900- 1 9 1 8  and 1 93 8- 1 968) and 
two stages of ice cover reduction ( 1 9 1 8- 1 93 8  and 1 968- 1 999), expressed at the background of 
secular Arctic ice area decrease (Zakharov, 2002). Generalizations of data on instrumental sea 
ice observations from satellites beginning from 1 978, confirm a noticeable decrease of its extent 
for the last two decades (e.g. Chapmen and Walsh, 1 993 ; Johannessen et a l . ,  1 995,  1 999; 
Cavalieri et al . ,  1 997; Parkinson et al., 1 999). However, Parkinson (2000) finds that recent 
trends vary considerabJy by re�ion . 
Deser et al .  (2000) show that the dominant mode ofNorthem I-l'€misphere winter sea ice 
variabil ity is an antiphase fluctuation between the Labrador and GreenlartdlBarents seas. The 
time series of this mode has a high winter-to-winter autocorrelation. It is dominated by decadal-
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scale variat ions and a longer downward trend,  which consists of d imin ish ing ice  cover east of 
Green land and increas ing ice cover west of Greenland . Thi s  i s  assoc iated with anomal ies in sea 
l evel pressure and air temperature that c Josely resemble those associated with the North Atlantic 
Osc i l l at ion (NAO).  
5. Atmospheric circulation indicies 
Both the North Atlantic Osc i l l at ion (NAO) and the Arctic Osc i l lat ion (AO) winter indices 
showed strong positive trends from 1 976 to 2000.  The positive temperature trend in most of the 
European Arctic and the negative trend at western Green land may thus part ly be explained by 
th i s .  During the earl ier period of temperature increase, however, there was a negative trend in 
the winter NAOI and an insignificant trend in the AOI . A more detai led analys i s  of the 
connection between the air temperature at Svalbard A irport and atmospheric circulation 
(Hanssen-Bauer and Førland 1 998)  revealed that the temperature increase at Svalbard from the 
1 960s to the 1 990s to a large degree may be explained by an increase in  the average strength of 
winds from south and west, and thus i ncreased transport of warm airmasses to Spitsbergen. 
S imi lar variat ion s  in c irculat ion,  however, account for only 1 /3 of the observed temperature 
increase at Svalbard from 1 9 1 2  to the 1 93 0s and the temperature decrease from the 1 93 0s to the 
1 960s.  One possible reason for thi s  may be that the warming in the first part of the 20th century 
has been caused by changes in ocean circulation and sea surface temperatures (Fu et a l .  1 999). 
Hanssen-Bauer and Førland ( 1 998) concluded that in add ition to atmospheric circulation, other 
factors l ike sea surface temperature, sea ice extent, c loudiness etc .  are needed to model long­
term temperature variations in the Arct ic .  The observed long-term variations in precipitation on 
the west coast of Spitsbergen since 1 9 1 2 , may be explained mainly by variations in the average 
atmospheric c ircu lation condit ions  (Hanssen-Bauer and Førland 1 998) .  The main reason for the 
c Jose relat ionsh ip between c irculat ion and precipitation, is that the precipitation at West­
Spitsbergen is strongly influenced by orograph ic effects. 
6. Conclusions 
Analyses of c l imate series from the European Arctic  show major inter-annual and inter-decadal 
variabil i ty, but no stat i st ical ly s ignificant long-term trend in annual mean temperature during the 
20th century in  th i s  region . Although the temperature increased s ignificantly from the 1 960s to 
2000 in l arge parts of the area, the present temperature level is sti l l  s l ightly lower than it  was 
during the 1 93 0s .  The temperature increase at Svalbard from the 1 960s to the 1 990s may to a 
large degree be attributed to a large-scale variation in atmospheric c irculat ion indices, but thi s  i s  
not the case for the temperature increase from 1 9 1 2  to  the 1 93 0s and the temperature decrease 
from the 1 930s  to the 1 960s.  The Arctic temperatures are also influenced by factors l ike sea 
surface temperatures, sea ice extent and c loudiness. 
In l arge parts of the European Arctic, annual precipitation has increased substantial ly during the 
last century.  Both in the Svalbard region, and at stations in the Faeroe Is lands,  leeland and 
Greenland, a long-term increase equivalent to more than 1 5% per century has been observed. At 
Svalbard Airport and Bjørnøya the increase exceeds 25%.  The observed long-term variations in 
precipitation on the west coast of Svalbard since 1 9 1 2  may to a large degree be explained by 
variations in the average atmospheric c irculation conditions .  However, i ncreasing temperatures 
during the later decades lead to a reduced fraction of sol id  precipitation, and consequently an 
increased catch efficiency of precipitation gauges. Thi s  increased gauge catch efficiency for the 
precipitation gauges implies that parts of the observed positive precipitation trend during the 
latest decades is fictitious. 
The recent warming is also evident over the central Arcti c  Ocean . Thi s  is accompanied by a 
general downward tendency in Northern Hemisphere sea ice extent since 1 979 and apparent 
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thinning of the multiyear ice cover. Observed regional decadal scale variabi l ity in the sea-ice 
extent can be related to a variation in indices of the NAO/ AO. However, the long-term negat ive 
trend is not connected to these indices.  
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1 .  I ntroduetion 
Previous studies (e .g .  Halter and Peterson , 198 1 ;  Halter and Harri s ,  1983 ;  Higuchi and 
Daggupaty , 1985)  have demonstrated a relationship between the COz vari abi l i ty at Arctic 
monitoring stations and variat ions in  the synoptic-scale atmospheric  circulation. Their results 
are in  agreement with the idea that air reaching the Arctic is not well -mixed and thus retains 
memory of the spatial d is tribution of the local and regional sources and s inks of  COz . In thi s  
pa per we  establ i sh  a cl imatology of  long-range transport to Ny-Ålesund , Svalbard through an 
analysis  of three-dimensional 5 -day back-trajectories .  The trajectories are classified into 
di stinct transport pattems through the use of cluster analys is .  We use thi s c l imatology to 
investigate i f  there i s  a consistent relationship between anomalous COz concentration values 
and trajectories of air parcels  arriving at Ny-Ålesund . 
2. Trajectory model and duster analysis 
The three-dimens ional model of McGrath ( 1989) i s  used to calculate 5 -day back-trajectories 
for the period 1997-2000. The model uses input wind fields taken from the European Centre 
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) . The trajectories are class ified into d i st inct 
transport pattems through the use of cluster analysi s .  We chose to use the Ward ' s  minimum 
variance technique (Romesburg, 1984) for the classificat ion .  The cluster variables are points 
along the trajectories ( i . e .  lat i tude and longitude) at one-hour interval s .  The duster procedure 
i s  performed separately for yearly and monthly sets of trajectories arriving twice dai ly (00 
and 1 2  UTC) at 950, 850 and 750  hPa respectively to examine both year-to-year and month­
to-month variabi l i ty in flow characteristics .  To dec ide how man y trajectory clusters to 
produce we looked at the total within-cluster variance as a function of number of clusters 
(Eneroth, 2002) .  
3. ResuIts 
3. 1 Climatology 
To summarize and study the variabi li ty in atmospheric transport through the year we cluster 
all trajectories for the year 1998. We find that seven clusters for the total data set is sufficient 
to describe the major flow patterns to Ny-Ålesund. Figure l shows eluster-membersh ip plots 
of trajectories arriving at 850 hPa. The dominating transport regime during 1998 is air 
originating from the Arctic Basin (eluster 5) .  The two northerly flow patterns (elusters 4 and 
6) together represent 29% of the trajectories during 1998. Cluster 7 occurs 1 7 %  of the t ime, 
describing atmospheric transport from Europe and Russia. Cluster 3 accounts for 1 2% of the 
data, representing transport from the Ob-region and Northem Siberia .  The westerly elusters 
d iffer in trajectory length ( i .e .  wind speed),  eluster l originates from the northem North 
Atlantic whereas eluster 2 represents trajectories from the east coast of North America and 
the Atlantic .  
We find that the transport pattems to Ny-Ålesund differ from month to month ( i .e .  the 
dusters are unevenly  distributed between the months). For instance,  c luster 2, representing 
westerly transport, occurs only  sporadically during the summer period . Whereas ,  on the other 
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hand cluster 7,  representing southeasterly transport from Europe and Russ ia ,  i s  the 
dominating one during July and August .  Table l shows the d is tribution of trajectories in the 
clusters for each month during 1998.  
cluster 1 1 J % 
clu ster 3 1 2 % 
cluster 5 2Yfo 
cluster 7 1 7 % 
cluster 2 5 %  
cluster 4 1 6% 
cluster 6 1 3 % 
Figure 1 .  Ensemble plots of trajectories  arriving at 
Ny-Ålesund (79.9°N, 1 1 . 9°E) at 850 hPa during 
1 998.  The number of the clusters are only used to 
distinguish the clusters from each other and have no 
inherent  significance. In the figure i t  is indicated the 
percent of all trajectories  that occurs in that c1uster. 
Table 1. Number of traj ectories in the clusters obtained with Ward ' s  method for 5-day back-
trajectories arriving at Ny-Ålesund (79.9°N, 1 1 . 9°E) at 850 hPa for each month 1 99 8 .  
Cluster Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Tot 
no 
1 6 O 5 3 1 3  5 4 1 5  6 9 7 6 79 
2 O O 1 3  5 2 O O l 3 O 9 7 40 
3 22 7 1 0  8 9 2 9 6 2 5 1 6 87 
4 1 1  8 8 1 5  6 6 9 3 1 2  1 7  9 1 0 1 14 
5 4 24 1 0  22 23 24 7 1 1  1 8  1 3  1 8 1 2  1 86 
6 1 2  1 2  2 5 5 1 5 1 0  O 1 2 4 5 1 5  97 
7 7 4 1 4  2 4 8 23 26 7 1 4  1 1  6 1 26 
Note that this climatology is only valid for 1 998.  Cluster analysis performed on monthly data 
sets containing trajectories from the four-year period 1 997-2000, shows a large variability in 
atmospherie circulation from year to year. 
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3. 2 Short-tenn variability in CO2 and atmospherie transport 
Continuos measurements of atmospheric CO2 concentrat ion have been performed at Ny­
Ålesund (79. 9°N, 1 1 . 9°E) since l ate 1 988 (see Fig .  2) .  The mon i toring  stat ion is located 474 
m above sea level at Mt.  Zeppel in ,  a mountain ridge with steep rocky s lopes and glaciers on 
all s ides .  The measurement program i s  described in detail in Holmen et a l . ( 1 995) .  
380,----�--...,-----�--�--,___-�-____,
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� L---L�-�-��-�-��-��� 1 988 1 990 1 992 1 994 1 996 1 998 2000 2002 Year 
Figure 2. Time-series of atmospheric CO2 ffilxmg ratio at  Mt. Zeppe1 i n ,  Ny-Ålesund (79 .9°N,  
1 1 . 9°E) during 1 9 8 8-2002 . The black dots  are instantaneous measurements and the black curve i s  the 
smooth annual vari ation and long-term trend obtained by fi t t ing a l i nearl y increasing harmonic 
function through the data .  
To determine the short-term anomalies and faci l i tate the compari son between CO2 and 
transport variabil i ty ,  the annual cycle and the long-term trend are removed from the CO2 
record . The anomalies are calculated as the difference between the instantaneous 
measurements and the harmonic function shown in Fig. 2 . In addition to observed CO2 
anomalies, we also calculate anomalies based on simulated CO2 mixing ratios at Ny-Ålesund . 
The simulations are performed with a three-dimensional transport model ,  MA TCH 
(Robertson et al . ,  1 999), which in the present setup uses meteorological parameters from the 
ECMWF with a l °x l ° horizontal resolution at six-hour intervals . CO2 surface fluxes from the 
terrestrial biosphere and the oceans are included as weU as man-made emi ssions (Kjel lstrom 
et al . ,  2002). The ca1culated CO2 anomalies during 1 998 are shown in Figure 3 .  
1 4  
1 2  
1 0  
-6 
Monlh 
Figure 3. COz anomali es c alculated from CO2 measurements (large dots) and model simulations 
(small dots) at Ny-Ålesund (79. 9°N, 1 1 . 9°E) during 1 998 .  
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We find some rel ationship between transport pattems and short-terrn CO2 vari abil ity. Large 
pos i t ive anomalies during winter are of ten associated with transport from Europe and Russia 
(c l uster 2) consi stent with earl ier findings by Lejenas and Holmen ( 1995) .  On the other hand, 
during summer the same transport pattem result in negative anomal ies ,  reflecting CO2 uptake 
by the terrestrial biosphere . However, of ten we see no conc1usive l inkage between 
fluctuations in CO2 and variations in the atmospherie circulat ion .  
4. Conc1usions and discussion 
In thi s study a c1 imatology for Ny-Ålesund is establi shed. The identified transport pattems 
are u sed to examine the rel ationship between variabil ity in atmospheri c  circul ation and CO2 
in Ny-Ålesund during 1998.  We find that the CO2 observations are influenced by synoptic 
scale atmospherie flow patterns .  However, some of the day -to-day vari ability can not be 
explained solely based on our c 1 imatology .  Possible the 5-day duration of the trajectories is 
not enough to identify d istant sink and source regions .  Also the trajectory ca1culations are 
associated with uncertainties. Furtherrnore, Eneroth (2002) demonstrated the importance of 
consider the vertical transport when interpreting CO2 mixing ratios . Therefore, in a future 
study, we wi l l  also take into account the altitude of the trajectories in the c 1ustering process. 
Interannual variabi l i ty in transport pattems wil l  a l so be explored systematical ly .  This  will 
further aid in the in terpretation of the CO2 measurements at Mt .  Zeppelin .  
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Introduction 
The Arct ic Airbome Measurement Program 2002 (AAMP 02) campaign was carried out i n  
March 2002 b y  NIPR under the cooperation with A W I  together with severaI other institut ions ,  
as one  of the  sub program of "Variations of  atmospheric constituents and their dimatic impact 
in the Arctic" (Special Scientific  Research Program, No. 1 1 20820 1 ) . The research objectives 
of AAMP 02 were to elucidate 1) spatial distribution , long-range transport and transformation 
of greenhouse gases and aerosol s ,  rel ated to stratosphere -troposphere exchange and polar 
vortex ;  2) optical properties of aerosols ,  espec ial ly  of stratosphere and upper troposphere, and 
their rad iat ive forc ing on the earth-atmosphere system; 3) structure of atmospheric disturbance 
especia l ly  of pol ar low. An i nstrumented jet p l  ane, Gulfstream Il (G-I1), was used and flown 
from Nagoya, Japan through Barrow (7 1 °N,  1 57 °  W), Alaska to Longyearbyen (78° N,  1 5 °  E), 
Svalbard, crossi ng  the Arctic Ocean at 1 2  - 1 3  km height, and three l ocal fl i ghts over the 
Green land Sea around Svalbard . During  the campaign , intensive surface operations were also 
conducted at Ny-Ålesund (79° N ,  1 2° E), Svalbard . Airbome measurements are also to be 
compared with surface observations at Barrow by NOAA/CMDL and SAGE-ill sate l l i te 
measurements by NASA.  Thi s  airbome campaign was a fol low on of AAMP 98 with s imi lar 
operat ion and ASTAR 2000 (Arctic Study of Tropospheric Aerosol and Radiation ; specia l ly  
focused on Arctic h aze) . 
Recent research projects in the Arctic 
The fol lowing specific research has been conducted during the current year related to the project , 
"Variations of atmospherie constituents and their dimatic impact in the Arctic" .  
( 1 )  Long term observations of greenhouse gases: At  the Rabben observatory in Ny-Ålesund 
scientific station, Svalbard, long term air sampling for greenhouse gases and stable isotope analysis, 
and continuous measurements of surface ozone and meteorology have been continued (Morimoto et 
al . ,  2001 ) . We also accumulated data conceming exchange of carbon dioxide between ocean and 
atmosphere, in collaboration with the oceanographie group (eg. CONVECTION; Hashida et al, 
2(01 ) . 
(2) Aerosol and doud observations :  Measurements of aerosol number concentrations, optical depth, 
vertical distributions, composition and precursor gases (Hara et al ., 2002); and observations of 
precipitable water, doud liquid water, ice water amount and precipitated snow particIes, have been 
continued at Ny-Ålesund to deterrnine the relationship between aerosols, clouds and precipitation 
(Wada and Igarashi, 1 998). Doppler radar observation are also conducted at Bear Island. 
(3) AST AR 2000: Coordinated airbome and ground-based observations of aerosols and radiation 
were carried out in the Svalbard area through March and April , 2000 (Yamanouchi and Herber, 
2001) .  A German aircraft Polar 4 (Dornier 228) was used to measure vertical distributions of 
aerosols and radiation, while remote sensing and sampling were conducted on ground. In addition, 
SAGE-IT satellite observations were compared, and the radiative forcing of aerosols over a wide area 
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was evaluated by incorporating the observational results in to an Arctic regional cl imate mode1 
(HIRHAM). 
(4) AAMP 98:  Simi lar campaign as AAMP 02 of airbome observat ion using jet plane (G-m was 
carried out in March 1 998  with long range stratosphere flights over the Arctic Ocean and local 
profiling flights in the vicinity of Svalbard (Shiobara et al . ,  1 999) . 
AAMP 02 observations 
Airborne observations 
A trans-Arctic airbome observation was conducted in 5 - 1 4  March 2002 . Fl ight schedule ,  total 
in 49.2 h rs, was as fol l ows :  March 5 ,  Nagoya, Japan - Petropavlovsk , Russ ia, 3 . 8hr ;  
Petropavlovbsk - Anchorage , USA, 4 .7hrs . March 6,  Anchorage - Barrow,  USA, 3 . 3hrs 
inc Iuding profi le observation fl i ght ;  Barrow - North Pole  - Longyearbyen, Svalbard, Norway, 
5 .5hrs . March 7 ,  Local profi le  fl ight in the vicinity of Ny-Ålesund :  3 hrs . March 10, Local 
profi le fl ight in  Norwegian Sea and in  the vicinity of Ny-Ålesund :  4.9 hrs .  M arch 1 1 , Local 
fl ight for the polar low in  Norwegian Sea: 4 .4 hrs. March 1 2 , Longyearbyen - North Pole -
B arrow :  4 .9hrs. March 1 3 , Barrow - Anchorage : 3 . 3hrs inc Iuding profi le  fl i ght .  March 1 4, 
Anchorage - Petropavlovsk:  4 .5hrs ;  Petropavl ovsk - Nagoya:  4 .3hrs .  
The plane, G-II, was equipped with C02 and ozone analyzer, gas sampl ing systems (for 
C02, CH4, N20, CO, SF6, 02/N2 and the isotope ; for COS), aerosol fi lter sampler and impactor, 
aerosol part ic le counter, nephelometer, absorption photometer, PMS partic le  probes,  
sunphotometer, dew point meter and drop sonde system. 
Ground based observations 
Fig. l Fl ight route of AAMP02 . 
Nagoya - Peteropavlovsk -
Anchorage - B arrow - (North 
Pole) - Longyearbyen ;  Vic in i ty  
of Svalbard . 
The airbome measurements were complemented by comprehensive ground-based 
measurements st Ny-Ålesund. At NIPR Rabben Station, air sampling for greenhouse gases ,  
continuous measurements of surface ozone and aerosol particles,  remote sensing by sky 
radiometer, microwave radiometer, micro-pulse lidar and radar were made ; at A WI 
Koldewey Station, sunphotometer, lidar and FrIR remote sensing together with balloon 
launchings were made. 
Preliminary results 
Atmospherie condition in the Arctic during the outward flight was rather special .  From 250 hPa 
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height field, polar vortex was shifted to European side, and the center was aroun d  the n orth of 
Greenland.  Drop sonde profi le shows that, along the route, in the Alaskan side tropopause was 
very high around 250 to 300 hPa and fl i ght route was out of polar vortex (rrud-I at i tude airrnass) , 
whi le in the European side tropopause became low, cIose to 400 hPa and route was in  the core 
of polar vortex (Fig .  2) .  
Thi s  atmospheric condit ion affects greenhouse gases, and different  vert ical profi les are seen at 
Anchorage, Barrow and Longyearbyen . Vertical profi les of ozone and CO2 show different  
tendency from the  troposphere to the  stratosphere ; ozone profi le shows a distinc t  change a t  the 
tropopause, however, CO2 profi le  shows a gradual change from upper troposphere to the 
stratosphere and no  dist inct change at the tropopause. lncrease of CO2 concentration in  the 
lower stratosphere ( around 1 2  km) during March 1 998 and 2002 was about 6 - 8 ppmv . 
Aerosol samplings were perforrned by fi lter sampler and impactor. Ion i c  components were 
analyzed with ionchromatography, and chemical components with electron rrucroscope . Optical 
parameters wil l be caIculated with the aid of part ic Ie number concentrat ions and compared with 
scattering and absorption measurements. 
From sunphotometer measurements, optical depth of the stratosphereic aerosols shows a good 
agreement in wide area of fl i ght ,  around 0 .004 to 0 .005 at 500 nm from the height range I l  - 1 2  
km. Also an extremely good agreement of extinction profi le with SAGE-III sate l l i te 
measurement was found between 3 to 1 5  km height at 72° N, off Barrow. 
5 and 8 Ms "'"  2002 
IOO .----r-------,--------,-------� 
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Fig. 2 Temperature profiles from dro p sonde measurements along the flight route at B ering Sea, 
Al askan side, 75° N,  80° N, 85° N, Pole, 85° N in  the European side, on 5 - 6 M arch 2002. 
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Introduction 
One of the most basic and important properties to characterize an aerosol i s  the size 
di stribution . From severaI locations around the world there are observations avai lable of aerosol 
s ize distributions that extend man y years back in t ime and which contribute to new 
understanding  about the aerosol I i fe cycle .  In the Arctic region however, aerosol Slze 
di stributions have be en observed only as part of s ingular experiments .  
In middle of March 2000 a DMPS (Differential Mobi l i ty Part ic le  Sizer) system was 
implemented at the Zeppel in  station .  Here we report on findings from the first year of operation 
covering the period March 2000 to Apri l 200 1 . We present the ful l  annual cycle of size 
di stri butions based on observations made every sec ond minute as wel l  as the integral particle 
number, and caJculated aerosol surface and volurne densit ies .  
Experiment 
The measurement site i s  s i tu ated at 78°58 '  N and 1 1 °53 '  E on the Zeppel in  Mountain in  the 
Ny Å lesund commun ity on Svalbard . The Zeppel in station i s  474 m above sea leve! and an ideal 
l ocation for atmospheri c  moni toring .  For more information about the stat ion we refer to: 
h ttp://www.n i lu .no/ni luweb/services/zeppel inl .  The DMPS system i s  a custom bui l t  Hauke type 
Differential Mobility Analyzer (DMA) coupled to a TSI 3760 Condensation Part icle Counter 
(CPC).  Th is system uses a c losed l oop sheath air circulation as described in (Jokinen and 
Makela, 1 997).  The aerosol sample tlow is l .S L min- I , while the sheath airtlow i s  set to 5 .5 L 
min- I . Thi s  yields a rather broad transfer function, but improves count ing statistics during 
periods of Iow aerosol l oading .  The mobi l i ty distribut ion measured by the DMA instrument i s  
i nverted to a number distribution assuming a Fuchs charge distribution .  From 28  October 2000 
and onwards the s ize range is 20 nm to 630 nm in diameter. Prior to that date the range is 22 nm 
to 500 nm i n  diameter. One s ize d istribution is provided every second minute.  A sec ond CPC, 
model TSI30 1 O, is used for measuring the total particle number density for particles larger than 
1 0  nm in diameter. This  instrument yields some information about the populat ion of particles 
between 10 and 20nm by differentiat ing between the CPC30 1 0  and the DMPS-system. During 
periods void of particles smal l er than 20 nm the CPC30 1 0  i s  used to check the consistency of 
the i ntegrated number dens i t  y from the inverted s ize distribution given by the DMPS-system. 
Observations and Discussion 
The anthropogenic i nfluence on air composition in the Arctic show a very strong seasonal 
variation with a pronounced maximu m  in late winter early spring and a min imum in the summer 
months .  The reason for this difference by season i s  due to the position of the Polar front and the 
associated circulation pattem . In summer, the Polar front is located north of the main source 
regions and serve as an effective scrubber for many pol lutants .  
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The seasonal difference i s  also c1early depicted in  the aerosol s ize distribution observed at 
the Zeppel in  station. Figures l a-c present the monthly means for March, June, September and 
December of number, surface ,  and aerosol volume-density distributions ,  respectively .  In terms 
of number di stribution the summer month dominates with a main mode in the Aitken s ize range 
around 30 nm. The spring month 
shows less i n tegral number of 
partic1es and the dominant partic1e 
s ize i s  found in the accumulation 
mode s ize range around 1 50 nm. 
Although a minor Aitken mode 
around 40 nm i s  also suggested in the 
distribution .  The fal l moth presents 
even less partic1es, but the di stribution 
is broader and the mode is found 
around 80 nm. The winter month 
show the least partic1es and with a 
very smal l contribution of partic1es 
smal ler than 70 nm. 
The differences between the 
seasons are obvious in  the number 
di stribution as seen in Figure l a, but 
in the other two moments the month 
of March stands out considerably 
(Figures l b and 1 c) .  At t imes the 
aerosol loading in the Arctic during 
springtime becomes large enough to 
significantly reduce visibi l i ty ,  which 
I S  the wel l-known Arctic Haze 
phenomenon . Due to the rather 
narrow accumulation mode in spring 
and winter the difference between 
surface and volurne distributions are 
not so l arge . Compared to the spring, 
the other three seasons are not so 
different, which is especial ly true for 
the fal l  and winter period. 
To study how the distribution 
evolves over t ime, the hourly average 
distributions were normal ized to their 
maximum value in each distribution . 
Thi s  way variabil ity s imply due to 
changes in the total number density i s  
removed and the evolution of the 
shape of the distribution can be 
followed. The result are not presented 
but are briefly diseussed below. The 
first part of the year is characterized 
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Figure 2 The thick lines show the monthly  mean 
size distributions for September and December. 
The thin lines represent the calculated change in 
the aerosol size distribution due to coagulation for 
each 2 weeks of s imulated time. The model was 
initialized wit the September distribution . 
by a fairly stable location of the maximum or main mode, but around day 1 50 (29 May) in to the 
year a sudden change from one regime to the other takes place over on ly a few days .  The 
maximu m  shifts from the accumulation mode range to the Aitken mode range. The maximum 
essentially remains in  the Aitken mode, typically around 30 nm, until about day 250 (6 
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September) , but the distribution i s  not as stable as earl ier i n  the year. By day 250 the max imu m  
recovers t o  a s ize typical ly just below 1 00 nm, but the appearance remain vari able .  By day 300 
(26 October) the variabi l i ty relaxes and the max imum gradual l y  moves towards l arger diameters 
back to the same location as in  the beginn ing  of the year. 
Low prec ipitat ion rate together with a dark and stable atmosphere in winter, gi ve the aerosol 
t ime to age and grow. From about day 300, when the stat ion is in  darkness through the whole 
day, the main mode shifts from about 1 00 nm di ameter to about 1 60 nm. Th is  shi ft in size 
between fal l  and winter can almost ent ire ly be expla ined by coagulat ion . Figure 2 hows a 
s imu l ation made with a simple model ,  where the September di stribut ion was used as the in i t ial 
d i stribution and the aeroso l  then let to age i n  the model . For each 2 weeks of s imu l ated t ime a 
di stri bution is plotted together wi th the mean di stribut ion for December. Clearly coagu l ation 
expla ins wel l  the evolution of the aerosol during the fal l and early winter when growth by 
condensat ion and new part ic le formation is essent ia l ly shut off 
That sun l ight may p lay a very I;==�==============:::;I 
important role for the seasonal variation 
of the aerosol in  the Arct ic is well 
i l lustrated in Figure 3 Here a 7 -day 
runn  ing mean of the integral number 
dens ity from the DM PS system i s  
plotted as  function of  the year together 
with the 7-day runn  ing mean insolation 
(measured using a CM I I  pyranometer) . 
On a seasonal scale ,  an increase i n  the 
aerosol number density is seen during 
the arctic spring when the l ight returns 
after the polar n ight .  The opposite i s  
true for the fal l  period when a dec re ase 
in sun l ight is fol lowed by a decrease in 
part ic le number density . During  the 
i l lu1Tlinated period of the year the 
number density shows l arge variations, 
which i s  characteri stic for the polar 
summer. Kawamura et al . ,  ( 1 996) 
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Figure 3 Partieie number density as a 7-day 
runn ing mean gray area (note that data i s  p lotted 
on a 1 0garith1Tlic scale), and the inco1Tling solar 
radiation as a 7-day runn ing  mean (sol id l i ne) 
and ideal distribut ion (dashed l i ne) .  
reported enhanced particle concentrations just after pol ar sunrise at A lert ,  Canada, which was 
attributed to photoche1Tlical  reactions .  
A c loser l ook a t  the time series in  Figure 3shows that the peak particle number den sit ies are 
systematical ly higher during  the second half of the polar summer. The somewhat surpri s ing 
observation i s  that this  enhancement in  number density corresponds in  t ime with a rel ative 
reduction of the insolation compared to an ideal curve. A reduction in insolation is s imply the 
resul t  of increased c loudiness .  Clouds may enhance part ic le production near the edges of the 
c loud  due to the increased radiative flux  by the reflecting c louds .  It is  not probable that this 
mechanism is  strong enough to affect the entire boundary l ayer and to influence the daily 
average number. Clouds may also enhance new particle formation by removing aerosol surface 
area through scavenging accumu lation mode particles (Pruppacher and J aenicke, 1 995) .  The 
strong reduction of sulfate mass observed during the summer would be in supported of this 
mechanism. 
However, if preexist ing surface area were the control l ing parameter for the observed 
enhancement in particle number densities we would  expect an anti-corre lation between these 
two parameters . An analys is  show that the relation between number density and aerosol surface 
are is different for different seasons, but always positive. That is, the number density and 
surface areas covariates . 
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A decrease in insolations or increase in  c loudiness which coincide with the increased 
particle number density may be indicative of a change in air mass propert ies .  To investigate this ,  
three-di mensionaJ backwards trajectories �here caJculated . However, the analys is  here gave no 
strong support for any part icular type of air mass being responsible for the enhance part ic le 
number density .  B igg (2000) discuss the role of snow on the ground in  modul ating the 
emissions from the soil of aerosol precursors from decomposit ion of organic matter. The 
process requires l iquid water,  which means that the strongest contribution would be when the 
snow cover is mel t ing.  A parameter describing the surface conditions i s  the reflectance.  The 
amount of radiation that is measured from the surface is of course dependent on the amount that 
i s  received from above, but i t  should be possible to dist inguish from situat ion s with or without 
snow cover on the ground. The observed reflectance i s  plotted in Figure 4atogether with the 
particle number density as in Figure 3(but on a l inear scale) .  
r---------�--------------------------� 
Clearly the retreating snow cover very 
wel l marks the onset of enhanced particle 
number densit ies .  The change in  ambient 
conditions is  also seen in  the temperature 
record presented in Figure 4 .  The days 
surrounding day 1 7 3  marks the change 
from sub zero temperatures to a period 
when the temperature remains steadi ly 
above the freezing point . Thi s  period l asts 
until approximately day 250 to 260 when 
the temperature again move steadi ly 
below the freezi ng point .  It i s  difficult to 
imagine that the l i tt le non-ocean area 
surrounding the sampl ing site could 
generate such large impact on the aerosol 
measurements from the release of 
additional precursor gases from the soi l .  
The seasonal variation i n  temperature 
above and below the freezing point and 
the melting of the snow in the summer of 
course occurs elsewhere in the Arctic as 
wel l .  A potential source region that would 
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Figure 4 Radiation reflected from the ground 
presented as a 7-day running mean (thick l ine) 
and the particle number density presented as a 
7-day running mean a), surface temperature b) 
and surface pressure c) .  
fit in time i s  the S iberian Tundra. Over a very l arge region the transition from sub zero 
temperature occurs around the end of May beginning of June. The only currently measured 
parameter at the Zeppel in station that could be a tracer for such emissions and transport is 
ammonia.  This data shows that the summer months are not the months with the l argest amounts 
of ammonia in the particles but it is the period of the year where there is a noticeable covariation 
between thi s  species and in particle number density. 
Future experiments will be designed to test this hypothesis .  
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1 . Introduction 
Our group started observations of a precipitation rate, a s ize di stribution of precipitation 
partides and a s ize di stribution of aerosols larger than 0.3um at Ny-Aalesund,  Svalbard in 
1 998 .  The observations have severaI purposes, such as research for seasonal and annual 
variation of precipitat ion in a region where measurements of snow prec ipitation are severe 
because of drift ing snow (wada et al . ,  1 996) . One of other purposes i s  a research for basic 
formation mechanism of doud and prec ipitation with aerosol , doud nudei and ice forming 
nudei . 
Discussions about role  of aerosols in doud are prosperously in dimate research field 
recently( e . g .  IPCC, 1 990) . Observations of aerosol s ize distribution and speeies have been 
carried out at ground and in the atmosphere using aircraft(e.g. Curry, 200 1 ) .  Observations of 
d oud condensation nuc1ei and c 10ud part ides have been also actively in the worId(e .g .  Raes et 
al . ,  2000) . Some results(e .g .  Hobbs, 1 993) show good relations between number density of 
doud condensation nuc 1e i  and doud partic1es .  But a relation of number dens it y between 
aerosol partides and d oud particles is not clear or no relation is reported .  Distributions of 
aerosols and snow part ic n�s in a special day are reported and proeesses forming the s ize 
di stributions are d iseussed in this paper. Many meteorological and chemical observations are 
conducted in other sites of Ny-Aalesund .  We are happy if you wi l l  analyze your data of same 
day with compari ng to our data. 
2. Instruments 
Precipitation Occurrence Sensor System(POSS) made by Andrew Inc . ,  Canada can 
measure precipitat ion rate and s ize distributions of precipitation . The POS S  is a low power, 
X-band, b i-static doppler radar with a scattering angle defined by the axis of transmitter and 
receiver(Sheppard, 1 990) . A dual frequency microwave radiometer with 23 . 8GHz and 
3 1 .4GHz by Radiometric Co., U .S .A. can measure precipitable water and colurnn l iquid  water 
in the atmosphere . The Dasibi Ozone Monitor measures surface ozone 
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Fig. 1 :  Basic meteorological data of air temperature, wind speed, , air pressure and wind 
direction and rel ative humidity on 9 March 1 998 .  
concentration(Yamanouchi ,  1 996) . Optical particle counter(OPC) by Rion Inc . ,  J apan measures 
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number densities of aerosol s which are larger than 0.3um, O .Sum, l um,  3um and Sum.  A 
vertical poi nt ing radar records radar echo intensities in the atmosphere . Precipitation rate can 
also be estimated us ing the echo in tensit ies .  The vertical pointi ng radar i s  a X-band pul se radar. 
Basic meteorological in stru ments, record ing air temperature ,  relative humidity, atmospheric 
pressure ,  wind speed and wind directi on , are also installed there .  
i I 
J 
Fig.  2 :  Ozone concentration , precipitation rate by POSS ,  precipitable water and column l iquid 
water by dual microwave radiometer and radar echo on 9 March .  
Weather charts from Deutscher Wetterdienst and NOAA satel l ite quickJook images from 
Dundee University, U .K .  are u sed for examin ing synoptic condition .  
3. Observations and results 
A cloud region accompanied by a cyclone came from south went over Svalbard on 9 
March 1 998. Detail s of thi s  c loud over sea were reported by Asuma et a l .(2002) .  Basic 
meteorological data at Ny-Aalesund on 9 March are shown in Fig . l .  Precipitation rate from 
POSS ,  radar echo image, precipitable water, column liquid water and surface ozone 
concentration are also shown in Fig . 2. Viewing from NOAA satel lite image Ny-Aalesund was 
being sometimes covered over by doud around 03UTC on 9 March .  The c loud region passed 
over Ny-Aalesund between two sate l l ite images at 1 7 :06UTC on 9 March and 2:S3UTC on 1 0  
March from west t o  east. The wind direction and wind speed of basic meteorological data at 
just before 1 8 :00UTC changes rapidly. Temperature, relative humidity and pressure data also 
changed at the time . 
Fig. 3 :  Ozone concentration from 1 6 :00 to 1 8 :00 on 9 March.  
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Ozone concentrat ion data, moreover, shows a big depression.  But other data, precipitation 
rate , radar echo, prec ipi table water and column l iquid water show no remarkable change at the 
t ime .  
Al though some items such a s  precipitab le  water did not change ,  i tems o f  basic 
meteorological data suggests a change of airmass at just before 1 8 : 00UTC. Especial ly b ig  
depression of  ozone concentrat ion supports the  difference of  ai rmasses before and  after the 
t ime .  Figure 3 shows an enlarged graph of ozone concentration . The big depression , about 
1 3ppm, occurred between 1 6 :49UTC( 1 009) and 1 7 :04UTC( 1 024). S ince it is thought that 
two different airmasses covered over Ny-Aalesund before and after the above period, s ize 
distributions of snow partic\es by POSS and of aerosols by OPC are investi gated between 
1 6 : 30UTC and 1 7 : 1 2UTC, when includes the above period . Figure 4 shows the both s ize 
d istributions .  The size distributions of snow partic\es show that snow partic\es after 
1 6 : 52UTC are relati vely larger than those before 1 6 :5 1 UTe. The size d i stribut ions of aerosols 
show that aerosol part ic \es after 1 6 :52UTC are more than those before 1 6 : 52UTC and the 
tendency is stronger in  l arge s ize than in  smal l s i ze .  
4 .  Discussion 
Surface wind direction changed from SW to NNW at 1 6 : 50UTC as shown in Fig .  2. A 
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Fig. 4 :  S ize d is tribution of aerosols and snow part ic \es .  
southerly wind general ly  conveys a warm air to Ny-Aalesund and a northerly wind conveys a 
cold air there .  But air temperature change was not strong, only 2 degrees decrease from - 1 2C 
to - 1 4e .  Average precipitable  water did not change between 1 6 :00UTC and 1 8 : 00UTC, though 
many noisy fluctuations were found in  the data. This results would suggest that two airmasses 
did not connect d irectly wi th a strong cyc\one which eonveys a wann air from rnid latitude .  An 
airmass before 1 6 :50 i s  named as a 1 st airmass and an ainnass after 1 6 :50 i s  named as a 2nd 
alrmass.  
Snow partic\es less than 0.5 mm only were fonned in  the 1 st ainnass and ones bigger than 
0.5 mm were found in  the 2nd airmass on ly. The 1 st airmass eontained less aerosol 
eoneentration than the 2nd one .  The faet is  found strongly in large size aerosols .  A size 
distribution of snow partic\es is related to man y proeesses sueh as vertieal motion, 
eondensationJsubl imation proeess from water vapour to c\oud/iee partic\es, aerosol 
eoneentration and so on in a devel oping stage of preeipitation . Downward motion affeets a size 
distribut ion not only of snow partic\es, but also of aerosols, for example eollision and 
eoalescenee proeesses between different size partic\es by gravitational fall ing, a washout 
proeess of aerosol s  by preeipitating partic\es and so on in  a developed stage . 
Sinee the preeipitation rate in the two airmasses did not show a big differenee, the 
differenee of size distributions of aerosol would be oeeurred in a developin g  stage. Collision 
and coalescence proeesses in a developed stage would not be important as precipitation rate 
was weak, less than 0.5 mrnJhr. The size distributions of snow partic\es and aerosols would 
be brought up in a forming stage of c\oud and/or a developing stage from c\oud to snow. 
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5. Summary 
Analyzing the observation data on 9 March 1 998 obtained at Ny-Aalesund ,  we found two 
type of airmasses in which size distributions of snow particles were different .  It is  found that 
the size d istributions of aerosols was also different in the two airmasses . Cloud formation or 
precipitat ing processes in  the two different airmasses would contribute to the two types of si ze 
d istributions of snow partic1es and aerosol s .  
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In order to acquire long-term data sets of back-scatter profi les of c louds and aerosols in  polar 
regions,  we started Micro-pu l se Lidar (MPL) measurements at Ny-Alesund, Svalbard in  March 
1 998 and at Syowa Station , Antarctica in J anuary 200 l .  Fine structures of c louds and their 
temporaI change were observed by MPLs with a 30-m range resolution and a l -min t ime 
average. Stati stical features of the doud base height  were investigated from the Arct ic and 
Antarctic measurements .  These results from prel iminary analysis for l imited c loud c l imatology 
based on the MPL data from Ny-Alesund and Syowa wi l l  be shown in this paper. 
Introduction 
Clouds play an important role in  radiation balance of the global c l imate system.  Especial ly 
c l imatology of doud physical  parameters such as the c loud optical thickness, doud base and top 
heights, doud appearance and amount is  essential for c l imate research . However, it i s  general ly 
known that detection of polar douds i s  difficult from satell ite-borne passive sensors . Also 
ground-based observations of c louds are spatial ly l irnited particul arly in  the polar regions, and 
sometimes the rel iabi l i ty is  not enough . Therefore c loud observations us ing act ive sensors l ike 
l idars and radars are needed. 
The National Institute of Polar Research (NIPR) promotes atmospheric research in both 
Arctic and Antarctic regions .  In the Arctic , NIPR has started an international program for 
aerosol-cloud-radiation studies based at Ny-Alesund (78° 56 '  N, 1 1 ° 52'  E, 40m a .s . I .) ,  Svalbard . 
For ground-based remote-sensing and i n-situ measurements,  NIPR has placed c loud and aerosol 
observation systems, inc luding a Micro-pul se Lidar (MPL) , at the Rabben Observatory, a 
Japanese research base in  Ny-Alesund.  Also i n  Antarctica, the MPL measurement at Syowa 
Station (69° 00' S ,  39° 35 '  E, 30m a . s . l .) started in  January 2001 as part of the 42nd Japanese 
Antarctic Research Expedition (JARE 42) activity. Based on prel irninary analys is  of the MPL 
data, the performance of MPLs for c loud measurements and statistical features of polar c louds 
from Arctic and Antarctic measurements will be shown and discussed in this paper. 
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Measurements 
Micro-pulse Lidar (MPL) is an eye-safe maintenance-free I idar system that has been 
original ly  developed by Spinhirne ( 1 993) in order to acquire long-term datasets of backscatter 
profiles of aerosols and cIouds .  MPLs with the same concept and design as the Spinhirne's 
original are commercia l ly  avai l able from SESI, USA and employed for Arctic and Antarctic 
measurements in  this study. MPLs use a diode-pumped Nd :YLF l aser of which wave1ength is 
523 nm. The telescope of MPL for laser transmission and return signal receiver is  decIined at 45 
degrees (but 34 deg until December 200 1 in Ny-Alesund) from zenith and 100king up through a 
glass window of the observatory bui lding.  The ful l -t ime basi s  measurement i s  acquired with a 
30-m range resolution and a l -min averaging interval for normal operations . Data from 
Ny-Alesund are transferred by ftp via Internet, and the status of measurements i s  monitored in 
Japan . Although the measurement at Ny-Alesund started in 1 998 ,  the data have not been 
acquired very much due to its hardware troubles .  Real time data from the Antarctic MPL is not 
avai l able because the Internet is not a lways accessible to Syowa Station and the data line via 
satel l i te i s  sti l l  narrow between Japan and Antarctica. 
Results and discussion 
Fine structure of ice clouds 
Figure l shows a t ime series plot of the range-corrected backseatter s ignal from ice cIouds 
observed at Syowa Station 'on 1 9  January 200 1 . On that day, it was almost overcast by cirrus 
and cirrostratus cIouds .  The MPL detected not on ly the cIoud base but a1 so the cIoud top since 
c Iouds were optically thin. Temperatures at the cIoud top and base were -40°C and -25°C ,  
respectively. Relative humidity measured by  radiosondes was saturated for i ce  in  the cIoud layer, 
but extremely low in the lower troposphere under the cloud base . The resul t  in the figure shows 
that ice crystals growing and fal l ing in  the cIoud l ayer vanished at the c loud base by evaporation . 
Fall ing speed of ice crystals was estimated to be around l mls from the s lope of many bright 
l ines in the cIoud l ayer. Thi s  speed suggests the existence of large snow crystals to be formed 
from small ice crystals in the c loud. 
1 2  18  24 
Time ( 191112001 ) 
Fig. l .  An example of fine structure measurements of clouds. Time series of 
backscatter signals are plotted for 1 9  January 2001 at Syowa Station, Antaretica. 
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Statisties of doud base hight 
The SESI MPL data acqui sition software includes the c loud base height (CBH) analys is  with 
Campbel l 's algorithm (Campbel l  et al . , 20(2) in real t ime basis and records CBHs as wel l  as 
backscatter s ignal . Figure 2 shows the month ly frequency of the CBH appearance in Ju ly -
December 1 999 ( left panel) and in  March - Ju ly  2002 (right panel ) .  Though i t  may be difficult 
to discuss on the CBH climatology from these l imited stati stics, general features can be seen as 
follows : Low clouds in the Arctic boundary layer with CBHs below 2km are dominant in 
summer and early autumn . CJear sky days are not expected in this  season . On the other hand, 
frequency of clear sky days i s  relat ive ly h igh and h igher clouds are rather dominant in  late 
autumn to spring.  
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Fig.2 . Monthly statistics of frequency of cloud appearance with CBH of 0-2 km, 2-6 km, and 
6- 1 2  km height at Ny-Alesund in  July - December 1 999 (left) and March - July 2002 (right) .  
CJassification ofthin/thick clouds 
Penetration of laser beam through clouds i s  diagnosed by analyzing return s ignaI s .  Figure 3 
shows an example of classification of thin and thick c louds over Syowa Station bas ed on the 
penetration analysis .  In thi s  c lassification, "thin" or "thick" means whether the laser has passed 
through the cloud layer or not. From the figure, i t  can be seen that thin clouds at h igh altitude, 
i . e . ,  cirrus l ike clouds are rather dominant in winter. On the other hand, in summer thin c louds 
are l ikely to appear in  low altitude. Generally  speaking, the laser cannot penetrate c louds when 
the cloud optical thickness is l arger than about 2. However, more precise and exact analysis of 
laser penetration is needed for quantitative discussion on the cloud optical thickness .  Also the 
multiple scattering effect of laser in  clouds should be taken in to account. 
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Fig. 3 .  Classification of relatively thin and thick cJouds by examining penetration of lidar signals 
for July 200 1 (Ieft panel) and December 200 1 (right panel) at Syowa Station , Antarctica. 
Summary 
MPL measurements sta�ed at Ny-Alesund, Svalbard in March 1 998 and at Syowa Station, 
Antarctica in January 200 1 .  Fine structures of douds and their temporai change were observed 
by MPL with a 30-m range resolution and a l -min t ime average . Stati stical features of the doud 
base height were investigated from the Arctic and Antarctic measurements. Results from MPL 
measurements at Ny-Alesund, Svalbard showed seasonal variation of doud appearance and 
doud base height .  Long-term data sets from the MPL measurements wi l l  contribute to the polar 
c loud cl imatology for c l imate research . 
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The Zeppelin Station - an overview of NILU 's research 
activities and some resuIts 
Chri s Lunder, Ove Herm ansen, Norbert Schmidbauer, Torunn Berg, S tein M anø, 
Christ ian Dye , M artin  Schlabach 
Norwegian Inst i tute for Air Research (NILU), P .O.  Box 1 00, N-2027 Kje l ler, Norway . E­
mai l :  Chri s .Lunder@ ni lu .no , phone + 47 63 89 80 00 
Background 
NILU is responsible for the scientific programrnes at  the Zeppel in  Station and co-ordinating 
the scientific activit ies undertaken by NILU and other institutions, as wel l  as a number of 
in ternational research groups ' campaigns .  MISU (Department of Meteorology at  S tockholm 
Uni versity) co-operates c losely wi th  NILU in  developing the scientific acti vi t ies and 
programrnes at the station . The Zeppel in  Station i s  owned and operated by Norwegian Polar 
Insti tute The monitoring and research programrnes address severaI i ssues,  such as : c l imate 
change, arctic stratospheric ozone layer depletion , global distribution of toxic pol lutants, 
distribution of radioactive contaminants. 
The Zeppel in activit ies contribute to regional , national and global monitoring  networks such 
as  European Monitoring and Evaluati on Programme (EMEP) , Network for detection of 
Stratospheric Change (NDSC),  Global Atmospheric Watch (GA W) and Arctic Moni toring 
and Assessment Programrne (AMAP) 
Activities handled by NILU: 
Greenhouse gas es 
NILU has for severaI years measured greenhouse gases at Zeppel in Station . Modem 
instruments as Gas Chromatograph (GC) and GC coupled with a mass spectre detector (GC­
MS) monitor the most important greenhouse gases from hour to hour. These instruments 
measure methane, carbon mona oxide, ozone and industry related greenhouse gases 
containing fluorine, chlorine and bromine.  Hydrocarbons and aldehydes are sampled and 
analysed at NILU. 
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Figure l :  Plot of methane data - 200 l .  
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Figure 2: Plot of CO measurements late 2001 , showing small episodes 1 6th Sep and 26th Des 
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Figure 3 :  Measurements of HFC- 1 34a and HFC-22 during an episode of polluted air 
transported from the continent 16 September 200 l 
POP 's 
For the last 20 years NILU has carried out research on persistent organic pollutants (POPs) 
and heavy meta.ls in the Arctic; since 1 993 this has been done on routine basis at Zeppelin 
Station . The results are report ed to AMAP. 
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Figure 4:  a-HCH in air (March - April) from 1 98 1  - 200 1 at Ny-Ålesund 
Decrease in  a-HCH concentration from early 80' s until today is  caused by replacement of use 
of technical HCH (65-70% a-HCH) to l indan (>99% y-HCH) as pesticide_  
Inorganic components in a ir and precipitation 
Since 1 974 Nil-U has measured concentrations of sulphur components in the air in Ny­
Ålesund. Measurements of inorganic components in precipitations started in 1 98 1 .  Today the 
measurements are inc1uded in  the EM EP programme. S02, S04 2-, (N03·+ HN03) and (NH/ + 
NH3) are measured in air and 1 0  parameters in precipitations . 
Stratospheric ozone 
Nil-U has instruments that measure ozone thickness and some of the chemical c ompounds 
destroying ozone.  The instrument use optical methods to discern the attenuation of solar 
radiation through the atmosphere. The reduction of the ozone layer i s  a concern mainly 
because ozone shelters the Earth ' s  surface from harmful ultraviolet (VV) radiation, which is  
also measured at ground leve l .  
Heavy metals 
With a mercury monitor gas phase mercury i s  observed during the year and results are 
reported to AMAP. Other heavy metals as As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Pb, Mn, Ni ,  V, Z are trapped 
on fil ters . 
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Figure 5 :  Mercury and ozon (ground leve l ,  474 m.a.s . 1 )  concentration at Zeppel in  Station 
spring 2000 
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During spring of 2000 there were severaI episodic depletions in mercury vapour 
concentrations correlat ing wel l  with the depletions of surface ozone, during the three-month 
period fol lowing polar sunri se .  Highly variable concentrations of the mercury vapour and 
ozone concentrations are seen fol lowing polar sunri se, with a pronounced tendency towards 
unusual ly low concentrat ions .  
Activities handled by MISU :  
C02 
MISU maintains a continuou s  infrared CO2 instrument on Zeppelin Mountain .  The 
continuous data are enhanced by weekly flask sampling programrnes in co-operation with 
other institutions .  The fl ask data give CO2, I 3C, 1 80, CH4 and CO data. 
Particles 
MISU has severaI instruments at Zeppel in Station which measure particles in the atmosphere .  
Aerosol particles tend to  reflect l ight and can therefore alter Earth ' s  radiation balance .  The 
optical particle counter (OPC) operated by MISU gives the concentration of aerosol partieles 
and, combined with data from the nephelometer, elues to the partieles'  age and origin . Size 
distribution i s  acquired from a differential mobility analyser (DMA) . 
Other international institutes I projects : 
Radon-isotope 
University of Heidelberg in  co-operation with MISU has for some years used a moni tor to 
h d 222 · measure t e ra on lsotOpe. 
Lead isotope 
Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has for almost the last 2 years sampled Pb-isotopes on 
filters . 
Black carbon 
Inst. for Nuelear Technology - Radiation Protection , Greece has for a lmost the last 2 years 
sampled black carbon using a Aethalometer. 
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LEAD-21 0  CONCENTRATION IN THE AIR A T  
o 
Mt. ZEPPELIN, NY -ALESUND, SVALBARD 
Jussi  Paatero 1 , Juha Hatakka l , Kim Holmen2 and Yrj o  Viisanen 1 
l .  Finn i sh Meteorological Institute, Air Quality Research 
Sahaajankatu 20E, FIN-008 1 O  Hels inki ,  Fin land,  e-mail :  Jussi .Paatero @fmi .fi 
2 .  Department of Meteorology, Stockholm Universi ty 
S- 1 06 9 1  Stockholm, Sweden,  e-mai l :  Kim @ misu . su . se 
Introduction 
During  the past three decades, there has been increasing interest in the presence of airbome 
pol lutants in the Arctic region . However, the interpretation of the resuI ts  has suffered from the 
lack of data conceming the atmospheric and coupled oceanic/atmospheric transport processes in 
the area. In this project we have measured concentration of Jead-2 l 0  ( lOpb) in the air at Ny­
Ålesund, Svalbard . The data on atmospheric 2 1 0Pb can be used as a tracer to help to identify 
natural , e .g .  due to the North Atlantic Osci l lation (NAO), and anthropogenic variat ions in  the 
transport behaviour of air masses and thus also air pollutants in the Arctic region . 
Lead-2 l 0  i s  forrned in the atmosphere from the radioactive noble gas radon-222 (222Rn) emanating 
from the Earth's crnst .  99 % of the airbome 222Rn originates from land and only l % from the sea 
(Baskaran et al . 1 993) .  Owing to the long half-l ife (22 years) of 2 1 Opb,  i ts removal from the 
atmosphere is governed by the different scavenging processes affecting the aerosol particles 
carry ing it rather than radioactive decay . Based on the activity rat io of 2 1 0Pb and i ts progeny, mean 
aerosol residence times of one to two weeks have been obtained (Mattsson 1 975 ; Papastefanou & 
Bondietti 1 99 1 ) .  
Preiss e t  al . ( 1 996) have reviewed the publ ications of 2 10pb activity concentrations in  the air. High 
2 10pb concentrations are found in continental air masses. Lead-2 1 0  has been used as a tracer for 
particle-bound sulphate because they are both secondary aerosols ,  i .e .  produced in the atmosphere 
from their gaseous precursors 222Rn and S02, respectively (Turekian et al . 1 983 ;  Mattsson et a l .  
1 993) .  
Recently it was discovered that the several-year osci l lation of the 2 10pb act ivi ty concentrations in  
the a ir  in  Southem Finland i s  connected to the state of the northeastem part of the Atlantic Ocean . 
Low 2 10pb activity concentrations are associated with the more frequent arrival of marit ime air 
masses in  Fin land .  On the other hand, h igh 2 10pb concentrations are associated with the more 
frequent presence of continental air masses .  Higher amounts of warm and sal ine water i n  the 
North Atlantic Ocean are c losely connected to enhanced cyclonic activi ty and low 2 JOpb air 
concentrations in  Fin land (Mattsson et al . 1 996a; Paatero et al . 1 998 ;  Paatero et al . 2000) . 
Materials and methods 
The sampl ing site was at Mt .  Zeppel in Global Atmosphere Watch (GA W) station , Ny-Ålesund, 
(78°5 8 '  N, 1 1  °53 ' E), on the west coast of Spitsbergen, the largest is land in the S valbard 
arch ipelago (NILU 2002 ; WMO 2002) .  The station is located 474 m above sea leve! . 
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High-volume aerosol particle samples were collected onto glass fibre fil ters (Munktell MGA) . The 
sampler is made of stainless steel . The flow rate is  ca. 1 20 m3/h and i t  is measured with a pressure 
difference gauge over a throat. Three samples per week were col lected with fi lter changes on 
Mondays, Wednesdays,  and Fridays.  The sampl ing programme was started in December 2000. 
One out of 25 fi lters i s  left unexposed and is used as a field blank sample. 
Lead-2 1 0  activity concentration resuIts of two stations in  Finland were used for compari son .  
Nurmij arvi (60030'N, 24°39 'E ,  h = 1 05 m above sea level [a . s . 1 . ] )  i s  in southern Fin l and 40 km 
north of  the  B altic sea  coast . Sodankyla  (67°22 'N,  26°39 'E ,  h = 178  m a . s . 1 .) i s  i n  cen tral part 
of northern Fin l and .  
The exposed fiI ters together with field blanks were assayed for lead-2 1 0  six months after the 
sampl ing with an automatic alpha/beta analyser (Mattsson et al . ,  1 996a) . The measurement i s  
based on the alpha counting of  the in-grown daughter nuclide polonium-2 1 O. B ackground samples 
(unexposed fil ters) and reference samples e42pu, 90Sr and 55Fe) are measured dai ly .  
Results and discussion 
The observed 2 1Dpb activity concentrations at Mt. Zeppelin, Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard vary between 
1 1  and 620 fJBq/m3 (Fig .  1 ) . A Japanese research group observed 2 1Dpb act iv i ty concentrat ions 
ranging from 83 to 1 204 fJ Bq/m3 and an average concentration of 325 IJ Bq/m3 at Ny-Ålesund in 
February-March 1 995 (Suzuki et al . 1 996), in agreement with thi s  study . They a lso reported 
aerosol residence times ranging from 26 to 78 days based on the 2 1 DpoPlDpb activity rat io .  These 
values are much higher compared to studies made in USA and Finland, where the residence t imes 
have usually been one to two weeks (Mattsson 1 975; Papastefanou & Bondietti 1 99 1 ;  Balkanski et 
al . 1 993) .  Samuelsson et al . ( 1 986) reported an average concentration of 75 fJ Bq/m3 in July­
September 1 980 between the 75th and 83rd latitude north and between Greenland and Frans ] osef 
Land. 
Lead-21 0 i n  the a i r, Mt. Zeppel i n ,  Ny-Ålesund,  Sva l b a rd ;  
Sod a n kyla a n d  N u rm ij a rvi, month ly mean va l ues 1 991 -2000 
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Figure 1. 2 1Dpb activity concentration ()1Bq/m3) in the air at Mt. Zeppel in GA W station, Ny­
Ålesund, Svalbard in 2001 and monthly mean values at Nunnij arvi and Sodankyla, Fin land 
1 99 1 -2000. 
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The l owest 2 1 Dpb concentrat ions are found i n  summer both at S va lbard and i n  Fi n l and . The 
concentrations  are l ower at S valbard than i n  Fin land because Svalbard i s  further away from the 
source regions of 2 1 0Pb, i .e. continental  areas . The h ighest concentrat ions occur in  March . . .  Apri l 
at Svalbard . Th i s  d iffers from the seasonal behaviour of 2 1 0Pb i n  Fin l and ,  where the h i ghest 
concentrat ions are usual ly observed in February . . .  March .  This one month d ifference between 
S valbard and Fin l and may be rel ated to the strength  of solar radi ation and its capabi l i ty to cause 
vertical mixing of the a i r. However, the resu l t s  from Fi n l and are l O-year averages ,  but i n d i vidual  
years , espec i a l l y  w in ters , can  di ffer considerabl y from an "average year" . In  Fin l and the  
win tert ime 2 1 0Pb act iv i ty  concentrat ions  seem to fol low more or less the North At lant ic  
Osc i l l at ion ( m ore westerly winds  bringi n g  more frequent ly  mari t ime a ir  mas ses w i th  a low 
2 1 Dpb concentrat i on or more easterly winds  bri n gi n g  more frequent l y  cont inenta l  a i r  masses 
wi th  a h i gh 2 1 0Pb concentrat ion)  (Paatero et a l . 2000) . Earl ier i t  has been shown that in winter the 
air masses comi n g  from Arct ic  regions to northem Fin l and contain relat ive ly h i gh amounts of 
2 1Dpb (Paatero & Hatakka 2000) . This  was attributed to the small  amount  of prec ipi tat ion,  reduced 
air chemistry and stagnant mixing condit ions in  the troposphere during  the Arct ic  n ight .  These 
factors increase the aerosol residence t ime and thus the accumulat ion of 2 1 0Pb i nto the a ir .  
The 25,  50, and 75 % percent i les of the 2 1 Dpb act iv i ty  concentrat ions at Mt .  Zeppe l i n  are 42, 83,  
and 220 IlBq/m3 (Fi g .  2). The values are c learly l ower than a t  Sodankyla  with corresponding 
values of 1 00, 1 70, and 270 Il Bq/m3. The ari thmetic  mean concentrat ions i n  200 1 were 1 44 and 
245 Il Bq/m3 at Mt. Zeppe l in  and Sodankyla, respect ivel y .  
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Figure 2. Cumulat ive frequency distribution of 2 1 Dpb act iv i ty concentrations  at M t .  Zeppel i n ,  
Svalbard and SodankyHi, n orthern Fi n l and i n  200 1 . 
The future work wil l  inc1ude the comparison of the 2 1 Dpb observations to e .g .  sulphate,  black 
carbon and aerosol partic1e concentrations and studies on the rel at ion between 2 1Dpb and various 
meteorological parameters . 
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S tudy of the exchange of reactive gases between the snowpack 
o 
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The snowpack : a muItiphase photochemical reactor 
Recent field campaigns i n  the Arctic and Antarctic have revealed the considerable  impact of the 
snowpack on the chemistry of the lower troposphere (Domine and Shepson , 2002) . Beside the 
episodical complete destruction of ozone in coastal areas that was documented over a decade 
ago (Barrie et aJ . ,  1 988) ,  the se new campaigns have shown that the presence of the snowpack 
resuJted in : 
• Concentrations of n itrogen oxides NOx (= 
NO + N02) enhanced by over an order of 
magnitude (Honrath et al , 2002) .  
• Concentrations of HONO enhanced by 
about an order of magnitude (Zhou et aJ . ,  
200 1 ) . 
• Concentrations of OH radicals enhanced by 
about an order of magnitude (Mauldin et 
aJ . ,  200 l ) .  
• Increased concentrations of l ight aldehydes 
HCHO and CH3CHO (Grannas et aJ . ,  
2002) . 
• Reduced concentrations of elemental 
mercury (Steffen at aJ . ,  2002) . 
One of the driving forces for these perturbations 
appears to be the photolysis of the nitrate ion, N03-, 
contained in  snow (Figure 1 ) . Photolysis products 
include OH, HONO and 03 , HONO is  itself readily 
photolyzed in to OH and NO. Thus OH and 03 
produced in  the snowpack can oxidize organic 
compounds contained in  the snow, and that can be 
either adsorbed, dissolved, or in the form of 
atmospheric aerosols deposited on the surface of 
snow crystals .  It i s  currently though that aldehydes 
emitted by the snowpack are in part produced by 
such in-snowpack oxidation . 
The snowpack can therefore be considered as a 
multiphase photochemical reactor. Nitrate 
photochemistry is but one example of the 
,.-..oXidat ion, 
I 
Red uced l ifet ime 
c'; gas phase s pee ies 
hv 
HCHO 
CH3CHO 
C H3COCH3 \.. OH hv fl ;, 0  
NO ,f 
N02 V 
HONO 
in snow 
+ hy --> 
+ hy --> 
N02- + Oep) 
N02 + o· 
o· OH 
�02· + W --> HONO 
�02· + hy --> NO + O-
pep) + 02 --> 03 PPP), OH, 03 + DOM --> carbonyl com pou nds 
Figure l. Effects of the photolysis of the 
nitrate ion, N03-, contained in snow. 
Photolysis products, and especially 
OH, can lead to the oxidation oj 
various compounds contained in snow. 
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numerous react ions that can take place there .  Photolyzable bromine ,  i n  the form of Br2 or BrCI,  
can also be produced (Foster et al . ,  200 1 )  and i n it iate ozone destruction episodes .  However, at  
present ,  i t  is  d i fficult to model snowpack processes, and their effect of the composit ion of the 
lower atmosphere ,  because the indiv idual processes taking place have not been c learly 
identified . 
Elementary proeesses taking place in the snowpack. 
A mixture of physical and chemical processes can a priori be invoked to explain the chemical 
i mpact of the snowpack (Figure 2) .  The snowpack i s  a dynamic medium where exchanges of 
water vapor and of trace gases conti nuously take place between snow l ayers and with the 
atmosphere (Domine and Shepson , 2002) .  These exchanges are driven by wind circulat ion 
through the snowpack, and by the temperature gradient that a lmost always exist i n  the 
snowpack,  and which cause gradients of water vapor pressure that generate fluxes .  
Water vapor gradients also cause the 
sublimat ion of snow crystals i n  warmer 
snow layers, and the condensation of 
water vapor onto ex ist ing crystal s i n  
colder l ayers . These 
subl i mat ionJcondensat ion cyc les ,  that 
cause changes in the sizes and shapes of 
snow crystals ,  are regrouped under the 
term ' snow metamorph ism' . Numerous 
gases, such as HCI , HN03 :md possib ly 
HCHO (Thibert and Domine 1 998 ;  
Penier et al . ,  2002), are d issolved i n  the 
ice volume and are entrained by these 
water vapor movements during  snow 
metamorph ism, leading to their 
sublimation and co-condensation . Thus ,  
quantifying snow metamorphism i s  
needed to quantify t he  exchange of  
solutes between snow layers and with 
the atmosphere .  
Trace gases can  also be adsorbed anta 
the surface of snow crystal s .  
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Figure 2. Physical and chemical processes taking 
place in the snowpack 
Quantify ing  adsorbed gases requires the knowledge of (i) the adsorption i sotherms of the trace 
gas of in terest on ice and (i i) the measurement of the specific surface area (SSA) of the snow 
sample of interest . The SSA is the surface area of snow accessible to gases, per mass unit of 
snow, and is of ten expressed in cm2/g (Domine et al . ,  2002) . Gases that can adsorb on to ice 
surfaces i nclude hydrophi l ie  moleeules, that have a strong dipole moment, such as aIcohols, 
organic acids,  and aldehydes (Sokolov and Abbatt, 2002) and also hydrophobic mol ecu les with 
a 10w vapor pressure, such as pesticides ,  that can be cryopumped by the snowpack (Wania et al ., 
1 998) .  
Heterogeneous reactions can also be catalyzed by ice surfaces .  For example, the reaction 
sequence ( I )  to (2), that can initiate the formation of photolyzable bromine, h as been shown to 
be rapid on ice (Oum et al . ,  1 998 ;  Huff and Abbatt, 2002) . 
+ Bf + HOBr + ( 1 )  
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HOBr + + + (2) 
Other processes such as  so l id  phase diffus ion in  and out of ice crystal s can a lso t ake place i n  the 
snow pack,  and lead to  the  sequestration/release of trace gases that c an be produced in  the 
snowpack .  For example,  i t  has been suggested that the emi s sion of formaldehyde by the 
snowpack could h ave a contribution from HCHO diffus ing  out of snow crysta ls  (Perrier et a l . ,  
2002). 
The snowpack i s  thus a c omplex medium that can accommodate numerous processes,  resu lt ing 
i n  complex modificat ions of the composit ion of the lower polar atmosph ere . Moreover, 
snowpack chemis try a l so  modifies snow composit ion,  and compl icates ice core interpretation 
(Legrand and Mayewski ,  1 997) .  Understanding these modificat i ons i s  a current maj or cha l lenge 
of atmospheric chemi stry ,  that h as impl i c at ions for paleocl imate studies .  Along wi th  l aboratory 
measurements and model ing studies ,  carefu l l y  planned field campaigns are necessary to 
perform the observations needed to elucidate the processes involved . It i s  c rucial that  such 
campaign s be performed in a prist ine environ ment, far from l ocal pollution sources,  for the  
observations to be more readi ly  interpretable  and to h ave a genera l  bearing . 
Use of the Corbel dean base near Ny-Ålesund 
Integrated measurement campaigns  are needed to shed l i ght on air-snow interactions .  
Campaigns shou l d  be focused on specific topics w hose definit ion should be discussed i n  detai l .  
In a l l  cases, both air and snow chemistry , chemical fluxes,  l igh t  intens i ty above and i n  the snow, 
micrometeorology parameters, and snowpack physics should  be i nvestigated to a l low a 
quantitative interpretation of resu l ts  and their model ing .  Possible campaign topic s  include : 
• The processing of  organ i c  matter in  t h e  snowpack .  Organic  compounds  are lost by 
snow,  presurnably by snowpack photochemistry .  Recent evidence suggest t hat 
a ldehydes and ketones are some of the products  of th is  chemistry , but ne i ther the n ature 
of the organic precursors nor the detai l s  of  the chemical pathways and reaction products  
are elucidated . Understandin g the reCYc l i n g  of organics by the snowpack,  and therefore 
the extend to wh i ch pristine areas can be affected by anthropogenic  po l lution , requires 
detai led chemical  measurements and organ i c  speciation . 
• The fate of hydrophobic organic  chemicals  mOCs) in  the snowpack.  H OCs in  general 
and pest icides in particul ar have a l arge impact on the Arctic b iosphere and their 
process ing by the snowpack deserves careful  studies. Thi s  topic can be considered as a 
sub-topic of the previous one, but i ts biological implications requi re specific analytical 
tools that warrant a focused campaign. 
• Processing of reactive n itrogen species by the snowpack. N03- is now known to be 
photochemical ly processed in  the snowpack, and to Iead to the production and release of 
NOx, HONO and OH. However, the species that cause the N03- in  snow and ice have 
not be dearly identified, and the interact ions between organi c  n i trates ,  ice,  and other 
reacti ve n itrogen species  de serve further studies .  lee core data ind icate that the 
preservation of the ni trate s ignal in ice (and therefore the react ivity of n itrate) depends 
on overall snow chemistry (Th ibert and Domine, 1 998), and interactions between n itrate 
and other i onic  species in snow must also be investigated. 
The Corbel base, about 5 km upfj ord from Ny-Å lesund, appears weU suited for such i ntegrated 
campaigns, provided that a dean energy source is provided. Solar panels ,  wind turbines and fuel 
cells can be envisaged . Air pollution by the vill age i s  a possibil ity , but pollution episodes can be 
detected and the corresponding data filtered out .  
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Introduetion 
Data on the chemistry of atmospheric prec ipitation in Svalbard are scarce .  Most of the research 
has been conducted on snow chemistry (e .g .  Semb et al . 1 984, Arkhipov et al . 1 990, Arkhipov 
et al . 1 992, Glowacki & Pulina 2000) or glacier ice chemistry (e .g .  Motoyama et  al . 2000) . 
At the Pol ish Polar S tation in Hornsund research on precipitation chemi stry was started in  1 988 ,  
within the  environmental programrne . Earl ier data on  pH of rainfall in  th i s  region are corning 
from the  seventies,  Pul ina  ( 1 975) report ing seven rainfal l  events w i th  pH<4 in August and 
September of 1 972 .  
Before the summer of 2000 investigations covered only measurements of precipitation pH, 
specific electric conduct iv i ty (SpC) and chloride concentrations by argentometric method . 
Pre J iminary elaboration of results covered the expedition years 1 993/94 and 1 998/99 (Burzyk et  
al . 2002) . The polar summer seasons of 1 993 and 1 998 were amongst the warmest known in  the 
entire Arctic and i t  was found that pH of rainfal l  during summer seasons was l ower than pH of 
winter precipitat ion.  The first comprehensi ve chemical analyses of summer rainfall were made 
in 2000, and di scussed in  relat ion to atmospheric circu lation pattems by Krawczyk et al . 2002, 
Glowacki et al . 2002 . 
Methods 
Precipi tation samples are col lected using polypropylene funnels wi th areas of 0.25 m2, s i tuated 
at the height of 2 meters above the ground in the Fugleberget catchment about 5 00 meters NE 
from Pol ish Polar Station (77°00 .386 ' N  1 5°33 . 1 78 ' E) .  Samples  are retained in polythene 
bottles, both funnel s  and bottles being washed with dist i l led water between precipitation events . 
Each rainfal l and snowfall i s  collected individual ly .  Measurements are made when precipitation 
is exceeding 0.5 mm (w.e) . lmmediately after sampling measurements of pH (with EImetron 
CP-3 1 5  pH-meter) and speci fic e lectric conductiv i ty (with EImetron CC-3 1 8  conductivity 
meter) are made. Sub-samples are fi ltered on 0.45 !lm membrane filters in a filtering system and 
transported to Poland .  
In l aboratories at  the Faculty of Earth Sciences, University of Si lesia,  Sosnowiec samples are 
analysed for anions (Cr, N03·, SOl) by ion chromatography on Metrohm IC 76 1 and for 
cations (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+ and K+) with a Solaar M6 atornic absorption spectrometer. Before 
cation analysis samples are acidified wi th HN03 . 
The meteorological situation at Hornsund 
The Pol ish Polar S tation has been operating continuously since 1 978 .  lts data show an 
increasing trend in annual precipitation totals .  This  increase is  mainly due to increase during the 
summer month (June-September) total s of rainfall ,  which have ranged from totaIs of 84.4 mm in  
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1 998 to 386 . 1 mm in 1 994 . Winter precipitation totals (October - May), although very variable,  
(minimu m  1 35 mm in 200 1 ,  maximum 350 mm in  1 995) show no secu lar trends .  
Thi s  increasing trend in  total annual precjpitation is  accompan ied by an increasing trend in 
mean monthly air temperature in September. In the years 1 990-2000 only once ( in 1 994) was 
this temperature below O°c. As a result the polar summer period has become longer and more 
precipitation fal ls  as rain,  directly influencing polar environmental  condit ions .  
The summer of 2000 was the longest one in the period, 1 978-200 1 (Table 1 ) . During i ts  1 49 
days (May 29 to October 24) mean dai ly temperature was 3 .2°C and total precipitation 
amounted to 32 1 .7 mm; the h ighest rainfall was 26.7 mm, on August 2 .  Aggregate wind speeds 
were also h ighest for the period, 1 978-200 l .  
Table 1 .  Meteorological characteristics of pol ar summer periods i n  Hornsund 
lPeriod Duration M ean diurnal te�erature (0C) 
dates) (days) Mean Max. Min .  
!Mean 02 .06-29 .09 1 1 9 3 .2  7 .9  - 1 .6 
!Maximum 29.05-24 . 1 0  1 49 4 .2  1 0. 8  0 .8  
[Mi n imum 1 0.06-30.08 82 2 .5  6 . 1 -4 .2 
Degree - Days Wind speed (mls) Precipi tation Sunshine 
(PDD+) (NDD-) Mean Totals (mm) w.e .  (hours) 
lMean 385 .7 -6. 1 4.2 500.7 200.9 5 1 1 .4 
lMaximum 527 .2  • 0.0 5.5 650.7 384.3 705 .4 
!M i n imum 298 .2  -20.5 2 .8  360.9 60.0 256.0 
Chemical composition of rainfall 
Measurements of precipitation pH, started in 1 989, show a trend to a s l ight increase in mean 
precipitation-weighted pH (Figure 1 ) ,  but of the twelve years only three had pH>5 . In other 
years precipitation was notably acid, with pH<5 . The summer of 2000 was marked by a very 
low mean precipitation pH of 4.70, rain with pH<S comprising nearly 49% of all precipitation . 
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Mean concentrations of ions in the two polar summers of 2000 and 200 1 were distinctly 
different (Table 2) . lans of sea-salt origin (Cr and Na+) prevai l ,  as is  typical for a station located 
on the sea shore .  Sulphate concentrations were in 2000 nearly two times greater than in 200 1 . In 
200 1 there were h igher concentrat ions of ni trate, in 2000 a few rainfal l events were without 
ni trates .  
Table 2 .  Mean (volume weighted) cation and anion concentrations in Hornsund rainfal l  
( in mg/I) 
summer n CaL+ MgL+ Na+ K+ SO/- N03' cr 
2000 1 8  0 .24 0 .32 2 .70 0 . 1 4  1 .00 0.07 4 .76  
200 1 1 2  0 .2 1 0 .08 0 .9 1 0 .07 0 .52  0 .36 1 .5 5  
n - number of  samples analysed 
In 2000 total dissolved solids (TDS) concentrations were higher due to greater amounts of the 
marine component (sea salt) . This can be explained by meteorological conditions, which were 
very windy . The other components in TDS concentrations were of crustal and anthropogenic 
origin (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Total dissolved sol ids (TDS) concentration in Hornsund rainfal l i n  the summers of 2000 and 
200 1 ; lower bar - marine components ; upper bar - crustal and anthropogenic components .  
Plot of estimated solute loads delivered from the atmosphere in  the Hornsund region shows that 
chloride and sodium are dominant (Figure 3) .  In the summer of 2000 the total sulphate load was 
32 1 .6 kg/km2. Non-sea-salt (nss)-sulphates comprised 42% of all sulphates .  The estimated load 
of this pollutant was 1 38 .5  kg/km2. 
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Figure 3 .  Estimated sol ute loads transported from the atmosphere i n  summers of 2000 and 200 1 .  
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Evidences of long range transport of pollutants - conclusions 
Acid rain i s  fal l ing in Hornsund, with a mean pH mostly below 5 .20. In the summer of 2000 
nearly 64% of rainfal l  with pH<5 occurred with a C-8 c irculation , i . e .  advect ion of air mas ses 
from S+SW and cyclonic situation (Niedzwiedz 1 993) . The lowest pH and the h ighest 
concentrations of nss-su lfate and nss-chloride (possibly ori ginating from HCI) occurred in  
September 2000. Synoptic maps for th i s  period show that air masses were moving  from S+SW 
directions, transport ing air contain ing h igher concentrations of S02, NOx and HCl . 
The total load of nss-sulphur deposi ted on the ground was 46.2 kgS/km2, nearly l .S times more 
than the yearly load of sulphur deposited in the Arctic nearly 20 years ago (as shown in AMAP 
data) . 
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Introduetion 
The influence on c l imate, ecosystems and human health by atmospheric partic les is undoubted 
but measurements to quantify the emissions from naturaI and an thropogenic  sources as well as 
the transport and deposition behaviour in polar regions are sti l l  i ncomplete . To study these 
processes in combination with remote sens ing techniques l ike LIDAR, Sunphotometer, 
Nepheleometer, it is necessary to analyse different properties of aerosol s  like s ize di stribution , 
chemical composit ion, isotope ratios etc . because suche data enter into global model l  ing .  
During the AST AR campaign i n  March! April 2000 ground based aerosol sampl ing was 
performed by two different sampl ing systems, which were instal led on top of the  roof at the 
Japanese station Rabben 8 m above ground leve ! .  
Results wi l l  be  presented fror trace element analyses carried out by  solution ICP-MS and ETV­
ICP-MS .  In addition data from electron microscopy measurements wi l l  be presented to have 
information about morphology and composition of main constituents . 
Experimental 
Aerosol sampling with an eight stage cascade impactor 
Size c lassified aerosol sampling was carried out durin g  special events 24 hourly by an e ight 
stage impactor with a s ize range from 0.35- 1 6 .5  flm on grapite targets for subsequent 
multielement analysis by ETV-ICP-MS [Liidke et al . 1 999] . In addi tion SEMÆDXA studies 
were carried out to characterize the morphology of the aerosol particles and to get informations 
about the maj or components .  The pump rate for the eight  st age impactor was 2.2 m3/h . 
Aerosol characterisation was carried out for typical tracer elements by ETV-ICP-MS :  (mineral 
dust :  Mn, Fe, Co and anthropogenic sources: Pb, Ni ,  Sb, Pt, Cd, Ag and Tl) .  
Aerosol sampling with a single stage impactor 
Size c lassified aerosol sampling was perforrned by a flow rate of 35 m3/h on precleaned si l icon 
o i l  covered cellulose filters. With this setup the cut off diameter i s  at 2 flm.  The sampl ing  t ime 
was between 24 and 48 hours depending  on the atmospheric aerosol partic le  l oad . Element 
analyses were carried out after a wet oxidative digestion for the aerosol particles under clean 
room conditions (U.S .  c Iass 1 00) by solution ICP-MS [Kriews and Schrems 1 998] . 
Characterisation of aerosol samples was performed for 49 isotopes by ICP-MS .  Typical  tracer 
elements for mineral dust are AI, Ca Co, Fe, K, REE (Rare Earth Elements), Th and U. Na, Mg, 
Sr and Rb present sea salt sources. Anthropogenic sources are characterised by Ag, Cd, Cr, Cu, 
Ni ,  Pb, S, Tl and Zn . 
Results 
Morphological and main component determination by SEM/EDXA 
Typical aerosol particles from anthropogenic sources, sea salt as weU as from mineral dust and 
ammonium sulphate are exemplarily shown in figure 1 .  
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Figure l :  SEM photographs  of typical aerosol particles collected on graph ite targets : Ieft :  sea 
salt and mineral dust particles for impactor 1 0  on stage 3 .45 !l m, center: typical anthropogenic 
particles from high temperature combustion processes for impactor 4 on stage 3 .45 !lm, right: 
two ammonium sulphate particles for impactor 4 on stage 0.35 !lm.  
ETV-ICP-MS results 
Fe s ize distributions (tracer for mineral dust) and Pb size distributions (tracer for anthropogenic . 
sources) are exemplari ly  shown for two different atmospheric si tuations in  figure 2 .  Impactor 4 
represents an enriched aerosol ,  while impactor 1 0  shows the distribution for a background 
aerosol . 
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Figure 2 :  Fe and Pb size distribution for an enriched and a background aerosol 
ICP-MS results 
Size distribution and time series for some typical tracer elements (Al as a tracer for mineral 
dust, Na as a tracer for sea salt and Pb as a tracers for anthropogenic sources are exemplarilly 
shown in figure 3 a-c . Comparable results were measured for Ca Co, Fe, K, REE (Rare Earth 
Elements) ,  Th and U (mineral dust) , Mg, Sr and Rb (sea salt) and for Ag, Cd, Cr, Cu, 
Ni , S ,  Tl and Zn (anthropogenic sources) . 
During the Haze event on March 23rd all anthropogenic elements and mineral dust elements are 
enriched up to factor of 30 in comparison to a background situation on March 1 9th . This is in a 
good agreement with the evaluation of 1 20 hours backward trajectories, which have shown that 
the air mas ses arryving Ny Alesund on March 23rd were coming from the European continent. 
The concentration ratio between a Haze event and a backgroung situation is shown in figure 4. 
Ground based measurements performed with a Nephelometer and an Optical Particel Counter at 
Rabben as well as DMPS data from Zeppelin mountain have shown a high aerosol con-
centration at 1 0th of April .  This is in not a Haze event .  The high aerosol load is due to aerosol 
particles originated from sea salt .  
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Figure 3 a: Al concentration for fine and coarse particles during AST AR 2000 
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Figure 3 b: Na concentration for fine and coarse particJes during ASTAR 2000 
Summary and Outlook 
* Concentrations of mineral dust and anthropogenic components are a factor 3-30 higher during 
Haze events than in background situations i n  spring time .  
* This  i s  in a good agreement with data from re mote sensing methods (Lidar, Sunphotometer) . 
* Measurements with the eight stage impactor show higher element concentrations for mineral 
dust and anthropogenic elements as weU as different size distributions .  
* Further investigations have to  be  done to  connect the chemical remeote sensing data. 
* Future campaigns (spring 2004) will be used also for measurements of aerosol concentration 
with improved systems. 
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Figure 3 c :  Pb concentration for fine  and coarse particles during AST AR 2000 
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Figure 4: Element concentration ratios between a Haze event (23 .3 .2000) and a backgound 
aerosol ( 1 9 .3 .2000). 
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Introduction 
Methane is an i mportant greenhouse gas and a key molecule in  tropospheric photochemi stry. The 
global burden of atmospheric methane has ri sen dramatically since the preindu strial era, and recent 
measurements show global CR. mixing ratios continuing to ri se although the rate of increase has 
slowed over the past decade (Dlugokencky et al . ,  2001 ) .  The effect of methane tran sport 
source/sinks regions has been investigated on severaI stations in the CMDL network. At Mauna Loa 
Observatory (MLO) on Hawai i ,  Harri s et al . ( 1 992) concluded that changes in the methane record 
are l inked to perturbations of the flow regi me and not exclusive ly  depended on source/sink 
characteristics. In the Arctic, north of the polar front, winter meteorology is somewhat stagnant, 
wi th few storms and liule precipitation to mix and clean the atmosphere (Raatz, 1 99 1 ) . 
Furthermore, the polar front l imits how midlatitude surface sources can influence tracer fields in the 
Arctic.  At the B arrow (BRW) station in Alaska analysi s of the in situ methane measurements and 
trajectories during winter showed that pollution measured there of ten is emitted wi thin the Arctic 
basin and transported dose to ground to the si te (Harri s et al . ,  2000) . In this project the in  si tu 
methane measurements from the Zeppelin station in Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard (ZEP) are studied by 
comparing continuous gas chromatograph data and flask data to simulated methane concentrations 
from an atmospheric transport model . The model i s  used to investigate the di stribut ion and transport 
of methane in and out of the Arctic region. 
Methods 
Madel 
For this study a 3-dimensional Eulerian transport model MATCH (Multiple-scale Atmospheric 
Transport and Chemistry modelling system) i s  used (Robertson et al . ,  1 999) . The meteorological 
fi elds (wind, temperature and pressure) are taken from the European Centre for Medium range 
Weather Forecasts, ECMWF, available every 6 hours. The chosen domain covers most of the Arctic 
(Figure l ). Emi ssion and boundary conditions for methane are taken from a global tracer transport 
mod el developed at "Centre for Atmospheric Science" in Cambridge, U.K, on 5° x 5° resolution 
(Warwick et al,  2002) .  The boundary fields are read for every 30 h ours. The se and the ECMWF 
data are both interpolated to the rotated grid used in the model domain and then linearly interpolated 
in time to one-hour resolution . The horizontal resolution is l °x 1 ° . The vertical resolution is the 
same as in the input meteorological fields i .e .  3 1  levels unequal l y  distributed from the surface to 1 0  
hPa. 
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Figure 1 Model methane-mixing ratio in  ppb for the Arctic region on 30th December 1 998 at 00 UTe 
Instrument and data description 
The sampling si te is at Zeppelin station on Mt Zeppelin at 474 m above sea level near NY-Ålesund, 
(78°5 8 '  N, 1 1  °53 '  E), on the west-coast of Spitsbergen , The in situ methane measurement system at 
Zeppelin consists of a custom-built sampling system, a Carlo Erba gas chromatograph (GC) with 
flame ionisation detection (FID) and a 1 ml sample loop. The measurement system altemates 
between ambient air and standard gas, three air-samples between every standard sample. A sample 
is measured every 1 5  min giving 96 chromatograms per day (Zellweger et al . ,  200 1 ) .  The 
instrument has been working for periods from 1 997-200 1 ,  with a long break when the new station at 
Mt Zeppelin was built between June 1 999 and March 2000. Other gaps in the record are due to 
system malfunctions. The chromatograms have been integrated with a MA TLAB program, but 
much of the data collected are noisy. The standard values are interpolated and the ratio of the 
ambient peak area to the standard peak area is multiplied by the value of the CIL mixing ratio 
assigned to the reference gas. 
The Zeppelin station is  a part of the CMDL cooperative Air Sampling Network (Dlugokencky et al . ,  
1 994). At least once a week flask samples are collected using a portable pumping unit. Two flasks 
are connected in series, flushed with air, and then pressurized to 1 . 2 - 1 .5 times ambient pressure. 
All samples are analysed at NOAA CMDL in Boulder, Colorado by a GCIFID 
(http://www.cmdl .noaa.govl). 
ResuIts and discussion 
The retrievable methane data at Zeppelin Station from 1 998 are plotted in Figure 2 together with 
flask data (circles). The observed mixing ratio varies roughly between 1 700 ppb and 1 950 ppb, 
with a mean around 1 850 ppb. In October the flask data and the measured data correlate well and 
the 5 different times where flask samples are taken are within the domain measured with the gas 
chromatograph. Also in November the flask data corresponds approximately to the mean data from 
the continuous instrument. But in December only two of the flask samples show a value close to the 
continuous measurement. In the period between the 9th and the 2 1 st of December the quality of the 
chromatograms are poor and it is hard to distinguish any median value. On the 30th of December 
the flask sample is 40 ppb to 50 ppb lower than the mean chromatogram. Figure 3 shows December 
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1 998 flask data compared with methane values for Zeppelin calculated by the MATCH madeI. 
Before the 9th and after the 2 1 st the simulated time-series show good agreement with the raw data, 
except that from the 25th to the 3 1 st there is an underestirnation by the model . Even so both show 
an increase from the 25th leading to the maximum on the 30th at 00 UTe. With an increase in 
concentration at approxi mately the same time for CI-4 estimated and CI-4 modelled, i t  is clear that 
the mixing ratio is more dependent, as expected, on transport than on Iocal sources. The 5-day back­
trajectory arriving at Zeppelin the 30th show that the air is  coming from Siberia (Fi gure 4). Hence 
the constituents could have been released at the Siberian gasfields and then transported to Ny­
Ålesund. This transport i s  also shown in the model where elevated mixing ratios can be tracked 
back to Siberia during the days preceding the 30th of December. Thi s  resul t  is consistent with the 
interpretation of CO2 data by Engardt et al. ( 1 999) . The underestirnation by the model in the period 
could be due to weaknesses in the emission estimates from Siberian . Thi s needs to be studied 
further. 
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Figure 2 Methane concentration from Zeppelin Station 1 998 from the gas chromatograph and fl ask samples 
(cireles) 
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Figure 3 Methane from continuous measurements (thin line) and flask samples (cireles) compared with 
model calculations (thick l ine) in  December 1 998 at Zeppelin Station. 
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Figure 4 5-day back-trajectories arriv ing at Mt. Zeppelin the 30th Decernber 1 998 at 0950 UTe 
ConcIusions 
A 3-dimensional transport model has been used to investigate the distribution and transport of 
methane in the Arctic region . A model time-series for December 1 998 at Zeppelin station, Ny­
Ålesund, have been compared wi th continuous measurements from a gas chromatogram and weekly 
flask samples. During some periods we find some relationship between these parameters and also 
strong indications that long-range transport is important for the methane concentration measured at 
the site. Work is currently done to improve the quality of the gas chromatograms at the station ; 
hence longer periods can be used in  fu ture studies with the mode! . 
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Abstract: Ground-based l idars can provide continuous observations of tropospheric humidity 
profiles using the Raman-scattering of l ight by water vapour and n i trogen moleeules .  Profiles 
obtained since the beginning of year 2000 at the Koldewey Station (Ny-Ålesund, Spitsbergen) 
wi l l  be presented . Under nightt ime conditions the observations cover a range from about 200 m 
aJt i tude up to the upper troposphere,  while daylight limits the observations to the lower 
troposphere, depending on water vapour content of the atmosphere. Lidar soundings are l imited 
to c1ear-sky and high-c Joud condi tions .  The usage of additional , weather-independent methods 
l i ke rad iosonde or GPS-based observations will  be diseussed . SimuJ taneous observations of 
humid i t  Y and aerosol extinction during the advection of aerosol rich air mas ses from the Kara 
Sea show some delay of the extinct ion increase compared with humid i ty increase.  By another 
case study, the influence of the mean wind direction and the orography on the water vapour 
concentration near the ground and in the free troposphere wil l  be d iseussed. E.g .  during 
win tertime of ten a humidity inversi on up to about 1 .5 km altitude w i th drier air near the ground 
has been found,  if wind comes from the south-east .  Such local effects and smal l -scale structures 
observed by stationary l idar most ly cannot be resolved by satel l i te soundings or atmospherie 
model s  used e .g .  for meteorological analyses or regional c 1 imate invest igations . 
Introduction 
Water vapour causes about two third of the natural greenhouse effect of the Earth ' s  atmosphere 
and is for thi s  reason the most  important greenhouse gas. SeveraI c J imate models  show that an 
increase in atmospherie humidity by 1 2-25 % will  have the same global mean radiative effect 
than doubling the CO2 concentration (Harries 1 997). But in contrast to the homogenous 
d istribution of the long-lived carbon dioxide is the water vapour distribution highly variable in 
space and t ime .  Addit ional ly ,  beside its (direct) radiative effect water vapour acts indirectly by 
interaction with aerosols ,  c1ouds, and precipitation (Hegg et aJ. 1 996;  Ramanathan et aJ. 200 1 ) . 
This indirect effect of surface cooling provides one of the largest uncertainties in  the 
understanding of the radiative balanee of the Earth' s  atmosphere (IPCC 200 1 ) . 
To improve the understanding of the role of water vapour in the atmosphere, extensive water 
vapour soundings with high spatiotemporal resolution are necessary. Up to know, radiosondes 
provide the most valuable humidity data set, e .g .  for numerical weather prediction (NWP) 
modeIs .  But today ' s  standard radiosondes are of l imited accuracy under the dry and cold 
conditions  (EI l iot & Gaffen 1 99 1 ;  Miloshevich et aJ .  200 1 )  typical  for the Arctic. Proeess 
studies of the hydrological cycJe and aerosol-water vapour interaction require time series of 
humidi ty profiles,  typically not performed by free ascending radiosondes. But this continuous 
water vapour soundings can be provided by optical l idar. 
Water vapour observations by detection of the Raman-scattering of l aser l i ght have been 
described first by Melfi et aJ. ( 1 969). A short l aser pulse is emitted into the atmosphere. Besides 
e lastic Rayleigh seattering with the air moleeules, inelastic Raman seattering occurs, producing 
l ight with a wavelength shift characteri stic for the seattering moleeule .  Water vapour Raman 
l idars detect the l ight backscattered by nitrogen and water vapour moleeules .  The ratio of the 
photons seattered by water vapour and nitrogen is proportional to the water vapour mass mixing 
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ratio. Water vapour l idars d ispread past the end of the 80ies, when more powerful l aser system 
elude the problems of sma l l  Raman backscatter cross sections (e .g .  Whi teman et aJ . 1 992) .  
The Koldewey Aerosol Raman Lidar (KARL) at Ny-Ålesund (78 .9°N, 1 1 .9 °E) was bui ld  up in 
the end of the 90ies (Schumacher et aJ . 200 1 )  and start ed regular water vapour sounding in the 
beginning of year 2000. It emits  l ight at three differen t wavelengths (VY, vis, IR), and detects 
the backscattered l ight at  seven different  wavelengths from different  height regimes in the 
troposphere and l ower s tratosphere. Table 1 summari ses the system parameters . The KARL 
water vapour channel s cover an altitude range between about 200 m and 6 km at nighttime 
conditions ,  whi le daylight l imits the range to the lower troposphere ,  depending on water vapour 
content and skylight conditions . Typical ly,  integrati on times of 30-60 minutes, alti tude 
resolutions of 60 m and addit ional running averages of ] 80 m to 300 m are applied for water 
vapour profi les .  The resolution in t ime can be increased for time series .  
Laser 
emitted wavelength [nm] 
pu lse energy [mJ] 
pu lse length [ns] 
repetit ion rate [5, 1 ] 
Detectionl 
Telescope 
d iameter [mm] 
focal  length 
apertu re d iamete r  [mm] 
f ield of v iew [m rad] 
detected wavelenglh 
[nm] 
1 064.2 
1 80 
6-8 
30 
small 
1 1 0  
445 
2 . 2  
660 . 5 ,  607 .3 ,  
532 . 1  
532 . 1  354 . 7  
8 0  7 0  
5-7 5-6 
30 30 
large 
300 
1 200 
0 . 8  
1 064 . 2 , 607 . 3 ,  
532 . 1 , 407.5, 386.7,  
354 . 7  
Table 1 :  System parameters of the Koldewey Aerosol 
Raman Lidar (KARL) 
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Figure 1 :  Water vapour profile 
from January 1 7, 2002 
Figure 1 gives an example for a water vapour profile observed by l idar compared with the 
regular radiosonde .  It was observed on January 1 7 ,  2002 between 14 :04 and 1 5 : 0 1  UT. The 
water vapour mixing ratio was found below 0.5 g/kg in all altitudes, even in the l ower and 
middle troposphere . In the upper troposphere the mixing ratio increased, providing small 
supersaturation between 5 . 3  and 6.5 km altitude. The regular radiosonde launched at 1 1  UT 
measured a smal l er, but probably underestimated humidity .  Simultaneous to the l idar sounding 
a balloon-bome SnowWhite frostpoint hygrometer was l aunched, observing also a 
supersaturated l ayer in about 6 km altitude (M. Fujiwara, private comrnunication) .  
Observations on November 1 1 ,  200 1 
On November 1 1 , 200 1 the KARL has been operational  during the whole day for aerosol and 
humidity soundings, with only minor gaps for system maintenance. The time evolution of 
observed parameters is displayed in Figure 2 (left and right, respectively). The left part of 
Figure 2 shows a maximum in water vapour mixing ratio sl ightly above 1 km altitude. The 
maximum humidity changes during the day between about 0.5 and 0.75 glk:g .  The vertical 
extension of the humid l ayer as weU as the gradient at the top vary strongly. After about 12 UT 
the water vapour concentration between 1 . 5 and 3 km altitude increased. The right part of 
Figure 2 displays the aerosol extinction coefficient for 532 nm wavelength ( see Ritter et al . ,  tbis 
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i ssue) .  A nearly aerosol free troposphere unti l  about 1 2  UT is obvious from the figure . Between 
1 5  UT and 1 7  UT a small  but vertical expanding cIoud appears above the station, affecting also 
the water vapour soundings .  The aerosol .extinction coefficient ri ses past 17 UT in  the same 
alt i tude range as the expanded humid layer. While the humidity decreases again in the late 
evening of November I l , th is  can not be stated from the aerosol soundings .  
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Figure 2: Water vapour mlxzng ratio (left) and aerosol extinction at 532 nm (right) on 
November 1 1 , 2001 as observed by KARL. 
Cont inuous records of meteorologi ca l parameters at 2 m and 1 0  m exhibit a decrease in 
temperature by about 5 K simultaneous with the water vapour increase below 3 km altitude after 
1 2  UT (not shown here) .  During the whole day the pressure was rising by about 1 6  hPa. Despite 
there may be some differ.ent  evolut ion between the temperature at ground and in the free 
troposphere, i t  seems l i kely that the relative humidity between l and 3 km rises pa st noon . 
Stationary l idar observations do not a l low to separate between changes in the sounded air and 
advection of air mas ses with d ifferent properties .  But the phase differences between the changes 
in humid i t  Y and aerosol extinct ion gi ve reason for the assumption of growing aerosol particIes 
during the increasing humid i ty .  Of course, further analyses e.g. of the backscattered UV and JR 
l ight i s  necessary to prove thi s scenario.  Trajectory calculations from European Centre for 
Medium Range Weather Forecast (ECMWF) analyses reveal a change in air mass origin from 
the Arctic Ocean to the Kara Sea during the day (not shown here) .  
Observations on February 28, 2002 
During February 28, 2002 I idar soundings with the KARL have been performed throughout the 
whole day. But  the humidity profil  es between about 6 UT and 1 6 UT have been omitted in 
Figure 3 (I eft) , because they are strongly affected by daylight. Figure 3 ( Ieft) shows a nearly 
homogenous humid l ayer up to 2 km altitude above the station . The mixing ratio amounts up to 
about 1 .5 glkg. Above 2 .3  km the humidi ty decrease strongly, reaching less than 0. 1 glkg at 
4 km alt itude. The layer remains about unchanged during the first six hours of the day. Also past 
16 UT the maxi mum of water vapour mixing ratio was about 1 . 5  glkg around 1 .5 km, with the 
upper ledge of the humid layer st i l l  near 2.5 km altitude. But now also a distinct lower ledge has 
been formed,  with a dry boundary layer below l km altitude. 
Meteorological ground data reveal a fast change in wind direction at 12 : 30 UT, succeeded by a 
decrease in 2 m relative humidi ty (Figure 3 ,  right). The westerly wind pa st 4 UT comes from the 
direction of the Arctic Ocean , whi le the south-easterly wind of the afternoon has passed the 
mountain- and glacier-covered Spitsbergen inland. Before 4 UT the wind velocity was found 
very small (below 2 m1s), increasing later (not shown here) .  
Global weather analyses show no significant mesoscale change in wind direction because of 
transient weather systems. Trajectories reveal about the same path of air parcels throughout the 
day. The regular pressure data from Koldewey Station confirm only small changes of the air 
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pressure . Therefore, the wind field seem to be affected by local phenomena like e .g .  air-sea 
interaction and orography. In turn, the l idar data show that the regional orography and the 
different surface conditions above the ocean and the inland are able to affect the hurnidity 
profile in  the boundary layer above Ny-Å lesund. Local wind speed influences the contribution 
of the surface parameters to the boundary layer hurnidity (cp. before 3 UT). 
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Figure 3: Water vapour mixing ratio observed by KA RL (left) and wind and relative humidity 
from the meteorological station on February 28, 2002. 
Summary 
The Koldewey Aerosol Raman Lidar KARL provides atmospherie hurnidity data since the 
beginning of year 2000 in a combination of regular and intense campaign soundings. During 
dark conditions the profi les cover large parts of the troposphere nearly from the ground up to 
about 6 km altitude. The multi-wavelength detection system al lows the retrieval of aerosol 
parameters in the UV -vi s -lR range simultaneous and in a common volurne with the water 
vapour soundings . This enables the investigation of aerosol-hurnidity interaction as an important 
parameter in the radiative budget of the Earth ' s  atmosphere. The possible influx of laeal 
orography and surface conditions on the boundary layer hurnidity has been demonstrated. 
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The enrichment of particulate bromate (Br03) in the 
boundary layer of the winter and spring Arcti c  
Keiichiro Hara l (now at 2) , Kazuo Osada l , Chiharu Nishita l , Shinj i  Morimoto2, Shuji Aoki3 , 
Gen Hashida2 , Katsuj i Matsunaga l , Yasunobu Iwasakal , and Takashi Yamanouchi2 
l :  Nagoya Universi ty, Solar Terrestria l  Environment Laboratory 
2 :  National Institute Polar Research 
3 :  Tohoku Universi ty, Center for atmospheric and oceanic studies 
Introduction: Atmospheric bromine spec ies pl ay important roles  in atmospheric chernistry in 
troposphere . In particular, bro mi ne catalytic system causes low 03 concentration during the 
polar sunri se in both Arctic and Antarctica .  Thi s  catalytic system involves bromine atom and 
bromine monoxide, as fol lows;  
(R I )  B r  + 03 � BrO + O2 
(R2) 2 BrO � 2 Br + O2 • 
The ori gins of the key species and their precursors leading to surface 03 depletion (SOD) are 
believed to be the heterogeneous reactions in sea-salt particles and sea-salts on sea-ice and snow 
packs [McConnel l  et al. , 1 992 ; Surnner et al. , 1 999; Foster et al. , 200 1 ; Hara et  al., 2002] . In 
addition to the SOD, particulate bromate (Br03') was recently found i n  the boundary layer of 
winter/spring Arctic [Hara et al. ,  2002a] . Particulate Br03" can be formed via the following 
heterogeneous reactions ; 
(R3) 
(R4) 
(R5) 
(R6) 
(R7) 
(R8) 
(R9) 
(R I O) 
(R I l ) 
(R I 2) 
(R 1 3) 
B( + 03 � OB( + O2 
OB( + 03 � Br" + 202 
OB( + 03 � Br02" + O2 
HOBr + 03 � Br02" + O2 + H+ 
HOBr H H+ +BrO" 
2BrO + H20 � BrO- + Br02" + 2H+ 
Br02- + 03 � B r03" 
Br02" + C03-� B r02 +CO/-
2Br02 H Br204 
Br204 + OH" � B r03- + B r02- + H+ 
HBr03 (g) � H+ + Br03- .  
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Although B(,  HOBr, BrO and HBr03 are identified as possible precursors of B r03" (R3-R 1 3) ,  
suggested the largest contribution of B rO in Br03" formation was  suggested owing to quite 
l arger reaction velocity of R8 (K=4.9x 1 09 M" l sol at 293 K) [Hara et a l. ,  20021 - However, the 
contribution of HBr03 (g) i s  sti l l  unknown . Despite less information of photolys is  rate of Br03" 
as far as we know, photochemical decomposition of Br03" can lead to form reactive halogen 
species (e .g . ,  Br2 and BrO) bromine radical s  (e .g . ,  BrO and Br03) in aqueous phase [Zuo and 
Katsumura, 1 9981 - As Br03" formation and decomposition have c lose rel at ionship to other 
atmospheric  reactive bromine species,  some contribution of Br03" to atmospheri c  bromine cycle 
i s  expected in the boundaly l ater of winter/sprig Arctic . The present study wi l l  focus  on 
variation of Br03" concentration from winter unti l  polar sunrise .  
Sample and analysis : Sampling of atmospheric  aerosol particles and ac idic gases were carried 
out at Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard (78°SS'N, 1 1 0S6'E) from early-January unt i l  the end of April in 
2000. Non-size-segregated aerosol partic les and acidic gases were col lected us ing  fi l ter holder 
(NILU) wi th 47 mm Teflon membrane fil ter with 1 .0 !.lm pore s ize (PTFE, Advantec) in series 
of 2-stage alkal i ne ( l  wt% Na2C03 + glycerol) i mpregnated fi lters for one day (January-March) 
and half day (Apri l ) .  Fi lter holder was set  outside and supported downward facing in weather 
shields at a height of 5 m from snow surface because of collection of the atmospheric samples 
under ambient temperature, and because of the reduction of volatilizat ion of thermall y  unstable 
species such as ammonium nitrate .  After sampling, each filter was kept into polypropylene 1 5  
ml centrifuge vial with airtight cap, immediately, in order to prevent from contamination during  
the  sample storage . Sample  vials were packed in  polyethylene bags and were kept a t  about -20 
°C in a freezer unti l  chemical analysis  in Japan . After extraction by u ltra pure water (Milli-Q 
water, 1 8 .3  Mn), each constituent was determined with ion chromatography. Results and 
Discussion: As shown in Figure l ,  particulate Br03" concentrat ion ranged from 
below-determination-!imi t  (BDL; 0.0 l 
nmol m"3) to 0.3 nmol m"3 . Mean Br03" 
concentration was about 0.02 nmol m"3 
before local polar sunn se (LPS : 
DOY=6 1 .5) ,  whereas about 0.0 1 nmo! m"3 
after LPS . However, background  Br03" 
concentration (not including severai Br03" 
peaks) after LPS showed mostly BDL.  
This  obvious contrast of mean Br03" 
concentration strong!y suggests 
preferentia! photolysis of Br03" and its 
precursors such as BrO and HOBr after 
LPS . Two high 8-Br concentration events 
were observed in DOY= 99.3- 102.6 and 
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Figure 1 .  Variarions of the concentration B r03" and 
gaseous inorganic bromi ne speeies (g_Br) .  
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1 1 0 .9- 1 1 4 .7 under the SOD conditions in  Ny-Ålesund. Although h igh B r03' concentration 
events were of ten observed, obvious increase of &-Br (HX, HOX, XN02, XY, Xb XON02 and 
XNO; X or Y = Cl or Br) was not obtained in h igh Br03' concentrat ion . In order to know the 
origin of BrO}' rich air mass,  backward trajectories were calculated . Typical examples of the 
backward trajectory [NOAA; Hyspl i t  4] were shown in Figure 2. Each Br03' rich air mass was 
transported from the Arctic Ocean covered with sea-ice (Fig .  2a) . Although the end points in 
each 4-day backward traj ectory were distributed i n  
different  geographical locations (Figure 2a), 
vert ical transport from either upper boundary layer 
(UBL) or lower free troposphere (LFT) over the 
Arctic Ocean covered with sea-ice was obtained as 
common trend (Figure 2b-d) .  In particular, air 
mass with the highest Br03' enrichment on 3-4 
Apri l (DOY=93 .6-94.3) originated in the LFT 
(-3000m) of the Arctic Ocean . Lower sea-salt 
(Na+) concentration and higher 03 concentration in 
DOY =93 .6-94.3 support this traj ectory resul ! .  In 
other periods ( 1 -4 Februa!y, DOY =3 1 .5=34. 1 ;  
5-8  March, DOY = 63 . 8-67 . 1 ), B r03'-rich air 
mas ses were also transported from the LFT and 
UBL (-2300m) . Although, in the present study, 
direct evidence of vertical transport of BrO}' rich 
air mass i s  only backward traj ectory, obvious 
vertical mixing was not  observed in background 
BrO}' concentration leve! (-0 .02 nmol m'\ 
Thus, enrichment of BrO}- and its precursors i s  
expected to be in  LFT and UBL in  the 
winter/spring Arctic troposphere. 
The BrO}' enrichment in the UBL and LFT 
might strongly relate to the BrO}' formation 
through the heterogeneous reactions (R3-R 1 2) 
during the transport, and to the vertical profiles 
of BrO}- precursors such as BrO.  As mentioned 
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Figure 2. Backward trajectory during the periods with higher 
BrO; concentrations. (a) Geographical location (black l ine,  
3-4 February; gray l ine,  5-6 March ;  white l ine,  3-4 Apri l ) ,  
and height features (b) on 3-4 February, (c) on 5-6 March 
and (d) on 3-4 Apri l .  
above, the heterogeneous reactions of BrO may make a s ign ificant contribution to Br03-
formation. Tropospheric BrO profile  in the Arctic winter (February) and spring suggested higher 
BrO concentration in the UBL - LFT (2-4 km) [McElroy et al., 1 999; Fitzenberger et al., 2000] . 
In addition, vertical gradient of bromine activation from aerosols was suggested to lead to high 
mixing ratio of reactive species such as BrO at the UBL [von Glasow and Sander, 200 1 ;  Hara et 
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al. ,  2002c] .  If this higher BrO concentration in UBL and LFf is  a typical B rO profile in the 
winter/spring Arctic troposphere, h igher BrO concentration may cause Br03' formation in the 
UBL and LFf i n  the winter/spring Arctic during the transport. 
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Occurrence and Optical Properties of Tropospheric Aerosol 
Chri stoph Ri tter, Roland Neuber, Michael  Gerdi n g  
Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research,  Research Department Potsdam, 
D- 14473 Potsdam, Germany, cri tter@ awi-potsdam.de 
Introduetion and Motivation 
The main purpose of the tropospheric aerosol project i s  the examination of the optical  properties 
of aerosol s ,  mainly using the Koldewey Aerosol Raman Lidar (KARL),  to constrain their sti l l  
unknown impact on c J imate modelation . Espec ia l ly  we are interested in  Arctic Haze . However, 
in spite of extended observing sessions this year' s spring from mid February to mid May only 
in the lowest 3km of the troposphere pronounced Arctic Haze events have be en recorded whose 
backscatter-s ignal monotonical ly decreased with height . On the other hand, frequently cirrus 
c Jouds have been seen in  our data. Apart from these c Jouds the higher troposphere generally 
appeared considerably c lear. For this d i scussion some typical days with characteristic Lidar 
signals have be en selected . 
Technical Description 
All Lidar data have been recorded with KARL. In thi s article focus is laid to the 532nm laser 
wavelength which can be recorded in the original , l i near state of polarisation of the Nd : Y AG 
laser, as well as l inear perpendicular to it. Moreover another Rayleigh backscatter-signal at 
l O64nm and a 607nm l ine of Nitrogen Raman backscatter have been obtained.  The KARL 
consists of two different telescopes which look at the laser beam at s l ightly different angles .  A 
l arger mirror of 30cm diameter serves for detecting the l ong range and lacks any incomplete 
overlapp above some 1 200m height, a smal l  er l Ocm mirror is adj usted such as to record the 
lower troposphere and delivers usefu l  data above approximately 400m. More detai l s  about the 
KARL might be found in Gerding et al . ,  2002 . 
The elastic backscatter (Rayleigh) profiles have been evaluated according to Klett (Klett, 1 98 1  
and Klett, 1 985) .  Thereby a Lidar Ratio (LR :=  extinction I backscatter of the aerosols) of 40 has 
been assumed . The solutions depend only sl ightly on this value, however. Independently aerosol 
extinction was deri ved from the inelastic Raman backscatter at 607nm using Ansmann' s  
formula (Ansmann e t  a l . ,  1 992). 
Recall that the Raman evaluation depends on the derivative of a small  signal  and i s  therefore 
severely effected by noise. Thus, we restrict ourselves of processing data obtained under night­
t ime conditions (minimal sky-glow background) with a sufficient l ong temporaI smoothing. 
Final ly ,  the extinction profiles have been further smoothed in normal (not in Fourier) space, 
because different  SNR (Signal to noise ratio) and, maybe, physical conditions of absorbers 
should lead to a power spectrum that depends on height. Synthesized profiles of extinction- and 
backscatter coefficients have be en generated by merging the twa telescopes '  solutions in the 
height interval between 2km and 5km, where both the smal l  and the l arge mirror should have 
seen the same unbiassed signal with a sufficient SNR. 
The small l Ocm telescape cannot record the infrared l O64nm line and hence results in this 
colour only are plotted above 1 200m. 
Observations and Results 
Two different phenomena of backscatter-signal have been deri ved thi s spring: First of all  a 
surface l ayer which general ly  does not vary noticeably in time and, second, c irrus cJouds. We 
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wil l  discuss the resul ts  for some typica l  days who shal l gi ve a general idea of backscatter- and 
extinct ion coeffic ients  recorded by KARL. 
On March 5 th a c lear, strat i fied and wi th. height monotonica l ly  decreasing surface-layer was 
v i s ible the whole day .  Assuming a Lidar Ratio of 40 the layer has an optical depth of O. l at 
532nm wavelength . 
Apart from thi s feature the morning seerned very c lear, j udged from the 532nm l ight in the 
laser' s polari sat ion ,  but in the afternoon an extended structure of increased backseatter formed 
(Figure l ) . 
Our Lidar-data sugges t  that th i s  c loud does show a sl ightly d i stinet physical nature compared to 
the surface layer: Figure 2 shows the ratio of the polarisation states of the aerosol backseatter 
coefficient .  The state of polari sat ion perpendicular to the laser is d iv ided by the one paral leI to 
i t .  According to Mie '  s theory spherical  part ie Ies do not a l ter the polarisation of a l ight beam. 
Hence this quotient is a measure of the deviation of the particIes ' shape from sphericity . It i s  
evident from Figure 2 that  the surface l ayer (SL) below 3km height does only  show a slight 
increase of backscattering in  the perpendicular polarised l ight .  Therefore the se particles are . 
more spherical . Contrary, in the cloud the backseatter of this perpendicular state of polarisation 
exceeds the paralleI state by a factor 1 0  to 1 00.  
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An idea of the part ic les size might give Figure 3 :  There the ratio of backscattering in 1 064nm 
wavelength divided by the backscattering at 532nm is plotted. Again, the highest values are 
only found in the cloud, not in the SL. The interaction between light and matter depends on the 
s ize of the particles compared to the wavelength:  A higher interaction at langer wavelength is 
characteristic for larger particIes .  
It might be worth to mention that even in the morning between OUT and 6UT as well  in the 
perpendicular polari sed as in the l O64nm l i ght between 5km and 7 .5km same activity is vi sible, 
which is only inconspicuous in paraBel backseatter (Fig. l ) .  
The optical depth in  532nm is presented in Figure 4. The higher boundary of  the SL was 
arbitrarily set to 3km height, according to Figure l .  An optical depth of 0. 1 still rnight be 
considered as a clear atmosphere, but this value depends on the LR. In the cloud the optical 
depth is one order of magnitude higher and more variable in time. 
Therefore we conclude that this day twa different backscattering  l ayers are effective. First, the 
in time only slowly variable surface l ayer, containing smaller and more spherical particIes. And 
second the dynarnical cloud formed by l arger, non-spherical particles giving rise to a strong 
backseatter signal .  
Taking into account these attributes , the cloud seems to be most probably an ice-cirrus. 
General appearance of aur Lidar profil es was very sirnilar for March 6th and 7th, hence we will 
not repeat all the detai l s  here for brevity. On March 6th the SL only  was confined to the lowest 
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2km of the troposphere with an optical  depth of 0. 1 3  at 532nm at an LR of 40 (This  
corresponds to 0 .26 at an Lidar Rat io of SO) .  A persistent doud layer between 4km and Skm 
he i ght was v i s ible  wi th  an opt ica l  th ickness 20 t imes larger than that  of the surface layer. 
On March 7ISJ the SL covered the l owest 2 . 5  km with an optical depth around 0. 1 6  (LR=40). 
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Figure 3 
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March 51h: ralio backscaller coefficienl al J 064nm / 532nm 
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time (UT) 
oplical deplh ofsurface layer(SL) and doud 
Mighty doud layers between 4km and Skm height also were vis ible on March SISJ and 9ISJ• 
However, the optical depth seemed to be so high that one of the l idar' s primary assumptions of 
single scattering surely was violated. Therefore we do not discuss these days further and just 
remark that a surface layer .below 2km seerned to be present again .  
After two days of completely doudy skies ( inappropriate weather conditions for a Lidar) , 
March 1 2ISJ gave an opportuni ty for a short observation with the sun being some I S  degree 
below the horizon . (Thi s means astronomical darkness). Only a stable aerosol l ayer was visible 
(Figure 5). This nearly t ime-independent condit ion a l lowed us to compare the results of the 
Rayleigh evaluation of Klett ' s  algorithm with the extinction deri ved from the Raman 
wavelength .  
According to Figure 6, the Klett  solution only marches the extinct ion coefficient calculated 
from the Raman-l ine,  if a considerable h igh Lidar Ratio of 60 i s  appl ied. This result i s  
remarkable for i t  disagrees wi th t he  low Lidar Ratios of  approx. 15  for cirrus and 25 for sea-salt 
particIes, but coincides flawlessly with anthropogenic pollutants or mineral dust. The latter one 
seems to be very unl ikely in March of course. Hence we must take into account the possibility, 
that this material is  of non-natural origin. Total optical depth sums up to 0.3 in the troposphere 
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at 532nm at the stated LR ; above 3km height the optical depth decreases to 0 .09. General ly we 
found h ighest aerosol loading i n  the lowest troposphere . 
This rnight be of in terest  for the influence on the c l imate i s  deterrnined by the heigth of the 
h i ghest l ayer of aerosol s accord ing to Quij ano et al . (2000) . 
This finding of a persistent and hardly t ime-variable aerosol layer confined to  the l owest 3km i s  
not ful ly  consi stent t o  the results o f  the ASTAR campaign in 2000 a t  first gl ance (Schumacher, 
200 1 ) . 
That year aerosol contamination was more variable and spread all heights up to  7km. However, 
i t  should be stressed that for th is  work also days with cirrus occurence have been selected. 
Moreover all days since March l st were characterized by very s low (around 2m/sec) wind from 
changing, but predorninantly southem d irections .  
Summary and ConcIusion 
This March we have frequent ly seen a pers i stent surface layer of increased backseatter signal . It 
seems to consist of sma l l ,  spherical particles which absorb light very effectively, with a Lidar 
Ratio around 60. The total optical depth of this layer was measured to be s ome 0.3 at green 
l ight. Above th is  l ayer, between 4km and 8km height, cirrus clouds consist ing of strong 
depolari s ing particles are common . Apart from these the middle and high troposphere showed 
up to be genera l ly  very c lear. 
In the future we want to pay attention e special ly to the lowest troposphere (planetary boundary 
l ayer) . Therefore we intent to correct all of the various channels  of KARL by their geometrical 
compression. Moreover, we want to include sun- and star photometer measurements to our 
Lidar data.  Due to the c lear importance of the lowest 2km we support the installat ion of another 
photometer at the Zeppel in  mounta in .  Comparing its results to the data obtained at the 
Koldewey stat ion , an estimation of the ground l ayer also should be possible. 
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Abstract 
Stratospheric l i d ar observations from Ny-Ålesund are presented, revealing different 
characteri s t ics  in backscatter rat io and depolari sation of solid polar stratospheric c 10uds (PSCs). 
The focus is drawn to PSC type I a with strong depolari sation, which i s  analysed in terms of 
l idar parameters and further examined using T -matrix calculations .  It i s  found that the strong 
depolari sation seem to be l i n ked to a h igh non-sphericity of the PSC partic 1es .  
Introduetion 
Polar stratospher ic c louds (PSCs) play a cruc ial  role for the stratospheric ozone l ayer in the 
polar regions (S% mon, 1 999, and references therein) .  Their various forms of appearance - e .g. 
the state of aggregat ion and s i ze of their part ic 1es- have a decis ive influence on the amount of 
acti vated ch lorine lead i n g  to ozone destruct ion.  
At the NDSC primary station NY-Ålesund, Spitsbergen (79°N, l 2°E), l idar measurements of 
polar stratospheric c10uds have been performed since 1 99 1 / 1 992. Liquid (spherical)  and solid 
(non-spheri ca l )  PSC part ic 1es  are ident ified by their depolari sation signal . B oth l iquid and solid 
as wel l as  mixed-phase c 1 0uds are commonly observed in Ny-Ålesund . Whi le  l iquid c10ud 
partic1es have a l arger d i rect effect due to high activation rates (Ravishankara and Hanson, 
1 996), sol id part ic 1es  can have serious consequences via sedimentation and thus denitrification 
( Waibel et al. , 1 999; Fahey et al. ,  2001 ) .  Accordingly, the effect of solid PSCs on ozone loss 
strongly depends on the part ic1e size. From the long-term Ny-Ålesund l idar dataset, solid PSCs 
with different part ic 1e  properties can be distinguished. Noteworthy i s  the occurrence of solid 
PSCs with an exceptional high depolarisation that has been observed in some cases .  These 
s trongly depolari sing PSCs are analysed in terms of their occurrence frequency, l idar parameters 
and context to other solid PSC partic1es,  e .g .  PSC type I a 'enhanced'. The measurements are 
further investigated us ing T -matrix caIculations to retrieve information on size, number density 
and shape of the c loud partic les .  
Observations 
If the according stratospheric temperatures conditions are met ,  solid PSCs are frequently 
observed by the Ny-Ålesund l idar system. Even if the PSC type 11 (consisting of water ice) has 
never been detected, the observations of the solid PSC type I a show a large variability in terms 
of the measured parameters, as shown in the examples of Figure l .  
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Fig. l :  Backscatter Ratio (grey line) and 
vol urne depolarisation (black line) of 
d ifferent sol id PSC observations.  left: 
common PSC I a on January 3 1 ,  2000, 1 0-
m i n- in tegration at 08 : I l  UTe. right: PSC 
I a with strong depolarisation on January 
25 , 2000, l O-min-integration at Ol :04 
UTe. 
The events of solid PSC occurrence can be classified in different categories according to their . 
backseatter ratio and volume depolarisation (Fig.2). While the common PSC l a reveal low 
backseatter ratio around R = 1 . 3 and a volume depolarisation up to DVOL = 10- 1 5  %, thePSC l a 
la enhnnc:ed 
m������Je 
enhanced genera te a higher backseatter ratio of up to 
around R = 8 as well as a higher volume depolarisation. 
Nevertheless, some events are outstanding of this 
classification .  They are described as PSC l a with strong 
depolarisation, which are characterised by a backseatter 
ratio up to R = 2-3 and a very high volume depolarisation 
up to DVOL = 35-40 %. 
Fig. 2 :  Al l  Ny-Ålesund PSC measurements a t  A = 532nm 
since winter 1 9941 1 995 . Each datapoint represents a PSC 
signal in a 1 0-min-datafile with a vertical resolution of 
oW1 ���3�;;t4��5:-':::::--76 :::::7:=:::;8:::: :=110 b.z = 1 50m (from 1 997 onwards) or 250m (before 1 997). 
Backseatter Ratio 
Within the large dataset of stratospheric ! idar, two main episodes of these PSC l a with strong 
depolarisation occurred:  December 2 1 -23, 1 995, and January 25-27, 2000. Concerning the 
aerosol depolarisation (Fig .3) ,  these PSC particles seem to present an upper limit to the PSC 
type l a enhanced which is characterised by a higher backseatter ratio. 
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Fig.3 : left: as Fig.2, but  for selected measurement days 
representing PSC type l a (dark stars; 95 1 230, 000 1 29, 
000 1 3 1 ) ,  PSC l a enhanced (dark grey triangles; 960 1 05 ,  
960206, 0 1 0 1 23) ,  and PSC l a with strong depolarisation 
(light grey circles; 95 1 22 1 ,  95 1 222, 000 1 25 ,  000 1 26,  
000 1 27) .  tap : Aerosol depolarisation for PSC data with 
OVOL > 15 %, color coding simil ar. 
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It i s  imaginable that the s trong depolari sation i s  l inked either to the size, the number, the shape 
or the composi t ion of the part icIes .  The measured mul ti-wavelength l idar parameters a l low a 
first estimation, as the color rat io C5J2/353 = J Rm - J / R353 - J ) gives an indication of the particle 
s ize .  For partie ies with t » A, the color ratio  C532/353 i s  expected to approach the normalized 
value l .  In thi s context ,  Fig .4 shows that for the strong depolari s ing PSC events the sol id 
particles are the l arger, the s tronger their depolari sation . 
Fig.4:  Volume depolari sation 
(OVOL > 1 5  %) and color ratio C5321353 of 
the PSC I a with strong depolarisation 
(light g rey circles) and the PSC I a 
1 1 . 5  2 2 .5 enhanced (dark grey triangles) . 
Color  Ratio 532nm/353n m  
T -Matrix Resul ts and Discussion 
To retrieve further information on the partic le size as  well as  on number density and particle 
shape, the measurements are further investigated using the T-matrix methode. 
T -matrix calculations were performed based on the two used l idar wavelengths 532nm and 
353nm. Different  amounts of HN03 bound in the particles were assumed , and the resulting 
possibi l i t ies for part ic le radius and number density were retrieved for different aspect ratios 
(AR).  Fina l ly ,  the theoretical  results  were combined with the detected l idar parameters. 
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Fig.5 :  top : CoJor rat io C353/532 = (R353 - J / Rm -1) versus 
backscatter ratio for the examples of PSC I a with strong 
depolari sation .  The gre y scaJe marks aerosol depolarisation, 
and the h ighest depoJarisation i s  found in  the region within the 
circle. right: Result  of T-matrix caJcuJations for aspect ratio 
AR = 0.65 . Again ,  the circle marks the region that best 
represents the measurements of PSC I a with strong 
depolarisation . 
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For the presented case study of different solid PSCs, the combination of l idar backscatter ratio, 
depolarisation and color ratio with the T -matrix caIculations reveals that the particle s ize of the 
different PSC groups is rather s imi lar. Differences seem to occur in the shape of the particIes. 
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While the part ie Ies of the common PSC type I a are nearly spherica l ,  the particIes of PSC 
type I a enhanced are best s imulated with an aspect ratio of AR = 0. 85 .  The PSCs I a with 
strong depolarisation are best presented by the T -matrix simulation s  wi th an aspect ratio of 
AR = 0.65 or 0 .75 (Fig .5 ) . The strong depolari sation thus seems to be l inked to a high non­
spheric i ty of the part ic Ies .  The considerations are l imited by the fact  that the T -matrix 
ca\culat ion i s  based on spheroids which describe only  a l imited prototype for NAT particIes and 
cannot reproduce the fu l l  range of observat ions .  
The difference in sphericity of the  part ic \es may be caused by a d ifferent growth process of  the 
partic Ies  which i s  re lated to the temperature history and the amount of the avail able HN03 and 
H20. Trajectory ca\culations also have been performed (not shown here) ,  but no remarkable 
differences in the PSC temperature hi stories  can be found. The possible involvement of non­
resolved leewave temperature fluctuations can not be excIuded . 
Summary 
Sol id  PSCs with different backscatter and depolarisation characteris t ics  have been observed by 
l idar in Ny-Ålesund. The PSC I a with strong depolari sation are of specia l  interest  because of 
the possibi \ i ty that the y are composed of large particles leading to denitrification . 
Whi le the detected l idar parameters allow only a rough estimation of the partic Ie size, 
theoretical models l ike T-matrix ca\culations help interpreting the l idar observations in tenns of 
part ic Ies size, number densi ty and shape of the particIes .  It is found that the strong 
depolari sation of the PSCs is rather caused by high non-spheric i ty than by increased size of the 
part ic Ies .  The T-matrix ca\culat ions fit the observations of PSC I a with high depolarisation best 
at an aspect ratio of AR = 0.65 . Stil l there are l imits  to the described method, as the particIes in 
the T -matrix model are represented by spheroids .  
Temperature trajectories  d id not reveal a di fferent temperature history for different 
depol ari sat ion behaviour, but as the trajectories are based on synoptic scale analyses they might 
miss  mesoscale effects of e .g .  mountain gravity waves. Although T -matrix caJculations broaden 
the concIus ions fol l owing from l idar observations ,  the microphysical reason for the large 
depolari sation and thus the non-spherici ty of the particIes could not be found on the bas i s  of 
l idar data and temperature traj ectories .  
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European Network for 
Environmental Research 
Arctic-Alpine Multidisciplinary 
ENVINET : Coordination and 
harmonisation of research, facilities and services among 
environmental research infrastructures in Europe. 
Jon Børre 0rbæk 
Norwegian Polar Institute , Polar Environmental Centre, N-9296 Tromsø, Norway . E-mai l :  
jonbo@ npolar.no, phone/fax : +47 79 02 26 2 1 /26 04 
Introduetion 
ENVINET is an Infrastructure Co-operation Network focussing on mult idi sciplinary 
environmental research in Europe . The network brings together operators and u sers of marine, 
terrestrial and atmospheric research infrastructures for the main purpose of fostering new cross­
discipl ine and cross-infrastructure col laboration among the partners in order to improve the 
research and moni toring programs and the basic understanding of processes invol ved in 
environmental change . 
The network is funded under the action "Enhancing Access to Research Infrastructures"  of the 
"Human Potential Programrne" ( IHP) of the European Community (EC) 5th framework 
program. The duration i s  May 2000- Apri l 2003 . The Norwegian Polar Institute is the 
responsible co-ord inator of the network and hosts the secretariat. ENVlNET involves 
representatives from 1 7  European research infrastructures and 3 international organisations .  The 
members come from Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Fin land, United Kingdom, Irel and, Germany, 
Italy ,  France, Austria  and Be lgium. Table l shows the current l i st of the members and research 
stations of ENVINET. 
The participating research infrastructures are located along a l at i tudinal gradient from the 
European Alps to the Arct ic . They cover a broad range of environmental sciences within 
atmospheric physics ,  atmospheric chemistry, marine- and terrestrial biology . The network 
address environmental change under the fol lowing fields : 
• Climate change and ecosystem response, 
• Ozone, UV -radi ation and biological effects, 
• Long range transport of pol lutants and eco-toxicology . 
• Biodiversity 
Purpose and Objectives 
ENVINET shall contribute to i mprove the quality and the quantity of the European 
environmentaI research in order to increase the understanding of processes involved in  
environmental changes and to monitor such changes.  An important goal of  the  new 
collaboration is related to the improvement and harmonisation of data sets, analyses tools and 
measurement protocols, quality assurance and instruments .  The general purpose is to spread 
good practice and make observations and data inter-comparable across the s i tes .  Working  
groups elaborate on  specific scientific and technical projects rel ated to the  documentation of 
research projects and infrastructure, the management of the research infrastructures and the 
harmonisation and improvement of observations, data and methods .  
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Research Infrastructure Participating Organisation Responsible Scientist 
Sverdrup Research Station ,  Norwegian Polar Insti tute , Norway Jon B ørre 0rbæk 
Ny-Ålesund LSF 
Kri sti neberg Mari ne Research Un i vers i ty of Gøteborg, Sweden Odd Lindahl 
S tation 
B ergen Marine Food Chain Un iversi tetet i Bergen ,  Norway Dag Aksnes 
Res.  Infrastructure 
Dunstaffnage Marine The Scott. Ass. For Mari ne Science, Scotland Graham Sh immield 
Laboratory 
Zackenberg Field Station Dansk Polarcenter, Denmark Morten Rasch 
Abisko Scien t ific Research Royal S wedish Academy of Sciences, Sweden Terry Cal laghan 
S tation 
Station Alpine du Lautaret / Un iv  Joseph Fourier - Grenoble, France Serge Aubert 
Chalet Lab. 
Harland Arctic Stat ion, Ny- Naturai E nvironment  Res. Counc i l ,  England Liz  Morri s 
Ålesund LSF 
Alomar Observatory Andøya Rocket Range, Norway Michael Gausa 
H igh Alpine Research Station B elgian I nst .  Of Space Aeronomy, Belgium M artine de Maziere 
of Jungfraujoch 
Kiruna Observatory S wedish Inst .  Of space Physics, S weden Kersti n  Ste bel 
Koldewey Stat ion,  Ny- Alfred Wegener Institute, Germany Roland Neuber 
Ålesund LSF 
Sodankylae Observatory Fin i sh Meteorological Inst i tute, Fi n land Esko Kyr6 
Sonnblick Observatory Vienna Un iv .  of Technology, Austri a Hans Puxbaum 
Mace Head Field Station National Un iv .  of Ireland, Galway, Irland S .  G. Jenn ings  
Arctic S tation Dirigibi le Concigl i o  Nazionale delle Ricerche, I taly Roberto Azzol in i  
I ta l ia ,  Ny-Ålesund 
Zeppel in Air Moni toring Norwegian Inst i tute of  a i r  research, Norway Roland Kal lenborn 
Station, Ny-Ålesund LSF 
lAS C In ternat. Arctic Science Committee, Norway Odd Rogne  
AMAP Arctic Monit .  And Assessment  Prog . ,  Norway Lars-Otto Reiersen 
SCANNET Scan Tran Network, Sweden M argaretha Johansson 
Table 1 :  Current member list of ENVINET Research Infrastructures and member organisations .  
Technical Tasks 
In order to create a forum for scientific and technical collaboration and exchange between the 
infrastructures and between the infrastructures and their users, the network established 3 working 
groups (Marine, Terrestrial and Atmospheric). The groups are elaborating on a number of technical 
tasks related to the identification of the needs for harmonization of methodology, protocols, 
instruments, data-formats, "representativeness" and "complementarity" at and among the research 
infrastructures. Some tasks aim at facilitating better exchange of information and communication 
between the participating research infrastruetures and between the infrastruetures and their users, 
by documenting the basic infrastructure and services at the different sites as weU as the previous 
and existing research projects. A station managers forum is established as a tool for the 
infrastructure operators for the spreading of best practice and information exchange between the 
inhomogeneous set of member infrastructures. 
The following list presents the set of technical tasks that are currently elaborated III 
multidisciplinary working groups under ENVINET: 
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• Site Specific Infonnation online search engine :  Searchable database tool with 
documentation of basic infrastructure characteristics .  
• Project Database onl ine search engine :  Searchable database tool with documentation of 
previous and current research and monitoring  projects .  
• Station Managers Forum: Site Management at the ENVINET Research Infrastructures 
• Guidel ines for use of meteorologicaUcl imatological data within ENVINET 
• Long Range Transport of Pol lutants and Boundary Layer Exch .  in Arctic Alpine Regions 
• Ozone/UV -rad. and effects; Harmon isation of data, projects and instrum. at ENVINET sites 
• Meta Database of c l imatic data and biological measurements at the ENVINET sites 
• Routi nes for col lection of marine environ mental data at the ENVINET sites 
• Chemi stry in and Above Snow: Documentat ion and recommendation of coord . Measurem. 
• Harmonisation and intercomparison of stratospheric aerosols remote sensing measurem. 
Station Managers Forum 
The main idea of the Station Manager Forum is  to identify the common practices of operation 
among the research infrastructures and to discuss how they are handled at the different stations. The 
project will produce a report/manual with a l ist of good advices, ideas and best practices for station 
management at the ENVINET-sites, with the main aim of improving the quality of services and 
infrastructure by spreading information among the infrastructure operators . The station managers 
are the ones responsible for practical management of the field stations.  Although each station i s  
unique, there are a lot of  i ssues rel ating to  the management of  the  stations that are common . The 
stations cover very different science issues, and the operation of the stations are practised very 
differently .  Some stations are only manned during the field season , other stations are manned year 
round.  Some stations are managed by scientists, others are not. Important questions that are 
addressed are rel ated to station marketing,  appl ication forms for scientists visi t ing the stations, 
regi stration of projects (project databases), procedures for registration of disturbances or 
manipulations carried out by research projects, fac i l i tating cross-d iscipl inary cooperation between 
scientists visit ing the stations, procedures for handling scientists wishes at the stations, general 
services to the user community.  
Online Search Engines : Site Information and Project Database Tools 
For the purpose of improving the exchange of infonnation and coordination among the research 
sites, ENVINET has established 2 online search engines for basic infonnation about sites and 
research projects . The tasks and objectives of this project are : 
• To establ ish a database to hold general infonnation about ENVINET associated research 
facilities , the ENVINET Site Specific Infonnation (SSI) database, and to make the content of this 
database available on the Internet. 
• To adapt the AMAP Project Directory (PD) system to also hold ENVINET project descriptions, 
the ENVINET Project Directory. The Project Directories are implemented as an online database 
system. The ENVINET PD comprises as a subset of the records within the main AMAP PD 
database system. Both the AMAP PD and ENVINET PD web interfaces can be used to register 
new project descriptions (or update existing registrations) and to searchlquery the database 
content .  
• To establishing appropriate l inkages between the ENVINET S ite Specific Infonnation database 
and the ENVINET Project Directory . 
The deliverables of these efforts are a fully functioning SSI on l ine database at 
http://www.amap.no/envinetlqueryfonnl .cfm and the PD online database 
http://pusnes .grida.no/amap/amappd/index .asp?org=2. The SSI online database presents all the 
participating infrastructures in a coherent way, and a high number of projects are registered in the 
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PD onl ine database. These tools are identified as a very useful and important fundament for the 
further co-ordination and collaboration among the sites, which may contribute to increas ing the 
access of new scientific user communit ies to the stat ions .  
Relevanee for the Ny-Ålesund Research Community 
ENVINET has establ ished new l inks between the Ny-Ålesund research fac i l i t ies and s imi l ar 
research infrastructures at lower latitudes in  Europe . The framework of col laborat ion and 
coordinat ion fol lows the strategies for a more coherent pol icy on research infrastructures under 
the European Research Area. The support for research infrastructures and networking  i s  further 
emphasised in the upcoming 6th framework programme (FP6) of the EC under the scherne for 
Integrated Infrastructure In it iat ives (13 ' s) . The Norwegian Polar In stitute has recei ved new 
mandate from the ENVINET consortium to prepare a new proposal for FP6 bui ld ing on the 
experiences that have be en acquired during the first contract .  
The new collaboration and work under ENVINET is bel ieved to be usefu l  for the research 
infrastructures and the EC in  severaI ways .  ENVINET has contributed to the establ ishment of: 
• Improved communicat ion and coordination tools between en vironmental research 
infrastructures in  Europe . 
• New l inks between the disc ipl inary boundaries bringing together operators , managers and 
scienti sts at d ifferent research sites and different research d i sc ipl ines 
• New opportunit ies and ideas for coordinated and complementary studies along ENVINET­
transects, the generati on of new collaboration and exchange of research groups 
• The ENVINET Technical Tasks with potential for i mproved qual i ty and new 
mult id isc ipl inary research collaboration 
• The Station Managers Forum: A tool for improved site management, coordinat ion and 
exchange of informati on and good practices among the s i te s  
• The ENVINET S ite Information Search Engine :  A planning  and coordinat ion tool for 
infrastructure operators , research managers and scientists at the s i tes 
• The ENVINET Proj ect Directory Search Engine :  A planning and coordination tool for 
research managers and scientists at the sites 
• The ENVINET web-service and l i st-server: A tool for d issemination of information and 
new opportuni ties 
• New collaborat ion,  new research groups vis i ts  at new sites through the coherent u se of the 
ECIIHP access and networking contracts 
• A number of new and planned proposaJs for EC and national funding programs 
References I Further Information : 
• ENVINET Home Site: HTTP://WWW.NPOLAR.NOÆNVINET 
• ENVINET Site Information Search Engine: 
HTTP://WWW.AMAP.NOÆNVINET/QUERIFORM l .CFM 
• ENVINET Project Directory Search Engine 
HTTP://PUSNES .GRIDA.NO/AMAP/AMAPPD/INDEX.ASP?ORG=2 
• ENVINET International Conference: 
"Arctic-Alpine Ecosystems and People in a Changing Environment" :  
HTTP://WWW.NPOLAR.NO/ARCTICALPINE2003 
• ENVINET Email List Server: envinet@npolar.no. envinet . al l @npolar.no. 
envinet .atm@npolar.no, envinet.terr@npolar.no, envinet .mar@npolar.no 
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Trends in  surface UV radiati on i n  pol a r  regions 
Ame Dahl back , Universi ty  of  Osl o ,  No.rway 
The Norwegian UV monitoring n e twork was es tabl i shed i n  1 995 and one of the  
i nstruments i s  l ocated at N y-Å l esund , S pi tzbergen. The instrument s  measure U V  
radi at ion i n  5 channel s and the y a l s o  provide quanti t at ive  i nformation about  total  
ozone , c loud-effects  and surface albedo .  Resu l t s  from the measurements wi l l  be 
presented and the influ ence of c1ouds ,  ozone and surface albed o on surface UV wi l l  
be diseussed . A dec1 ine i n  total ozone has been observed in the Arct ic  over  the l as t  
t w o  decades b y  satel l i tes  as  well  as  ground-based instruments .  Unfortunat e l y ,  t ime 
series of surface UV radi ation from high q u al i ty  i nstruments at h igh northem I at i tudes  
are too short for tre n d  estimates . Ti me series  and trend estimates o f  surface U V  
radi ation for the  peri od 1 979-2000 based o n  sate] ] j te  measuremen t s  and radiat ive 
transfer c alcul ations wil l  be presented . 
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The Arctic Ozone Layer 
Markus Rex , Alfred Wegener Institute for Polar and Marine Research 
The vertical distribution of stratospheric ozone has been measured with ozonesondes 
in  Ny-Alesund for over ten years . These measurements are part of the international 
ozon es onde network and are used to study the proeesses that i mpact the abundance of 
ozone over the Arctic during winter. The total ozone level s in the Arctic are very 
variable .  Changes on time scales of days , a seasonal cycle and a strong year to year 
variability all interplay .  Particularly in spring the total ozone column in the Arctic is 
characterized by a pronounced variation from year to year and long term changes. The 
attribution of observed changes to anthropogenic activities and any projections into 
the future require a good understanding and quantification of the different 
mechanisms that drive the observed variabi l i ty. 
In Arctic winter chemical reactions involving breakdown products of manmade 
chlorofluorocarbons and halons can lead to the removal of l arge amounts of ozone in 
the stratospheric polar vortex . Simultaneously l arge amounts of ozone are supplied to 
the Arctic vortex by transport rel ated proeesses, which are naturaI but may be 
modified by anthropogenic climate change. Both, chemistry and transport, are very 
variable from year to year. Their respective impacts depend on variable 
meteorological parameters during the winter and the chemical loss and dynamical 
supply of ozone antieorrelate because in  the polar stratosphere low temperatures 
indicate less transport and favour chemical loss .  This situation complicates the 
detection of chemical ly  induced ozone loss, i ts precise quantification and any 
assessment of its impact on the total column abundance of ozone.  Over recent years a 
number of approaches have been developed to distinguish between the impact of 
chemistry and transport on the variability of the Arctic total ozone column and a ten­
year climatology of chemical ozone losses and dynamical supply of ozone to the 
Arctic has been compiled. Local chemical ozone loss rates as measured with the 
lagrangian approach "Match" ,  the overall degree of chemical loss over the winter and 
the overall amount of dynamical supply during the winter are presented for the past 
decade. The variability and long term changes of these individual proeesses are 
diseussed and rel ated to long term changes in the meteorology of the Arctic 
stratosphere over the l ast 35 years . Model calculations are used to assess our CUfrent  
understanding of the various mechanisms.  hnplications for the future evolution of the 
Arctic ozone l ayer are diseussed and our CUffent ability to prediet future levels of 
Arctic ozone are assessed. 
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Introduetion 
In the Arctic most plant species are at their physiological tolerance l imi t  (Junttil a  & 
Robberecht , 1 993) .  Only a few species are able to grow in  the cl imatological ly  most extreme 
habitats of the polar deserts. As summer temperature on Svalbard is low , it represents a strong 
ecological constraint and i s  one of the most important factors determining plant di stribution 
(Robberecht & Juntti la ,  1 993) .  Hence, significant changes in the plant cover are to be 
expected if  climatic conditions ,  due to global change, continue to get warmer (Chapin & al . 
1 997 ; Reynolds & Leadley, 1 992) .  
Predicting effects of climate change i s  in  fact one of the major scientific challanges, as indices 
of a global warming trend has become more obvious (Maxwell ,  1 992) .  However, a global 
conclusion of temperature increase is not sufficient to establish the consequences of this 
phenomenon . Hence, the impact of climate change may vary according to geographic position 
and local conditions of a given area (McGraw & Fetcher, 1 992). Thus,  i t  is important to know 
how this global change will modify the temperature distribution at meso-scale (Nil sen et al . 
1 999) .  
With this aim in  view, a method which l inks spatial analysis and the resources of remote 
sensed data and ground observations archived into a GIS was elaborated . The objectives were 
to establish spatial relationship between plants, defined in  term of a Thermophi ly  Index (TI) 
and temperature distribution . 
Methods. 
Species occurring in the Arctic can be divided according to their total distribution pattem . 
Four categories can be distinguished according to their temperature preferences: strongly,  
d istinctly, moderately, and weakly thermophilous species .  The 6,  5, 4 and 3°C July 
temperature i sotherms broadly define these four groups, respectively. Many vascular plants 
and the vast majority of l ichens and bryophytes in the study area show total distribution 
pattems apparently not restricted by low temperatures ,  and these are not included among the 
indicator species.  A few species that are incompletely known phytogeographical ly are also 
omitted. An extensive systematic sampling of plant releves covering the study area was made 
within quadrates of 1 x 1 km. A total of 1 66 units were studied. TI is calculated for each 
quadrate. The TI value is calculated based on the thermophily value, and frequency and 
quantity of each thermophilous  species. 
Temperatures were recorded by means of 37 temperature loggers distributed in the 
Kongsfjorden area. Their sensors were positioned at 20 cm above the ground surface . They 
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recorded temperatures once every 20 minutes from the 20th of July 2000 to the 1 0th of July 
200 1 .  Only a data set covering 1 04 days from the 20th of July 2000 to the end of October 
2000 is used in the present study.  
Two categories of data are to be considered and stored in the GIS . The first b asic information 
source i s  a digi tal elevation model (DEM) previously establi shed by the Norwegian Polar 
Institute at 1 00 x 1 00 m resolution . It was resampled to 50 m x 50 m resolution. From this 
primary data layer, many additional significant sub-layers are calculated, such as : gradient, 
aspect , topographic rugosity, theoretical solar energy bal ance , length of the slopes, distance 
to the closest crest line, distance to the closest channel . 
The sec ond basic information source in the GIS i s  a Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) image. 
The original resolution of 30 x 30 m was reduced to 50 x 50 m to match and overlay the 
DEM. A land cover map was produced by means of an automatic c lassification of the TM 
image. According the weU known formula ;  NDVI= (TM4-TM3)/(Tm4+TM3» , NDVI values 
were calculated for the study area.  Two sub-I ayers were derived from the classified TM 
image : (a) distance to the seashore, (b) distance to the closest glacier. In the final modell ing 
procedure, a total of 1 1  different GIS layers were considered as factors used to explain the 
temperature distribution. 
The statistical correlations between temperature measurements and variables describing the 
environment conditions are systematical ly  analysed for recognizing the most significant 
combination of factors establishing the spatial model of the temperature variation. The 
statistical tests were perforrned at both micro- and meso-scale (Brossard et al . ,  2000) . 
As temperature data were recorded at punctual locations scattered along transects in  the study 
area, an interpolation technique was applied to produce a continuous data layer of 
temperature distribution at a 50 m resolution .  The interpolation procedure involves 
calculating temperature values at each pixel , and producing a temperature surface wi th a high 
accuracy, covering the whole area. The calculations were made both for the dai ly  maximum 
and minimum temperature of the complete observation period ( 1 04 days) . 
For a single interpolation, the modell ing takes place in  three steps following Fury & Joly, 
( 1 995) .  (a) First,  the analysis of variation at meso-scale consists in a polynomial regression at 
the third degree, which combines two regressors : latitude and l ongitude, at the 37 
measurement stations .  (b) Secondly, the 1 1  sub-Iayers stored i n  the GIS are used as 
explanatory variables in a multiple regression model to describe temperature variation at the 
micro-scale. (c) At the third stage of the procedure, the regression model is used as 
cartographic operators . 
The same procedure i s  applied for the 1 04 maximums and the 1 04 minimums of the whole 
observation period for obtaining 208 maps of temperature at 50 x 50 m resolution. 
Finally, the temperature maps was resampled at a l x I  km resolution in order to correspond to 
the observed botanical units . Areas that are covered by both botanical data and the modelled 
temperature data layers include 93 quadrats within four areas : Blomstrandøya, Dyrevika, 
Ossian S arsfjellet and the northern strandflat of the Brøggerhalvøya peninsula . 
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Resul ts .  
West to east gradient 
There i s  a strong gradient in  measured dai ly maximum temperatures from the west to the east 
on . Kvadehuken (dose to the open sea in the west) i s  characteri sed by a polar mari time 
dimate with a smooth variation of temperatures and a high frequency of values dose to S OC 
until mid-September and dose to 2 to 3 °C unti l  the end of October. Only a few of the dai ly  
maximum recordings fal l below zero. Ossian Sarsfjellet i s  characteri sed by a high frequency · 
of temperatures up to l O°C  as far as mid-October. Thi s  eastemmost and mid-continental part 
of the study area represents great temperature variabil i ty from day to day. 
Observation period (July to October) 
The correlation coefficient was calcul ated for the TI values and the ave rage maximum 
temperature ( 1 03 values) during the observation period (July to October) , reaching r = 0 .67 .  
TI values were correlated with average temperature for the four months (July-October), giving 
correlation coefficients of 0 .64, 0.6S, 0 .S6 and 0.S7 respectively .  
CaIculating a temperature surface by regression 
Knowing the mathematical rel ationship between the TI and temperature makes it possible to 
ca1culate a "regressed temperature" with a high accuracy for every 1 x 1 km quadrat where 
the TI values have been calculated .  Thus it is possible to extrapolate and calculate temperature 
values for large areas outside the are as where temperature loggers have been placed, such as 
Kapp Guissez and the south facing slopes of Brøgger halvøya, us ing the regression formula:  
T= 4.8 + (0 .34 x TI) . T= temperature ( OC) ,  TI= Thermophi ly index . 
The comparison between the obtained theoretical temperature values and the observed­
interpolated values shows the places where the model works or fails .  Strong negative 
residues appear on the southem part of Ossian Sarsfjellet, mainly in two quadrates .  They 
correspond to places where the summer 2000 average temperatures are lower than what the TI 
values suggest .  There , a perfect equivalence between the TI and temperature would be 
obtained with a high interpolated temperature (respectively 7 ,SoC and 6 ,7°C) .  This strong 
difference may result from the particular situation of the spot where plants grow : a narrow 
stripe of fertil ised soil along the feet of a bird diff. Summer 2000 temperature recordings did 
not reflect this micro-Iocal particularity of dimate . On the contrary, strong positive residues 
mark places where interpolated temperatures are high with regard to a low TI value. This 
concerns three quadrates at the Blomstrandøya Island where , a perfect equivalence between 
the TI and temperature would be obtained with a low observed-interpolated temperature 
(S ,3°C,  S ,soC and S ,S OC) .  
Discussion 
Corrleations between TI values and the temperature parameters selected here are much lower 
than in  other papers , e .g .  Karlsen & Elvebakk ( 1 996) with r2= 0 .8 1 (data from 1 99 1 )  and 
r2=0. 89 ( 1 993) and Brosø & Elvebakk (2000) , where r=0.94 and r2=0. 86 and 0 .88 .  The reason 
for this is probably because this study focus on comparison between maximum and minimum 
values ,  and not on temperature sums, as the studies sited above. 
Some distortions related to data gathering and processing oppose the two data sets that were 
used for comparison : (a) The TI reflects the average dimate at a long-term time scale. 
Because the releves were recorded at 1 x 1 km units, the index neglects the smaller mosaie 
between warm and cold places . (b) The interpolated temperature surface ,  restored at fine-
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grained resolution (50 x 50 m) from punctual measurements, reflect the possibly great spati al 
variation of temperature due to strong local contrasts .  As the measurements were recorded for 
only a single summer, the results partly reflect this time scale difference. In addi tion 
temperatures in September and October 2000 are higher than in a normal year. Mean dai ly 
temperatures at  Ny-Ålesund are -0. 3  0(: and -5 .7° C, for the two months ,  respectively 
(Førland et al . 1 997) . 
The correlations between the TI and temperature values deri ved from the model led 
temperature layers are systematical ly explored in  order to recognise where this co-variation i s  
verified or  fai ls .  The highest s imilari ty of  TI and the spatial distribution of  temperature i s  
given for: 
• Dai ly maximum values 
• July and August 
• When temperature range i s  >8°C 
• Quadrates  belonging to the strandflat area 
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S ince the discovery of the ozone hole over Antarct ica and the partial stratospheric ozone 
depletion in h igh north em latitudes there has be en a strong interest in studying changes in 
ozone concentrations by atm ospheric chem i sts, physic i sts and biologists .  A direct effect o f  
stratospheric ozone deplet ion i s  th e increase i n  UVB rad iation (UVBR) at the earth ' s sur­
face .  Because of its detrimental effect on many biological processes, enhanced UVBR repre­
sents a major threat to terrestr ia l  and marine l ife .  With in  the proj ect group "Solar UV 
rad iat ion" at the Alfred Wegener I nstitute we investigate the changes of  stratospher i c  
ozone concentrat ion ,  t h e  tran sfer  of  UYR th rough the atmosphere and its effects o n  sea­
weeds. Seaweeds are ecological ly important in  coastal ecosystem s and harbour a d iverse 
fauna that d irectly feeds on th ese plants  or uses these underwater forests as habitat or for 
recru itment of j uven i les . 
Our ozone measurements performed since the opening of the Koldewey-Station i n  
N y  Alesund ind icate a substantial lowering o f  stratospheric ozone in th e years 1 99 5 ,  1 996 ,  
1 997  and 2 000 predom inantly in the  m onths March/April bu t  also later in summer. T h e  
related increase o f  UVBR i s  c learly demonstrated by the so-cal led ozone index, i .  e .  the i rra­
d iance ratio of the wavelengths 3 00 and 320  nm .  TOMS sate l l i te and bal loon-bome ozon e 
data are negatively corre lated with the ozone index. Th is  indicates that UYBR at the earth ' s 
surface strictly depends on stratospheric ozone concentrations and that ozone con­
centrations can be  estim ated by  measuring surface UVBR. The UVR penetration into th e 
water strongly varies with th e seasons .  Direct ly  after break up of sea ice the water of t h e  
Kongsfjord i s  very clear and UVBR decreases by only 2 0  % per meter corresponding t o  a 
l % depth of 2 0  m .  Under these condit ions the l % depth for UVAR is at 3 0  m .  Later i n  
the season water transparency decreases t o  about 5 0  % per meter due to the development o f  
phytop lankton blooms and the inflow o f  turbid meltwater into the fjord . Th i s  resuIts i n  a 
l % depth of 3 -6 and 7- 1 0  m for UVBR and UV AR, respectively . 
One important target for UVR is algal photosynthes is .  When seaweeds are tran s­
p lanted from deeper waters to the surface fol lowed by exposure to the ful l  solar radiat ion 
(PAR+UVAR+UVBR), solar rad iation depleted of UVBR (PAR+UYA) or to PAR (12hoto­
synthet ical ly gctive radiat ion) only, photosynthesis is inhibited . Canopy species from t h e  
upper and m i d  subl ittoral show photoinhibition at m idday and a recovery o f  photosynthes i s  
in the aftemoon . Photoinh ib it ion is  induced m ainly b y  PAR, additional UV AR and UVBR 
causes a delay in the recovery process in the aftemoon and evening. Thi s  is shown e .  g. in  
Palmaria palmata from the upper subl i ttoraJ . In contrast, the eulittoral Fucus distiehus i s  
almost insensitive to UVR, and in spec ies from the lower sublittoral such as Phycodrys 
rubens even photodamage i s  evident as these species do not show any recovery o f  
photosynthesis after high l ight stress . As one underlying mechanism degradation o f  the C02 
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fixing enzyme RubisCO has be en demonstrated.  In thi s  context it shou ld  be noted that - in  
contrast to photosynth esis  - respiration i s  general ly not  negatively affected in seaweeds by 
exposure to art ificial  UVR. Some species even show a stimulat ion of respi rat ion after 
exposure to UVR. 
UVBR also causes DNA dam age predominantly by forming thymine  d imers, which 
bl ock repl ication and transcription of the genetic information and consequently i m pair cel l  
function and divis ion, and, thus,  final ly growth . On the other hand,  l i ght-dependent 
photolyase enzymes can repair the DNA .  Thi s  repair is ,  however, considerably inhibited in  
the  Arctic/cold temperate red algal spec ies Palmaria palmata, Coccotylus truncatus and 
Phycodrys rubens by the prevai l ing low water temperatures on Spitsbergen, making these  
species susceptible to  UVR stress.  
Photosynthes is  and other m etabol ic  processes can also be inhibited indirectly by 
reactive oxygen spec ies formed during exposure to high PAR and UVR. In  order to prevent  
oxidative stress, p lants have developed enzymatic antioxidant systems and spec ific scaven­
gers m itigating or even preventing UVR induced oxidative stress . In macroalgae from t h e  
Kongsfjord these systems are particularly active i n  eu l i ttoral and upper sub l i ttoral species 
and show a very flexible response to the seasonal changes in rad iat ion cond itions .  
A lthough UVR exposure c 1early exhibits strong damaging effects, species from the  
upper subl ittoral are able to  acc l imate to  UVR. For example photosynthes i s  of the  can opy 
species A laria esculenta, Lam inaria saccharina and Saccorhiza dermatodea considerably 
acc l imates to the rad iation c l imate in d ifferent water depths .  When co l lected at various 
depths and exposed for 4 h to a s imulated solar spectrum in the l aboratory (including UVR, 
corresponding to the c lear water conditions in spring in l m depth) recovery from h igh 
l i ght stress i s  faster in individuals from shal low compared to individuals from deeper waters . 
In  the ecological ly important spec ies A laria esculenta photosynthes i s  acc l imates t o  
stressing radiation conditions within a few days only. Furthermore, the changes in rad iation 
condit ions over the course of the seasons are also reflected by changes in  the UVR sensit iv­
i ty of photosynthes is .  
Beside the repair and protection mechan ism s described above another physiological  
basis of accl imation m ay be the accumulation of UV -absorbing mycosporine-l ike amino acid 
compounds (MAAs), which are assumed to function as naturaI UV-sunscreens .  A survey 
revealed that all red algae from the eul i ttoral/upper sublittoral from the Kongsfjord c ontain 
severaI MAAs.  In contrast, deep-water red algae, as  wel l  as  the Ch lorophyceae and 
Phaeophyceae do not contain MAAs or exhibit only trace concentrat ion s .  The function o f  
MAAs a s  potent ia l  UV -screening compounds i s  inferred from their absorption charac­
teri stics at wavelengths between 3 1 0  and 3 80 nm . Their content shows an inverse re lat ion­
ship to water depth . Transplantati on and UV exclusion experim ents with Devaleraea 
ramentacea have additionally shown that the treatment with PAR and PAR+UVA does n o t  
affect MAA concentrations, whi le  the ful l  solar spectrum leads t o  a strong accumulation o f  
these compounds,  especia l ly o f  mycosporine-glycine and palythine, which mainly absorb i n  
the UVB region . Simi lar resuIts were obtained i n  P. palmala. The inhibition of photosyn­
thesis  is diminished even after exposure to the  full solar spectrum, what i s  regarded as  a 
result of the UV screen ing capac ity of the MAAs.  The resuIts obtained show a s ign ificant 
capacity of MAAs to protect algae against UV stress and to adjust MAA synthes is  to sea­
sonally changing radiation conditions .  In the brown algae, phlorotannins have been invoked 
as UVR screening compounds in particular in Desmarestia aculeata, a species exhibiting a 
remarkable UV tolerance of photosynthesis .  
How are the effects o f  UVR o n  a l  gal physiology expressed o n  t h e  organism leve!? 
To answer this question, growth was measured in severaI key species from the Kongsfjord . 
Combined transplantation and UV exclusion experiments of upper and m i d  sublittoral spe­
cies collected near Ny Alesund to the water surface show a significant inhibition of growth 
due to UVR. Shade adapted speeies from the lower sublittoral such as Phycodrys rubens did 
not even survive. On the other hand,  no UV-induced inhibition of growth was found in t h e  
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eul i ttora l Fueus distiehus s i m i lar as for photosynth e s i s .  Th i s  was con fi rm e d  a lso  in l abora­
tory stud ies .  
The l i fe- h i story stages m ost sens i t ive  to UVR are the  p ropagat i on u n i ts  of brown 
a lgae, the zoospores ,  and d epth d istribution of these spec ies refl ects t h e  l i ght req u i rem ents 
of the un ice l l u l ar stages.  Zoospores suffer inh ibit ion of photosynt h e s i s ,  loss  o f  germ i n at i on 
capac ity and DNA d am age after exposure to a s imulated sunl ight spectru m inc lud ing UV AR 
or UV A R+UV BR. I n  Laminaria digitata, loss of zoospore v i ab i l i ty i s  t h e  resu l t  of DNA 
damage and photodam age of the photosynthet i c  apparatus .  B i ologic a l l y  weighted UVB 
doses i n  sh a l l ow waters are, however, too low to cause DNA damage i n  zoospores of t h e  
stud ied brown al gae a t  Spitsbergen.  Therefore, the observed decrease i n  genn i n at i on capa­
c i ty at depths down to 2 m may be related to a d am age of the p h otosynth et i c  apparat u s .  
O u r  resuIts i n d i cate t h a t  t h e  upper d i stribution l im it o f  t h e  stud ied spec ies  i s  determ in ed -
beside ice abrasion - by the prev a i l ing rad iation regime.  Changes in th e zon at ion due t o  
stratospheric ozon e deplet ion and concom itant UVB increase m ay therefore be expected i n  
species  with UV sen si t ive m icroscopic developmental stages. Th i s  appl i e s  especi a l ly t o  
seaweeds from the e u l ittoral and upper subl ittoral .  Spec ies from very deep waters, however, 
are - a l though their  m acroth al l i  are extremely susceptible to UV stress - n ot affected due t o  
the attenuation of UVR i n  the water colum n .  UVR has certa in ly  a greater i n fl uence i n  t h e  
outer part o f  th e fj ord compared t o  the inner part due t o  the h ighllow water transpare n c i e s  
in  t h e  d i fferent parts of t h e  Kongsfj ord . The U V  effects w i l l  b e  m ost pronounced during t h e  
t ime right after sea ice break up, under condit ions o f  c 1ear waters, c l ear sky and low 
stratospheric ozon e concentrat ion s .  Future studies on UV effects shou l d  focus  n ot on ly o n  
i solated physi o logical  processes.  Rather, growth, recru itment and UYR induced changes i n  
commun ity structure m u st b e  studied m ore intensive ly, espec i a l l y  duri n g  periods o f  c lear 
water and h igh UVR. 
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The next large surge in Kongsfjorden 
Bern ard Lefauconnier 
IPEV 
Present address: ADREA, Le Mol lard , F-38700, Le Sappey en Chartreuse, France. E-mai l :  
b . lefauconnier @wanadooJr, phone +33 (0)4 38 86 4 1  09 . 
As a fi rst lecture rel ative to the cryospheric  environment in  the Kongsfj ord , an overview of the 
past and present glac iations would have been appropriated. That has been already done during  
the Kongsfjord echo-system workshop he ld  i n  Longyearbyen in  November 2000 and publi shed 
wi thin a general paper by S vensen et al . (2002) . Instead and with a smile, J on Borre Orbaeck 
suggested the present t i t le as an in troduction of relevant information , some being  not publ i shed 
yet, from the main ice fields dominating  the fjord with more than 1 000 km2 . The aim of th is  
presentation i s  to provide some help in  the deterrnination of fu ture glaciological research .  
Past glacier advances and surges of  small cirque glaciers. 
The Little Ice Age (LIA) is marked by a general glacial advance in Svalbard . In the Kongsfj ord 
there is a h igh probabi l i ty that the maximu m  advances of the small glaciers in the Southem 
coast occurred as surges .  Morphological evidences exist for the Pedersenbreen .  A. Brøggebreen ,  
M and A.  Lovenbreen probably surged al so. Except the A .  Brøggebreen , they st i l l  possess a 
smal l fim area and the s lope of their longitudinal profile slowly increase. A surge is unl ikely but 
possible and the i mpact wi l l  be l imited. 
Past glacier advances and surges of calving glaciers. 
We must introduce some l ines about the typology . The name of Kongsbreen refers to al l  the 
front from Conwaybreen,  Kronebreen and Kongsvegen.  Today with the present retreat, there are 
d i verse ice-streams separated by mountains .  At the head of the fjord, the main front  i s  made by 
the coalescence of the Kongsvegen and the main branch of the Kronebreen (or South 
Kronebreen) .  Then, there i s  a small front located between Colethøgda and Ossian S arsfj el let 
(M iddle Kronebreen) and the l ast part of the Kronebreen flows to the Noth of Ossian S ars fjel let 
(North Kronebreen) .  The l atter i s  present ly  spl i t t ing off from a common front with the 
Conwaybreen . The l ast calving glacier is the Blomstrandbreen glacier which has been for a long 
t ime ending on B lomstrandhalvøya and i s  now separated from this i s land by more than two 
k i lometers . The fol lowing information about front positions and relative chronology are main ly  
from LiestøI ( 1 988), Lefauconnier ( 1 987), Hagen e t  al . ( 1 993) . 
Blomstrandbreen (95 km2) 
We do not know if the maximum extension of the Blomstrandbreen (severaI decades before 
1 86 1 )  is due to a surge . S ince then, a continuous retreat has been only interupted by an about 
600 meters of advance due to a surge of a tributary between 1 960 and 1 968 .  It is interesting to 
note nevertheless that on the Eastem side of B lomstrand as well as into the sea, two moraines 
reveal that there have be en two large extension, the last one has possibly occurred after 1 907 . 
The calving, active since 1 993 will soon be reduced again and because half of the glaeier 
surface is located above 500 m a.s . l . ,  the glacier may possess a suffisant accumulation area to 
(very slowly) eventually reconstruct an ice mass toward a new surge . But proper information are 
l aeking both on mass balanee and ice velocity . 
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Conwaybreen (56 km2) 
The outem moraines (submarine and on land) of the max imum extension were bu i l t  up before 
1 898 .  The morphology of the submarine moraine is comparable to some other known moraines 
deposed during  a surge . Thi s  i s  an argument to think that possibly (not surely) the max i mu m  
extension o f  the Conwaybreen i s  due t o  a surge . The presenee o f  an i mportant second submarine 
moraine ,  1 700 m apart from the outem one, may i ndicate that a seeond advance oeeurred whieh 
may be l inked to the 1 948 advanee ,  attested by aerial photography .  The present retreat wi l l  
s lowly reduee the ealving,  the veloei ty wi l l  deerease and the front wi l l  be ending on land .  We 
have no balanee information for thi s  glaeier but half of its surfaee is is above 750 m a .s . l .  thre 
aeeumulation area i s  probably  l arge enough to lead, even with the present ealv ing, a s l igthy 
posit i ve balanee.  Information about the iee veloeity is neeessary to indieate i f  the gl ae ier is 
rebui ld ing an iee mass suffisant enough to in i t iate a new surge i n  the c lose future . 
Kongsvegen. (100 km2) 
The glaeier has been pressed and narrowed by the l arge surge of Kronebreen ( see below) just 
before 1 869. It  has also surged itself in  1 948 or just before. The front advaneed two k i lometers . 
Frontal submarine moraines exist on both sides and the glaeial deposits sti l l  dominate the S outh 
s ide of Ossian Sars landscape . At its top (Kongsvegpasset) the lowering  of the ice was more 
than 40 meters . S inee then, the glaeier front retreats again but the mean annual mass balanee h as 
been very s l igthly posit ive .  A remarkable work (Melvold and Hagen) has shown that ,  due to a 
very s low iee motion (between 2 and 3 meters per year al l over the bas in) ,  the glaeier i s  
rebui ld ing an  i ce  mass toward a new surge . 
Kronebreen (1 000 km2). 
Thanks to one artist in  the 'Crew of s ir  James Lamont ( 1 876), we know that he largest surge i n  
the fjord oeeurred around 1 869.  Due to the ehange in  altitude through times of  the  top of the 
Isachsenfonna (see below) We bel ieve that the surge was due to thi s  basin .  After the surge and 
until 1 948 ,  the front retreated by more than 4 km. After 1 948,  the retreat was of the same order 
of value. B. Lefauconnier ( 1 987) has detected a submarine moraine about 800 meters out of the 
1 869 moraine .  Thi s  submarine moraine may correspond to a rernnant of a morain e  deposi t  on 
the South shore part ly recovered by sand .  Analysis of rnicro-structure due to the eYc le  of 
freezing-thawing in this deposit ,  indicates a possible age l ong before or eventual ly  at the 
beginning of the LIA. 
The l aboratory of glacio10gy i n  Grenoble has retrieved 1 6  shallow iee-eores (from five to 30 
meters deep) over the three Isachsen, Holtedah l and Snefjel lfonna. The japanes provided kindly 
a complementary core retrieved at the top of Snefjel lfonna .  Dated radioaetive l ayers from 
Chemobyl l  aecident (spring 1 986) and thermo-nuclear tests conducted in Noval ia  Zemlya in  
1 96 1 - 1 962 are detected and the foll owing snow/ice aecumulation since these event was 
computed .  The method is  described in Lefaueonnier et al . The location of the eores are 
presented in the Figure 1 .  From the results an Equi l ibrium Line (EL) is suggested to be located 
between 600 and 650 m a . l s . l .  The Aceumulation area ratio (AAR) is then around 0.5 or 0.65 
which in  SvaIbrd corresponds to a zero net balance. 
To compare the change in elevation over a glaeier by using different sources of information 
does not usually provide accurate resuIts .  An attempt is  nevertheless made by using diverse 
sources. Geodetic work was carried out during the Isachsen expedition in 1 906 and 1 907 
(Isachsen et al . ,  1 9 1 2- 1 9 1 3  et 1 9 1 4) .  The top of the Isachsenfonna was loeated at 850 m a .s . l .  
By comparison between the altitudes of diverse summits reeorded by the se expeditions and 
altitudes from the NP maps based on aerial photographs from 1 966, a mean difference of 
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between+20 to +30 meters i s  noted . With an accuracy of ±5 we believe that in modem 
coordinates the mentionned elevation would have been of about 875 m. We introduee this 
elevation in  the Table l together with the elevation at some points from NP maps based on 
aeri al photograph s from 1 966 and from two GPS profi les conducted in  1 996 and 1 997 . As 
expected, the data can on ly provide a rough information . The top of the Isachsenfonna  reveals 
an i mportan t  ga i n  in  elevation from 1 906 to 1 966. Since then, probably  no chan ge occurred . For 
other resu l t s  we have to consider that smal l topographic effects can di sturb the analys is  by 5 to 
10 meters but it is almost c lear that below 800 m a . s . !  over Isachsenfonna,  exits a lowering of 
the glacier surface . Over Hol tedah l-Snefje l l fonna  there i s  probably in average a s l igth gain in 
elevation at the top and an almost steady surface as Iow as 525 meters . 
1 907 IOp of Isachsen f. 875  
1 966 ( aeria l  pholos) > 900 900 850 800 766 7 1 5  686 6 1 2  
1 997 ( lsachse n fonna) 897 850 800 750 700 650 622 
Change i n  elevat ion +25 -3 O O - 1 6  -1 5 -36 +10  
1 966 (aerial pholos) 1 1 55 1 1 42 1 1 1 5  967 850 800 744 706 668 626 
1 996 ( Holtedahl fonna) 1 200 1 1 50 1 000 950 850 800 750 700 650 635 
Change i n  eleyat ion +45 +8 - 15 - 1 7  O O 6 -6 - 1 8  +9 
Table L Difference ( i n  meters) i n  e levation through t ime.  
On both bas ins ,  such  a result indicates that the net accumulation determined from ice-core i s  not 
con firmed, even i f  we take into account possible large sources of error. That means that the 
accumulat ion must be transfered down to the glacier due to high velocit ies .  And that seems to 
be the case . By us ing satel l i te interferometry,  Lefauconnier et al . (200 1 )  have shown that a 
large part of the Isachsenfonna moves as a b lock at 20 cm per day over 20 km, and that the 
Snefje l lfonna must be near stagnant, while below, the ice of the Holtedahlfonna i s  moving 
severaI cm per day and accelerate to 52 cm per day at  15 km to the front . At the front itself, a 
mean veloc ity of 2 m per day along the year has been recorded by different authors, sustaining 
an important cal v ing of between 0 .2 and 0 .25 km3 per year ( lefauconnier et al . 1 994) 
It i s ,  nevertheless easy to note in the landscape, that the snow surface in the Snefjel lfonna is  
high a long the rock sides,  the velocity there, i s  weak while below 650 m a . s . l . ,  there i s  an 
increase in veloci ty .  A future surge can affect this area.  Moreover, the calving front retreat 
permanently and the buoyancy wi l l  reduce .  The ice flow wil l  s lowly decrease as wel l as the 
negative balance flu x .  The glacier wil l lower its deficit in  the h igher basin and a new surge can 
occurred in a medium fu tur. The size of such a surge wi l l  be important ,  the front wi l l  move in to 
the sea by severaI ki lometers fol lowed by a dramatic impact in the geo and eco-systems . To 
better forecast these possible events, new investigations are necessary as repeated GPS profiles 
over the three calv ing glaciers and/or other new and accurate remote sensing methods to survey 
their changes in e levation and velocity . In addition, the temperature regime of the glaciers i s  
important, i ce  cores and dri l l ing  to the bedrock are required in accessible areas and a t  least on  
both Isachsen and Holtedahlfonna, where the  glacier sole i s  though to be  a t  the  pressure melting  
point over l arge areas . 
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Introduction 
Tidewater glaciers are characteristic features of the Svalbard environment .  They drain up 
to 63 per cent (23 ,  000 km2) of the total area covered by gl aciers on the archipelago . Retreat and 
thinning of t idewater glaciers are com mon and has been noted since beginning of the 20th 
century. Decrease of elevation is  l arger than only result of surface melting. I t  suggests a 
noteworthy contribution of calving to their total mass loss. Direct measurements of iceberg flux 
from gl aciers are difficult ,  thus systematic studies of calving are very rare . 
The aim of the paper i s  to estimate the importance of calving for the gl acier mass balance 
and indication of factors influencing the process of breaking off of ice to the sea in Spitsbergen 
conditions. 
Mass lost at the contact of the glacier front with the sea water i s  called calving . 
Mechanical breaking off of ice pieces and mel t ing at the water/ice interface contributes to these 
processes . Calving intensity i s  the volumetric flux of iceberg from the front of a tidewater glacier 
in a time interval (day or year) . Calving speed is defined as the calving flux divided by the area of 
the vert ical terminus face (cross section). Thus, it is the difference between the ice flow velocity 
toward terminus and the rate of change of the glacier length (advance or retreat) , expressed as 
l inear rate in opposi te direction to the glacier flow (Meier & Post, 1 987) .  
The data problem 
The fi rst complex studies of tidewater glacier in Spitsbergen were conducted on 
Kongsvegen (ca. 1 02 km2) in 1 9641 1 965 (Voigt, 1 979) .  Topographic mapping, survey of flow 
velocity and ice cl iff position changes was done by use of terrestrial photogrammetry . This 
glacier has been in focus of num ber of research project, including measurements of mass balance , 
velocity and geometry changes during recent two decades (cf. Hagen et al . ,  1 999). Unfortunately,  
Kongsvegen has only about 300 m wide partly active ice cl  i ff. Very low calving rate i s  noted 
after retreat of glacier from the 1 964 front position and squeezi ng of i ts frontal part by su rge of 
the fast flowing neighbour - Kronebreen. 
The longest series of data have been collected for Hansbreen (55 km2) located in 
Hornsund, S Spitsbergen . The glacier has been systematically observed since 1 982.  Changes of 
its front  position and surface velocity have been surveyed by means of the terrestrial 
photogrammetry. Electronic distance meters and the repeated precise GPS survey were employed 
recently (Jania, 1 988 ;  Vieli et al . ,  2002) .  Mass balance and glacier geometry changes have been 
also measured. 
Data on other tidewater glaciers are sparse and limited . The majority of them are related 
to fluctuation of front and geometry changes in different time intervals .  They cover g laciers in the 
Hornsund surrounding (Paierlbreen, Korberbreen, Hornbreen-Hambergbreen system), in SE 
Spitsbergen (Lefauconnier & Hagen, 1 99 1 )  and in the NW Spitsbergen (Kronebreen, 
Å vasmarkbreen, Dahlbreen, Comfortlessbreen). There are also some data from the central part of 
the island (e .g .  Fridtjovbreen) .  Shortage of data on glaeier velocity causes drastie l imitation of 
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wider studies on calv ing .  Due to seasonal fluctuations of the glaeier flow velocity, the SAR 
interferometric technique (InSAR) and the prec ise GPS surve y done in short periods (cf. Jani a et 
al . - thi s volurne) are giving only haphazard information. They should be nonnalised to the mean 
annual velocities near glaeier termini or to the flow rate in the active calving period .  
Unfortunately ,  the InSAR method could not be appl ied to summer periods due to l ack of 
coherence of images .  
Glacier flow velocity and calving rates 
Studies on annual course of glaeier velocity changes are unique. The complete year-round 
measurements were done only on Kongsvegen by the German expedition in 1 9641 1 965 (Voigt, 
1 979) .  Not complete series are available for Hansbreen (Fig .  l ) . Spring mo nths are the typical 
period of field measurements on large tidewater gl aeiers by snow mobil es. A chanee for 
coherence of SAR images in interferometric survey of glaeier velocities i s  al so high for the same 
period .  From the available data it  was possible to estimate that values of velocities measured in 
March and April are in order of 85-90 per cent of mean annual flow rates of tidewater glaeiers . 
Consequently, the InSAR data on glaeier flow from spring months might be used with higher 
confidenee for estimations of calving fluxes.  
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Fig.  1 .  Annual course of flow velocities of Kongsvegen-Kronebreen glacier system and Hansbreen . Data 
from different sources: 1 - Kongsvegen "Front Querprofile" 1 964/ 1 965 after Voigt ( 1 979), 2 - Kronebreen 
P-2 profile 1 986 (after Lafauconnier et al . ,  1 994), 3 & 4 - Hansbreen (Vieli et al . ,  2002 and unpublished 
observations of J .Jania and D.  Puczko & P. Glowacki, personal communication, March 2002) . 
The calving intensity of Hansbreen was caIculated based upon direct measurements of 
velocity and front position changes (Jania, 1 988 ;  Vieli et al . ,  2002). It equaIs  about 22 x 1 06 m3 of 
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ice per year for period 1 982- 1 984 , while for the decade 1 990-2000 was lower (c . 1 5  x 1 06 m3 -
1 8 .5  x 1 06 m\ Data extracted from the excel lent work of Voigt ( 1 979) enable to estimate the 
calving flux from the Kongsvegen-Kronebreen g lacier system as c .  1 72 x 1 06 m3 of ice in year 
1 9641 1 965 . Higher mean annual value (250 x 1 06 m3 of ice) is suggested by Lefauconnier et al . 
( 1 994) for period 1 983- 1 986 .  In contrast ,  calving rate from very narrow ice-cI iff of Kongsvegen 
is very low: 5 x 1 06 m3 (Hagen et  al . 1 999). New data were col lected on Å vatsmarkbreen (80 
km2) recently .  They made possib le  a crude est imation of the calving intensi ty as c .  3 . 3  x 1 06 m3 
of ice per year. Calving from the re lati vely narrow ( 1 .5 km) ice cI iff of Paierlbreen ( 1 05 km2) in 
south Spi tsbergen was very intens ive during active phase of its surge in  the sec ond half of 
n ineties . Surface velocity near terminus  (h igher than 500 m1yr) was inferred from the InSAR 
analysis of images from 1 0- 1 1 Apri l 1 996 (Viel i ,  200 1 ) . Hence, caJv ing flux can be roughly 
estimated as greater than 95 x 1 06 m3 . 
All the mentioned above values show wide variety of calv ing intensity of glaciers and 
their rel ation rather to the ice flow regime than to their size. Mass lost  due to calving is  
significant for fast flowing surge-type gl aciers and very low from slow glaciers (being probably 
in  the quiescent state) . It suggests that contribution of calv ing to the total annual  mass loss of 
particu l ar glaciers depend strongl y from their dynamics.  
Volurne of ice lost to the sea expressed in the water equivalent and divided by the total 
area of glacier can be in troduced to its mass balance. For Kongsvegen mass loss by calving i s  
smal ler than -0.05 m w.eq . (Hagen et al . ,  1 999) . Similar low value has  been estimated for 
Åvatsmarkbreen -0.04 m w .eq . ,  while for Hansbreen vary from -0.25 m w.eq .  to -0.35  m w.eq .  
during last two decades. Lefauconnier et al . ( 1 994) for Kronebreen have suggested a vaJue of -
0.25 m w.eq .  The highest mass d i scharge by calv ing was estimated for Paierlbreen : -0.9 m w.eq . 
Consequently ,  calv ing i s  responsible for about 6- 1 2  per cent of the total summer abl ation 
(surface melting + calving) in  cases of Kongsvegen and Å vatsmarkbreen , 20-25 per cent in 
Hansbreen and up to 45 per cent for Paierlbreen . For glaciers without direct mass balance 
measurements estimations were m ade using data from neighbour glaciers .  
Factors influencing calving 
A cIear comprehensive physical model of caIving for grounded tidewater glaciers has not 
been developed yet. Two kind of experimental models are proposed for explanation of the 
calving mechanism: ( 1 )  the calving intensity depends l inearly from the sea depth at the glacier 
terminus and (2) higher glacier velocity produces the faster calving speed.  It means ,  where (and 
when) sea is deeper calving flux should  be higher (Meier & Post, 1 987) and faster flowing 
tidewater glaciers calve more intense (Jania,  1 988 ;  Van der Veen , 1 996) . Both of them reflect 
factors determining calving .  Importance of the sea depth i s  well known and i t  will not be 
considered here. 
After beginning of summer melting,  enhanced basal sl iding appears causing acceleration 
of flow velocity towards front  of t idewater glaciers. It generates the longitudinal stretching of its 
terminal part. High stretching rate induces frequent and deep crevassing of the frontal zone of 
glacier, thus facil itate calving. Open crevasses resulting in smaller bulk specific density of the 
frontal zone of tidewater glaciers . Detailed photogrammetric analysis of stereoscopic aerial 
photos of the Korberbreen frontal part (taken on 24 August 1 96 1 )  was done .  Crevasses occupied 
up to 50 per cent of the glacier area in the l -km wide zone near the ice cl iff. Depth of almost 
every crevasse was measured and the average value is 1 5  m. Volurne of all crevasses was 
ca1culated (87.4 x 1 06 m\ Assuming mean ice thickness of this  part of glacier as 70- 1 00 m, the 
most probable bulk density of thi s  part of the glacier is about 0 .85 - 0.87 g Icm3, while 0.9 g/cm3 
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i s  taken as representat ive for the gl acier ice .  Crevasses are wider and deeper more c10se to the 
terminus and the effective bulk  density is decreas ing in th i s .  It reduces basal friction and 
enhances s l id ing .  
A loop of  the posi tive feedback of factors influencing calv ing can be suggested : ( 1 )  
i ncrease of gJ acier s l id ing veloci ty i n  t ime of summer melt ing ---> (2) stretching  of the frontal zone 
---> (3) fracturi ng ---> (4) decrease of the g lacier bulk  densi ty ---> (5) increase of buoyancy ---> (6) 
reduct ion of basal frict ion ---> (7) further stretch ing ---> (8) widening  of crevasses, etc . Fracturing 
of the frontal part of tidewater gJac ier make i t  ready for further breaking off of icebergs .  In case 
of a surge events the whole tongues are badly crevassed . 
InSAR studies on g lac ier velocity permitted to detect one more factor that seems to affects 
cal v ing processes. Vert ical di splacement of frontal parts of glaciers of order of centimetres has 
been noted . They are results of t ides .  Ampl i tude of tides in Spi tsbergen are low ( 1  - 1 .5 m) .  
Nevertheless , they affect buoyancy of frontal part of grounded gl aciers . Regular tidal fIuctuations 
of sea l evel could Jead to fati gue glac ier ice structure near terminus .  Such factor is  probably 
combined with the wel l -known glacier ice melting at i ts contact with sea water, even in negative 
temperatures (cf. J an ia, 1 988) .  Vieli (200 1 )  stressed importance of concentrated melting of the 
Hansbreen ice c l iff i n  zone of wave action and estimated summer melt rate at the waterl ine ( 1 .06 
mlday) . The value i s  only s l ightly l ower than observed average dai ly  calving speed 1 .37  m for 
th i s  glacier. The mel t ing at the waterline might act as triggeri ng  mechan i sm for mechanical 
cal v ing .  
In conc1usion i t  i s  worth to stress importance of mass loss  due to calving for fast flowing 
glaciers .  Seasonal increase of calving in tens i ty is related to summer acceleration of glacier flow. 
Periodic or episodic massive calv ing events are caused by surge of glaciers or reduce of back 
stress when gl acier front  is retreating from shallow water area to a deeper one as the case of 
Columbia Glac ier, Alaska (Meier & Post, 1 987) .  Combinat ions of both factors are possible.  It is 
impossible to evaluate and understand of contemporary evolution of Spisbergen glaciers without 
quantitative studies and modell ing of calving processes .  
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Introduction 
lee cores from the relat i ve ly  l ow- ly ing ice caps i n  Svalbard have not been widely exploi ted in  
c l i matic studies  due to uncertaint ies about the effect of mel t  water percolat ion .  However, resu l t s  
from two recent Svalbard ice cores, a t  Lomonosovfonna and Austfonna (Fig .  ] ) , have  shown 
that with carefu l  s i  te selection , high-resolut ion sampl ing  and mult ip le chemical analyses, i t  i s  
possible t o  recover i c e  cores whose annual si gnals  are preserved (Pohjola, 2000) . These cores 
are estimated to cover the past 800 years and have been dated using  a combinat ion of known 
reference horizons and g]acial model ing  (Isaksson et al. ,  2001;  Watanabe et al . ,  2001) .  
'" ,." I S "  ur 2 t ·  � .  l T  ,o- "" Fi gure l .  Map of Svalbard 
wi th the i ce  core l ocat ions 
on Lomonosovfonna and 
Austfonna .  
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Results and discussion 
Clima te reconstructions 
The 81 80 data from both Lomonosovfonn a  and Austfonna i ce cores suggest that the 
20ie1h century was by far the warmest century dur ing the pa st  800 years . Th i s  is  a l so  supported 
by the bore hole temperature record from Lomonosovfonna ( vall de Wal et al. ,  2002) .  We have 
been abl e to show that the Lomonosovfonna ice  core correl ates with other l ocal c J i matic 
parameters such as air temperature, sea ice and sea surface temperature (SST) , on a mul t i -year 
basis ( O 'Dwye r et al . ,  2000; Jsakssol1 et al. ,  2001 ) since 1 920 .  Becau se t h i s  t ime peri od has 
been the warmest peri od we expect the ice core records to be even l ess effected by percolat ing 
mel t water pri or to abou t 1 920 and that the oxygen i sotope record i s  then a re l i able c l i matic 
i ndicator. 
A compari son of the ice core and sea ice records from t h i s  period suggests that sea ice 
ex tent and Austfonna 8 1 80 are related over the past 400 years . Thi s  may reflect the posi t ion of 
the storm tracks and their direct influence on the relat i ve ly  low alt i tude Austfonna. 
Lomonosovfonna  may be less  sensi t ive to such changes and primari ly  record a tmospheric  
changes due to i t s  h igher elevat i on .  
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Fi gure 2 .  The decadal scale Austfonna 8 1 80 record (black) corresponds wel l to  the August sea 
ice record (grey) from western Barents Sea, compi led with data from whal i ng  ships ( Vinje, 
2001) .  Thi s  i s  suggest i ng  that 8 1 80 i n  the precipi tation i s  directly influenced by d istance to 
moisture source i n  the Austfonna ice core (from Jsaksson et al . ,  submitted) . 
PoUution records 
The anthropogenic influence on Svalbard environment i s  i l lu strated by increased Ievel s 
of sulphate, n i trate , acidity (Jsaksson et al. , 2000;Kekonen et a l. ,  2002) . Also the organic 
contaminants ,  i ncJuding  legacy organochlorine compounds ,  current-use organophosphorus  and 
triazine pestic ides and herbicides (Hermanson et al. ,  unpublished), and combust ion byproducts 
such as naphthalene ( Vehviliiinen et al. ,  2002) (Fig .  3)  and fly-ash (Hieks et a l. ,  unpublished) 
show a cJear increase .  There i s  a rapid increase of n i trate, legacy organic  contaminants  and fly­
ash in  the late ] 940s . Then they remained high unti l late 1 980s and decreased during  the last 1 5  
years, which i s  i n  agreement with the air measurements from Ny Ål esund .  However, w e  observe 
a much earl ier increase in non sea-salt sulphate concentrations beginn ing by ] 850 and 
continuing to the 1 980s, with some decrease in the most recent years (Moore et al., submitted) .  
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), a group of  l egacy organochlorine  industrial compounds,  show 
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a s i gn i ficant  d rop i n  surface l ayers ( represe n t i n g  1 998 - 2000) at Lomonosovfo n n a  re l at i ve t o  
e ar l ier  years ,  w i t h  l i ke ly  peaks  i n  t h e  1 960' s .  The ex cept i on i s  PCB conge ners 8 + 5  (combi ned) ,  
w h i c h  h a v e  l ow concentrat i on s ,  bu t i n c rease s ince  the  1 960' s .  Cu rrent  -use  organ oph osphoru s 
c o mpou nds such as D i a zi n o n ,  Fen i trot h i o n ,  and meth y l -Para t h i o n ,  and  a c h l oroacetan i l i de 
pest i c i de (Meto lach l or) , show growi n g  concentra t i on s  i n  near  surface byers at Austfon n a  ( Fi g .  
4 ) .  M e t h o x ych l or, a n on-pers i s ten t  organoc h l ori n e  w i t h  a DDT- l i k e  s tructure ,  u sed s i n c e  t h e  
m i d - 1 930'  s ,  shows decl i n i n g  concen t rat i o n s  s i n ce t h e  1 9 8 0 ' s  (Fi g .  4) . Tri azi n e  h erbic i d e s ,  
i n c l u d i n g  Pen d i me t h al i n  and H e x azi n on e  appear i n  the surface c ore segment a t  Austfonna ,  
represen t i n g  t h e  1 990'  s ,  bu t d o  not  appear e arl ier  i n  s i gn i fi c a n t  q u an t i t i e s .  Fi na l l y ,  a Jso 
rad i oact i ve contami n a t i on can be obt a i ned from t h e  ice cores .  A n a J ys i s  of 1 37C s  s h ow one very 
d i st i nct  peak t h a t  we i nterpre t t h e  1 963 bomb test marker, a lso  t h e  Chem obyJ event  ( 1 9 8 6) i s  
v i s i b le  ( Pinglat and athers, 1999) . 
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Con clusions 
The d i str ibu t i on of spec ies  in t hese two S valbard ice cores  has probabl y been al tered to 
some degree by me l !  but the records st i l l  provide  i n format ion about major  t re n d s  in atmospheric 
vari abi l i ty of both c l i mate parameters and pol lu t ion h i story . The cores show organ i c  
contami nant profi l e s  that renect k n o w n  product ion and u s e  patterns in  temperate c l i mates .  The 
presence of organophosphoru s  pest i c ides ,  many of which are sti l l  u sed and wh ich  are i n tended 
to di ssoci ate once rel eased i nto  the env i ronment ,  shows that the atmosphere i s  able  to del i ver  
these compounds to S val bard before t hey decompose .  Once these compounds  are frozen i n  sol i d  
i c e ,  which i s  reached a t  rc l a t i ve ly  s h a l l o w  depths  o n  S val bard , the decompo s i t i on i s  l i ke ly  
impeded,  and the compou n d  may remai n i ndefin i te ly .  
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Introduction 
Glaeier mass balanee i s  the amount of snow and ice lost or gained on a glacier .  The annual 
net balanee b n  is the sum of the summer balanee bs (roughly May-Sept . ,  in  the arctic) and the 
winter balance b. (Sept . -May) . Balance varies over the ex tent of the glaeier, but on most 
glaeiers there is a h igh degree of correlation between bal ance and elevation . 
The typical ly  quoted mass balances b" where i = n,s,w for net,  summer, or winter, are 
areal ly-averaged quantit ies calcu lated from 
bj = A - l r b ( z ) dA ,  ( 1 )  JA I 
where A i s  the glaeier area, and bj ( z )  are the various balances as a function of elevation . NPI 
currently mon itors mass balanee on three glaeiers , al l near Ny-Ålesund : Austre Brøggerbreen, 
( 1 967-present), Midtre Lovenbreen ( l 968-present), and Kongsvegen ,  ( l  987-present) . The first 
two are the longest continuous arctic glaeier mass balanee time-series .  
The annual balances defined above reflect the loss  or  gain averaged for the glaeier as a 
whole .  From a dimatic perspect ive,  though ,  it i s  the balances as a funct ion of elevation bi(z) that 
are more relevant, s ince they reflect more directly the regional -scale d imate at a particular 
elevation band, as opposed to glacier-averaged balances, which by Equat ion 1 are influenced by 
the indi  vidual glac ier' s geometry . 
While the Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI) has always measured mass balance as a function 
of elevati on on the three study glaciers ,  these data have never been reported i n  the l i terature . In 
fact, for the two older series, these data were never recorded in  any systemat ie way, prior to 
1 987 .  In th is  paper, we present a reconstructed time-series of net, winter and summer mass 
balanee as a function of elevat ion for these two glaciers, Midre Lovenbreen (MLB) and Austre 
Brøggerbreen (BRG). 
Methods 
We use orig inal stake data from arch ived field notebooks and maps at NP, graphs of balance 
as a function of elevat ion taken from old NP reports (NP Årbok 1 967- 1 982) ,  and in those cases 
where either were lacking,  regression analysis of reconstructed elevation-dependent balances 
against reported net balances .  
The specific winter balanee bw, that is ,  the winter balanee at a particular point ,  i s  calculated 
from any of the fol lowing data : change in exposed stake height between and spring  and the 
previous auturnn ; spring  snow-depth sounding; snow depth measurements i n  snow pits located 
dose to the stakes ;  or hand-contoured accumulation maps deri ved from snow soundings .  Snow 
depth i s  transforrned to water equi valent depth using the average of the part icular years' snow 
densit ies, where reported .  When dens i ty informat ion i s  missing, we assurne the long-term 
average value of 0 .37 g/cm3. 
The specific summer balances bs can only be calculated from the change i n  exposed stake 
lengths above the snow/firnlice surface between auturnn and the previous  spring .  Conversi on to 
water equivalent is trickier than in the case of the winter balanee since the density depends on 
the amount of each component (snow, ice, fim) that is melted.  We assurne that on stakes weU 
below the equi l ibrium line altitude (EL), snow and ice (when appropriate) are melted, with the 
winter density used to determine the snowmelt and a density of 0.9 g/cm3 used for the ice 
melted . For stakes above the ELA, or i n  general , for cases in which not al l the snow is melted, 
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Figure 2 Mean ofsummer, net, and winter balances for (a) MLB and (b) BRG, as a function of 
elevation using all years up to 2000. (c) Balances as afunction of elevation for MLB and 
BRG plotted against each other for all years, with separate balances in right hand plots 
(d-l), and best-fit lines. 
the snow remaining above the previous fall minimum is assumed to have a dens it y of 0.55,  a 
"typical" end of melt-season value, and the same value used for melted fim. We take no special 
account of superimposed ice or internal accumulation since these quantities have not been 
reported in any of the years prior to 1 993.  
Finally, the specific net balances are simply the difference between winter and the summer 
balanee for each stake : b n = bw + bs 
Archived stake and sounding data are not available for some years . In such cases, the data 
are digitised from graphs of balanee as a function of elevation presented in the NF Årbok series. 
For MLB, data for 1 973-74, and 1 976-77 are deri ved from the NF Årbok. The plots in the 
reports normally show the balanee as a function of elevation. In same of the years, stakes are 
displayed, but in most cases only a hand-fit line is drawn. Similarly, BRG stake data for the 
years 1 972- 1 974, 1 976, and 1 994 are missing and are digitized from figures in the old year 
books . 
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Balances as a function of elevation 
Re-calcu lated balances as a funct ion of elevation are then deri ved from a robust l i near fi t of 
the spec ific  balances and their respect ive elevations .  Robust fi t t ing i s  less sensi t ive to data 
out l iers compared to ordinary least-squares regression . 
The choice of a strai ght- l ine fit i s  del iberate ;  whi le the usual practice of the earl ier mass 
balanee workers was to hand-fi t a curved l i ne to i nterpolate and extrapolate the speci fic bal anee 
measurements ,  we feel that there is no evidence to suggest that a curved relation i s  stat i stical l y  
preferable to a straight l ine .  A variety of questions arise when us ing  a curved l i ne :  what sort of 
relation to apply (piecewise, polynomial ,  spline) ;  how to prevent the relat ion from doi ng  
unreasonable th ings in t he  regions of extrapolation ; and what t o  do  when t he  original spec i fic 
bal ances are miss ing and we use the digi t ized hand-fi t  curves? The records from MLB and BRG 
suggests that winter balances are probably safely model led us ing a l inear relat ion . Summer 
balances are more vari able ; in  part icular years , there are di scemable kinks or bends in the 
summer bal anee relat ion,  u sual ly at  the l ower elevations .  However, a straight- l ine fi t does not 
l ead to appreciable errors for re-calculat ing the glae ier mass balances bi since most of the 
glac ier' s area i s  confined to the in termed iate elevation bands, where the b;(z) are adequate ly 
described by a l inear fi l .  And any errors in  individual years are min imized when consideri ng  
l ong-term averaged balances a s  function of  elevation. 
There are no arch ive data at a l l  for MLB in 1 986 and BRG in  1 985-86.  The b;(z) for the se 
years must i n stead be reconstructed from a regression of the report ed annual net balances from 
1 967-2000 agains t  our re-cakulated b;(z) for the years in which we have data. 
We est imate errors by bootstrapping (Efron and Tibshirani ,  1 99 1 ) . The bootstrap i s  made for 
each year and each balanee term by randornly re-sampl ing 1 00 new popu lat ions from the 
orig inal di stribut ion of n spec i fic balanee measurements . Re-sampled populations  with less  th an 
four unique data points  are discarded s ince the robust fit requires a min imu m  of three data 
points .  For each of the new 1 00 populat ions a robust fit is made, from which mean and standard 
deviation can be calculated at the desired elevation bands .  
ResuIts 
Reconstructed net, win ter and summer balances for MLB and BRG in 50 m wide elevation 
bands from 0-700 m asI are shown in  Figure l ,  and the balances for the two glaeiers are 
compared wi th respect to each other in Figure 2 .  The balances in  indiv idu al years are not always 
s imilar for the two glaeiers ; this i s  part icu l arly true for the summer and net balances.  Comparin g  
the balances averaged over the entire measurements period (Figure 2a-b) , however, shows that 
the mean balances for the two glae iers over the measurement period are similar. The mean 
winter balances are essentially the same, although there appears to be a sl ightly less negat ive 
(and thereby net) summer balanee on MLB when compared to BRG at the higher elevations . 
Nevertheless, the difference is small and within the estimated error l imits .  This  gives us  some 
confidenee in our reconstruction since the two glaeiers are of similar size and orientation with 
respect to the Iocal topography, and should therefore experience a simi lar microc1imate. 
This i s  underscored by comparing (Figure 3) the reconstructed b.{z) for MLB and BRG to 
those of Kongsvegen (KNG), a much larger, more exposed glaeier ly ing to the east of Ny­
Ålesund. KNG balances are decidedly more negative ; this may be due to the fact that KNG is 
more exposed to the effect of wind, which both reduces the winter accumulation and increases 
the summer melt .  In addition, KNG gets less shade from surrounding mountains  than do MLB 
and BRG, so that the glaeier surface i s  exposed to radiative melting for a greater part of the 
summer days .  
As a final check, the reconstructed balances are used together with the distribution of area by 
elevation bands and Equation l to reca1culate the balances bi . We present only results from 
MLB (Figure 4) . The results show that the reca1culated balances bi are, for the most  part, simi lar 
to those previously presented (e .g .  LeFauconnierc and others, 1 999), again within the error 
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l i mi ts .  We therefore are reasonably confident that we have not distorted the balance data as far 
as the ori gi nal stake measurements  are concerned . 
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Introduetion 
The sediments deposited by retreat ing glaeiers supply abundant material for meltwater transport . 
Model s of the del ivery of sedi ment from mountain watersheds to fjords must take account of the 
routing and storage of sedimentary materi al ,  but sediment sources and s inks in glac ierised 
catehments remain poorly defined and quantified. This  study invol ves a search for stati stical 
tools to d i scriminate sediment sources in proglaci al systems, us ing  the Midre Lovenbreen 
catchment near Ny-Ålesund on the southem margin of Kongsfjorden in the Svalbard 
archipelago as an example .  
I t  has been suggested that  proglacial ri ver systems provide the key l i nk between gl acial 
proeesses and the wider environment (Warburton, 1 999).  The maj ority of research has so far 
concentrated on proglac ial ri vers in  mid-Iati tude, h igh-al t i tude, glacierised catchments, whi le 
relati vely l i ttle work h as been conducted on high-latitude proglacia l  systems . Information on 
sediment dynamics in  a wide range of glac ial catehments i s  required to test hypotheses about the 
relative influence of glacial and non-glacial proeesses (Harbor and Warburton ,  1 993) ,  and to 
develop useful model s  describing sediment transfer pathways and sediment storage, plus 
variation in these features with c 1 imate . 
Methods 
The catchment of Midre Lovenbreen (780 53 ' N, 1 2 0 04 ' E; 5 .95 km2) is wel l -constrained 
between a steep mountain watershed at h igh elevations and a pronounced end moraine at low 
elevations on the coastal plain (Figure l ) .  The area is l i thological ly d iverse, with Lower 
Palaeozoic  to Tertiary sediments, i gneous and metamorphic units outcropping (Hjelle,  1 993) . 
Meltwater drains from the glac ier at i ts east and west margins .  A subglacial stream normal ly 
emerges during the melt season,  sometimes under pressure in  the glaeier forefield, and usually 
flows to a confluenee with the east-margin meltwater after a short d istance. Approximately the 
middle third of the west stream flows through a low-gradient alluvial basin .  Both east and west 
margin meltwaters form relatively straight, braided stream systems which penetrate the 
prominent end moraine before distributing widely across the coastal plain and entering  
Kongsfjorden (Figure l ) . During the  2000 melt season, 1 1 7 0.05-0. 1 0  kg proglacial surface 
sediment samples were collected from the margins of active streams, and subsequently returned 
to the U.K. to be analysed for particle s ize distribution by sieving and Sedigraph, and 
geochemical composition by Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometry (23 individual chemical 
species) . 
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Figure l .  Oblique aerial view of the Midre 
Lovenbreen catchment from coast to watershed, 
looking approximately south-west. The proglacial 
area is confined between the prominent arcuate end 
moraine and the current glacier terminus; the 
distance between these is Just under l km. The turbid 
nature of the meltwater discharging to Kongsjjorden 
is apparent in the lower right of the figure. 
ResuIts and Discussion 
Particle Size Distribution 
There is a general , l ithology­
independent trend towards 
downstream fining of sediments in  
the Midre Lovenbreen proglacial 
area, evident in plots of percentage 
weight of sample against phi-size 
category (Figure 2) .  Fractal 
geometry can be used to quantify 
this effect .  Hooke and Iverson 
( 1 995) hypothesized that the 
crushing of grams was an 
important mechanism of . 
deformation in  subglacial ti l l s ,  and 
that the particIe-s ize distribution 
of such t i l ls would be fractal, by 
analogy to the development of 
fault  gouge material . In a self­
similar material, the number, N, of 
particIes of diameter d is 2m the 
number of diameter 2d, where m is 
the fractal d imension . A log-log 
plot of number of particIes against 
particIe diameter y ields a straight 
l ine of slope -m: 
N(d) � No(:.r  
where No i s  t he  number of 
particIes of reference diameter do. 
The ideal value of m for a fractal 
size distribution is 2 .58 .  There is a 
systematic increase in  the fractal 
dimension of the sample particIe­
size distribution (over five orders of partic Ie-size magnitude) from 2.46 at the glacier terminus 
to 2 .95 on the coastal plain ,  some I . l  km downstream. These changes can be interpreted in 
terms of both glacial and fluvial processes. Fractal dimensions greater than 2.58 indicate an 
excess of fines, and a transition from particIe production by crushing to particle production by 
abrasion; the former is likely to characterise high effective-pressure subglacial environments, 
the latter sub-aerial environments. The relatively low proximal fractal dimensions found in this  
case may be attributed to :  ( 1 )  the generation of particIes mainly by crushing, indicating low 
rates of subglacial sediment deformation ; (2) eluviation of fine particIes by meltwater. 
Downstream fining has been described as a naturaI dynamic adjustment to variable water, 
sediment and energy inputs in fluvial systems (Gasparini et al . ,  1 999) . There are rapid changes 
in these parameters over short distances in the Midre Lovenbreen catchment, from the glacier 
margins, to the coastal plain . Though there is  an indication of declining fractal dimensions in the 
most distal samples,  eluviation of fines does not appear to have a strong effect in distal 
locations, as the fining is relatively progressive from the glacier terminus towards the coast: re-
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deposition from low-energy meltwater on the low-energy coastal plain may p lay an important 
factor. 
Particle Geochemistry 
A ri gorous ,  quantitative procedure was applied to the geochemical data in  order to determine a 
composite, stati st ical ' fingerprint ' . The non-parametri c Mann-Whitney U-test was applied to 
common spec ies from different drainage environments, to assess whether there were 
stat ist ical l y-significant differences in concentration between them. Species which were 
s ign i ficantly different were then en tered in to a multi variate discriminant function analysis, to 
identify the set of species best able in combination to di scriminate different drainage 
environments (and therefore different sediment sources) . 52 samples from the east drainage 
system of the glacier were first compared with 52 other samples from the west drainage system. 
5 significant chemical species emerged and were entered into the discriminan t  analysis as 
predictors, and 66% of samples were assigned to thei r  correct source;  the squared d istance 
between the groups was 0.7 1 .  1 2  samples from the subglacial drainage system were then 
compared with 1 2  other samples from the east drainage system (the se sources subsequently 
converge downstream) . In this case, 1 4  s ign ificant chemical species emerged and were entered 
into the d iscriminant analysis as predictors, and 1 00% of samples were assigned to their correct 
source;  the squared distance between the groups was 1 92.74.  The composite fingerprint 
therefore appears to be a very effecti ve tool for deterrnining sediment provenance, and can be 
appl ied with confidence to glacial ri ver systems . 
ConcIusions 
Different physical ly- and chemical ly-based quantitat ive tools (fractal geometry, mult ivariate 
di scriminant function analysis) are capable of discriminating surface sediments from a range of 
drainage environments in the proglacial area of Midre Lovenbreen . Such tools offer important 
ways forward in the broad task of finding spatial organ isation in complex, rapidly-changing  
glacial hydrological systems (particularly as  these systems are typical ly ,  strongly overprinted by  
environmental change effects) . This in turn is  a step towards the  development of  more 
physically-based and less deterministic models of sediment transfer and storage in glacierised 
environments .  Fischer and Hubbard ( 1 999), for example, suggest that i t  may be possible to 
incorporate quantitative, spat ial information on sediment texture into glacial models ,  given that 
spatial pattems of both total sediment strain and fluvial eluviation may be approximated 
respectively from considerations of net flow distances and subglacial drainage patterns.  The 
abi l ity of the composite stati stical fingerprint to discriminate sediment sources, on the basis of 
their geochemical composition, suggests that a muItivariate mixing model ,  based on the 
chemistry of sediment suspended in meItwater, could be used to trace the seasonal evolution of 
fluviaI sediment sources in  glac ial environments, in  a way hitherto unattempted . 
The Ny-Ålesund area is a very important location for studies of sediment transport 
systems under changing environmental conditions, as it possesses mountain watersheds and 
fjords in c10se spatial proximity, with a well-documented h istory of glacier retreat in the context 
of Twentieth-Century c1imate warming. 
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Figure 2. Particle size-weight distributions for two surface sediment samples (105-2344 
and 50-2289) from the drainage system at the eastern margin of Midre Lovenbreen. 
Particle size changes from coarse to fine towards the right-hand side of the plats. The 
upper sample (m = 2. 813, R2 = 0.9989) is from the subaerial stream at the ice margin. 
The lower sample (m = 2. 881, R2 = 0.9005) is from the subglacial stream which emerges 
at the glacier terminus. Relative to the subaerial sample, the subglacial sample is 
distinctively depleted in coarse particles and augmented in fine particles. 
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Introduction 
GPS measurements in hight altitudes, espec ial l y  i f  perforrned on glac iers , are differin g  from 
middle european continental measurements by many causes :  
general ly bad geometry (GDOP) due to lack of satel l i tes in  zeni th ,  
l arge influences by ionospheric disturbances, 
mult i  path effects by surrounding mountains and glacier surface ,  
l arge di stance of rover from reference station due to  logi stical causes, 
h igh speed when used in  kinematic mode for profi l i ng  during traveI l ing with snow mobiles ,  
no possibi l i ty of repeated measurements for accuracy augmen tat ion in kinematic mode and 
even not in static mode because of glacier movement .  
transformation problems from WGS84 to local terrestri al geodetic coordinate system in  
order to compare resuIts with o ld  maps .  
Most  of  the problems are common for GPS measurements in static and kinemati c  mode as  wel l ,  
but some are very special for kinematic profi l ing.  
Al l  these effects are studied as an example from the GPS measurements performed in the 
project "Calving intensity of tidewater glaciers in NW Spitsbergen and its importance for 
contemporary evolution of glacier system" (GEOCAL VEX-200 1 ,  supported by Ny-Aalesund­
LSF grant NP 30/200 1 )  on severaI glaciers arround the Ny-Aalesund area in spring 200 1 .  Some 
measurements had been performed with Ashtech Z 1 2  receivers, but most of them with Leica 
instruments (system 300 and 500), al l types with carner phase and code measurements on 2 
frequencies (L I ,  L2) . 
Assessment of accuracy 
For assessment of accuracy, especial ly for the most interesting heights in kinematic GPS mode, 
severai evaluation methods had been applied and compared:  
Ambiguity resolution success indicator and standard deviations given by Leica software 
proeessing (SkiPro) , 
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Standard deviation calculated from the short periodical height variations i n  kinematic 
profiling, comparing  smoothed running average against to  each original measurement, 
Differences in resuI ts  from "repeated" !Deasured points in  a special test area (meandering 
course with crossi ng tracks), 
Correlation of standard deviations with ionospheric disturbances , calculated from the 
programme TEQC of UNA VCO, 
Correlation of standard deviations with multi path effects, calculated from the programme 
TEQC of UNA VCO. 
ResuIts 
In this short abstract onl y  some resuIts are given without formulas .  
Sta tie measurements. 
The static method was appl ied to some stakes in order to deterrnine the glacier flow velocity . 
Measuring time was about 50 rninutes with baseline lenght up to 20 km. Not a l l  ambiguities 
could be solved . In average an accuracy of 0,02 1 m was achieved. 
Kinematie measurements: 
In 4 weeks of field work most of measurements had been perforrned as kinematic profiling from 
snow mobiles with measured epochs all 5 seconds. For shortening the basel ine length a glacier 
reference was established as near as possible to the glacier. Compari sons with long and short 
basel ines show the big adv:lntage in solving ambiguities with glaeier reference (figure 1 ) .  Jf the 
moving points are caIculated from the camp as reference stations (di stance up to 33 km), only 
about 50 % of ambiguit ies are sol ved compared against using the closer glacier reference 
(distanee up to 20 km), although even these glacier references of ten are too far away from 
surveyed glacier areas .  
Reference : Camp o r  Glacier 
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Figure 1 :  Dependenee of ambiguity resolution on baseline lenght 
The standard deviation of kinematic measured points (height component) is  varying from 0, 1 to 
4,0 m, depending on ambiguity resolution (figure 2) . Together with figure 1 we understand that 
baselines shorter than 1 0  km are neccessary for good results . 
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Figure 2 :  Dependence of standard deviation (hei ght) on ambiguity resolution 
Jonospherie effects 
It i s  wel l known that ionospheric effects may disturb GPS ph ase measurements, especially in 
h igh latitudes (WANNINGER 1 994) . This  effect is depending on sun spot acti vity which 
became nearly maximum in the year 200 1  of our GPS observations .  Our measuring area is 
s i tuated in 80 o North in high Arctic. In figure 3 we show an example  of ionospheric influences 
caIculated by the software toolkit for data quality checking TEQC (UCAR UNA VCO ). The 
example is  su itable for a reference point with permanent measurements all day (2 1 .04 .200 1 ) .  In 
the upper part we see the total ionospheric delay in an order up to about ] 5 m , which should be 
el iminated by two frequencies L l and L2. More problematic are the short periodic disturbances 
effecting the phase measucements as scinti l lat ions, with an amount up to ± 2-3 m.  It i s  not 
possible for any GPS software to smooth these effects in kinematic GPS with posit ioning for 
every single epoch,  so no better results as in the order of meters can be expected . Compared to 
middle european GPS measurements these effects are much greater and reduce the possible 
accuracy of kinematic measurements . 
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Figure 3 :  Example of ionospheric effects (2 1 .04.200 1 ,  reference Kuppel-NP) : 
total effect (above), short periodic distance change (below). 
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Transfonnation of GPS results into a local coordinate system 
The resul ts  of GEOCALVEX-200 1 are ref�rred to a fix point (KAIA) in Ny-Aalesund, given in 
the International Reference Frame (ITRF) and referred to ellipsoid GRS80, which for practica] 
use i s  identical with WGS84. In order to compare the recent results with o ld maps we have to 
transform the coordinates in  the old coordinate system (European Datum 1 950 / E050, 
International Ellipsoid Hayford, projection UTM 33N). Due to lack of identical points for 
determination of a 7-parameter set we used informations from Norwegian Mapping Authority 
Hoenefoss (NMA) . The discrepances of transforrned points are within an order of 2 m, which is 
sufficiant for our purpose . 
Conclusion 
The accuracy of kinematic GPS in Spitzbergen 200 1 was much worse than in  areas with 
lower l atitudes.  In spite of using glacier reference, the baselines often have been too 
long . Ionospheric influences are causing the very bad signal quality. Due to obstruetions 
(mountains) and low satell i te elevations in high arctic the geometry usual ly was bad and 
multipath effects are comrnon. Of ten ambiguities could not be solved. Better results can be 
expected, i f  the snow mobile would run slower (not exceeding 20 kmlh) .  
The transformation from WGS84 respectivly GRS80 into the local coordinate system (UTM, 
ED 50, In ternational el l ipsoid) was due to on ly few identical points not better than ca. 2 m, 
which is  accurate enough for comparisons with old maps. 
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Introduetion 
Svalbard glaciers are receding rapidly. Mass balance studies and survey of extent and 
thickness of glaciers are usually based on small ,  land-based types and l i ttle is known about 
such properties in the case of the larger, tidewater forms .  Neither the mass loss due to calving 
of tidewater glaciers is ful ly understood . An overview of contemporary deglaci ation of 
Spitsbergen will  be incomplete until the processes which drive the geometry changes of i ts 
tidewater glaciers are much better studied.  
The paper presents results of field studies done on five l arge glaciers in NW 
Spitsbergen (Å vatsmakbreen, Dahlbreen ,  Comfortlessbreen, Kronebreen and Kongsvegen) 
during the GEOCALVEX-200 1 Expedition in April 200 1 ,  combined with the remote sensing 
data.  Changes in glacier geometry and dynamics reflect current tendencies in  evolution of 
l arger glaciers of this area. 
Methods 
The kinematic DGPS method was widely used for determination of the actual 
topography of glaciers . Most of survey profiling from snow mobiles were done using four 
"Leica" instruments (System 300 and 500) and some of them had been performed with two 
"Ashtech Z-surveyor" receivers, but all types wi th carrier phase and eode measurements on 2 
frequencies (L I ,  L2) .  One or two reference stations were employed during  surveying of 
partieular glaciers . Detail s  of methodology and the assessment of aceuraey are presented by 
S tober et.  al . ( this volurne) . The topographic data from the se surveys were compared with that 
of the Norwegian Polar Institute maps showing state of glaciers in 1 936 and also with the 
surface profiles established by an airbome laser altimeter (ALA) survey from a NASA aircraft 
on 23rd May 1 996. The glaeier front (ice-cli ff) positions were determined using remote 
sensing data (Landsat, ERS/SAR, Terra! ASTER) and old maps . 
In order to measure the surface flow veloeity, repetitive static surveys of severaI 
marker-stakes were carried out on Åvatsmarkbreen (two points) and Comfortlessbreen (three 
points) during a three-week period in April 200 1 .  These ground veloeity data were eompared 
with i nterferometric analysis of ERS/SAR images from March 1 994 and April 1 996.  
Interferograms from the tandem mission ERS- I ÆRS-2 with the 24 h temporal baseline ( 1 1 th 
_ l th April 1 996) and from three images of the ERS- l taken on l ih, 20th and 29th March 1 994 
were analysed. InSAR proeessing of the data from 1 994 have been performed on 3 and 1 2  
days data eouples. Both configurations are characterized by very similar perpendicular 
baselines. The 3-days interferogram have been u sed to remove topographic effect from 1 2-
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days interferogram based on assumptions that the flow velocity i s  not changing significantly 
over short time periods .  This interferometric approach called 3-pass differential processing 
(Massonnet, Feigl 1 998) i s  one of the best methods to eliminate topographic effects.  During 
the processing of tandem data from April 1 996 application of the extemal DEM (kindly 
provided by the Norsk Polarinstitutt - NPI) was tested . As the result of the InSAR processing 
the interferogram with corrected effect of topography but with some noisy  parts due to 
tempora l decoherence has been obtained. The velocity field ca1culations have been performed 
using ascending data only applying 3 -pass interferometric approach (cf. Coren et al . ,  2000) . 
However, reconstruction of the 3D velocity vectors was impossible due to high error of 
descending data. 
Some resuIts 
The GPS kinematic surve y data superimposed on the NPI DEM show a pronounced 
lowering of the ablation zones of the glaciers since 1 936 .  The greatest decrease in ice 
thickness (80-90 m) evidently taking place at lower altitudes of glaciers (Fig .  1 ) . 
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Fig. 1 .  Elevation changes along GPS kinematic trajectories on the ablation zone of 
Å vatsmarkbreen as function of aItitude . A resuIt  of comparison of the GPS survey i n  April 
200 l and the digital form of the NPI map l :  1 00 000 with the glaeier topography from 1 936.  
Elevations from the ALA profile ( 1 996) along the lower part of the Kongsvegen 
surface have be en compared with the 200 1 aps kinematic profiling along the same track. 
Results show that thinning of the lower reach of the glacier is faster recently (> 1 .5 mJyr in 
period 1 996-200 1 )  than before i . e .  1 936- 1 996 (ca. 1 .2 mJyr) . 
Although the studied glaciers are usual ly thinning below the ELA, in the upper parts 
of the accumulation zones (above 500-600 m a .s . 1 . ) ,  the ice thickness has increased by 20-60 
m, since 1 936 .  It is  well visible in results from Holtedahlfonna and the Lovenskiøldfonna­
Dahlbreen transition area .  However, there is no direct relationship between altitude and the 
rate of ice thickening in the accumulation zones. 
Specifically, in respect to Comfortlessbreen, there i s  an increase of ice thickness both 
in the accumulation fields (by c. 80- 1 00 m) and also the upper part of the ablation zone in this 
period. This may be the result of a build-up of the ice mass during a quiescent phase, a 
proeess which will  be reversed when the next surge event takes place. 
The retreat (or advance ) of glacier fronts are a result of activity of opposite processes : 
glacier flow and calving intensity. Their proportions are different in case of each glacier and 
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also at different times and i t  is elear that this is not due to any single factor. Whereas the ice 
eliffs of Kronebreen, Kongsvegen and Comfortlessbreen retreated only  slowly since 1 987 ,  in 
the same period the recession of Å vatsmarbreen and Dahlbreen ice fronts was considerable 
(50-60 m1yr) . In general , the glaciers studied are both shorter and steeper than they were in 
1 936 .  
lee flow velocities of glaciers varied in time and space . In Apri l 200 l ,  the surface 
velocities ne ar the fronts of both glaciers were higher than they were in April 1 996 and in 
March 1 994 . For two stakes in the frontal zone of Å vatsmarbreen flow rate of 0.042 and 0.025 
m1d were noted in the period of 1 1 -30 April 200 1 ,  while in the same area velocities were in 
order of 0.09 1 -0. 1 36 m1day between 6th and 22nd July 2000. Interferometric data from March 
1 994 (Fig.  2) show acceleration of glacier flow towards termini of tidewater glaciers . Higher 
surface velocities are also visible in upper parts of Å vatsmarbreen and Comfortlessbreen. 
Very sharp shearing zone between slow Kongsvegen and fast-flowing Kronebreen is  
noticeable .  
----- ----- --�----: ... ....... 
Fig.2 .  ERS SAR interferogram of the study area in geococded projection (UTM) and with 
corrected topographic effect, 1 7-20 March 1 994 (Il-nd lee Phase data) . Non-glaciated areas of 
land are masked out (white) ; uniform grey - sea; A - Å vatsmarkbreen, C - Comfortlessbreen, 
U - Uversbreen ,  Ko - Kongsvegen, Kr - Kronebreen . 
Conclusions 
No mass balance data are avai lable for Å vatsmarkbreen and Comfortlessbreen. 
Assuming that the mass balance gradient i s  similar to the average for Kongsvegen and Austre 
Brøggerbreen, it would seem that the flow velocity of Å vatsmarkbreen and Comfortlessbreen 
is slower than the balanee flux. This may be an indication of unstable flow regime and surge­
type behaviour of both of them. 
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Very l i ttle i s  known about the seasonal changes in the velocity field ne ar to the fronts 
of the Svalbard tidewater glaciers . The only avail able data, those for Kongsvegen (Voigt, 
1 979) and Hansbreen (Jania, 1 988 ;  Vieli et .  al . ,  2002) ,  show that velocities measured in April 
are only about half those of the active calving season (July-September) . In respect of 
Å vatsmerkbreen and Comfortlessbreen,  the data presented here and a know ledge of the 
approximate height of the ice eliffs where calving takes place , make it possible to estimate 
their calving flux . Mass loss due to calving amounts to c. 6- 1 2% and c. 3 -7% of the summer 
balance of these two glaeiers . This proportion i s  appreciably smaUer than that ca1culated for 
Hansbreen (c .  25 %) and the relatively small losses may be explained by the rel atively slow 
ice flow during an inter-surge quiescent phase . As observed at the Kronebreen ice front,  
massive calving is  typical of the fast flowing active surge phase (cf. Lefauconnier et al . ,  
1 994) . 
Noted retreat and decrease of ice thickness in lower parts of glaeiers , when their higher 
accumulation areas are thickening, support conelusion that an unstable mass transfer is  a 
characteristic feature of all the l arge polythermal glaeiers in  NW Spitsbergen .  
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Introduction 
One of the principle aims of using sate l l ite imagery for glacier studies i s  the identification of 
various surface types on the glacier surface and to monitor their extent and variations of severaI 
years . Changes in the mass balance of a particular glacier wil l  resul t  in changes in ex tent of 
those surface types .  We are using synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images from ESA' s ERS 
satel l i tes for our studies. In contrast to optical images, the radar signal  in the microwave region 
( 5 . 3  GHz) al l ows observat ions during c loudcover and night-t ime conditions .  It i s  also 
unaffected by the dry winter snow cover, detecting the end-of-summer surface during the entire 
win ter in  Svalbard . 
Study area and data acquisition 
Kongsvegen glacier i s  l ocated in the 
Kongsfjorden area in  Svalbard (Figure 1 ) .  In 
Apri l 1 999 and 2000 we col lected shallow 
ice cores (ca. 50 cm), besides conducti ng 
regular mass balance measurements. From 
structural analysis we determined if a 
particular ice core consi sted of glacier ice, 
superimposed ice or fim .  In addition , we 
acquired ERS SAR images for every winter 
between 1 99 1  and 2002. The SAR images 
were calibrated, geocoded and 
terraincorrected as described in Konig et al . 
(2002).  
Analysis and Discussion 
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Figure l :  The study area. COTe locations are marked 
on Kongsvegen .  
The Kongsvegen SAR images for 1 999 and 2000 can be seen in Figure 2 .  All  our winter images 
show three distinct zones on the glacier surface .  From earlier studies we can infer that the high 
backscatter zone corresponds to fim ,  while the low backscatter area corresponds to glac ier ice. 
The nature of the medium backscatter zone on Kongsvegen, however, i s  not obvious at first. 
Figure 2 indicates the locations were ice cores were taken on Kongsvegen . The symbol at each 
location marks the type of glacier surface we encountered . Comparing  the results from the 
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Figure 2: ERS-2 SAR i mages from Kongsvegen from from May I S' , 1 999, and February 24'\ 2 000. S i tes,  where ice  core 
anal ysis  indicated presence of glacier ice ( marked with a circle) coi ncide wi th an area of comparabl y l o w  backscatter. 
Superi mposed-ice core sites (ma"tked by a tri angle) coi ncide with an area of med i u m  backscatter, and fi rn core-si tes 
(marked by a squ are) coinci de with an area of h igh backscatter. Note the highly crevassed tongue of the fast-fl owing 
Kronebreen (upper left corner) giving h i gh backscatter. See Fi gure I for geographic  i n formation and complete l abel l ing of 
each core s i te. The SAR i mage data was provi ded by the European S pace Agency (© ESA 2000). 
core analysis with the SAR images, we find a 
striking correlation : 
1 )  Areas with high backscatter correspond 
to the fim area. This confirms the results 
by Engeset et al . (2002), who concJuded 
the same comparing SAR images from 
Kongsvegen with ground radar data. 
2) Areas with low backscatter correspond 
to the glacier ice area. 
3) Areas with medium backscatter, final ly ,  
correspond to  the superimposed ice  area . 
The question arises why these three surface 
types each  have their own distinct backscatter. 
Figure 3 shows a core from each area, showing 
the distinct structure of each surface type. The 
various crystals in the fim will reflect much of 
the incorning SAR signal back to the sensor, 
thus resulting in a high backscatter. The glacier 
ice is very cJear and wil l  not refIect very much 
of the SAR signal , thus resulting in low 
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Figure 3 :  Photographs of representative ice  cores from the 
fim area, superimposed ice area, and the glacier ice area on 
Kongsvegen . The average backscatter and corresponding 
core s i tes are l i sted. 
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backscatter. The superimposed ice core has layers cons ist ing of very l arge air  bubbles ,  as wel l  
as layers with many small  a ir  bubbles .  We bel ieve that  i t  i s  the a ir  bubble content in  
superi mposed ice that resuIts in  a h igher backscatter compared to glacier ice . A more detai led 
discussion on this can be found in Kon ig  et al . (2002) .  
Backseatter Analysis 
We have now identified the three zones  v is ib le on SAR images .  As a next step we analyze the 
backscatter characterist ics of each zone ,  which eventual ly  wi l l  a l low u s  to c 1ass ify and moni tor 
these zones over severaI years . Thi s work is i n  progress and bel ow we present the fi rst resuIts of 
our analys is .  
For the backscatter analys is ,  we examine the SAR backscatter a long the centre l ine  of the 
glacier, fol lowing the core l ocations marked i n  the 1 999 image in  Figure 2 .  Resul t s  from an 
analysis  of variance (ANOV A) show that the three zones can c1 early be d istingu i shed.  However, 
even though each of the zones has a d i st inct range of backscatter values ( see Figure 3), an 
ANOV A further shows that the backscatter distribution for a part icu lar zone is not the same for 
different years . This  means that the backscatter value for each zone needs to be determined 
newly each year. 
Figure 4 analyses the separabi l ity of the three backscatter zone .  Hi stograms from 1 997  to 2002 
show the backscatter fal l ing into three d i st inct c 1asses. Between 1 992 and 1 996, the boundaries 
are not so c1ear. Apply ing a simple fi l ter (Davis ,  1 986) to the centre l ine  backscatter, however, 
detects the boundary between zones  in all years (see the peaks in  the graphs to the left in Figure 
4) .  For the glaeier ice/superimposed ice boundary in Figure 4, the peak i s  sharper for 2000, 
whi le  the broader peak for 1 995 i ndicates a comparably more transit ional boundary .  
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Figure 4: The graphs  to the left show the SAR backseatter along the centreline of Kongsvegen. Peaks along the 
second, h orizontal l ine indicate boundaries detected by a si mple filter. The h istograms to the ri ght show three peaks 
for each of the three zones in 2000, while in 1 995 two of the zones (superi mposed ice and fim) do not separate so 
cIearly. 
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Future plans and conclusions 
We were able to show that SAR detects glacier ice, superimposed ice and fim as three distinct 
zones.  Superimposed ice appears distinct in the SAR images due to its differing  air bubble 
content .  SAR backscatter is  s ignificantly different for the three zones, which can be separated 
c learly on the SAR i mages. This wi l l  allow image cIassification and monitoring of these three 
zones for assessing glacier mass balance from space. We plan to continue the backscatter 
analysis in more detai l and then proceed to image classification over larger areas. Figure 5 
indicates how such a classified image may look l ike. Having yearly images as in Figure 5 will 
show trends and changes within the l ast 1 0  years . This  wil l  enable us to tel l ,  if  any of these 
changes are related to changes in mass balance as observed in the field . 
.. 
Figure 5 :  A test i mage, showing an ini ti al c1 assi fication attempt. White areas indi cate non-glaci ated areas and ocean, I ight­
grey areas fim,  bl ack areas superimposed ice and the darker grey areas glacier ice. Note that this i s  a test  i mage, containing 
severaI areas with incorrect assignment of cIasses. 
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1 .  Introduetion 
Glacio-meteorological measurements have been performed on the glaeier Kongsvegen , 
Svalbard since 2000. Th i s  work was done within the ICEMASS project ,  whose focus was on the 
mass balanee of Arctic glaeiers, and in c lose cooperati on with the Norwegian Pol ar Institute . 
Knowledge of the regional d i stribution of the meteorological parameters i s  a bas ic  i s sue in mass 
balanee modell ing, besides being of in terest for other d iscipl ines as wel l .  Corresponding data 
are essential ly usefu l  for the parameterisation of atmospherie and glaciological model s as well 
as for the validation of their output .  Related aspects conceming glaeiers in the Kongsfjorden 
area have been addressed by Lefauconnier et al . ( 1 999) and Jan ia  et al ( 1 996) . The in terpretat ion 
of ice cores and sate l l ite data i s  another i ssue i n  this  context (Konig et al . ,  200 1 ) . 
However, the remoteness of the h igh arctic interior and the harsh measurement conditions 
of ten means that there are seldom suitable data, apart from a few coastal synoptic  weather 
stat ions (Forland et al . ,  1 997) . Interpolat ion of observat ional data from these stat ions is of ten 
used instead, but it is wel l  known that the success of th i s  method is l imited due to effects of the 
complex topography of S valbard and the associated modifications of the l arge-scale 
meteorological fields (Skeie and Gronas, 2000) . The vary ing surface conditions ( sea, tundra, 
snowlice) induce specific  boundary l ayer proeesses as additional ly compl icating factors . 
Combin ing our meteorological data from permanent automat i e  weather stations at the 
Kongsvegen glaeier with NY-Ålesund rout ine meteorological data contributes some new aspects 
to the above topics .  
2. The data 
The measurements started in  April 2000, and have been gradual ly extended since then . By 
now, the measurement network comprises four  automatie weather stat ions (A WS) that are 
located along the flow l ine  of the Kongsvegen glaeier (Figure 1 ) .  At this writing, A WS4 and 
A WS9 have not yet been downloaded since their installation in Apri l  2002, so the current 
analysis  i s  restricted to a sub-period with consistent data at stations A WS l and A WS6.  
A WS6 i s  designed as a ful l  energy budget station measuring temperature, humidity, wind 
speed, wind direction at a nominal height of 2.5m above the surface,  as well as the short- and 
longwave radiation components ,  snow height and snow temperatures .  Thi s  al lows for in -depth 
investigations of the seasonal evolution of the mass and energy budget of the l oc al snow pack, 
which will not be considered here . A WS6 is located at about the elevation of the equi librium 
l ine of the Kongsvegen glaeier. The remaining A WSs measure temperature, wind speed and 
wind direction, and thus wi l l  yield information on the temperature and wind conditions at 
different e levations along the glac ier. Their locations cover a height range of 1 73 m a . s . 1 .  (at the 
tongue of the glaeier) up to 865 m a . s . 1 .  (at Kongspasset, the h ighest poin t  of the glaeier) .  All  
sensors were calibrated before fieldwork ;  the data are stored at one-hourly intervals and 
downloaded during maintenance of the stations once or twice a year. The stations perforrned 
remarkably weU in view of the difficult measurement conditions, e .g .  with respect to the 
formation of rime that is  of ten experienced in these areas . However, there are a few gaps in the 
records, which were mainly due to failure in power supply .  In addition, the quality of some data 
is  suffering from the known constraints on unattended measurements (e.g. non-ventilated 
temperature sensors or changing height above ground). 
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Figure 1 Topographic map of the Kongsfjorden area and the position of the automatie weather 
stations at Kongsvegen glader. 1) NY-Ålesund, (1 1m) 2) A WS1(1 71m) 3) A WS4(420m) 4) 
A WS6(543m) 5) A WS9(865m a.s. l.)  
3. A A WS6 year-round climatology 
Table 1 i s  a compi l ation of year-round meteorological data as measured by A WS6 (Apri l 
2000 through September 2'00 1 ,  543 m a .s . l . ) .  In a glac iological context, A WS6 i s  of special 
interest for representing the conditions at the average elevation of the equil ibrium l ine on 
Kongsvegen . This  site i s  characterised by almost balanced net radiation and an overall humid 
regime, which can be attributed to the relative proximity of the glacier to the sea. The average 
wind speeds are on order 5 m s' ) , though hourly gusts in excess of 1 5  m s' ) have been recorded 
during the frequent storms . Annual air temperature is - 1 0.5°C, with fairly constant summer 
temperatures around DOC and a more variable winter temperature regime which can incIude 
large day-to-day changes,  varying as much as 35°C in some cases . The former can be attributed 
to the stabi l  is ing influence of the melt ing ice surface;  the l atter is due to the vital synoptic 
disturbances enforcing a periodic break up of the otherwise persistent radiation inversions.  
month 2000/2001 air ternperature relative humidity wind speed net radiation 
'C % ml. Wm · z  
4 · 1 8 . 5  7 3  4 . 2  · 1 0.2 
5 · 9 . 7  8 1  4 . 6  1 1 . 8  
6 · 3 .4 83 3 . 3  27.0 
7 ·0.3 90 3 . 5  3 5 . 0  
8 · 1 . 9 89 3 . 5  1 4 . 3  
9 · 4 . 8 4 . 4  · 1 . 6 
1 0  · 4 . 2  5 . 2  · 7 . 6  
1 1  · 1 0. 1  4 . 6  · 1 . 5 
1 Z  · 1 8 . 2  5 . 9  · 1 6 . 1  
l · 1 5 . 2  6 . 1  · 1 6.0 
2 · 1 6. 0  5 . 5  · 1 6. 3  
3 · 2 3 . 1 4 . 7  · 1 0. 9  
4 · 1 8 . 8  4 . 2  · 5 . 4  
5 · 9 . 6  8 3  4 . 5  1 3 . 1  
6 · 2 . 6  8 6  3 . 8  49.0 
7 ·0.2 8 9  2 . 8  5 5 . 9  
8 ·0.6 90 3 . 9  2 7 . 9  
9 · 1 .7 94 5 . 6  9 . 3  
annua' (5·4) · 1 0.5 86.0 4.6 I . l  
Table 1:  Mean monthly values of temperature, humidity, wind speed and net radiation at the 
location of A WS6, Kongsvegen glader. The annual values refer lo transition between dark and 
sun light season (May 2000- April 2001). 
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Figure 2a shows h istograms of the measured wind directions at A WS6. Their annual 
distribution is characteri sed by two pronounced peaks fol lowing the overal l orientation of the 
glacier (Figure 1 ) .  This  pattern shows alm.ost no seasonal different iation throughout the year. 
The most frequent south-easterly directions reflect a prevalence of down-sloping, i . e .  locally 
induced, glacier winds, which during winter especial ly are certainly modified by synoptic winds 
f10wing over the Kongspasset gap . Thi s  is  supported by comparison with data that are 
simultaneously measured by the Ny-Ålesund radiosondes at the same elevation as A WS6 (925 
hPa, Figure 2b) . The sec ond peak with up-sloping northwesterly winds may be associated with 
synoptic winds from that direction, where topographical ly  induced channell i ng  effects might 
play a role too . S imilarly,  the minor peaks from the northeast and southwest are probably due to 
cross-winds f10wing through topographic gaps in the upper Kongsvegen area.  As a further 
comment on the regional ( vertical) wind direction pattern, a general sh ift from near-surface 
easterly to upper-ai r  westerly winds may be noted , which is accompanied by increasingly flatter 
distributions (Figure 2d) . The latter gives another indication of di stinct topographic influences 
on the regional wind regime . 
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Figure 2 Mean annual relative wind direction frequencies (May 2000-ApriI 2001) for: a) A WS 6; 
b) Ny-Ålesund 92ShPa; c) Ny-Ålesund surface; d) Ny-Ålesund SOOhPa (radios ondes, 12UTC). 
4. On the regional temperature gradients 
Knowledge about the air temperature at glacier sites is of basic interest in ablation modell ing 
or in relationship to ice temperature profiles.  For example, Jania et al . ( 1 996) modelled the 
formation of superimposed ice at Svalbard glaciers by comparing measured ice temperatures 
with estimated annual air temperatures, while Lefauconnier et al . ( 1 999) used positive degree 
days from meteorological data obtained at Ny-Ålesund to estimate ablation for severai glaciers 
in the area. 
In this context too, our data are useful for checking or improving the inherent assumptions 
on the height-dependence of temperature. Combining consistent data from two glacier sites and 
from Ny-Ålesund, Table 2 is a compilation of the mean monthly vertical temperature gradients 
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during summer 200 1 . As to be expected, the result ing values bracket the moist and dry adiabatic 
temperature gradients, with the l arger values along the coastal section (NA-A WS) and the 
smal ler on es along the glaeier section (A WS6-A WS 1 ) . In interpret ing the gradients, it is 
important to remember that they do not resemble free atmosphere (vertical) gradients ;  rather, 
they are of a composite nature (horizontal and vertical) ,  and depend on the horizontal distances 
and correspondingly changing surface conditions .  Thus, the large temperature difference 
between Ny-Ålesund and A WS 1 must be largely attributed to specific  boundary-layer effects 
due to the respective location of these stations at the open sea and on the glacier. Naturally ,  this 
effect i s  most pronounced in  the central summer months .  Fol lowing the s lope along the ice 
surface of Kongsvegen at the other hand (A WS 6 -A WS J ) , the temperature d ifferences are less 
pronounced and less variable .  Thi s  can be attributed to the moderating effect of the underlying 
ice that is almost continuously melt ing at both sites . Accordi ngly, these gradients tend to 
increase towards spring and auturnn , times for which mel t  at  the upper station i s  less probable 
than at the tongue of the glacier. The NY-Ålesund-A WS6 temperature gradients approach the 
dry adiabatic value (-0.9°C/ l OOm), which is quite di fferent from the true free atmosphere 
temperature gradients that were s imultaneously measured by the Ny-Ålesund radiosondes (-0.53  
°C/ 1 00m) . Former studies on the  temperature regime of Kongsvegen assumed validity of  -
0 .6°CI l OOm (Jania et al . ,  1 996), whereas our data do not confirm the val idity of using such 
gradients in a glacial sett ing. 
NA-AWS! Na-AWS6 AWS 6·! 
May -0 .68 -0 .93 - 1 . 03 T / I OOm 
June -0.60 -0.74 -0.80 "C l 1 00m 
J uly -2 .23  - 1 .04 -0.5 1 °C I 1 00m 
Aug - 1 .75 -0.9 1 -0.54 "C l 1 00m 
Sept -0.93 -0.90 -0.89 T I l OOm 
summer 2000 - 1 .24 -0.90 -0.75 T / l OOm 
Table 2 Mean monthly temperature gradients along various transects in the 
Kongsfjorden/Kongsvegen area. 
5. Further perspectives 
Future studies wi l l  also incIude data from two additional weather stations that are have be en 
operating since Spring 2002 . Thi s  will expand current knowledge on the regional and temporaI 
vari abil ity of the basic meteorologicaI parameters (incIuding solar and long-wave radiation), and 
wi l l  also allow for more detailed, process-oriented studies on for, example ,  the interaction of 
synoptic winds with topography or other wind systems. New effort should probably be put into 
achieving bet ter information on regional precipitation pattems, which are not very well known, 
especial ly  during summer, and yet are of equal importance for the various glaciological 
applications.  
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Introduction 
The Hydrology department at the Norwegian water resources and energy d i rectorate (NVE) i s  
the national inst i tute for hydrology in  Norway . NVE i s  operating  hydrometric stations for 
mapping and supervis ing the water resources in the country . For any u ser of fresh water, e .g .  for 
energy producers, water suppl iers and so on, the knowledge of the avai labi l ity and quant i ty of 
fresh water and i ts  di stribut ion in  t ime and space is essent ial .  Long term observations of 
d i scharge forms the bas i s  for evaluat ions of runoff fluctuat ions and trends .  In addit ion, the 
rivers are feeding fjords and sea with fresh water and they are the carriers of material l i ke 
suspended load, chemical solutions ,  humus, debris ,  pol lutions and so on . S ince most 
measurements of ri ver transported material i s  done by taking samples of the concentrat ion of the 
material in the river, est imates of the total volume of suspended and d i luted material i s  
dependent on runoff data .  
NVE and i ts  predecessors have been responsible for operat ing water stage / water d i scharge 
stat ions in mainland Norway for more than 1 50 years . Also, the Directorate maintains the 
Norwegian hydrologic database, including data from stations operated by other i nst i tutes, by 
regulators, energy producers and others . 
Hydrometric stations in Svalbard 
In 1 989 NVE included stations in Svalbard in  the hydrometric station net work . In th i s  year the 
station at Bayel va nearby Ny-Ålesund was establ i shed. Since then other stat ions were 
establ i shed, four near Longyearbyen, and two more in the NY-Ålesund area, see table l .  
T bl 1 NVE t r a e s s a JOns 
Station 
Ny-Alesund area 
400. l Bayelva 
400.3 Tvill ingvatnet 
400.4 Londonelva 
Lon�yearbyen area 
400.5 De Geerdalen 
400.2 Isdammen 
400.6 Steintippdalen 
400.7 Endalselva 
f t t or wa er s age / t d '  h wa er Ise arge 
Drainage Glacier Number of 
area, 1un2 area, % years with 
eomplete 
diseharge data 
30.9 55 12 
0.36 O 4 
0.70 O 6 
79 . 1 1 0  I l  
34.4 l 7  3 
3 . 8  O 7 
28 .8  20 6 
Additional 
parameters 
Sediment transport,  bed 
l oad, water temperature 
Water extraction, 
water temperature 
Sediment transport , 
water temperature 
Sediment transport, 
water temperature 
Sediment transport 
Water temperature 
Sediment transport, 
water temperature 
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A hydrometric station normally monitors water st age at a si te where there i s  a fixed and 
persistent relationship between water stage and water discharge . The observation interval varies 
from 1 5  minutes, or shorter, in  smal l catchments up to one hour in large catchments . Data are 
stored as water stage, both with a fine t ime resolut ion and as dai ly means .  B y  using a rating 
curve for the station, the water stages can be transformed to discharge in  m3/s . These data can 
then be transformed further on to water volumes, e . g. m3 i n  a day or in  a month , or to specifi c  
runoff, e . g .  Ils km2, that i s  di scharge per un i t  area. In  water balance studies ,  the runoff i s  usual l y  
expressed a s  mi l l imeter per t ime uni t .  
Some of NVEs hydrometric stations are established for short term studies ,  whi le  the purpose for 
other stations are long term observations .  Of the hydrometric stations in Svalbard , the stations in  
Bayelva and De Geerdalen are reference stations, where the observations are supposed to  
continue for long t ime .  
The Bayelva station near Ny-Ålesund has a large part of  the  catchment covered by glaciers . The 
Bayel va river is quite typical for most rivers in  the area. Tvi l l ingvatnet, that is  l ocated in a smal l 
tributary to Bayelva,  forms the water reservoir for the Ny-Ålesund conununity . The 
observations inc1ude water stage ,  d ischarge and the amount of water extracted for water supply .  
The station in Londonelva on  the Blomstrand is land across the fjord from Ny-Ålesund i s  of 
speci al interest since the catchment i s  small and without glac iers . 
Runoff in Bayelva 
The runoff in Bayelva i s  i l lustrated in figure l .  
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Figure 1. Characteristic specific run off, Vs km2, in Bayelva in the period 1989-2001.  The 
figure shows maximum and minimum observed runofT each day during the year, and the 
median runofT, that is there are as many observations greater as less than this value. 
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Normal ly ,  the runoff in  Svalbard takes place from early lune to late September, but some years, 
runoff can occur alrcady in May and as late as in October-November, see figure l .  The 
snowmel t in the gl acier free areas is quite fast and intense. The main part of the snowmelt in 
these areas is completed by mid-Ju ly .  Then the runoff is dominated by meltwater from the 
glaciers and rainfall events . 
The snowmelt floods occur annual ly  in earJy summer. However, the h ighest floods observed are 
caused by rainfal l  in the autumn . As seen in figure 1 ,  the h ighest flood in  Bayelva, in  September 
1 990, was about twice as h igh as the second highest .  The specific  runoff as daily mean , was 
1 047 Ils km2, or 32 .4  m3/s as discharge . The peak fl ood is normally  much higher than the daily 
l 2 mean . In September 1 990, the peak flood was 44 m-/s or 1 424 11s km . 
Table 2 presents the mean month ly  and annual values for the runoff in Bayelva i n  the period 
1 990-200 1 . 
T bl 2 M a e hl ean mont y an d annua I d  t f B a a or aye va, 1990 2001 . 
Discharge Spec ific Runoff Total Portion of 
runoff runoff annual runoff 
m3/s Ils km2 mm mil l ion m3 % 
May 0.00 O O 0.0 O 
lune 2 . 3 5  76  1 97 6 . 1 1 8  
luly 5 .08 1 64 440 1 3 . 6 40 
August 3 .59 1 1 6 3 1 1 9 .6  28  
September 1 .64 53  1 37 4 .2  1 3  
October 0.07 2 6 0.2  I 
November 0.0 1 O l 0.0 O 
Year 1 .07 35 1 092 3 3 . 7  1 00 
In the period 1 990-200 1 ,  the mean annual precipitation at the meteorological station in Ny­
Ålesund was on ly  443 mm, while the mean annual runoff in  Bayelva was 1 092 mm. Thi s  low 
value for mean annual precipitation i s  due to the catch deficiencies that all precipitation gauges 
suffers from. In addi tion,  Ny-Ålesund has probably  less precipitation than any areas in the 
Bayelva catchment, since normal ly the precipi tat ion increases with rai sing elevation . The 
d iscrepancies between runoff data in Bayelva and precipitation data in Ny-Ålesund can partly 
be explained by the fact that the measurements are underestimat ing the precipitation . But in 
addit ion the mass balance on the glac iers are influencing the runoff. The glaciers are supplying 
extra water to the river in  years with a negat ive net mass balance. 
Figure 2 i l lustrates the annual runoff fluctuations 1 990-200 1 .  The total annual nmoff differs 
through the period with maximum 20 % from the mean . There are no significant trends, neither 
in annual runoff nor in monthly runoff. In lune, both the two wettest years and the two driest 
years have occurred during the last four years . Therefore, there is no tendency to e .g .  a change 
to earl ier snowmelt or greater amounts of snow as a whole in the last years . September, in  the 
last couple of years, have been quite wet, perhaps i ndicating a more humid c l imate in autumn, 
but on the contrary, the wettest September was in  1 990, i n  the beginning of the period, with 
heavy rainfall floods .  So far, the annual fluctuations in  the runoff in  B ayelva, can not be 
considered as anything  else but normal . 
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Figure 2. Annual and monthly runoff in Bayelva, 1990-2001.  
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Thi s  season, data from Bayelva has been transmitted in  real t ime to NVEs head office in Oslo. 
Data for 2002 is  shown in figure 3 ,  based on observations with intervals of 30 minutes .  
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Figure 3. Discharge, m3/s, in Bayelva, 2002 
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Introduction 
Chemical dissolution of rocks by flowing water is a major agency transforming the Earth 's rel ief 
and lowering its surface .  Global c l imate model l ing to estimate future increases of atmospheric 
CO2 requires data on chemical rock weathering rates and CO2 sequestration in g lacier-covered 
regions .  A review of chemical denudation research presented by Hodson et al . (2000) shows 
that most field monitoring  in west Spitsbergen basins  has been I imited to Ju ly-Augu st .  The only 
basins with data on solute fluxes in September are Scottbreen (Bartoszewski 1 994) and 
Werenskioldbreen (Pul ina  et al . 1 984, Krawczyk 1 994) . 
A trend to increas ing prec ipitation totals during polar summers of 1 990-2000 and ri se of 
September mean monthly air temperatures above O°C calls for conducting denudation research 
in thi s  period, earlier considered to be the end of the ablation period, with only smal l outputs as 
dissolved loads .  
Research was undertaken in the Bayelva basin ,  which has an area of 3 1  km2 and includes two 
glaciers, Austre Brøggerbreen and Vestre Brøggerbreen .  Earl ier chemical denudation rates were 
obtained by Repp ( 1 979, 1 988) for the period 1 974 - 1 978  and Hodson et a l .  (2000) for 1 99 1  and 
1 992.  
Methods 
Discharge was recorded at the NVE station (BA YEL V A - 400. 1 )  s i tuated near NY-Ålesund.  
Water samples were taken by CISCO automatic sampler every 8 hours (at  00 :00, 8 : 00 and 
1 6 :00) in the period August 26 - September 1 0. The first set of 24 samples was taken to the 
laboratory on September 2 and fil tered immediately using pre-rinsed filter units  and 0.45 !lm 
membrane fil ters . In the filtered samples specific electric conductivity (CC-3 1 7  conductivity 
meter) and pH (JENCO pH meter) were measured.  Sub-samples were col lected in pre-rinsed 
1 00 ml polyethene bottles and stored in  the dark at c. 4°C. Chemical analyses were made in the 
earth science l aboratories at the University of Si lesia, Sosnowiec . Hydrogencarbonate 
concentrations were determined by titration with HCl and a mixed indicator. Concentrations of 
chlorides, sulphates and nitrates were determined by ion chromatography, using a Metrohm IC 
76 1 ,  with Dual-an ion column, Na2C03 + NaHC03 eluent. The concentrations of Ca2+,  Mg2+, 
Na+ and K+ were determined by atomic adsorption spectroscopy (AAS) with a Solaar M6 
instrument .  Before cation analysis samples were acidified with HN03 . Concentrat ions of 
dissolved silica were determined by spectrometry using the method of reduction to 
molybdenum-blue (Krawczyk 1 996).  
Charge balance errors of analyses were in the range - 1 .6% to 2 .5%.  
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Meteorology 
The polar summer season ( i . e .  the period with mean dai ly  air temperature above O°C) in 2000 
was the longest one ( 1 47 days) recorded in Hornsund during the last 20 years (Krawczyk et a l .  
2002) .  In Ny-Å lesund polar summer started on June 1 2  and continued unti l  October 25 ,  
a duration of 1 36 days . 
The second part of this period (September-October) was warm and rainy (Figure 1 ) .  September 
was marked by mean monthly air temperature ta= 1 .0°C and precipitation total P= 1 27 . 8  mm ;  the 
h ighest rainfall occurred on September 1 4  (29.2 mm) . In October mean monthly air temperature 
was 0.7°C, and the precipitation total was even higher than in September ( 1 36 .4 mm) .  
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Figure 1 .  Mean da i ly  air temperature and precipitat ion totals i n  Ny-Å lesund i n  September - November 
2000. Data source :  National CJ i matic Data Centre , NOAA, WMO Resolut ion 40, USA 
Hydrology 
In 2000 outflow from the Bayelva catchment commenced on June 1 2 . Discharges were ceasing 
at the end of October but even in  November, due to increase of air temperature and rainfall ,  two 
small d ischarge events were recorded (0. l 5 * 1 06 m\ The highest daily discharge was recorded 
on September 14 ( 1 5 .7 m3/s) . The volume of water discharged in Bayelva in September was 
on ly  0.5 * 1 06 m3 less than in August and comparison of distribution of monthly discharges in 
total yearly discharge shows that September water volumes were only 2% less than in August 
(Table 1 ) .  
Table 1 .  Distribution o f  Bayelva discharges during the polar summer (as % o f  total discharge) 
May June July August September October November 
mean 
1 974- 1 978  1 1 7  46 34 2 O O 
mean 
1 990-200 1 O 1 8  40 28 1 3  l O 
2000 ° 1 0  47 19 17 6 1 
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The total volurne of water di scharged in  Bayelva was 27 . 1 6* 1 06 m3 (Figure 2) .  Distribution of 
discharges in 2000, in compari son with the mean from 1 974- 1 978  (Repp 1 988)  and mean from 
the 1 990-200 1 (Pettersson 2002) shows that the hydrological ly  active period in the Bayelva 
catchment became longer. The volurne of water discharged in luly and Augu st was only 66% of 
the total for he season , less then 80% recorded in the 70s . 
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Figure 2 .  Water volumes d ischarged i n  B ayelva i n  2000. 
Water chemistry 
Bayelva water samples (42) provide c hemical composition in the peri od August 26 - September 
1 0. Specific conductivity was in the range 84.0- 1 88 . 5  �S/cm, pH in between 7 .68  and 8 .24; 
ranges of ion concentrations were wide in the case of cr and sol (Table 2) .  
To extrapolate these data for the  ful l  September-October period the discharge weighted mean 
ion concentrations were calculated for the sampl ing period . The assumption was made that the 
sample collected is representat ive of the eight hour sampl ing interval and total discharge was 
calculated for the period four hours before and four hours after the sampl ing t ime .  Mean ion 
concentrations i n  September 2000 were higher by 1 .6 times (Ca2+, HC03') or even by 3 .2  t imes 
(SO/) than means obtained by Hodson et al . (2000) and Hodson et al . (2002) i n  the summers of 
1 99 1  and 1 992 .  These higher concentrations of sulphate are most probably of atmospheric  
origin, mean (v/w) sulphate concentration in  Hornsund rainfall in 2000 was 1 .0 mg/I and nss­
sulphate has reached 0.43 mg/l due to dominating S+SW directions of atmospheric c irculation 
(Glowacki, Krawczyk 2002) . 
Table 2 .  Range of ion concentrations i n  Bayelva ( in mg/l) 
TDS CaL+ Mg2+ Na+ K+ HC03' SO/- cr N03- S i02 
mm 63.5 1 1 .63 1 .99 1 .24 0.6 1 43 .9 2.96 0 .83 O 0.32 
max 1 44.0 23 .20 5 .63 8 .88 1 . 1 7 79 .3 1 9 .29 8 .79 0 .55 0.78 
Chemical denudation rates - conclusions 
Partitioning of Bayelva aqueous solutes was done for crustal , marine and atmospheric 
components, assuming that all chlorides are of marine origin, similarly as in the model proposed 
by Hodson et al . (2000) . In September and October 2000 around 6 .3 1 * 1 06 m3 of water 
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discharged from the Bayelva basin .  The total crustal load amounted 369. 1 tonnes, the 
dominating ions being hydrogencarbonate and calcium (Figure 3) .  The marine load was 
1 6 . 3  tonnes and ions of atmospheric ori gin (HC03' ,  sot, N03-) totalled 1 2 1 .7 tonnes .  Mean 
sulphate concentration in Hornsund rainfall in the pol ar summer of 2000 was used as a proxy 
for the atmospheric sulphate load. Contributions of crustal , marine and atmospheric components 
in  total solute load were 72 .8%,  3 . 2  and 24.0%. 
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Figure 3 .  Bayel va crustal ly deri ved ion loads i n  September - October 2000. Parti t ion of HC03- load was 
made for pyrite (p), s i l icate (s) and carbonate orig in of hydrogencarbonate ion .  
The chemical denudation rate in  Bayelva in September and October 2000, ( the period normally  
not  inc1uded in  Svalbard chemical denudation research) was  4 .8  m3/km2 o r  202 L+ meg/m2• 
Thi s  is 48% of denudation rate estimated by Hodson et al . (2000) for 1 99 1  and 1 992.  The 
estimated withdrawal of CO2 from the environment in September-October 2000 was 
749 kgC/km2, less than the values of 2600 - 3000 kgC/km2 a- I reported by Hodson et al .  (2000) 
in 1 99 1  and 1 992. 
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Abstract 
In it ial resu lts from a field experiment on first-year fast ice in Kongsfjorden,  Svalbard, i n  
March 2002 i s  presented . We measured surface reflectance and under-ice i rradiance covering 
the u l traviolet (UY) and visible (VIS) wavelength regions. Additional ly ,  we present model 
resul ts of wavelength-dependent transmi ttance of radiation in sea ice for various snow cover 
thickness on top of the sea ice .  
Introduction 
Optical properties of sea ice have interested researchers for severaI decades (e .g .  Langleben, 
1 968 ; Perovich, 1 994) . The crucial role that Svalbard' s seasonall y  ice-covered fjords play in 
the bi ological productivity dynamics has also been discussed (e .g .  Mehlum, 1 99 1 ) . For 
example, sea ice algae survival depends on radiation penetrating the sea ice and the physical 
and chemical properties of the water below the sea ice and within brine drainage channels 
(Homer, 1 985 ; Gerland et al . ,  1 999) . In th i s  study we present data on surface reflectance and 
under-ice i rradiation acquired during a fie ld campaign in Kongsfjorden in March 2002 . AIso, 
some results from a coupled Atmosphere Snow-Ice-Ocean model i s  shown . Measurements 
were col lected in the inner part of Kongsfjorden at the west coast of Svalbard at about 79°N. 
Methods 
The optical field measurements were perforrned using a spectroradiometer (FieldSpec, 
Analytical Spectral Devices Inc. ,  Boulder, USA) that measures i rradiance in  the 350 to 2500 
nm wavelength region.  The instrument consists of three built-in separate spectrometers . In 
performing the reflectance measurements an 1 8° field-of-view adapter was used on the sensor 
that was mounted on a tripod . The surface reflectance (or albedo) is defined as the ratio 
between reflected and incident radiation (in Wm-2) .  This relationship was determined by 
means of cal ibration measurements using a halon-target reference plate . More precisely, the 
incident radiation was obtained using the reference plate with known reflectance signature 
combined with reflected radiation measured of the natural snow (or sea ice) surface (Winther 
et al . ,  1 999).  
For the under-ice measurements a waterproof extension fibre was connected to a cosine 
receptor, mounted on a swing arm, which could be operated through a hole dri l led through the 
sea-ice cover. After lowering the sensor into the dril led hole the arm was swung up 900such 
that the sensor was positioned a few cm below the sea ice and about one meter horizontally 
away from the drill hole. Consecutive measurements above and below the sea ice with not 
more than approximately l O seconds difference and selection of measurements during stable 
sky conditions leads us to neglect influence of radiation variations due to changing cloud 
conditions. Additional ly ,  we used a six-channels radiometer ("NILU-UY") with 5 VY 
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channel s and one PAR channel (400-750 nm) for under-ice measurements down to depths of 
about 7 .5 metres .  The UV centre wavelengths are 305 , 3 1 2, 320, 340 and 3 80 nm.  
Model experiments were performed us ing the  CASIO-DISORT model that t reats shortwave 
radiation in the Coupled Atmosphere Snow-Ice-Ocean (CASlO) system based on the 
DIScrete-Ordinate Radiative-Transfer (DIS ORT) method . A detai led descript i on of radiati ve 
transfer in the CASIO system, inc1uding the treatment of the interface condit ions ,  is reported 
by J i n  and Stamnes ( 1 994) . Model s imulations using 1 998 field data from Kongsfjorden 
(Gerland et al . ,  1 999) for validation can be found in Hamre et al . (submit ted) . 
Results 
Figure 1 shows i )  the average surface reflectance of repetitive measurements  on March 1 5 , 
2002 (flat curve) and i i )  the amount of i rradiance at l -meter depth relative to that at the sea 
ice-water interface ( i .e .  at O-meter depth) .  Clearly ,  the absorption in  the near infrared (NIR) 
part of the spectrum over the upper l -meter of the seawater is rel at ively small compared to at 
wavelengths corresponding to the Photosynthetic Active Region (PAR) region (400-700 nm). 
Figure 2 i I Iustrates the vertical distri bution of UY radiation over the upper 7 .5 metres of the 
seawater ( i . e . ,  under-ice radiation) . 
In Figure 3 we i l lustrate how a snow cover on top of the sea ice affects the transmittance of 
radiation through the sea ice .  Two things stand out ;  fi rst , even a very thin snow layer blocks 
out most of the solar radiation . For example, a 5 cm thick snow layer reduces the 
transmittance with a factor of approximately 1 0. Second, Figure 3 c 1early shows that more of 
the PAR radiation is  transmi tted through the snow-sea ice system than at shorter or longer 
wavelengths, especia l ly for snow depths exceeding 10 cm.  
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Figure 1 .  The plots show average surface sea ice reflectance on  March 1 5  (flat curve) and the 
relative portion of irradiance between under-ice radiance measurements at a depth of 1 meter 
compared to those taken directly under the sea ice, i .e .  at O meter depth (see text for more 
details) . 
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The latter effett i s  further exemplified i n  Figure 4 where transmittanee of radiation versus 
snow thickness i s  separated for PAR , VVA and VVB radiation , respect ive ly .  For a snow 
cover of 20 cm roughly 1 0·3 .0 ( i . e .  1 / 1 000), 1 0.20 ( i . e .  1/1 00) and 1 0- 1 8  ( i . e .  1 /63) of the 
radiation i s  transmitted through the snow-sea ice system in the UVB (280-3 20 nm), UVA 
(320-400 nm) and PAR wavelength region,  respectively. 
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Abstract 
Measurements of superimposed ice formation and snow properties as a function of the surface 
energy balance during melt-onset are presented . They were performed on Kongsfjorden between 
May 20 and lune 03 2002 . Rapid snow melt occured within 5 days and the snow cover in it ial ly 
0 .23 m thick transforrned into 0.05 m to 0.06 m of superimposed ice . Melt-onset was 
characterized by rapid changes i n  the total energy balance, which became positive throughout 
the whole day after May 27. The increased energy fluxes were main ly  caused by increases in 
i ncoming long-wave radiation due to overcast condit ions .  
Introduction 
Sea ice and snow properties change dramatically during the spring/summer transItlOn !TI 
response to a changing energy balance. This  i s  most obviously reflected by the reversal of 
temperature gradients within the snow and ice .  Before warming and melt ing resuIts in 
decreasing ice thickness sign ificantly, metamorphism and internal mel ting  within the snow 
cover take place . This leads to increasing snow wetness until mel t  water percolates down 
towards the snowlice interface,  where i t  refreezes on the surface of the colder sea ice .  This  
newly formed ice i s  called 'superimposed ice ' .  In  the  Antarctic superimposed ice can form l ayers 
of a few decimeters in  thickness .  As it contributes positively to the sea ice mass balance, it 
extends the Southern Ocean ice season and delays the overal l albedo decrease .  Further i t  
i nfluences the evolution of biological comrnunities in and under the ice .  In the Arctic 
superimposed ice i s  less important, because usual ly  melt is  much stronger and the newly formed 
ice decays quickly before the sea ice underneath also starts to mel t .  
Here we sumrnarize various measurements quantifying superimposed ice formation,  snow 
properties and t ime series of meteorological conditions like radiation and temperatures .  The aim 
was to investigate the atmospheric boundary conditions leading to superimposed ice formation, 
the results wi l l  be used to parameterize superimposed ice formation in  numerical models .  
Measurements 
Measurements were performed on fast ice 0.78 m thick covering Kongsfjorden on the western 
coast of Gerdøya (78 .96 N, 1 2 .26 E) . Snow properties l ike snow height, density, wetness and 
temperature profiles, as well as spectral albedo, were measured severaI times during daily visits 
of the site. Additional ly  ice cores were drilled to measure sea ice thickness and sal in i ty .  The ice 
cores were also used to determine the thickness of superimposed ice. 
Global and reflected short-wave radiation, incoming and outgoing long-wave radiation were 
measured to compute a radiation balance. Turbulent heat fluxes were deri ved from wind 
velocities, measured at the site, using the aerodynamic approach.  Air temperature and air 
humid it Y were registered and additionally air temperatures form Koldewey Station (Ny 
Ålesund) were used, because the temperature measurements on the ice were significantly biased 
by radiation effects. 
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ResuIts 
The observation period was characteri zed by two distinet meteorological phases with c 1ear sky 
before day 1 47 (May 27) and overeast conditions thereafter. The change is mainly represented 
by a drastie increase of incoming long-wave radiation of 70 W/m2 on day 1 47 (Figure l a) .  
Afterwards the energy balanee remained positive even a t  low sun elevation (Figure l b) and the 
partially molten snow did not refreeze again .  Hence day 1 47 demarcates melt-onset . As a 
consequence snow thickness started to decrease . Within 4 days (Figure I d) the init ial snow 
thickness of 0.23 m had reduced to 0.02 m. 
During the first two days after melt onset snow wetness increased from a mean of 3 . 3  % to 
7 . 3  %. Simultaneously the temperature at the snow/ice interface rapidly approached O De as 
shown in  Figure l e) .  The mean density increased with decreasing snow height from 
268±40 kg/m3 before day 1 45 to 366±40 kg/m3 on day 1 50. Snow grain s ize increased from 
< 1  mm in the init ial ly  dry snow to 2 mm to 3 mm on day 1 50, short ly before the snow vanished 
comp letel y .  
Increasing snow wetness lead to  the formation of  superimposed i ce  and one  day after mel t  onset 
(day 1 48) 0.025 m of superimposed ice were observed for the first t ime. The l ayer of 
superimposed ice grew up to 0.05 m to 0.06 m until day 1 5 2  be fore it began to deteriorate due to 
continued warming.  The deteriorated superimposed ice consisted of polygonal  grains  of 5 mm 
to 1 5  mm diameter forming a snow-l ike surface cover. 
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Figure 1 :  Ti me series of i ncoming and outgoi ng long-wave radiat ion (a), total energy balance (b), air 
temperature (2 m above snow surface) and snow temperature at the snow/ice i nterface (c) and thickness 
of snow cover and superimposed ice (d) as observed on Kongsfjorden fast ice .  
Figure 2 shows how warming to the melting point progressed downward through the snow pack 
towards the underlying snow/ice interface (z=O m) . At pre-melt conditions before day 1 47 the 
whole snow cover was still frozen and temperature profiles show a pronounced diumal cycle 
(Figure 2a) .  After melt-onset the negative temperature gradient has reversed and the topmost 
snow layers reach their melt ing point leading to a decrease in snow height  (Figure I d  and 2b). 
At day 1 5 1  the mel ting front reached the ice surface .  The isothermal snow mel ted rapidly,  while 
sea ice thickness increased to 0 .84 m due to upward growth of superimposed ice. Minimu m  
temperatures within the ice remained at - 1 .8 De a t  a depth o f  0.5 m until  the end o f  the 
observations .  Thi s  negat ive temperature gradient provided the required conditions for 
superimposed ice format ion at the surface . 
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Figure 2: Vertica l  snow and uppermost ice  temperature profi les  for typical l a te w i n ter (a) ,  mel t -onset (b) 
and melt  condit ions (c) .  Z=O m refers to snow/ice i nterface and the topmost d ata  poin t  is a t  snow s urface. 
Wetting and deterioration of the snow are reflected in changes of speetraI a lbedo (Figure 3) .  
Init ial ly the speetraI albedo was h igh for all wavelengths and amounted to 0 .9 unt i l  day 1 47 .  The 
increased wetness on day 1 49 Iead to reduction of the near-infrared (>900 nm) albedo to 0.55 .  
Thi s  shows that the onset of  superimposed ice formation could be  identified by  speetraI analysis 
of vis ible and infrared remote sensing data. The al bed o of the snow-free,  deteriorated surface 
was below 0.5 for al l  wavelengths .  
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Figure 3 :  Spectral albedo for typical late winter (day 1 42), melt  onset (day 1 49) and melt  conditions 
(day 1 5 1 ) . 
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The thick-section taken from an ice core dri l led on day 1 50 (Figure 4) i l lustrates the typical 
l ayering of metamorphic snow over newly forrned superimposed ice and the underlying sea ice 
(here the upper 0 .055 m of 0 .78 m are shown) .  In the photograph the 35 mm of superimposed 
ice can be recogn ized from characteristic air bubbles within the transparent ice .  These bubbles 
appear partly white, because they were fi l /ed by snow during thick-section creation .  
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Figure 4 :  Photograph of a vertical thick-section (day 1 50) showing the typical sequence of metamorphic 
snow, superimposed ice and sea ice. The scale is in  cm.  
Discussion and conclusions 
Melt-onset was init iated by increases of l ong-wave radiation due to overcast weather conditions, 
which lead to a posit ive radiation balance .  As the melt water reaches the sea ice surface, being 
colder than the freezing  point of fresh water, i t  refreezes .  As a consequence we observed that 
0.23 m of snow transformed into 0.05 m to 0.06 m of superimposed ice within 5 days .  This 
transformation process seems to be typical i f  snow begins to melt on sea ice ,  because melt water 
always percolates downwards to the ice surface where it refreezes if it cannot drain .  As mass 
conservation will apply, the final superimposed ice thickness corresponds to the initial snow 
thickness weighted by the density difference between snow and superimposed ice. 
After superimposed ice has formed above the sea ice, two alternative scenarios can occur in the 
further development, depending on the heat tlux from the water underneath . At our 
measurement site, which was characterized by its bay-like location, the positive atmospheric 
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energy balance dominated the energy flux into the ice body and forced a rapid deteriorat ion of 
the newly formed superimposed ice .  On the open fjord, sea ice undemeath the superimposed ice 
melted quicker than the superimposed ice" due to warmer water mas ses and resu lt ing h i gher 
ocean heat fluxes .  Therefore wide areas of the fjord were covered by superimposed ice wi th  no 
or only  rotten sea ice undemeath . Thi s  shows how superimposed ice format ion extends the ice 
season for some days .  
Perspectives 
We plan to perform more measurements i n  the fol lowing years to observe different mel t  
progresses under alternati ve meteorological conditions .  This  will al low to  genera l i ze the above 
statements and to parameteri ze superimposed ice formation in  numerical snow/sea ice mode ls .  
With these parameterization and wi th  the usage of remote sensing data the ro le  of  superimposed 
ice in the c1 imate system can finally be investigated. 
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Introduction 
This work is  a pilot study on using a low cost "3 filter channel" spectral d igital camera for 
monitoring spatiotemporal changes in surface reflectance during the melting season in the Ny­
Ålesund area 79° N, Svalbard . The study i s  based on images taken at regular t ime intervals ,  
radiation data obtained by a Fieldspec FR spectroradiometer, and solar radiation data measured 
at the Sverdrup Station in Ny-Ålesund . 
The Study 
During the period 23/5 2002 - 30/8 2002 a Tetracam multispectral digi tal camera was installed 
474 metres above sea leve! at the Zeppel in Mountain Research Station, approximately 2 km 
from the Ny-Ålesund settlement .  The camera has been taking an image automatically every day 
at noon (and at 1 0-minute interval s on a single day), making up a time series of spectral imagery 
at high resolution - in both space and time. The aim of the study is to use these images for 
surface c 1assification and change detection . These results can then be used for further modell ing 
in  connection with surface energy balance studies. In order to make this  possible a 
comprehensive work of calibration experiments are being performed .  
Data to be  used for the experiments have been col lected during two field campaigns - one in  
mid May before extensive snowmelt began , and  one at the end of  Junelbeginning of  July, where 
large vegetated areas and bare-soil areas were free of snow. The first campaign was initiated as 
a testing  ph ase, where the camera was set up and adjusted to the prevai l ing l ight conditions and 
the first measurements of spectral reflectance for snow/ice, and grave l were performed. 
Additional ly ,  a number of geographical positions were measured at different locations 
throughout the terrain, using GPS . These data are going to be used for orthographic rectification 
of the images (Hinkler et al . 2002) . An orthographic image has the same scale throughout the 
whole image, which ensures correct estimations of the size of the different surface types .  During 
the second campaign , the spectral properties of additional surface types (vegetation, dark 
organic matter, and water) were measured . Furthermore, surface reflectance was tested for 
different view angles  using both the spectroradiometer and the camera. 
At the time of writing, image data have been compared to incoming global radiation, solar 
azimuth angle and measurements of spectral reflection for snow (Winther et al . 1 999) . 
Figure l i s  an example of a spectral i mage of the Ny-Ålesund area, and it i s  created as a false 
colour composite from the red(B), green(G) and near infrared(R) channels of the camera -
similar to e.g. Landsat TM ch.  2, 3 ,  and 4 .  The brightness of a given image - or Digital Numbers 
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Figure O. False colour compo�ite of the Ny-Ålesund area obtained from the automatic speetraI digi tal 
camera. Disti net surface types that have been speetral ly investigated are indicated in the image . 
(DN) are very sensitive to the amount of incoming solar radiation as well as the angular 
direction to the Sun (solar azimuth) . These relationships are i l lustrated for red and near infrared 
in figures 2(a,b) . The figures show the average DN' s  for snow and vegetation at 1 0  minute t ime 
intervals during a period of 26 hours (28/6 - 29/6) .  The figures reveal that image brightness is 
correlated to the global radiation and that the correlation i s  most s ignificant at visible 
wavelengths .  The cameras orientation i s  a lmost directly to the north . Consequently, when 
sunlight comes from northem directions during the night, image data become unusable for 
caIculation of values related to the physical properties of the different surface types . This i s  due 
to strays of l ight reflected directly into the camera lens .  Therefore i t  is i mportant to emphasize 
that the cameras orientation must be in the direction away from the Sun at capture t ime.  In 
figures 2( c ,d) the rel ation between global solar radiation, red,  and near infrared DN' s, 
respectively is  shown (due to azimuth problems, data obtained during the time around midnight 
have been excIuded) . Figures 2(c,d) also illustrates that the cameras response is  very sensitive to 
the adjustment of the cameras diaphragm according to the present l ight conditions .  During this 
study i t  has been attempted to adjust the diaphragm to cover l igh t  conditions varying from 
bright cIear skies to overcast conditions .  To avoid saturation on cIear days ,  the diaphragm has 
been set at a relatively high level . Thus,  on days with l imited amounts of sunlight, images will 
be relatively dark, which reduces the dynamic range of the given image significantly. From the 
figures, i t  can be observed that at the current diaphragm-settings requires min imum 300-400 
wm-2 global radiation in order to be able to obtain different  calibrations for different surface 
types (fitted data range : 400 wm-2 and up) . 
In Figure 3 daily values (20/5 - 30/6) of the cameras red channel for the snow region are plotted 
against global radiation measured at the recording time. A visual examination of the images 
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Figure 1 .  Image DN' s for d i fferent surface types i n  re l a t ion  to global rad i a t ion .  
shows that at Iow levels of incident sol a r  radiation i t  i s  possible to distinguish c louds from snow 
and at h igher levels i t  is possible to separate new and old snow.  
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Figure 1. Camera DN' s  (red channel,  snow region) plotted against global 
radiation, based on daily images captured during the period 20/5 - 30/6. 
A classification test 
including four different 
surface types was 
performed . The test i s  
based on red and near 
infrared DN' s selected 
from a t ime span (28/6, 
1 0 :00- 1 6 :00) with 
relatively uniform 
radiative conditions . 
Figu re 4 shows that for 
this time span the 
different surface types 
can be easily separated, 
however if data are 
obtained under more 
varying conditions the 
picture gets more 
complicated . To solve 
this task further work 
must be put in  the 
development 
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of the necessary calibration routine .  
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The Normal ized Difference Vegetation 
Index (NOVI) i s  the most commonly used 
remote sensing-based index for detection of 
the greenness of vegetation (amount of 
chlorophyll and development of cel l ­
structure in plants) . The index is  defined : 
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Figure 2. NDVI- index for different surface types ,  
deri ved from i mage data obtained 28/6 -2002 . 
NDVI = NfR - RED NfR + RED 
The values of the i ndex range between - l  
and l .  Values above approximately 0. 1 
usual ly indicate that a certain amount of 
chlorophyll i s  present. Snow has a weaker 
reflectance at nearinfrared wavelengths than 
at visible wavelengths .  Therefore snow­
NOVI usual ly is  well below zero. Figure 5 
indicates that data have the potential for 
monitoring greenness during the growing 
season , and that snow and vegetation can be 
easily separated from gravel and dark 
organic matter, using this index . 
Gravel and dark organic matter have NDVI 
values of the same order of magnitude and 
can difficult to separate using the NDVI. To 
solve this other methods based on absolute 
ON-values must be introduced. 
Final Remarks 
The Tetracam spectral digital camera offers 
the possibi l ity to monitor spectral surface 
changes at h igh temporai and spatial 
reso]ution, however some technical 
difficulties regarding the adjustment of the 
cameras diaphragm and automatie exposure time have to be so]ved. Further work must be put 
in to developing cal ibration routines based on sol ar radiation data; and a comprehensive analysis 
of spectral image data versus spectroradiometer data sti l l  needs to be performed .  
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The heat exchange governeel by raeli at ion of the atmosphere and t h e  underl yi n g  
surface (ocean , s e a  i c e ,  s n o w  cover o n  l an d  a n d  glaci ers) i s  an i mport a n t  
componen t  o f  t h e  Arctic cl im ate syste m .  In Eart h ' s  pol ar regions ,  the  change of 
the radi ation ch aracteri s t ics  of the atmosphere and the u n derl yi n g  su rface 
i n fluences the cli matic coneli t ion s  more t h an i n  any other p l ace  of  the gl obe . Thi s  
i s  pri mari ly  due  to s i g n i ficant  seasonal albedo changes of the  aforement ioned 
surfaces.  The development of l arge-scal e  motions i n  the atmosphere also depends 
on the energy exchange i n tensity including the radi at ion exchange with the 
underlying surface .  The short-wave sol ar radi ation unl ike the i nc omi n g  long-wave 
radi at ion i s  not fu l l y  absorbeel by the surface penetrat ing  to the l ower l yi n g  snow 
an d ice l ayers . I ts  penetrati n g  action determines the change i n  thermal physical , 
radi at ion and physi c al -mech anical propert ies of the se  med i a .  D a t a  on the 
rad i at ion-thermal physical propert ies  of snow are necess ary to i mprove 
parameteri zation of the snow-ice cover mel t ing processes i n  modern thermal­
dynamic mode l s  of sea i c e  and  land gl aci al covers .  A nu mber of Russian studies 
carri ed ou t on West S p i tsbergen in  recent ye ars were devoted to th is  problem , 
including the s tudies  of snow cover and permafrost i n teraction under the 
coneli tions of the archipel ago ( Krass and Merzliki n ,  1 98 7 ,  Osokin  and J i dkov,  
1 999) . H owever, i n  the aforementioned s tudies  there i s  no assessment  of the 
consistency between the proposed models and the real meteorol ogical  condi t ions .  
Such an assessment i s  necessary both to check the performance of e ach speci fi c  
model and for compari son o f  the possibi l i t ies  o f  different  models .  
Duri n g  the AARI expedi t ion i n  the vici ni ty o f  B arentsburg settlement (West 
Spi tsbergen) in M ay 2002 , a complex of observations of the radi ation thermal­
physical characterist ics  of the snow cover and the rel ated meteorol o gi c al parameters 
of the surface l ayer was u ndertaken . Air temperature and rel ative humi dity, wind 
speed and direction and atmospheric pressure were measure d .  Cloudiness,  weather 
conditions and the state of the snow cover surface were est imated visual ly .  
Simultaneously,  observations of the snow cover characteri st ics were conducted .  The 
snow cover thickness ,  structure and density were estimated and vertical  profiles of 
solar radi ation penetrat i n g  the snow strata (elescending and ascend i n g  fluxes) and 
snow temperature were measure d .  In additi on , observations of the conductive heat 
fluxes  in the snow strata anel snow surface albedo were carried out .  
Based o n  t h e  experimental data obtained,  a mathematical m odel o f  t h e  snow 
cover thermal state evolved at the AARI was tested (Andreev and I v anov , 200 1 ) . The 
model allows us to c alcul ate the temperature profi le  in  the snow cover given the re al 
v ariability of the ambient  meteorological parameters and the radi ation-thermal 
physical characteri stics of the snow cover. 
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( 1 ) 
(2 ) 
( 3 )  
The model i s  formal ized in  t h e  form : 
cp dT = Å d
2T 
+ 
dlz . 
2 -, '  dt dz uZ 
with bou n d ary condit ion s :  
z = o  
z = h 
A dT = <P 
dz 
T( t , h) = Tz 
where t - t i m e ;  z - a vert ica l  coord i na te ;  h - snow th ickness ;  Iz - snow penetra t ing solar 
rad ia t ion : T - snow temperature : Tz - temperature at the  l o wer snow boundary ; c - heat capaci ty,  p -
dens i ty  and c - snow heat  conduct iv i ty .  
The total heat  bal anee of the snow surface eI> is represented in  the form : 
<P = F + H + LE + R 
(4) 
where F and R - short- and l ong-w ave surface radi ation bal ances ; Il and LE -
vert ical turbu lent fluxes of sensible and l atent heat. 
The short-wave surface radiat ion bal anee and snow penetrating solar radiation 
are described by the fol l owing equation s :  
F = Fo ( l - A) ( l - i O ) '  
(S)  
(6) 
e 
(7) 
where :  Fo - total incoming short-wave radiation ; A - surface albedo; lo - short-wave 
radi ation penetrating through snow surface ; io transmlSSlOn coefficient 
characterizing part of short-wave radi ation passing through the surface or a thin layer 
identified with the surface itself (Andreev and Ivanov, 200 1 ) , k - coefficient of solar 
radi ation attenuation in the snow cover . 
To determine the vertical turbulent heat and moisture fluxes ,  the integral 
aerodynamic formulas with heat and moisture exchange coefficients depending on 
atmospheric stratification in the surface air layer were used (Makshtas , 1 99 1 ) . The 
long-wave radiation balanee was ca1culated by the method specifical ly developed for 
the conditions of the Spitsbergen archipelago (Konig-Langlo and Augstein , 1 994) .  
For ca1culation of heat conductivity and heat capacity of  snow, we have used 
the expressions proposed in (Ebert and Curry, 1 993) .  The snow heat capacity i s  
presented in the form of a l inear temperature function: 
c = 92 . 8 8  + 7.364T 
(7) 
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The sriow heat conduc t i v i t y  depends  on the snow densi ty  and i n ten s i t y  of i t s  
evaporati on : 
(8)  
(T-233)  
A = 2 . 84S · ] 0 ---:? p 2 + 2 .7 . 1 0 -4 . 2 .'i 
The resu l ts  of model ca]cul at ions and data of fu] ] -scale m e asurements reveal 
that the model adequ ately simul ates the vert ical t hermal structure of the snow cover 
determined by the i mpact of ambient meteorological condi t ions (Fig .  l ) : 
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where : l - vertical d i stribution of snow density (field data); 2 - temperature d i stributi on (model ) ;  3 -
temperature d i stribution (field data).  
I - fresh snow (grain size 1 mm) 
Il - crumbly snow (2-3 mm) 
III - ice crust 
IV - crumbly snow (0.4-0 .5  mm) 
V - fim (3-4 mm) . 
The described snow cover mod el is an integral part of a one-dimensional 
thermodynamic model of the snow-ice cover developed at the AARI (Andreev and 
Ivanov, 200 1 ) . Hence, based on good agreement of experimental and ca1culated data, 
i t  can be used both to estimate freezing of small ri vers and streams typical of the West 
Spitsbergen area and the state of landfast and drifting ice in fjords .  
I l  
I I I  
IV 
V 
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STUDY OF THE RIVER AND GLA CIER HYDROLOGY OF THE WESTERN 
SPITSBERGEN 
E. Chevnina 
A rctic and Antarctic research institute, Sa int-Petersbu rg, Russia. 
The c I i m ate changes of the pol ar region h ave an effect for the qu anti tati ve and qual ity 
ch aracterist ics  of the ice  cover, an nual and month l y  freshwater fl ows . The d ata on curren t  conditions 
of environmental system are necessary to use in  models  describi n g  the fu ture conditi ons of 
h ydrological  syste m ,  besides the forecasts di stribution of temperature and precipitations fields ,  
which can be received proceedi ng from the v arious scripts of c I imate change .  In  thi s sen se Arctic 
and Antarctic Research Insti tute investi gati ons are directed on study of hydrology of the Western 
Spi tsbergen ri vers and glaciers near B arentsburg, fi rst of al l ,  on the description of the present 
h ydrol ogical  regime at the current c1imati c conditi ons .  
The i nvesti gations of the  ri vers and gl aciers of the  Western Spi tsbergen area were started in  
200 1 . T wo bas ic  obj ects of  research were chosen as result  of  thi s  works .  Fi st  of them i s  Grendalen 
ri ver catchments area .  The flow of Grend alen is  forrned on the rather l arge drai nage area (95 km2) ,  
mostly by rai nfall  a n d  melti n g  a n d  characterizes a flow m o d e  o f  t h e  basic rivers . The second object 
i s  Alde gonda ri ver catchments area, wi th the smal l drai n age area and concentrated feed at the 
expen se of melt ing of the glacier A ldegonda.  The field works were carry out at sprin g  of 2002 on 
the Grendalen and A ldegonda ri ver basi n s  to defi ne the maximal snow storage, water equivalent 
(water quantity,  whi ch i s  concentrated i n  a snow cover) on the moment  of active melting period 
begi n n i n g .  These characteri stics are the main factors, which form the spri n g  flood . The snow data 
show that the m aximal water equivalent change from 1 2 ,7 up to 44, 1 g/sm2 , on the average 2 1 , 1  
g/sm2 . Some elements of mass balance Aldegonda glacier were measured duri n g  the sprin g  
expedi tion . 
The field  program of hydrological works h as been planned for the summer (July-September) 
peri od of 2002 . It  i ncIudes the observ ations on the water l eve! ,  water discharge in v arious 
hydrological phases , solid m atters and chemical flows. Grendalen and Aldegonda river basi n s  wi l l  
b e  the m ain obj ects o f  the research . 
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Session:  Solid Earth & Marine Environm ent 
Tracy S h i m m i e l d  et a l . : Kong sfjo rd geochem istry : I n it i a l Resu lts . 
R .  Delfa n t i  et a l . : Oce a n o g ra p h ic p rocesses i n  the i n n e r  Kongsfj o rd 
( Sva l b a rd ) : m u l t id isc i p l i n a ry resu lts fro m 2 0 0 0 - 2 0 0 1 ca m pa ig n s .  
Ch ristoph  Ste i n fo rth e t  a l . : Sta b i l ity o f  VLBI  a n d  G PS refe re n ce po i nts a t  
NY-Å lesu n d .  
H-J .  K u m pe l  a n d  M a rcus  Fa b i a n :  M i cro- m ove m e nts o n  perm a frost g ro u n d  
with rega rd t o  sta b i l i ty o f  geodet ic  refere n ce po i nts .  
M .  N e g u s i n i  e t  a l . : Resu lts fro m t h e  2 0 0 0  G PS ca m p a i g n  fo r t h e  
mea s u re m e n t  of t h e  reference p o i n t  fo r the  V L B I  a nte n n a  i n  NY -Å lesu n d .  
Fra n co D e  S a n t i s  et a l . : Va l i d at ion  a n d  use  of a new d i ffus ive  sa m p le r  fo r 
ozon e  mon itori n g  i n  p o l a r tro posph e re .  
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Kongsfjord Geochemistry : Initial Results 
by 
Tracy S himmield ,  Eric Breuer, Graham Shimmield and Kenny B l ack 
Scottish Associ ation For M arine Science,  DML, Oban , Argyl l ,  Scotland 
The combined effects of net resid u al current  flow from the UK coastal waters 
(particu l arl y the Irish S e a) to the northem seas off Norway and the Arctic has resulted 
in the transportation of art ificial radionuclides,  persistent organic pollutants and 
certain heavy metal s such as Pb , Zn , Cu and Cd.  Such marine p athways h ave been 
augmented by the atmospheric Hadley cell circul ation resulting i n  concentration of 
a irbome pol lutants at h igh l atitudes .  Identifying the pathways and loadi n gs of such 
vectors remains a key challenge in northem l atitude i mpact studies .  
By an alysing sediment c ores from S v albard fresh water l akes and a Svalbard fj ord i t  
wi l l  be possible t o  identify which pathw ays,  marine o r  atmospheri c ,  are domi n ant  for 
key contaminants . 
Sediment cores from Kongsfj ord h ave been collected during a Norwegian Pol ar 
Insitute hosted EU funded Large S c al e  Facil i ty (LSF) fie ld  trip in April 2002 and 
again during a Scottish Associ ation For M arine Science (SAMS) cruise which took 
pl ace i n  June 2002 aboard the J ames Clark Ross .  The cores were collected using both 
S holkovitz and mult i - coring.  In conj unction to solid ph ase samples ,  pore waters h ave 
been extracted from the June samples  for nutrient and trace element anal ysi s .  In 
addition m ari ne transported anthropogenic contaminants , such as gasoline derived 
lead wil l  be compared with s amples collected in  l akes near N y-Alesun d ,  which are 
believed to re c ord primaril y  atmospheric transport processes .  
Along with the sediment coring SAMS benthic l ander was deployed within the fj ord . 
The benthic l ander enables in-situ measurements of dissolved oxygen i n  sediment 
pore water, which allows the calcul ation of oxygen suppl y to the sediment from 
overl ying water and the removal rate of oxygen by the sediment. 
Initial results from the Kongsfj ord will  be presented at the conference and will  include 
nutrient profiles within the water column of the fjord, down core profiles of heavy 
metal concentrations and stable Pb isotopes ,  pore water nutrient profiles  and in-situ 
micro-electrode oxygen pro fil es including depth penetration of oxygen and oxygen 
remov al rates . 
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Oceanographic  proeesses in the inner Kongsfjord (Svalbard) : 
multidisciplinary resuIts fro,m 2000-2001 campaigns. 
R.Delfanti * ,  R.Meloni O ,  c .Papucci * ,  S .Al iani 0 ,  G .Bartholini * ,  F.Degl ' Innocenti 0 , 
C.Gall iO ,  E .LazzoniO ,  R .Lorenzelli * * ,  A .Malaguti O O ,  S . Salvi * * ,  A.Zaborska* 
* 
° 
ENEA - Marine Envi ronment Research Centre ,  La Spezia, Italy 
CNR - Institute of Physical Oceanography, La Spezia, Italy 
* *  ENEA - Research Centre Brasimone, Bologna, Italy 
00 ENEA - Research Centre "E.Clementel" ,  Bologna, Ita ly 
The present knowledge on the main physical and biological characteri stics of the Kongsfjord 
ecosystem have been recently described in two review papers (Svendsen et al . ,  2002 ; Hop et al . ,  
2002) .  Few data, t i l l  now,  have been gathered on  water mass distribution and c irculation in the 
inner fjord and their rel ationship to partic1e dynarnics and sedimentation/resuspension 
processes. Multidisc ipl inary investigations have then been carried out in  September 2000 and 
200 1 in the inner part of the Kongsfjord (Svalbard) , at the glacier-sea interfaces (Fig. 1 ) , 
eastward to 1 20 E.  
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Fig. 1 - Study area 
12.5'E 
The aims were to investigate : 
I .  the extent of the mam 
oceanographic processes occurring m 
this pecul iar environment, and 
2. the possible importance of "recent" 
passage opened between Blomstrand 
and B lomstrandbreen in influencing 
the hydrographic ,  sedimentary , and 
biological processes in the inner fjord . 
Special focus was given to small-scale interactions of water mas ses with different 
characteristics, from the ice fronts to the outer fjord. About fifty CTD casts were perforrned 
both i n  2000 and 200 1 in the inner Kongsfjord, inc1uding B lomstrand passage . 
In l ate summer the intrusion of the salt y (>33psu) and warm (4.5°C) water into the inner fjord 
was vi si ble all along the Southern coast as far as Kongsvegen (Fig .  2).  The core was at about 25 
m depth . Flowing antic10ckwise along the glaciers front, the water became progressively colder 
and less saline: a layer of very cold fresh water produced by ice melting (5- 1 0  m from the 
surface) was observed, and its northward outflow was visible out of the passage between 
B lomstrand and B lomstrandbreen (Fig. 3). This surface l ayer was not present in the outer areas. 
Lenses of dense water occupied the deep inter-moraine depressions .  This hydrological pattem is 
possibly the result of the "recent" (earl y eighties) opening of the passage between Blomstrand 
and Blomstrandbreen, which activated a novel circulation regime, and likely influenced also 
sedimentation and biological proeesses in the inner part of Kongsfjorden. 
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Fig. 2 - Potential temperature, salinity and density along the showed path (Star = starting point) . 
Salt y water intrusion is at about 20 m depth and fresh water lens are close to glaciers . 
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Fig. 3 - Distribution of surface waters . Salt  y waters enter from south and fresh waters exit 
northward . 
In selected stations of the inner fjord and in a reference area in the outer fjord (FigA) euphotic 
depths, total suspended solids (TSS), chlorophyll and phaeopigments have been determined. 
The southern part of the fjord (Stations K02 and KOl )  is mainly influenced by oceanic water 
(low TSS, high values of PAR penetration and chlorophyll a) , but contributions from land are 
also evident: the presence of chlorophyll b and c, and of a lens of freshwater (evidenced by CTD 
profiles) suggest inputs from Brøgger Halvøya. In the inner part of the fjord, the melted glacier 
water is also marked by specific indexes characterising inputs of terrigenous origin :  i) 
chlorophyll b and c, which are common in  fresh water, ii) high values of suspended solids and, 
consequently, i ii )  strong attenuation of PAR penetration in the first few meters of the water 
column. The euphotic depth ranges from 1 0  to 2 meters . 
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Fig.4 - Total suspended sol ids (TSS), euphotic depths ( l  % surface Photosinthetically Active 
Radiation - PAR 400-700 nm), chlorophyl l  a ,  b and c concentrations, along the path showed in 
the map. 
The highest concentrations of total suspended solids (up to 1 00 mg dm-3) were found near 
Rundvika and Kongsvegen , while they significantly decreased in  the Blomstrand passage . Data 
deri ved from the disequilibrium 238UJ234Th indicated, in these areas, part icle fIuxes in the range 
5 to 8 g m-2 d- l and very short partic\e residence t imes in the water column (around 5 days), 
suggesting fast sedimentation regime when approaching the glacier-sea i nterface. In contrast, 
the outer fjord was characterised by lower partic\e fIuxes (2-4 g m-2 d- l )  and langer residenee 
times ( 1 2-30 days). In the sediments of the inner fjord, the low POCIPON ratios (5 to 9) 
evidenced the input of fresh organic  matter probably deri ving from zooplankton that dies by 
osmotic shock in the contact with freshwater from the glaeier outfIow. They were also 
characterised by low concentrations of organic matter, due to its d ilution into huge amounts of 
inorganic partic\es. The si l l  connecting Gerdøya to Lovenøyane seems to act as a trap for fine­
grained particles that are aggregating and settl ing c\ose to the glacier-sea interfaces, leading to 
preferential accumulation of sediments in  the inter-moraine depression . 
The sediment accumulation rates have been estimated by the analysis of the vertical profil es of 
2 lOpbex in sediment cores (Fig .  5) .  The sedimentation rate is highest c lose to the S outhern part of 
Kongsvegen (exceeding 1 . 8 g cm-2 il) ,  and i t  i s  one order of magni tude h igher than in the 
trough between Ny Ålesund and Blomstrand (0.2 - 0.4 g cm-2 il) ,  and two orders of magnitude 
that found « 0.02 g cm-2 i l )  i n  the outer fjord and on the continental shelf. 
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The main marine features of the late-summer situation in  the inner Kongsfjord , at  the glaeiers­
sea interface, have been preliminary del ineated . Further investigations are needed to define the 
seasonal variabi lity, and to assess the consequences of the B lomstrand passage on the inner 
Kongsfjord ecosystem. 
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Due to i ts  extreme northem location the Ny-Ålesund Geodetic Observatory plays an important 
role in global geodetic and geodynamical research .  In c lose vicinity two permanent GPS units 
and a VLBI telescope are operated routinely in global mon itoring programs by the Norwegian 
Mapping Authority .  The VLBI telescope regu larly participates in observing sessions of the 
International VLBI Service for Geodesy and Astrometry (lVS) (lYS 1 999) for Earth rotation 
studies and crustal motion investigations .  The GPS units submit their data daily to the 
International GPS Service (lGS) for s imi lar purposes and for precise orbit determination (IGS 
2000) . Both geodetic measurement platforms also provide crucial data for the establishment and 
maintenance of the International Terrestrial Reference Frame (ITRF) (Altamimi et aL 200 1 ) . 
Fi g .  I :  Ny-Ålesund VLB I telescope 
Two general requirements have to be fulfil led for successful investigations in the areas 
ment ioned above. For maintenance of the terrestrial reference frame the excentricities, i .e .  the 
3D veetors between the observing instruments, have to be determined and mon itored regularly 
at sites with multiple observing platforms in order to establish accurate links between the 
different observing teehniques on a global scale .  For global geodynamieal studies the stability 
of the observing platforms has to be monitored with high aecuracy in  order to discem local 
effects from global phenomena like erustal dynamies, e .g .  plate teetonics or crustal deformation . 
Both aims can only be reached by repeated precise loeal surveying. In order to carry out local 
measurements for the purposes mentioned above two surveying campaigns have be en carried 
out in August 2000 and 2002. 
While both, VLBI and GPS, are geodetic techniques which use microwave radiation, the 
dimensions of the GPS antenna  and the VLBI telescope which is just a direetional antenna are 
qui te different. The positions of GPS antennas are referred to the respective phase centers 
loeated centrically for the horizontal components and at a defined height for the vertical 
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component . Local measurements can, therefore, rely on a more or less direct accessibi l ity of the 
reference point .  
For a VLBI telescope the s ituation is  quite different. In geodetic VLBI the coordinates of a 
telescope are referred to the so-called VLBI reference point . Normal ly ,  th is  i s  the point where 
the azimuth and the elevation axis of the telescope intersect . However, in the case of the Ny­
Ålesund telescope they do not intersect and the reference point is  the poin t  of the azimuth axi s  
where the di stance t o  the elevation axis i s  min imal (e .g .  Nothnagel e t  a l . ,  1 995) .  Thi s  poin t  
should be  invariant to any antenna movements performed in  the  course of  the  observati ons .  
At the time of the erection of the telescope i n  1 995 a network of survey pi l l ars had be en 
installed in  the vicinity of the telescope with emphasis  on h igh stabi l i ty aspects , e .g .  thermal 
insulation and foundation on bed rock.  One of the tasks within the l ocal survey and stabi l i ty 
control project consisted of determining the coordinates of the VLBI reference point with in the 
system of the pi l lars . In addit ion, the pi l lar network is being  used to do the same with the GPS 
antennas (the analysis of this data is  stil l  underway at the t ime of this publ ication) .  
In August 2000 the first epoch coordinates of both the p i l lar control network and the VLBI as 
well as the GPS reference points were determined (Nothnagel et al . 2002) . A second epoch 
which permits a direct comparison of the resuIts under stabi l  it y aspects was observed in  August  
2002 us ing the same equipment and surveying principles . The ground network was determined 
predominantly by triangulation with Wild T2 theodolites and forced centering  together with 
Mekometer distance measurements i n  2000 plus preci se level I ing in  both years . The analysis of 
the observations did not reveal any deformations of the pi l lar network between 2000 and 2002 . 
Due to the fact that the VLBI reference point cannot be material ized directly a more 
complicated survey setup had to be chosen in order to determine its coordinates in the frame of 
the surrounding  pi l lars . When rotating the telescope in azimuth each end point of the elevation 
axis ideally describes a c irele about the VLBI reference point .  The average height of the two 
end points represents the height of the VLBI reference point .  In order to determine the reference 
point at Ny-Alesund the end points of the elevation axis were material ized by small pop rivets 
which were placed in the centri c  bores of the elevation bearings . Determining the 3D positions 
of these markers at different positions subsequently permits the computation of the VLBI 
reference point as the center of the cireles .  In order to provide sufficient redundancy the antenna 
was rotated in  azimuth angle increments of about 20· measuring  each posit ion by forward 
intersects . For full  v isibility coverage of the targets at the antenna end points three auxi l iary 
temporary survey points on tripods (#F l O0 1 ,  #Fl 002 and #Fl O03) were established augmenting 
the existing survey monuments .  The analysis of the observations was carried out with the least 
squares adjustment program PANDA (GeoTec 1 998) (cf. table l and figure 2). 
Point East [ml (J [ml North [ml (J [ml Height [ml (J [ml 
F9 1 4329 1 1 ,0 1 20 - 8763837,3288 - 77 ,0250 -
F93 432843,6420 - 8763296,2 1 80 - 78 ,2580 -
F95 43293 1 ,2995 - 8763873 ,0857 - 76,6890 -
F98 432936,3844 - 8763843,5 1 5 3  - 77, 1 030 -
F l OO l  43290 1 ,98 1 6  ±0,0004 8763870,6070 ±0,OOO3 77,9406 ±0,OOO5 
F l 002 432942,9 1 8 1  ±O,OO I O  8763883 ,884 1 ±0,00 1 O  72,0746 ±0,OOO5 
F l 003 432959,7395 ±0,OOO6 8763836,9782 ±0,OOO3 76,5306 ±0,OOO5 
Tab. l :  Topocentric Coordinates of pillars and tripods 
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Fi g .  2 :  Layout of Ny-Alesund control network 
On the ground,  pi l l ars #F9 1 and #F98 together 
with the temporary points #F l OO l ,  #Fl O02 and 
#F I 003 were occupied pairwi se with two Wi ld 
T2 t heodol ites for trigonometri c  i ntersection 
and leveI l i ng .  In 1 8  posit ions for each marker, 
hori zontal d i rect ions and zeni th distances were 
observed with both theodol i tes together with 
reference directions relat ive to one or two 
points in  the network depending on the distance 
from the current i nstrument pos i t ion .  All  
measuremen t s  were carried out  i n  double­
s i gh t i ng  in order to e l iminate col l imation errors 
and errors of the transverse axes of the  
theodol i tes .  
In the analysis the trigonometric in tersects provided hori zontal coordinates i n  the frame of the 
l ocal coordinate system. The accuracy of the points were computed with the error propagation 
l aw result ing in  errors in the horizontal coordinate components of the axi s  end points of < l mm 
RMS (Fig .  3 ) .  The height was transferred to the  tripods by  trigonometric level l ing wi th  -1  mm 
(RMS) accuracy .  
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Fi g.  3: Error ell ipses of targets in  different positions 
Under the assumpt ion that the telescope 
rotates around a central azimuth axi s , the end 
poi nts of the elevation ax i s  should describe 
c irc Jes around th i s  ax i s .  The rad i i  of the se 
c ircJes need not necessarily be identical since 
they depend on the location where the target 
markers were mounted . 
Taking the coordinates of the end points at 
d ifferent azimuth positions as inputs, two 
least squares adjustments can be performed 
sol ving for the coordinates of the centers and 
the radii  of the cireIes .  Table 2 l ists the 
coordinates and radi i  of the targets at the left 
(TL) and at the right end of the e levation axis 
(TR) . The weighted averages of the two 
material izations are taken as the final 
coordinates of the YLBI reference point in 
the Iocal system. In addition, for each of the horizontal positions the trigonometric level I ing 
yielded height values .  Averages of these were forrned to deterrnine the average heights of the 
target marks . The heights of target TL and target TR may differ sl ightly due to inaccuracies of 
the construetion of the telescope but are stil l  at  the sub-rnil l imeter leve! . 
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Target East [ml (j [ml  I North [ml (j [ml Radius [m]  (j [ml I Height [ml (j [ml 
TL 432927 ,770 1 ±O,OOO4 1 8763 860,75 1 7  ±0,0005 2 ,4903 ±0,0003 1 87,2932 ±0,0002 
TR 432927 ,77 1 3  ±0,O007 1 8763 860,7523 ±0,O007 2 ,526 1 ±0,OOO5 1 87,2930 ±0,0003 
ref. point  432927 ,7704 ±0,0006 1 8763 860,75 1 9  ±O,0003 l 87 ,293 1 ±0,000 1 
Tab. 2: Parameters of the cireles fined to the series of posi tions with their formal errors and t h e  final coordi nates in the topocentJic 
system (2002 0nly) 
Looking at the standard deviations of the individual points at different azimuth angles it can be 
stated that the measurements were carried out 
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Fi g .  4: Residu als  of height components 
with extreme preci s ion and no significant 
displacements of the VLBI telescope were 
detected over the two years (table 3) .  The least 
squares fi ts of the circles on the one h and and of 
the average of the individual height 
determinations on the other h and also provide 
external quali ty checks . 
Owing to the minimal scatter and the 1 8  individual positions contributing to the final results the 
errors of the result ing parameters (center coordinates in 3D and radii) become even small er .  
S ince the coordinates of each antenna posit ion are often determined from different pairs of 
ground positions the resulting formal errors are also a good indicator of the absolute accuracy of 
the network and the stabi l ity of the telescope and its close surroundings .  
I Target A East [ mm] A North [mm] A Radius [mm]  A Height [ mm] 
I TL -0,3 - 1 ,0 - 1 ,2 -0,4 TR 0,9 -0,2 - 1 ,6 0,0 
I ref. point 0,0 -0,7 -0,2 
Tab . 3 :  Companson of the resuIts obtained in 2000 and 2002 (Delta = 2002 - 2000) 
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Purpose of the Project 
The Norwegian Mapping Authority (NM A) is  operating a space-geodetic observatory at Ny­
Ålesund at the west coast of S valbard . SeveraI international parti es  take part in scientific 
studies being conducted at this h igh l atitude station (78 .93°  N) . The si  te i s  a cornerstone in 
the global geodetic network . 
Among other proj ects, Very Long Base l i ne Interferometry (VLBI) and quasi-continuous 
Global Posi t ioning System (GPS) surveys are being carried out to monitor c rustal motion . 
S ignificant discrepancies in  vert ical stat ion velocities have been reported from comparison of 
the VLBI data and the GPS data (Plag, 1 999) .  The reason for the di screpancies is unknown, 
but has been speculated to resu l t  from relati ve sinking of the VLBI antenna or slow upl ift of 
the GPS monument in the perrnafrost .  Quasi-continuous monitoring  of movements of the 
mountings could help to find out the reason for the different ial motion (Plag, 1 999). 
Detection of any i rregular motions would also be useful for ongoing  h igh precision gravity 
recordings that are currently conducted on the GPS monument at the observatory (Sato et al . ,  
200 1 ;  R.  Falk, pers . communication) . 
Assuming that any ground motion i s  not purely vertical ,  the requested control can effect ively 
be obtained by means of quasi-continuous t i l t  measurements e .g . ,  on the surface of the 
antenna basements .  Based on our l ong year experience in  operating  t i l tmeters and analysing 
t i l t  records (Kumpel e t  al . ,  200 1 )  we have brought three t i ltmeters of  resolution 0. 1 
microradian (20 mesca) to the place to monitor micro-movements of both the VLBI and GPS 
antenna basements and thus to assess their stabil ity over a period of about one year (one 
borehole ti ltmeter, installed in  a vertical cyl indrical steel tube, and two platform ti l tmeters ; 
Appl ied Geomechanics Inc . ,  1 99 1 ) .  Beyond the specific insights that wil l  be gained for the 
Ny-Ålesund site ,  more general aspects l ike estimates of the magnitude and variabi l ity of 
micro-movements of monuments founded in  perrnafrost ground are expected to result from 
the studies (Ny-Ålesund LSF- project NMA-57/200 1 ,  9th call) . 
Instrumental Set-up 
During our first visit (August 200 1 ) ,  a number of experiments were conducted prior to the 
final install ation of the three ti ltmeters, that is before the long term monitoring program was 
started on August 25, 200 1 .  The tiltmeter tests were helpful to identify the site-conditions for 
the instal lation . One example for the type of encountered noise i s  given in  Fig. l .  On-site 
inspection of the data series recorded during the tests has revealed the following :  
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The borehole instrument i s  the one that could best be instal l ed on the VLBI an tenna 
basement inside the antenna support frame (fixed in  a steel cy l indrical hous i ng) . The 
pl ace is not temperature control led.  
Micro-movements of the VLBI basement can effect ively be mon itored through t i l tmeters 
of the type used here . Consistent ti It signals of order 5 microradian (= 1 seca) are 
observed when the VLBI antenna i s  moved to and operated in various elevations and/or 
orientations (at negl igible wind speed ! ) .  The major part of the induced s ignal can be 
attributed to intemal bending of the concrete base ment block rather than to its incl ination 
in whole. Extrapolated to  the total diameter of 5 m of the antenna support frame on the 
VLBI basement ,  differential vert ical movements appear to amount to on ly severaI 
micrometers (approxim. 5 fA m) due to such operations (Fig .  l ) .  
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Figure 1 :  Recordings of tiltmeters tm 1 (bottom and centre left) and tm3 (top and centre right) 
during test installations on basement of VLBI antenna on Aug. 1 9, 200 1 . Tilt signals in X­
and Y -components, respectively, are induced by changing the azimuth of the VLBI antenna at 
elevation 45° above horizon and reflect deformation of the antenna basement. Numbers 1 to 9 
denote different positions of the antenna which was moved clockwise 45° every 3 minutes (sa 
that 1 and 9 are in fact identical positions) . The tiltmeters were installed equidistant from and 
opposite of the centre of the basement. sn4598 and sn3 1 7  denote serial numbers of tiltmeters 
(Applied Geomechanics Inc . ,  1 99 1 ) . 
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Figure 2 :  Data set of long term t i l t  monitoring on floor of base ment  of GPS antenna (centre 
and bottom, tm 1 and tm2, respectively) and on floor of basement of VLBI antenna (top, tm3) . 
Sampling rate of t i ltmeter recordings i s  5 minutes. Gaps in data set of tm3 are due to 
malfunctioning of X-component of tm3 (t i l l  mid Nov. 200 1 )  and fai lure of reeorder (Jan ./Feb. 
2002) . AT is outside temperature as recorded from Alfred-Wegener-Inst i tute, Ny Ålesund.  
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A suitable place for installation of the two platform t i l tmeters was found i n  the 
moderately temperature control led room beneath the GPS antenna. The instruments  were 
final ly set up on the concrete base ment and covered with i nsulat ion materia l . 
A major problem of the t i l t  measurements conducted at the Ny-Ålesund Geodetic 
Observatory i s  poor thermal stabi l ity of the avai lable i nstal l ation points .  Tiltmeters, due 
to their h igh mechanical sensit ivity,  do crit ically respond to changes in  temperature . To 
some extent this effect can be corrected, since temperature variations of the instruments 
are also recorded. Thermal insu lation is another way to reduce thermal effects on the 
t i l tmeters , at least for short term variations in  temperature . 
During the sec ond vis i t  (February 2002, M .  Fabian), instrument performance was thoroughly 
checked and improved . The tiltmeter instal led on the basement of the VLBI antenna was 
malfunctioning in one component t i l l  mid November 200 1 (which was not obvious from the 
tests in  August 200 1 ) ;  also, i ts recording system was interrupted for a few weeks in 
JanuarylFebruary 2002 . A connector that was suspected to lead to erroneous readings in one 
of the t i l tmeters was replaced . The way of fixing the borehole t i l tmeter in  the cyl indrical steel 
tube was changed to reduce temperature effects .  The measures taken appear to have be en 
successfu l .  
Preliminary Results 
Up to March 2002 , continuous recordings of the two instruments instal led on the GPS 
antenna basement were obtained (Fig .  2). Vari at ions in t i l t  signal ampl i tude range wi th in 50 
microradian that i s  within a magnitude which i s  typical for borehole instal lations a t  a few 
meters depth , at quiet sites in non-permafrost regions .  Part of these vari ations can be 
attributed to changes i n  room temperature . Changes in  t i l t  ampl i tude of the instrument 
installed on the VLBI basement amount to severaI hundred microradian and are again partly 
due to temperature effects. The i nterruptions were possibly caused by the harsh c J imate 
conditions at this place. 
Assessment of how perrnafrost might affect the stabi l i ty of the antenna basements will be 
possible when data of a full year will have been processed . So far, absence of maj or drifts in 
the t i l t  recordings suggests that perrnafrost effects are not dominant. More recent data wi l l  be 
presented during the Seminar. 
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Results fro m  th e 2000 GPS campaign for th e measure m en t  of 
th e referen ce point of th e VLBI anten n a  i n  Ny-Ålesu n d  
M .  Negusini , P .  Sarti , P .  Tomasi 
Istituto di Radioastronomia del eN.R. ,  Sezione di Matera, Italy 
Abstract.  The precise l ink between different space geodesy techniques (e .g . : GPS , SLR, 
DORIS or VLBI) i s  a fundamental task at any location where more than one technique is 
avai l able .  In the case of a VLBI antenna thi s  task is, in general , quite d ifficult due to the 
d imension of the antenna and the fact that the reference point is, in many cases, a "vi rtua l"  point 
coincident with the intersection of the azimuth and elevation axi s .  This task i s  even more 
important where, l ike in Ny-Ålesund, there are differences in the vertical rate determined by 
different techniques ( in this case VLBI and GPS). It i s ,  therefore, crucia l ,  with increasing 
importance of IGGOS, to establish a rel iable and accurate ex-centers surveying method . 
Nowadays, the most modem methodologies of e Iassical geodesy are able to meet these 
requirements, but a pure GPS approach could be much faster and straightforward . 
1 .  In troduetion 
In August 2000 a GPS campaign has been carried out at the Ny-Ålesund station , for measuring  
the VLBI antenna reference point and the possible thermal deformations due  to  the effect of  the 
sun on the antenna  structure . Two GPS receivers have been fixed on the border of the VLBI 
dish, in order to reduce the mult i  path from the VLBI antenna structure and also to maximize the 
sky visibi l i ty from the GP5 antennas. The structure support for the GPS antenna was a sort of 
gimbal , in order to keep the GPS antenn a  pointing to the zenith .  Moving the VLBI antenna in 
azimuth and in  elevation , i t  was possible, with the GPS systems, to estimate the position of the 
reference point of the VLBI antenna. In fact, i f  the GPS phase center moves in agreement with 
the structure of the VLBI antenna ,  i t  will describe a number of arcs ,  with their centers a l igned 
a long the azimuth axi s ,  during rotation in azimuth at fixed elevation . During  its motion in  
elevation, the GPS antenna wil l  describe arcs centered at the elevation axis .  Elevation biases 
between the gimbal ring  and GPS phase center, if present, introduce a systematic height 
difference, which can be easily removed once the GPS data have been analyzed . Height biases 
are not crucial in  azimuth cireIes '  center determination .  Once these biases have been taken into 
account, the GPS phase center moves in accordance with any point of the VLBI antenna  
structure . Bending of the support might introduce errors that are more difficult to model ,  but we 
are confident that these lånd of biases are much smaller. 
2. 2000 GPS cam paign 
We have originally planned to use at least 6 GPS receivers, but three of them were l aclång and, 
therefore, the experiment was carried out using three GPS systems .  One of the available GPS 
antenna had been already set up, for a different GPS campaign, with a recording interval of 20 
seconds, on ground pi I Iar number 97 (P97),  which bel ongs to the Iocal network, measured in 
1 999 (Tomasi et a l ,  200 1 ) . 
The remaining twa GPS antennas have been mounted on the VLBI dish using devices that were 
capable to keep the GPS antennas pointing to the zenith at every elevation angle of the VLBI 
antenna. The positions of the twa antennas were on the border of the dish, respectively at 22.5 
and -22.5 degrees with respect to North. The devices have been bolted to the VLBI antenna 
structure assuring that the rotation axis of the GPS antennas remain paral leI to the elevation axis 
of the VLBI radio-telescope . 
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We used rapid static observation strategy . The shortest session duration in every posi t ion was 30 
minutes, with observations acquired every 20 seconds .  We have used a set of Z-surveyor 
Ashtech receivers and choke ring antennas .  
GPS observations started moving the VLBI antenna stepwisc in azimuth with intervals  of 22 .5  
degrees .  This has been done for different elevation angles,  and in particu lar 88 .5  and 50.0 
degrees .  Two more e levation s angles ,  1 5 .0 and 5 .0 degrees, have been measured using azimuth 
steps of 45 degrees .  
We have also used a sec ond different set-up and fixed the two GPS antennas a t  the opposi te 
border of the VLBI antenna (paral leI to elevations axis) ,  using two other (L-shaped) devices at 
90.0 and -90.0 degrees.  In th is  new configuration we have moved the VLBI antenna in 
elevation . Movements started at 88 .5  degrees, the l arger elevation possible for this antenna, then 
80.0 and then down to 1 0  degrees in step of 10 degrees of elevation . Thi s has been done at 
azimuth angle O and 1 80 degrees, therefore, obtaining four elevation arcs .  With these L-shaped 
devices a new set of observations using azimuth steps of 22 .5 degrees at fixed elevation (88 .5) 
has been collected. 
3.  GPS d ata a n alysis 
The GPS data have been analyzed by means of the Bemese GPS software Version 4 .2  
(HugentobIer et a l . ,  200 1 ) . Together with the data collected during the  campaign,  the da ta  of  the 
two permanent IGS stations  in NY-Ålesund,  NY A l  and NY AL, have been analyzed in order to 
strength the results within ITRF97 reference frame (Boucher et al . , 1 999) .  It should be outlined 
that, due to the different recording rate, only one epoch per minute could be used between 
movable GPS (20 sec) and reference stations (30 sec) .  That is why base l ines between mobi le 
and P97 GPS antennas have been formed,  in order to maximize the number of observations ,  
whi le the two permanent stations have been used as constrains .  We have used the ITRF97 
coordinates for the P97 station given in Nothnagel et al . (200 1 ) , whi l e  for the NYA 1 and NY AL 
the official  ITRF97 coordinates and vel oci t ies .  When P97 data were not ava i lable the mobile 
GPS have been l inked to NY A 1 .  The precise IGS orbits ,  in  the given reference system and for 
the relevant t ime frarne, were used. The eODE pole coordinates and tropospheric models  have 
been used together with the IGS phase eccentricity file (elevation-dependent phase center 
corrections) which has be en adopted only for the ground statians .  In the GPS data analys is ,  an 
e levatian cut-off angle of 1 0° has been set, an ambiguity-fixed solution has been computed. L I  
carrier frequency has been analyzed and, consequently,  a n  ionosphere madel has been 
previously computed using the avail able data. Geocentric coordinates of mobile antennas  have 
be en estimated for each abserving session and the y are shown in  Figure l .  Squares represent the 
VLBI movements in elevations ,  while circles are the movements in azimuth. 
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Figure l :  Estimated positions occupied by both mobile  GPS antennas during the VLBI antenna 
movements. 
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4. Post-processing 
In order to compute the YLEI reference point ,  GPS posit ions  have been post-processed us ing a 
3-D least-squares analytical geometry approach .  Post-processing procedure i s  based on two 
Fortran77 programs that use a 3-D analyt ical geometry least squares approach for determining 
the best fit intersecting sUlfaces that ,  uni quely define the reference point .  Thi s i s  the approach 
that has been developed and used successfu l ly  in s imilar surveys (Sarti et a l ,  2000, Vittuari et 
a l . ,  200 1 ) .  VLE I antenna  movements in azimuth (at fixed elevations) determine  GPS antenna  
posi t ions  that ideally  draw a circumference centered on  the azimuth ax i s .  In a s imi l ar mann er, 
the centers of c ircumferences described by movements in elevation at fixed azimuth positions ,  
belong to the  elevation axis .  
5. Results  
Using the approach described above,  i t  i s  possible to determine the reference point with a purely 
ana lytical computation . Once the centers ' coordinates have be en estimated , they have been 
transformed in to a topocentric system, with orig in in  publ i shed ITRF97 VLBI reference point .  
Within thi s system, East and North components of azimuth c ire les '  centers have been used to 
compute a weighted mean that represent East and North components of the i nvariant point .  
S imi l arly ,  Up component of the different elevation eire les '  centers h ave been combined to 
obtain the weighted mean estimate of the Up component of the reference VLEI point .  These 
components and their wrms have been transformed back into ITRF97.  Table l shows the 
resulting geocentric invariant point  coordinates. 
The final results are quite good with errors of the order of 1 -2 mm for the X and Y components, 
and I l  mm for the Z component .  Ny-Ålesund is located at a very high l atitude and thus errors 
rel ated to the sites' upper component are mainly transferred to the Z geocentric component 
along with their errors . It i s  wel l  known that the upper component has l arger error than the 
horizontal one .  
Table l :  geocentric coordinates of the VLEI reference point a t  epoch 1 5/8/2000. 
6. Comparison 
X (m) Y (m) Z (m) 
1 2 02462.705 ± 0 .002 252734.43 1 ± 0.00 1 6237766.039 ± 0 .0 1 1 
The invariant point has be en estimated in two different terrestria l  surveys,  that have been 
perforrned in  1 999 (Tomasi et al . ,  200 l )  and 2000 (Nothnagel et al . ,  200 1 ) , where total stations 
(angles and distances) and theodol i tes (angles only) have been used, respectively .  This is a time 
consuming, though rel i able and accurate, approach and requires an additional effort to put the 
measurements in  a g l obal reference frarne. Using six common points measured by Tomasi et a l .  
(200 l )  within a local reference system and by Nothnagel et al . (200 1 )  witI-.in ITRF97, we have 
estimated the 7-parameters related to a 3 -D Helmert tran s formati on . These parameters have 
been used to transform the l ocal  invariant points into ITRF97, in order to compare the different 
estimates of the same VLBI reference point. 
It is well -known that there are problems related with the realization of ITRF97 positions and 
velocities of Ny-Ålesund co-Iocated GPS and VLEI. A better realization i s  the one associated 
with ITRF2000 (Altamimi et al . ,  2002) .  Results into ITRF97 have been transformed into the 
latter reference frame obtaining the results shown in Table 2,  along with ITRF2000 invariant 
point .  There is a general agreement between the official invariant point coordinates and the 
results obtained by Tomasi et al . (200 l ) . GPS results do not statistical ly  differ from the 
ITRF2000 value except for Y component. Results obtained by Tomasi et al . (200 1 )  using 
terrestrial methods show a striking agreement and, compared to GPS, smal l er uncertainties. 
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Table 2 :  Different est imates of the VLBI reference point transformed into ITRF2000. 
ITRF2000 X (m) Y (m) Z ( m) 
2000 GPS campaign 1 202462 .697 ± 0.002 252734 .427 ± 0.00 1 6237766.053 ± 0 .01 1 
1 999 c1assical campaign 1 202462.700 ± 0.00 1 252734.424 ± 0.00 1 6237766.075 ± 0.002 
(Tomasi et al . ,  200 1 )  
2000 c1assical campaign 1 202462 .6970 ± 0.0003 252734.4240 ± 0.0003 6237766.0600 ± 0.00 1 0  
(Nothnagel et al . ,  200 1 )  
Official ITRF2000 at epoch 1 202462.702 ± 0.00 1 252734.423 ± 0.00 1 6237766 .07 1 ± 0.004 
1 5/8/2000 
7. ConcIusion 
We have investigated Rapid Static GPS survey as  an alternative way to classical  geodesy in 
estimat ing VLBI Reference Point. Although not completely satisfactory yet, results are very 
encouraging and suggest that ,  using an optimal distribution of the GPS observations in space 
and time, interesting results rnight be obtained . 
Planimetric coordinates are accurately estimated , while the l imit ing factor of GPS i s  assoc iated 
with the precis ion of the Up component: it is one order of magnitude lower then that determined 
using terrestrial methods and must therefore be improved to be usable for measuring the 
reference point of a VLBI antenna. 
Moreover, the resuIts are framed directly into the ITRF and this methodology rnight represent a 
way to deterrnine the VLBI reference point with a simple and relatively fast  method, appl icable 
also to different VLBI antennas .  
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I ntroduetion 
Arctic troposphere plays an important role in environmental concerns for global change . 
Tropospheric ozone (03) is one of the most important atmospheric constituents both as a maj or 
greenhouse gas and as a species in vol ved in photochemical processes through the production of 
hydroxyl radical s .  
Convent ional ozone measurement methods i n  the  lower troposphere are typical ly based on (a) 
u l traviolet absorption , (b) a chemilumi nescent reaction with ethylene gas . S impler measurement 
techniques for assessing  air quality may offer a cost effecti ve alternative to conventional 
techniques for l arge-scale measurements carried out for mapping the air quality d istribut ion .  
During the past few years, diffusive sampl ing has been increasingly used for the assessment of 
environmental exposure to criteria pol lutants (De Santis et al . ,  2002a and 2002b) . Among the 
factors responsible for the increasing popularity of the method there i s  the l ow cost and the 
s impl icity with which the sampl ing can be carried out . 
Various designs of passive samplers have been developed for ozone .  A diffusi ve measurement 
method based on the ozone reaction with indigo cannine has been described by Grosjean and 
Hisham ( 1 992) . The uptake rate of this device depends entirely on a cal ibrat ion again st a 
standard gas mix ture in  the l aboratory , or on cal ibration in  the field without any assurance of the 
constancy of the uptake rate whose variabi l i ty is due l argely to temperatu re and relat ive 
humidity changes . Other inaccuracies are associated with the dependence of the boundary layer 
th ickness on wind conditions and on the constancy of the membrane thickness i tself. 
Koutrakis et al . ( 1 993)  developed a passive sampler based on the oxidat ion of n i trite to n itrate . 
Ini t ial  studies designed to test this device have shown its rel iabi l i ty but i n  subsequent use th is  
sampler was found to be unacceptable during val idation studies performed prior field 
operations.  Inconsistent sampler response, due to apparent changes in  effective sampl ing face 
velocity, was identified as a I ikely source of sampl ing bias. To overcome th is  l imitations a 
battery operated controlled flow sampler was proposed . 
In th is  paper we report on the development of the method of improving the determination of 
ozone by a diffusive technique, focusing, in particular, on measurements carried out i n  a polar 
region . 
A simple, inexpensive sampler has been developed and tested in  laboratory and then validated 
from lune 2000 to May 2001 in arctic atmosphere near Ny- Ålesund, Svalbard Islands.  
Experimental 
The sampler used in this study is a modification of the open-tube design obtained by usin g  a 
filter treated with appropriate reagents to trap ozone as recently modified by Bertoni et al . 
(2000) for the detennination of BTX (benzene ,  toluene, xylenes) . The body of the sampler i s  a 
cylindrical glass vial with a threaded cap at one end. 03 is collected on a disc of impregnated 
microfiber fil ter. To avoid turbulent diffusion i nside the vessel ,  the open end is protected using a 
fine stainless steel screen. Before and after sampl ing the screen i s  replaced with a polyethylene 
cap. The device is  shown exploded in Fig. 1 .  
The microfibre filter (Marbaglass, Rome) was coated by using a solution of 1 % sodium nitrite 
plus 2% glycerine in water and then dried in an oven at 70°C horizontal ly supported at the edges 
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on paral le I  glass rods glued to a glass plate. The absorbing surface i s  placed on a polyethylene 
disc having three smal l bul ges held in posi t ion by a stainless steel ring .  A second stainless ste el 
ring is used to hold the d isc .  The absorbi ng  pad faces the bottom of the device and air i s  
sampl ed through t he  three smal l sectors . 
The exposure chamber used i n  th i s  study to examine the behaviour of the sampler i n  the 
l aboratory is the same as previous ly reported in  Scheeren et al . ( 1 994) , composed by a large 
gl ass vessel cJosed with a removable leak-proof cap, in which airflow, humidity ,  temperature 
and gas concentrat ion could be control led.  The samplers were placed i n  the centre of the 
exposure channel and held in position so that the airflow was at right angle to the face of the 
samplers . The exposure chamber cou ld  hold up to six samplers . 
Air streams contain ing known 03 concentrations, generated by us ing an UY l amp (Mod. SOG-
3 , CA, USA), were di luted inside the chamber with c Jean air at control led relative humidity 
(Humicon - D.A .S . ,  Palombara Sabina, Italy) .  Ozone concentrations were measured by using an 
UY absorption analyser (API 400A, San Diego, USA). 
Field measurements were carried out near Ny-Ålesund,  Svalbard Is lands (78°54' 29" N, 
I l  °52 '  53" E) from lune 2000 to May 200 1 . The diffusive samplers were posit ioned, with their 
open en ds down , under a stand at a height of about 2 m above the ground .  Two addit ional 
samplers were deployed as field blanks duri ng  each exposure period.  The stand is an aluminum 
semi-circular dome-shaped support with its downwards cavity c10sed with a grid to protect from 
excessive turbulence and to excJude dust and part icu late matter i nterference . 
After exposure,  the filters were extracted in  Dionex e1uent (2 .7 mM Na2C03 and 0.3 mM 
NaHC03) and the concentration of the n itrate ion (product of the oxidation of n itrite by ozone) 
was determined using Ion Chromatography (Model 500, Dionex, USA equipped with a column 
IONPAC AS I 2A) . The concentrat ion of ni trate was calculated by referring  to the calibration 
graph constructed by us ing the peak heights of n itrate standards .  
Figure 1 - Exploded scheme of the 03 Diffusive Sampler: l - glass cyl inder; 2 & 4 - ri ng;  3 - absorbent; 
5 - septum; 6 - plastic cap; 7 -air barrier. 
Results and Discussion 
Linearity of response of the diffusive sampJers (i .e .  the extent to which response is directly 
proportional to input) was evaluated by exposure, in Jaboratory trials,  to known concentrations 
of 03 at 1 0, 50 and 80% relative humidity. In each trial , six sampJers were exposed 
simultaneously in the glass chamber to 03 levels up to about 700 ppb. Figure 2 shows the 
relationship between the hourly mean N03- formation onto the filter of the diffusive sampler and 
03 mixing ratio measured with a UV analyser. This figure indicates that the sampler does 
exhibit very good l inearity characteristics. The values lie on a straight line with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.99. The sampling rate calculated from the slope of the regression line was 5 .7 
cm
3
/min. 
A series of other laboratory experiments showed that the sampling range for 03 varies between 
230 ppb-hour and 72 ppm-hour. The lower limit (limit  of detection, LOD) of the sampling rate 
i s  a function of the blank value (the LOD corresponds to three times the standard deviation of 
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nitrate blank values) . The max imum l imi t  represents the point at which the uptake i s  no longer a 
l inear function of the concentration to which the sampler is exposed .  In considerat ion of th is  
upper l imit value ,  an exposure t ime for 03 as l arge as one month  can be expected at an average 
concentration of 1 00 ppb . 
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Figure 2 - Relationship between the hourly mean NOJ' formation onto the d iffusive sampler fi l ter and OJ 
mixing ratio  determined by the VV analyser in laboratory experiments .  
Field measurements in  the Arctic troposphere were carried out in  a location s i ted outside the 
research centre of Ny-Ålesund from June 2000 to May 200 1 .  The values from the 03 diffusive 
sampler were compared with those of a co-located u ltraviolet analyser of the Ny-Ålesund - LSF 
(Large Scale Fac i l ity) . The 03 measurements made with the diffusive samplers were in  a good 
agreement with the measurements from the automatic analyser, as shown in  Fig .  3. Each data 
point was an average obtained from five samplers exposed s imultaneously .  The accuracy of the 
samplers was within ± 1 5 % whereas the prec is ion (re lat ive standard deviation) was ± 3 % .  The 
slope of the l inear regression line and the corre1 ation coefficient are equal to 0.97 and 0.83, 
respectively .  
55 
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Figure 3 - Comparison between Diffusive Sampler and UV Analyser in Ny-Ålesund. 
To determine whether a diffusive sampler can be used for monitoring in a polar site i t  is 
necessary to investigate whether samplers exposed for extended periods (weeks and months) 
give the same integrated response as a series of short-term samplers run side-by-side. The ratio 
of a 4-weeks average concentration computed from the sum of 2 subsequent 2-weeks samples to 
the monthly sample can be used to indicate the self-consistency of the method. Results obtained 
in 7 subsequent runs showed a very good agreement between the monthly and the sum of the 
fortnightly samples as can be noted from Fig .  4 .  
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Figure 4 - Self-Consistency between monthly and fortnight ly d i ffus ive samplers exposed simul taneously 
in Ny-Ålesund.  
Conclusions 
The main advantage of this sampl ing  device is that i t  i s  inexpensive and easy to use . Compared 
with the conventional pump-dependent act ive sampling procedures ( i . e .  diffusion denuders or 
automatic analysers) , the main advantages of the method are cost effectiveness and simpl icity . 
Furthermore the sampler can be stored at room temperature prior as wel l as after sampl ing  and 
can therefore be used in remote areas . Another possible application of the sampler is the 
measurements aimed at the determination of the spatia) di stribution of 03 over large areas where 
no data is avai lable or the number of the existing automated moni tors is not sufficient .  They can 
also be used to check the representati veness of exist ing conventional sampl ing stations.  
Results indicate that the accuracy of this de vice when compared to co-located continuous 03 
analysers i s  ± l S% with preci sion of ± 3 % .  
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Introduction 
Microorganisms mainl y su stain l ife i n  extreme environments .  The Arctic and Antarctic 
regions have been investi gated regarding the presence of psychrophil ic  bacteria ,  archaea and 
algae ,  but very rarel y for fungi .  The isolated species were mainly present in a dormant state 
and only occasional l y ,  endemitic  psychrophil ic  species were found.  Low numbers of colony 
forming units  (CFU) of fungi were detected on non-selective general media.  
Frozen sea water and ice  form a semi solid matri x ,  permeated by channel s  and pores,  fil1ed 
with brine including expel1ed sal t s  as the ice crystals freeze together. S ince changes in  salinity 
are the dominant factors in  ex ternal chemistry that c an influence the i nternal biologi cal 
assemblage, our efforts were concentrated on the isol ation of xerotolerantJhalotolerant fungi ,  
abl e  t o  grow on media  with low water activi t ies ,  due to high concentrations o f  s al t  or sugar. 
As temperatures in  the environment drop, there is a gradu al transi t ion in  microbi al 
popul ations from the di verse mixed species inoculums ori ginating in seawater, soil  or air to 
psychrophil ic species .  Therefore the emphasis  w as given to isolation proce dures  and media, 
which gave selective advantage to fungi ,  with a c ombination of physiological properties,  
enabling l ife at low temperatures and/or water activities.  These extremophi J ic  fungi,  
potential1y known al so from other,  stressfu l  environments,  could have a selective advantage 
over mesophilic mycobiota .  The y  may be used as one of the very rare eukaryotic models for 
studyi n g  adaptations on the biochemical and genetic level to low water act ivi ty stress ,  due to 
high s al t  or sugar concen tration or due to the binding of water as ice.  
In this study quantitative data on the d iversity and distribution of extremophil ic  fungi in 
seawater, sea ice and gl acier ice are presented. 
Materials and methods 
S ampling,  i solation and media 
Seaw ater samples ,  sea ice and glacier ice ,  floatin g  i n  seawater and chopped directly from the 
glacier i n  the end of N y-Alesund fj ord, were col1ected twice, in June and in August,  during 
the season of 200 1 .  The ice was aseptical 1 y  molten.  The presence of fungi i n  the seawater and 
sea ice and glacier ice w ater w as determined by filtration immediately after s ampling (Gunde­
Cimerman et al . 2000) .  
The following solid agar media were used:  
II DRBC (water activity aw 1 .0) , a general-purpose enumeration medium. II DG-1 8 (aw 0 .946) , 
a medium for enumeration of moderate xerophiles.  II MYG (aw 0.94 1 - 0.89),  with 20/3 5/50% 
glucose and maltlyeast extract.  II MEA +5/1 0/1 5/1 7124/30% NaCL (aw 0.95 1 - 0.782), saIt­
b ased selective medi a. To all solid media chloramphenicol (50 mg/l) for prevention of 
bacteri aI growth was added. 
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For every sample five to eight parallei samples were filtered, incubated from 1 - 1 4  weeks 
at I S  and 22°C and the average number of colony forming units (CFU) per l itre was 
ca1culated.  
Taxonomy 
Isolated melanized fungi were partial ly identified by morphology, physiology and by 
sequencing of ITS rDNA (Hoog et a1 . 1 999 ; Zalar et al . 1 999a) to the genus  and in some cases 
species leveI . Isolates of the genera Penicillium, Aspergillus and Eurotium have been 
identified by morphology, physiology and secondary metabol ite profile,  to the species leveI . 
Isolates of non- melanized yeasts were not yet identified. 
All i solated strains are maintained in  the EX-F Culture Collection of the Department of 
Biology, Biotechnical faculty, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia. 
Determination of environment al parameters 
In all water samples pH, temperature, salinity (areometer) and water activity (aw) (CX- l 
system, Campbell Scientific Ltd . )  were determined . 
ResuIts 
Population dynamics of isolated fungi :  enumeration media 
The combined number of CFU of non-melanized and melanized fungi was between 400 and 
3000 CFU/I on DRBC (a general-purpose medium) and between 1 0  and 7000 CFU/I on DG-
1 8  (a medium for xerophiles). The maj ority of CFU were nonmelanized yeasts, both in water 
and in ice samples .  
The highest values (4000-7000 CFU/I) on DG- 1 8  were detected in the sea and glacier ice 
and the lowest in sea water ( l O  CFU/l) .  CFU numbers obtained on DG- 1 8  were always higher 
than on DRBC, as weU as those obtained at l SoC in comparison to 220C. The incubation time 
was shorter on DG 1 8  medium than on DRBC and always shorter at 220C, although approx . 
20% of fungi did not appear at this temperature . 
Population dynarnics of fungi : selective sugar media 
On selective media containing different sugar concentrations, the highest CFU values of fungi 
were obtained on the medium with 20% glucose (6000 CFU/I) and the lowest on SO % 
gIucose (3000 CFU/I) .  In almost all cases higher CFU values were obtained on the medium 
incubated at l SoC. The lowest fungal counts appeared in sea water and sea ice (20 
CFU/I) ,while the highest (SOOO-6000 CFU/l) were obtained with glacier ice .  
Melanized fungi appeared in sea water only occasionally, while the y represented in glacier ice 
from SO-70% of the isolated mycobiota. The melanized fungi detected on sugar-based media 
were represented almost entirely by A ureobasidum sp. and to a lesser extent Cladosporium sp. 
Non-melanized yeasts were present only in the glacier ice samples on 20-3S% glucose 
media, but none were detected on SO% glucose in any of the samples investigated. Thethird 
group of fungi was represented (30-40% ) with the genus Penicillium. The prevailing species, 
found with the highest frequency in almost all samples was P. crustosum. Other isolated 
species were :  P. nordicum, P. arcticum, P. svalbardense, P. goenlandense, P. chrysogenum, 
P. nalgiovense, P. commune, P. lanosum, P. echinulatum, P. palitans, P. brevicompactum, P. 
olsonii and P. decumbens. 
Population dynarnics of fungi : selective saline media 
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The highest fungal CFU/l (7000/1 ) were detected in the glacier ice s ample on the medium with 
5% NaCl . On selective saline media, the upper sal ini ty range for the detection of fungi was 
1 7% NaCl , at which the lowest CFU values of fungi appeared (up to 1 00 CFU/I) .  They 
were represented almost exclusively by  g. Penicillium and only occas ional ly  as well by 
melanized fungi At the lowest salinities (S%NaCl) non-melanized yeast represented approx . 
75% of all fungi (up to 5000 CFU/l ) ,  but with an increase of sal ini ty to l O%NaCl their 
numbers decreased to 2000 CFU/I and the y represented approx . 60% of all i solated fungi . At 
even higher sal ini ties they were almost completely replaced with melanized fungi and 
Penicillium spp. The most frequent Penicillium species was again P. crustosum, fol lowed by 
P. svalbardense, P. glabrum, P. thomii, P. arcticum, P. solitllm, P. ch rysogenllm and P. 
polon icum. 
Discussion 
It was generally assumed that the microbial commumtles in extreme environments are 
main ly composed of Archaea and B acteri a  and a few eukaryotic species, but lately evidence 
of a higher diversity of eukaryotic microorganisms i s  becoming evident. It is not only 
represented with the primary producers , but also by  saprotrophic fungi . An example of an 
extreme environment, where fungi have been i solated for the first time only recently, are man 
made solar sal terns .  Among the non-melanized fungi mainl y different species of the known 
food-bome xerophilic genera were isolated, such as Aspergillus, Penicillium and Eurotium, 
while the melanized fungi were represented mainly by black, yeast-like hyphomycetes and the 
genus Cladosporium. 
Fungi have been so far littJe investigated in  natural , extremely cold environments .  Sporadic 
reports described i solations from perrnafrost soils and plant l i tter and very rarely from ice or 
seawater. In al l the cases ,  when classic microbiological techniques for the i solation of fungi 
were appl ied, the media used did not ex ert low water activity selective pressure and of ten not 
even low incubation temperatures .  Recently, in some cases only molecular methods were used 
for the detection of fungi . Most fingerprinting  methods rely on PCR, a technique that may 
alter the naturaI abundance of sequences and c an be therefore biased. Other problems c an be 
of technical nature ,  such as the presenee of heteroduplexes ,  different sequences that might 
stop at the same position in a gradient gel or have the same restriction length and,  finally, 
different bands, belonging to different  operons of the same organism. Furthermore , some 
diverse populations can be lumped together or separated depending on the resolution of the 
methods .  Another source of problems arises from from nucleic acid extraction procedures, 
which can be especially difficult in  the case of fungi , due to resistant and varied ceU walls .  
The influence of the sampling site has been poorly explored for most microorganisms, even in 
less »complicated« environments .  Finally,  the so called »universal« primers used for PCR 
amplification can overlook some of the potentially targeted microorganisms .  
Therefore, in  the initi al stages of fungal isolations ,  adapted classical techniques can be the 
best way to initi ate the i solation work, which can be continued later with more sophisticated 
approaches ,  complementing the ini tial results. The methods and media used for the isolations 
of fungi from cold sea water and ice, showed a a rich diversity of mycobiota, represented by 
melanized and non-melanized fungi . A surprisingly high fungal CFU per l itre of water was 
detected, ranging from 30 - 1 00 i n  seawater, 200 - 2000 in sea ice and up to 1 0.000 in glacier 
ice. The majority of i solated fungi were initially hyaline and only eventually became 
pigmented. The main groups of i solated fungi were (i) different non-melanized yeasts ,  (ii) 
melanized fungi ,  being mainly represented by the oligotrophic melanized g .  Cladosporium 
and a still unidentified species of Aureobasidum sp. and (iii) different species of g .  
Penicillil1m. 
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Black yeasts are polymorphic fungi able of yeast":like and mytelial growth and production of 
black pigment in their hyphae, yeast-like cells and conidia.  Melanized filamentous fungi from 
the genus Cladosporium are taxonomical ly and phylogenetically closely related to black 
yeasts ,  both belonging to the order Dothideales Melanized fungi have been found on marble, 
limestone and granite in various extreme environments especially  in arid or semi arid,  hot and 
cold deserts  and , most recently, hypersal ine waters . They can endure harsh environmental 
conditions ,  due to polymorphic l ife cycles, formation of thick, melanized cell wal ls ,  
meristematic growth, propagation by  endoconidiation, adhesion , and production of 
extracellular polysaccharides .  
Penicillium i s  a cosmopolitan genus of  food-bome and  soil fungi . Many species have a 
characteristic preference for growth at lower temperatures and can be often found in alpine 
soils and recently as well in tundra soil and permafrost l ayers . Their diversity and occurrence 
in glacierlsea ice,  which has not yet been investigated, revealed a surprising richness and 
abundance. The prevailing species isolated almost in  all samples was P. crustosum, a known 
food-bome species . The so far determined characteri stics revealed significant metabolic 
differences within the species, that de serve further investigations. Among other isolated 
Penicillium species there were at least 4 new ones to science (P. nordicum, P. artticum, P. 
svalbardense and P. groenlandense) and are currently being described.  
Preliminary taxonomic analyses for some of the species, based on morphology, assirnilation 
patterns, secondary metabolite profiles and molecular fingerprinting, show that there are 
differences from species isolated from other, non-extreme environments .  Currently 
investigations are being made to discover if this is due to their geographic i solation or 
independent evolutionary origin.  
In the ice shifts in salinities occur on a rnicro level and microareas of dry and wet altemate. 
The ice is low in nutrients most of the time, but then concentrations may occasional ly  reach 
quite high levels due to primary production within .  Due to relatively high ion concentrations , 
the water availability i s  low under which conditions fungi grow optimally within the 
prevailing salinity ranges and are not much exposed to competition in their saprotrophic role. 
With high amounts of nutrients the y can cope with the energetical ly demanding  l i  fe at low 
temperatures and relatively low water activities. Due to their physiologic adaptations certain 
genera of fungi and yeasts in  particular can weU use the avai lable water and come to ful l  
metabolic activity until the next  period of suboptimal conditions starts. They are able to 
survive periods of environmental stress i n  a resting state , and respond to improved growth 
conditions immediately with increased metabolic activity and growth. Resistanee to low 
temperatures and osmotically stressed conditions and l ife st yle probably enable these fungi to 
maintain a continuous colonization of the ice. 
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Introduction 
Study of the reinvasion and establi shment of plant and animal li fe after ice 
retreat i s  one on the most important ecological problems . In the past ,  man y Arctic and 
Antarctic research projects have dealt with primary succession processes and the 
effects of c1imate warming (Svoboda and Henry, 1 987,  Chapin et al . (eds . ) ,  1 992,  
Caulson et al . ,  1 993 ,  Lewis Smith ,  1 993 ,  Levesque and Svoboda, 1 999, etc . ) .  
Cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae are the primary colonisers of  areas,  exposed for 
revegetation after the disappearance of ice cover. However, the init ial stages in the 
process of recolonization have drawn l ittle attention from researchers as reflected in  
the scant literature on this topic (Wynn-Will iams,  1 993,  Elster and Svoboda, 1 996, 
Elster et al . ,  1 997 , Elster et al . ,  1 999), although higher plant invasion and subsequent 
plant community development depend on these early colonisers . 
Cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae are widespread in polar wetlands and soils 
and produce visible biomass ,  which represents a considerable global pool of fixed 
carbon. Together with associated microorganisms, they are involved in  energy flow, 
mineral cyc1ing ,  weathering proeesses and the biological development of the polar 
l andscape. The polar terrestrial micro-flora is selected from a l imited range of algae 
within the Cyanobacteria, Chlorophyta, Bacillariophyta and Xanthophyta  (Akiyama, 
1 967, Novichkova-Ivanova, 1 972, Engelskjon ,  1 98 1 ,  Klavenes and Rueness ,  1 986, 
Ohtani et al . ,  1 99 1 ,  Broady, 1 996, Elster et al . ,  1 999, Elster, 2002, etc . ) .  
Previous research 
In 1 997 and 1 998, the species diversity of soil cyanobacteria and eukaryotic 
algae was studied along a 800m transect from the edge of the glacier across ground 
moraine of the East Brøgger glaciers , in vicinity of NY-Ålesund, the north-western 
part of Svalbard. The East Brøgger moraine is approximately 2 km wide. 1 997 and 
1 998 transects were in western part of the moraine. In 1 999, three transects (A, B, C) 
across ground moraine were collected for cyanobacteria and eukaryotic cells 
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quantification . The l ocalisation of the A treatment correspond to 1 997 and 1 998 
transect .  The B transect was  local i sed in central part and the C in  the  eastem part of 
the moraine, respectively .  S ampling si tes were 25 m apart , along a gen tIe s lope 
varyin g  in: micro-topography, drainage, soil nutrients, organic matter content ,  
substrate granular dis integration , and in composition and cover of bryophytes and 
vascular plants .  
SeveraI cultivation methods were used to cover whole spectrums of soil 
ecological conditions that can occur in the deglaciated soil s .  The fol lowing methods 
were used : direct microscopy of the wetted soil covered by microscope glasses ,  
dilution plates methods with two selected media BG- l l ,  BBM. In addition, the 
dilution plates were cult ivated in three temperatures (8 ,  15 and 24 °C) .  No distant 
differences in species composition and abundance were recorded in the se cultivation 
methods .  
82 speeies of algae and cyanobacteria  have been observed in  1 997 and 1 998 
summer seasons . In  total , 39  speeies of  cyanobacteria and 43 speeies of  eukaryotic 
algae (Chrysophyceae- l ,  Baci lariophyceae-7 , Xanthophyceae-8 ,  Chlorophyceae-2 1 ,  
Charophyceae-4 , Conjugatophyceae-2) were found. However, about 60% of speeies 
were identified only  to the genera level . In these speeies a detail morphological 
observation and l ife cycles study w as performed. 
Fluorescent microscopy (Olympus BX 60) was used for soil  cyanobacteria  and 
eukaryotic algae cel l s  quantification .  The number of cyanobacteria and algae cel ls per 
l gram of soil increased with distance from glacial front. In the first zone (glacial 
front to about 300m) the number of cell per 1 gram of soil fluctuated in values 1 03 to 
1 06 . In the second zone (300m to 1 050 m) cells number fluctuated in range of 1 07 to 
1 09 . At the end of the B transect (about l OS0m from glacial front) the number of cell 
per gram of soil slightly increased. Moreover, the cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae 
were quantified separately .  Cyanobacteria were more abundant in  al l studied 
sampling sites along deglaciated moraine. In addition , Cyanobacteria coccoid ,  
fi l amentous and colony producing forms were quantified separately .  Filamentous 
forms of Oscil latoriales and coccal Chroococcales were the most abundant in the first 
zone (from glacial from to about 400m) . Later (in distances more than 400m from 
glacial front) , Nostoe initial stages started to prevai l .  In eukaryotic algal group only 
diatoms and algae were quantified. Algae were more dominant in  the transect B and 
C,  and in contrary, the transect A was rich in  diatoms. 
Recent research 
The proeesses primary succession by cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae are 
influenced by many ecological factors . However, two of them ( 1 )  aerobiological and 
water inputs of viable cel l s  and spores in to deglaciated areas and, (2) ability to endure 
freeze-dry desiccation for long periods of time (perenn ial charaeter) play a 
detrimental role  in the proeesses of primary succession .  
In summer season 2002, the diversity and abundance of cyanobacteria and 
eukaryotic microalgae will be studied in the vicinity of Ny-Alesund, Southem part of 
Kongsfjorden, Svalbard, 79°N in the following habitats :  
• subglacial soil (samples collected from below glacier ice) 
• freshly deglaciated soil (close to glacial margins - up to SOm) 
• glacial ice surface (cryoconite, streams flowing on ice surface, etc .)  
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• soi l s  of habitats deglaciated many years ago (more than 50 years ago) 
Cyanobacteria and eukaryotic  algae diversity and abundance wi l l  be studied 
by simi lar methods as has been perforrned along East Brøgger deglaciated moraine .  
By  synthesi s of cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae diversity and abundance results 
from above mentioned four habitats we wil l  attempt to answer the cruc ial question : 
can prokaryotic cyanobacteria and eukaryotic algae survive extensive periods in  
frozen soil in glaci al environments? S imultaneously, a second question i s :  do these 
"ancient" cel ls  and spores play an important role in modem primary succession 
processes?  
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Nitrogen in terrestrial arctic systems : soil pools, plant 
growth and environmental change 
Davey Jones and John Farrar, University of Wales ,  Bangor 
Bjørn Solheim and Christ ina Wegener, Univeristy of Tromsø 
The cycling of carbon and nitrogen in arctic tundra soils is of considerable interest .  
First ,  we need to understand how low temperatures and a short season affect fluxes in 
these environments . Second, the potential impacts of climate change on these systems 
may be large , since warming is predicted to be greater than average in the north polar 
regions .  Third , we need to know if there are likely to be any positive feedbacks as the 
climate changes - and there i s  one possibil i ty of great significance in the tundra. 
We are interested in  both C and N fluxes in tundra systems. S ince the cycl ing of the 
two i s  very closely interl inked,  i t  is profitable to study them together. Here we will 
concentrate on ni trogen, but I will give a context in terms of carbon fluxes first .  
Tundra i s  very carbon-rich,  i n  spite o f  the small amount o f  l iving plant materi al . This 
i s  because the soi l s  are rich in  dead organic matter. This material has been 
accumulating steadi l y  since the retreat of glaeiers and ice-sheets,  and is l argely partI y 
decomposed and modified plant material . Some of thi s stable organic matter is very 
old - ages of 200-2000 years are common . However the carbon fluxes through plant 
and soil are much higher than might be expected - a simpl ified carbon budget for 
the se ecosystems suggests that plant material turns over with a half-time of about 5 
years , and soil microbial populations with a half-time of weeks . The exchange of 
carbon with the atmosphere - by photosynthetic fixation of C02 and respiratory 
release of C02 by plants, soil microbes and animals - is very significant compared 
with the fluxes internal to the system, such as those from plants to microbes .  The 
system is thus relatively open .  
One possible effect of cl imate change i s  a consequence of warming .  Soil  microbial 
activity may rise due to warming, and then the rate at which the stable organic matter 
is remobilised may increase . S ince the rates of deposition are so low, this might mean 
a net flux of C02 out  of the tundra . This will add to atmospheric  C02 concentration 
and thus provide a positive feedback to the process of climate change.  S ince the 
tundra C stores are l arge (280 Gt; Larcher) the global effect might be significant. 
There are two distinet reasons why this positive feedback may not occur. One is  based 
in  carbon cycl ing,  one in nitrogen cycling. It may be that soi ls  (or rather their micro­
organisms) acclimate to temperature . Higher plants acc1imate - when moved to a 
higher temperature their rate of respiration rises, but metabolic  adjustments cause the 
rate to fal l  over a period of about a week; i t  commonly retums to a rate nearly 
identical to that at its previous temperature . There is some suggestion that soils may 
do this ,  but we don ' t  know why - so prediction is difficult. 
The second reason lies in N cyc1ing. The soil microbial populations may onl y  be able 
to respond to increased temperature (and increased C input via photosynthesis) i f  
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there is  a sufficient supply of ni trogen .  This i s  i n  doubt in  many soi l s ,  and particularly 
in  tundra. The key problem at low temperature i s  the formati on and release of nitrate . 
Nitrogen cycl ing i s  very d ifferent from C cyc l ing .  It is much more a c losed system -
inputs from the environment (as nitrate and ammonium i n  rain ,  as d ini trogen fix ation) 
are relatively low, as are losses (as leaching in  groundwater, or loss of ni trogen oxides 
and ammonium).  Most N i s  recycled tightly within the ecosystem. The supply of 
ni trogen for new growth of plants and soil microbes comes from the decay of dead 
plants and micro-organisms ; most of the N within them is in organic form and so 
when the y decay, i t  i s  organic N that enters the soil . Rather as with C (because in 
many cases the same recaIcitrant molecules contain both C and N) much of the soil  N 
i s  relatively unavailable .  Soluble organic N is  a very small part of the total soil N .  
However i t  i s  this pool that i s  metabolised b y  speci alised groups of microbes to 
ammonium and nitrate . These inorganic forms of N are competed for by plants and 
microbes, and the traditional view is that plants almost exclusively use ni trate and 
ammOnIum. 
It i s  here that tundra may be special . At low temperatures ,  the rate at which soluble 
organic N is  metaboli sed to ammonium and ni trate may be very low. If i t  i s ,  i t  may be 
that both plant and microbial growth are l imited by ni trogen even though the total 
amounts of N in the soil are high. If true, this would constrain response to climate 
change and reduce the positive feedback in the C cycle .  However the re i s  another 
possibility. Even if rates of ammonium and ni trate formation are low, both plants and 
microbes may be able to access the pool of soluble organic N directl y .  Then their 
growth would not be constrained by the low flux to ammonium and ni trate , and the 
posi tive feedback in the C cycle would be possible. 
Accordingly  we have studied the N fluxes in tundra soi l s .  We ask : how abundant are 
ammonium, nitrate and organic N (particularly arnino-acids)? what i s  the flux of 
amino-acids? can plants and rnicrobes use arnino-acids directly? does tundra respond 
to the addition of organic N (it responds by increased plant growth to the addition of 
inorganic N)? 
We use two systems .  We have made experimental additions of amino-acids . And we 
have examined areas of naturai - but unusual - high N input. Svalbard has a number 
of cliffs where l arge numbers of birds nest. Below these cliffs , the vegetation is 
visibly different and the inputs of organic and ammonium-N are higher. We show that 
(as i n  many other soils) the amino-acid pool has a half-time of only a few hours , and 
so the flux through i t  i s  potentially sufficient to support increased plant and microbial 
growth when N inputs, C inputs or temperature increase . We therefore predict that 
tundra may indeed be very sensitive to climate change and potentially  able to provide 
positive feedback to global warming.  
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